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Abstract 

The formation and measurement of ethnic identity has always been at the center of 

debate, due to its intellectual complexity and methodological diversity. Lacking clear-cut 

cultural boundaries and quantifiable measurement, defining the internal qualities of 

“Chineseness” is ambiguous, especially with regard to cross-generational, transnational and 

multicultural identities. This project provides a substantive approach to understanding the 

formation and operating reality of Chinese ethnic identities. It considers membership systems, 

network structures, and daily practices of social organization within ethnic Chinese 

communities in Cambodia. Through three stages of ethnological field survey, from institutional 

and organizational to personal levels, this project seeks to fill the gap in our understanding of 

how the ethnic Chinese community developed in Cambodia. It also serves as a new 

methodological exploration to the study of Chinese ethnic identity and the ethnological 

significance of daily social engagement as a pragmatic means to practicing Chineseness and 

ethnic networking.  

This dissertation presents the ethno-historical legacy of the community structure and 

the current sub-ethnic diversity of the Chinese community in Cambodia. It then explores the 

ethnic organizational structures and members’ daily social engagements inside three major sub-

ethnic groups: Sino-Khmer, Mainland Chinese, and Taiwanese. These ethnological 

observations will be used to explain the inner cultural heterogeneity and organizational 

segregation of sub-ethnic group networks beyond Cambodia’s domestic boundary. The 

dissertation argues that the multi-framed nature of Chineseness is cultivated through members’ 

daily social interactions with one another. Consciously or unconsciously, the diverse social 

interactions between members from various Chinese sub-ethnic groups are adapted and 
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fostered during the membership arbitration process. This two-way recognition can be seen as a 

socialization process of performative Chineseness for members in different social statuses to 

“fit in, adapt, adjust, assimilate, reject, or resist” within the system and the community. This 

process occurs when an individual tries to earn the acceptance of traditional ethnic 

organizations, or elder organizational leaders try to recruit and attract new members. The 

diversified organizational structures and segregated transnational networks of each sub-

Chinese group in Cambodia provides a unique case for understanding different types of 

Chineseness as an alternative to the Western-centric conceptualizations of unified cultural 

identity.   

 

Keywords: Ethnic identity, Chineseness, Social Organization, Chinese in Cambodia, Ethnic 

Network 
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Chapter One  Introduction: On Chineseness and Cambodia As A method 

 

    Chinese ethnic identities have been the central concern and yet the most common ground 

that many identity studies scholars used to conclude their studies of overseas Chinese beyond 

disciplines and places. Many of them use the term “Chineseness” in portraying their 

intellectual imagination of Chinese ethnic identities among the sojourning communities they 

studied. These works are diverse and complex, based on the authors’ training in different 

disciplines with data collected from various sites and presented in various forms. Although 

sharing the same term “Chineseness” to mean Chinese ethnic identities, various scholars have 

very different definitions of Chineseness according to their field experiences 

(operative/empirical diversities) and disciplinary training (methodological/theoretical 

diversities). Even if authors attempt to discuss the same studied subject or object, or try to 

answer the same question, namely “how do individuals think and define who they are and 

where they belong, expressively and operatively?”, different research methodologies from 

different disciplinary backgrounds and diverse data forms collected from various sites create 

communication barriers and obstacles to clear dialogue.  

    These two methodological and disciplinary diversities extend the definitive research scope 

of Chineseness that can be analyzed with two major axes. The first axis is the empirical and 

operative diversity that produces data in different forms based upon narratives and feedbacks 

that were generated from different languages, material types, interaction methods, social 

structures, and presentation styles from sites all around the world
1
. The first commonality these 

authors share is their attention to the socio-political structure of the overseas Chinese 

communities in the countries they studied. Not only do they look into the inter-ethnic groups 

relations within local communities, but they also carefully analyze the inner social order of the 

                                                           
1
 These empirical and operative diversities include ethnographic works on specific issues of Chineseness in 

particular locations, such as William Skinner (1956, 1960) and Colin (1976) on the Chinese community in 

Thailand; David YH Wu on Papua New Guinea (1982) and Hong Kong (2002, 2008, 2012); Donald Willmott on 

Indonesia (1967); William Willmott on Cambodia (1967, 1970); Leo Suryadinata on Malaysia and Singapore 

(1986, 1990, 1994); Gungwu Wang on general Southeast Asia (1991, 2000); Aihwa Ong on Malaysia (1999) and 

Sino-Khmers in the San Francisco Bay Area (2003); Andrea Louie on Chinese Americans (2004), Brown on 

Taiwan (1996, 2004); Lok C D Siu on Panama (2005); Vasantkumar on Tibetans (2012), Liam Kelley on Vietnam 

(2002), Cathryn Clayton on Macau (2009), and so on. 
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local Chinese communities and their power structures. The second common characteristic of 

these works is their geographical community-based/ethnic enclave scale and the interaction-

oriented attention between Chinese diasporic community and local society. While their 

motherland struggled through economic poverty and political stability over the century (Wang 

2000), self-governing ethnic organizations became the central autonomy mechanism to manage 

community’s inner affairs and acted as a communication window to local authorities, despite 

the fact that the forms and types of such administrative associations varied between locations. 

On the other hand, the second axis that varies in scholarly understanding of Chineseness is the 

different disciplinary trainings and research methodologies
2

. These disciplinary and 

methodological diversities on defining, contextualizing and reasoning Chineseness have 

largely influenced the data types, formation, variables, and even the fundamental definition of 

Chineseness within their intellectual imagination. Thus, it is important to point out the 

disciplinary training differentiations that cultivate distinctive individual approaches and 

hermeneutical logics.  

Through the above-mentioned works on Chineseness, the formations and measurements 

of Chinese ethnic identity have received significant attention since the 1980s. The range of this 

research topic’s complexity involves knowledge from culture studies, psychology, education, 

ethnic studies, linguistics, and sociology. In addition, the methodological diversities in both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches have generated utterly different conclusions. These 

barriers not only create difficulties in the interdisciplinary transfer of information, but also 

reflect on the common struggle of defining the formative elements and inner qualities of 

“Chineseness.” This lack of clear-cut definitions, variables, and quantified measurements in 

defining the shared terminology reveals even greater ambiguity when the cases involve 

transnational and multicultural identities. This ambiguity is generated not only from the 

differences among disciplinary languages, operative methodologies, and data formats, but and 

more importantly, from the procedural limitations of most projects. This epistemological 

                                                           
2
 This axis includes scholars, such as Julia Kuehn, Kwai Cheung Lo, and Shirley Geok-lin Lim from English and 

writing; Rey Chow from Literature; Sau-ling C Wong from Asian American and Ethnic studies; Jennifer Anderson 

and Nancy Smith-Hanfer from Linguistics; Wei-ming Tu from Philosophy and culture studies; Guangwu Wang, 

Anthony Reid, LC Wang, Penny Edwards, and Guoto Zhuang from History; Leo Suryadinata, Hong Liu, Melissa 

Brown, and Mark Harrison from Political Science; WN Gao from Economics; Ming Zhou and Eric Feng from 

Sociology; and Anthropologists like William Skinner, William Willmott, David YH Wu, Chee Beng Tan, Andrea 

Louie, Aihwa Ong, Len Ang, Allen Chun, and Lok C D Siu. 
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procedure refers to the research processes from research initiation, project design, field plan 

execution, data generation, research analysis, and theoretical generalization and output. With 

specific groups or boundaries that had been set before research and data collection, this process 

thus creates a group profile and defines its commonalities through collecting and analyzing 

massive individual narratives, actions, and decisions from a given group or community. This 

point-and-go procedure, of course, will significantly limit and restrain the direction of the 

findings. Such procedural limitations can easily be found in works that profile group images, 

stereotypes, power structure, ethnic characteristic, cultural elements (Coughlin 1960, Skinner 

1957, 1958, Willmott 1968, Omi and Winant 1994, Smith-Hefner 1999, Amit 2002). They can 

also be seen in works that generalize collective identities by drawing a boundary (similarities 

and differences) between insiders and outsiders (Barth 1969, Vermeulen et al 1994, Cohen 

2000, Ong 2003, Wimmer 2010). Moreover, both methods of element seeking and boundary 

drawing in defining Chinese ethnic identities are often criticized as cultural relativism and 

ethnic chauvinism (see Allen Chun 1996 and Tom Mullaney 2012 as examples). 

This is why this dissertation attempts to pursue a substantial and pragmatic approach by 

studying daily practices of social participation and ethnic community engagement to 

understand the formation and multi-dimensional components of Chinese ethnic identities, or in 

other words, Chineseness. Instead of attempting to define, outline, measure, or contextualize 

the inner quality of Chineseness, this dissertation will simply pay attention to the daily ethnic 

life of Cambodia’s Chinese community. This refers to the daily practices of people’s ethnicity 

and cultural background. Ethnicity as a key composition of individuality is how an individual 

applies to make connections and socialize with people who share similarities, as “birds of a 

feather flock together [物以類聚]. However, the actors themselves do not consciously attempt 

to define or differentiate the purity or quality of each other’s similarities. Rather, they use 

personal ethnic and cultural commonality to socialize or make connection with others inside or 

outside the community or in specific social platforms as an interactive and social-instinctive 

rationale with complexity cultivated through local environment, community history, life 

experience, education, domestic socialization, personal preference, incentive, diasporic ecology, 

transnationalism, ethnic policies, and more. Since it is difficult to distinguish and measure all 

clear-cut variables, inner quality, and boundaries, this dissertation will investigate individual’s 

daily practice of social engagement with and within the community’s social organizations, 
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which represent a social platform in which all members have mutual consent to each other’s 

ethnic, social, and cultural identities, despite the definition, quality, or purity.   

 

Membership as Mutual Identity Recognition Process 

    To achieve such research objective, the fundamental hypothesis and inner logic 

underpinning this attempt is that membership applications from each individual to different 

organizations is seen as a two-way recognition process of the social identity that matches each 

organization’s membership qualification, organizational mission statement, and 

functional/operational setting. This two-way identity recognition process hereby refers to first, 

the application of an individual to specific social organizations within a particular ethnic group 

and second, the acceptance of individual members by these social organizations. Membership 

application toward a particular ethnic organization represents an individual’s agreement to the 

organizational mission, functions, values, norms, codes, obligations, possible cost, potential 

benefits, and social affiliation with a specific social image that membership alone provides. 

Conversely, the acceptance or granting of membership from a particular association means an 

individual has fulfilled role expectations, entrance examinations, admission conditions, trust-

circle inclusions, and other mandatory membership qualifications set by the current members 

and/or organizational leaders. However, the final and the exact conditions of this membership 

application-and-acceptance process are not arbitrary, but actually consist of bargaining and 

negotiations between applicants and organizational administrators.  

    The standards to measure applicants are not only local knowledge within an ethnic 

community (Geertz 1983), but also contain cultural imagination of ethnic identities within a 

specific community that is controlled by organization leaders and community authority figures 

(Geertz 1973, Anderson 1991, and Mishler & Pollack 2003). In other words, the acceptance of 

a member into a particular organization involves not only the criteria set and maintained by the 

organization administrator (firm criteria), but also the applicant’s personal connection, 

reputation, referrals, potential contributions, as well as the organization’s concern for its 

practical benefit (soft criteria). The applicant’s background, identification, interpersonal 

interactions, image presentation, participation endeavors, characteristics, virtue, wealth, and 
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even experiential memory would have to match internal organizational norms and an 

anticipated social role within the group and the community. On the other hand, the individual 

will also evaluate and trial all the social organizational options that he can access before 

deciding in which to invest most of his resources, including time, labor, money, and personal 

connections. The organization’s accessibility, financial condition, and other entrance barriers, 

potential benefits, including psychological satisfaction and personal actualization, peer 

pressure, and social needs affect one’s decision in selecting organizations in both emotional 

and rational aspects, as well as an individual’s willingness to participate in organizational 

activities.  

This mutual evaluation process does not fully operate by the book, or any organizational 

code or constitutional articles. Rather, it is an arbitration procedure for both sides to negotiate 

possible roles and expectations for membership obtainment and social engagement in the 

community. Those roles and expectations are the conventional ideas of “being one of us,” or 

the social and group identities of community members. Here, we look at the membership 

system of the Association of Chinese Teochew Cambodia (ACTC) [柬埔寨潮州會館] as an 

example. According to its organization bylaw, Section Two Article IV [柬埔寨潮州會館章程] 

(2014)
3
, membership is officially divided in 3 levels: Natural Member, Basic Member, and 

Permanent Member. A Natural Member is a Teochowese who resides in Cambodia [居留柬埔

寨王國中的中國廣東省潮州裔人士], who is over 18 years old, agrees with the Association’s 

goal [本會宗旨], and well-behaved [品行端正]. Basic Member requires registration [登記] 

and a paid membership fee. A Permanent Member refers to funding members, Association’s 

fixed assets title owners [固定財產注冊人], and members who pay association fees for 5-year 

increments.  

However, my field evidence shows no formal system to mark membership status. When 

asked about ACTC membership fees, three of five members interviewed were not even aware 

                                                           
3 The original article is “(四) 會員資格: 凡居留柬埔寨王國中的中國廣東省潮州裔人士，年滿十八歲，

贊成本會宗旨，品性端正者為自然會員，進行登記，繳納會費者為基本會員；本會立案人、固定財產注
冊人及一次性繳納五年會費者為永遠會員3。(Highlighted by the Author and cite from 《柬埔寨潮州會館章
程》, 柬埔寨潮州會館成立 20 周年紀念特刊 1994- 2014: 2014).” 
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of the amount or due date. Clearly, formal constitutional membership has not truly been 

implemented. Instead, active memberships are apparently acquired through applications other 

than those regulated by the Association’s Constitution. This dissertation will explore these 

means through ethnographical fieldwork and contextualization of how the Chinese in 

Cambodia practice their Chineseness though social engagement in ethnic organizations.  

This mutual engagement within membership systems, or what I call the “membering 

process,” operates beyond what is stated in the organizational constitution. A member’s access 

to an organization’s information and involvement, acceptance by the organizations and insiders, 

and practical engagement in the ethnic network are framed by interlocking leadership or 

directorates of multiple ethnic organizations (Skinner 1958; Liu 1998), I argue in this 

dissertation, should be all taken into consideration. Through defining how these membership 

systems, ethnic organization’s interlocking leadership, and its embedded ethnic community 

structure frame the Chinese ethnic network beyond the national and transnational boundaries. 

Taking the entire process of membership application and granting it as an identity arbitration 

process, this study of membership systems in various social organizations within the ethnic 

Chinese communities in Cambodia, especially in the Phnom Penh area, can provide insightful 

understandings and pragmatic figurations of Chinese ethnic identities, as well as how it is 

practiced in individual’s daily social life.  

Furthermore, an individual can be assigned memberships and even administrative 

positions within various social organizations of the same ethnic community at the same time. 

This identity-overlapping phenomenon, or in William Skinner’s term “interlocking network” 

(1958), can also be seen as a map of the ethnic social network that connects all ethnic Chinese 

elites and many members in the community. Additionally, different kinds and functions of 

social organizations in a given ethnic community may contain members from different social 

classes and occupations. In this sense, diverse social organizations may represent various 

stratified social circles. Therefore, studying different membership systems of various social 

organizations within the same ethnic community could include most of the entire 

organizational-level social network of ethnic Chinese in Phnom Penh who are willing to 

address and practice their Chineseness through social engagement and ethnic organizational 

participation. An individual who participates in multiple ethnic organizations, such as those of 
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surname organizations, hometown assembly, chamber of commerce, mutual aid, or 

philanthropic organizations frames an interlocking personal network to access different sub-

groups, social classes in and beyond the ethnic community. It is difficult to contextualize the 

decision-making processes and interactions between all actors, applicants, and organizational 

leaders. Thus, it is proposed in this dissertation that an ethnographical action survey that 

thoroughly investigates the embedded socio-political structure, daily practice of the 

individual’s membership status, and their engagement in multiple social organizations within 

specific ethnic communities in understanding the daily practice of Chineseness in Cambodia. 

Instead of attempting to define the inner quality of Chineseness or outline ethnic boundaries, it 

may be a more pragmatic and concise approach to understanding how ethnic identities are 

practiced in the daily life of a diasporic individual, specifically regarding their social 

engagement with various ethnic organizations. The key is then to define the site and operative 

definition of ethnic organizations, especially in an urban setting as the case of this dissertation 

supplies.  

 

Fieldwork, Field Data and Methodology 

    To fulfill this purpose, it requires further operative definition of the scope and types of 

ethnic organizations, and long-term field survey over such topics in the community. To 

establish a well-rounded research plan in answering my questions, it is necessary to look into 

the historical background of my research community, the ethnic Chinese in Cambodia. Known 

as ethnic Chinese, overseas Chinese, Chinese Diasporas, Chinese sojourners, Chinese 

descendants or Sino Khmer, the Chineseness of immigrants from China to Cambodia since the 

12
th

 century has been an ambiguous concept after generations and generations of assimilation, 

as well as the influx of new migrants over centuries. As Cambodia’s Prime Minister, Hun Sen, 

pointed out, almost every Cambodian has some degree of Chinese blood, needless to mention 

the Chinese cultural influence on the entire country today (Xing 2001: 188). Another cultural 

and linguistic illustration is the counting numbers and measurement units used in the Khmer 

language, which were acquired from Teochowese, the main Chinese vernacular used by the 

majority of the overseas Chinese population in Cambodia, which has dominated retail and 

street vendor business in Cambodia (Smith-Hefner 1999). Both linguistic evidence and Hun 
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Sen’s statement apparently contradict Willmott’s conclusion about the isolated Chinese 

community that coexisted alongside mainstream Khmer society. This contradiction lies in how 

much the Chinese community in Cambodia has changed and been assimilated between 

Willmott’s fieldwork in 1962 and Hun Sen’s statement in 2001. The nature and the status quo 

of the ethnic Chinese community in Cambodia nowadays have been very different from that 

Willmott observed and discussed in the 1960s and 1970s. As Penny Edwards and Evan 

Gottesman point out in their works (Edwards 1997, Gottesman 2003), the boundary and the 

segment between ethnic Chinese and non-Chinese have become more and more indistinct since 

the 1970’s, when many anti-Chinese policies, naturalization laws, forced interracial marriages, 

and racial hatred crimes were carried out. This is especially true considering how newer 

generations these days acknowledge their Chinese heritage, but know little about their family 

history or about China. The long civil war and political sensitivity of ethnic nationalism have 

created the lost generation of Chineseness in Cambodia, who was born during the wartime. 

The reopening of Chinese schools and organizations after 1991 has since articulated the 

Renaissance generation of Chineseness. Since the reconstruction of the new Royal 

government in Cambodia from 1991 onward, many new Chinese-speaking migrants have 

relocated into the country.    

    It is less problematic to define new Chinese migrants since migration and broader 

management have become more effective since 1993. However, it is relatively difficult to 

define ethnic Chinese in Cambodia. This dissertation utilizes Cambodia’s existing ethnic 

classification in the nation to establish the community diversities of the Chinese in Cambodia. 

It attempts to investigate those transnational, governmental, semi-governmental social and 

local ethnic organizations that are officially registered and managed under the Minister of 

Culture and Religion Affairs (MOCAR) of the Royal Kingdom of Cambodia. The highest 

federal ethnic Chinese organization that is officially authenticated by MOCAR is the 

Association of Chinese in Cambodia (ACC, 柬華理事總會), the official civil agency in charge 

of all ethnic Chinese affairs in Cambodia.  
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By saying ethnic social organizations, this project specifically focuses on those registered 

associations, organizations, and clubs under the Association of Chinese in Cambodia
4
 (ACC, 

also known as the Khmer-Chinese Association in the Kingdom of Cambodia). As part of the 

colonial legacy mentioned above, after the French colonial period, five big language-based 

Huiguans became the administrative authorities on domestic affairs with an overseeing federal 

mediation organization. This colonial legacy later transformed into voluntary social 

organizations, which most Chinese in the community still affiliated with during the 1960’s. 

Immediately after the civil war, Teochow Hui Guan [潮州會館] was reopened in 1990 along 

with four other Hui-guans re-established between 1991 and 1993 (Nozawa 2007, Zhong 2003). 

At the same time, the Chairman (in office from 1990 to present) of Teochow Huiguan, Oknha 

Yang Qi-Qiu [楊啟秋 勛爵], also gained the permission and support of Prime Minister Hen 

Sen and the President of the National Assembly, Heng Samrin, to re-establish the Association 

of Chinese in Cambodia as the semi-governmental agency in charge of all Chinese affairs. 

Under Lord Yang’s leadership, ACC has served as the only administrative authority and 

communicative window between local Chinese leaders and Hen Sen administration since its re-

establishment on December 26, 1990. Functioning as “the Royal Government approved  

organization [王國政府批准的合法社團] (Commemorative Issues of the 20
th

 Anniversary: 6), 

ACC is the legal leadership in managing all Chinese affairs, including charity mobilization, 

policy promotion, political consolidation, ethnic solidarity, Chinese education, event 

coordination, international relationship bridge, and dispute arbitration. Nationally, there are 

142 different organizations and 78 Chinese schools under ACC’s leadership. This dissertation 

will focus mainly on organizations located in the capital city, Phnom Penh, due to time and 

resource restraints. This field site range was selected simply because the capital city of 

Cambodia, Phnom Penh, is home to more than 80 percent of Chinese descendants in the 

country. I will focus only on registered social organizations under ACC, which is the only and 

central ethnic organization recognized by the royal government. Supporting this claim, ACC 

Chairman Lord Yang is annually sworn in by the Prime Minister Hun Sen, while all media 

outlets and ethnic Chinese consider the ACC Chairman to be the official community leader and 

representative of all ethnic Chinese in Cambodia.  

                                                           
4
 ACC is the highest authority of all Chinese affairs [全柬華人的最高領導機構] (Commemorative Issue of the 

20
th

 Anniversary of the foundation of Associatio of Chinese in Cambodia: 6) 
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Based upon aforementioned methodological grounds, my major fieldwork from June 2013 

to June 2014 in Cambodia can be divided into three phases. The first stage of my fieldwork 

was a general community survey and historical reconstruction in the first couple of months. 

The purpose was to fill in the intellectual gap since the last monograph on the Chinese 

community in Cambodia published in 1967 and 1970 by William Willmott. Since Willmott’s 

fieldwork in the 1960’s, Cambodia has gone through five regimes and a 26-year civil war. A 

comparison between this newly collected data and that of Willmott and Edwards’s 1997 survey 

result is reviewed and presented in the early chapters of this dissertation. This general 

community and ethno-historical review can provide the baseline for understanding the 

contemporary ethnic Chinese community in Cambodia. The major results of this fieldwork 

phase are presented in Chapter 3 and 4. 

For the second phase of my fieldwork from September 2013 to February 2014, more 

specific surveys of registered social organizations within the diverse ethnic Chinese 

community in the capital city of Phnom Penh were conducted to narrow down the study’s scale. 

My first attention was to focus on the ACC, the central organization of local Chinese, whom I 

later refer to as Sino-Khmers throughout this dissertation. ACC, the Association of Khmer-

Chinese Association in the Kingdom Of Cambodia, was established on December 26, 1990 as 

a self-governing leading organization to manage all 35 affiliated organizations and 55 

Chinese schools in the country (official list of ACC May 2014 obtained by the Author). 

Registered groups and units under ACC are viewed as the basic research units for this research. 

This research phase provided a theoretical framework and standards to classify different types 

of Chinese social organizations, in order to understand what social and cultural dimensions 

those groups cover and how they function to connect individuals within the ethnic Chinese 

community. The major objective for the second phase was to focus on the membership system 

settings, political structure, and classification of all available social organizations within the 

Chinese communities in Cambodia. This was done thorough field visits and interviews to the 

registered organizations and offices based upon the list collected from the first phase. These 

investigative visits and the data collection not only confirm and updated organizational data 

and operative details, but also established my personal understanding and relationship with 

members and administrators in each organization.  
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As research targets, I focused on Cambodia’s three main social organizations of new 

Chinese migrants - the Hong Kong & Macau Expatriate & Business Association of Cambodia 

[HMBAC 柬埔寨港澳僑商總會 ], the Taiwanese Commercial Association in Cambodia 

[TCAC 柬埔寨台灣商會], and the Chinese Chamber of Commercial in Cambodia [CCCC 柬

埔寨中國商會], which have acted as the official communication windows and core ethnic 

organizations for Cambodia’s Chinese sojourners from various places. Among the other 90 

ACC affiliated units in Cambodia, 44 of them are located in Phnom Penh. To narrow the scope 

of this project, my major field site was set to organizations located within Phnom Penh. This 

allowed me to economize time and the cost of fieldwork, while ensuring depth and quality of 

each visit. During this second stage of fieldwork, it was also important, in an ethnographic 

sense, to map out the relationships between organizations in order to understand the roles and 

functions each organization plays in the community. During this phase, the author-collected 

data widely included lists of board members, newsletters, bulletin, annual reports, almanacs, 

special booklets for events, and news reports from five local Chinese newspapers
5
. Major 

research data quoted in this dissertation are produced from participatory observation, including 

interviews with active community members, current leaders, and community elders. This data 

helps to elucidate and reconstruct the historical background and inter-organizational relations 

of those organizations, which have not been recorded property and systematically since the 

civil war period (1970~1991). Later in this stage, my scope and focus, particularly in 

interviews, started to grow more toward the three foreign Chinese sojourn communities and 

their core social organizations. Most of these research results are presented in Chapters 4 to 6 

with a specification of each sub-ethnic Chinese community. 

The third phase of fieldwork started from Lunar New Year 2014 until I left the field in 

June 2014. The main mission of this stage was to generate data from in-depth organizational 

visits, office event observations, follow-up personal interviews, field incident observations, 

event participation, and further social event participation. Informal social gatherings and 

business socials [應酬] became a major part of my fieldwork in this stage, as most of my 

                                                           
5
 There are five daily Chinese newspapers in Cambodia: 柬华日报, 柬埔寨星洲日報, 华商日报, 高棉日报, 金边

晚报. 柬华日报 is the official newspaper issued by ACC. 柬埔寨星洲日報, the oldest and top-selling newspaper , 

is owned by a Singapore media group and the only newspaper written in Traditional font. 高棉日报 and 金边晚报 

were both founded by a mainland Chinese entrepreneur 曹云华 in 2012. 
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informants are business men. A typical day started with breakfast with elders and was followed 

by tea and cigars in an organization’s office in the late morning. Since most elders would go 

back home for lunch and a nap, I would usually leave the office for lunch with young 

professionals or organization leaders, if they were available. A majority of the insightful data 

was generated from these informal social activities, which might be followed by a formal or 

follow-up interview. Many of these in-depth interviews were conducted with interviewees 

from the first two stages of my fieldwork, especially prospective members, active members, 

and leaders of organizations. It explored the group’s in-depth understanding of their 

membership system and operative details.  

Through these three phases, a clear picture of social networks among the ethnic Chinese 

community in Cambodia is constructed with organizational data from the field, while the roles 

and functions of different social organizations will be reviewed and generalized to reflect the 

daily cultural practices of ethnic Chinese in all occupations. Furthermore, daily practices 

among and within different ethnic social groups can be seen as substantial activities that 

constitute ethnic identities. For instance, an individual may be involved in multiple 

organizations that reflect his personal educational background, religion, profession, habits, 

hometown recognition, and social circles. Different degrees of activeness, disbursement, and 

connection with various ethnic organizations can then be seen as the prioritized result of social 

rationale, peer pressure, free will, and environmental limitation. Accordingly, ethnic social 

activities of all kinds represent well-rounded daily ethnic practices in different aspects of life. 

Thus, participation across various multiple social organizations reflects how an individual 

balances, chooses, calculates, expresses, and situates his political, cultural, social, economic, 

and ethnic identities.  

Methodologically speaking, traditional participatory observation was the main field 

method used, while different degrees of follow-up interviewing were conducted before and 

after the fieldwork period. This project attempts to refine and extend the scope and procedure 

of the power structure method innovated by the British socio-anthropologists from the London 

School of Economics. This project first outlines the historical legacy of the community 

structure and Cambodia’s socially-constructed ethnic classification. It then explores how such 

structure restrains members’ social platforms and their daily practices of the ethnic identities 
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through social grouping and networking. Finally, ethnological data explain the daily practices 

of the Chinese ethnic identities in Cambodia. This data includes community survey results, 

ethnic social organization lists, organizational membership systems, board member lists, event 

and activity observations, personal interactions and narratives, and meeting minutes. These 

data help to infer and construct the daily practices of Chinese ethnic identities, rather than 

dissolve ambiguous conceptualization of ethnic identities as variables to contain and evaluate 

Chineseness. The latter approach deduces conclusions that encounter a central methodological 

problem: the lack of measurement units and practical standards to signify ethnic identity.  

A study like this on ethnic identity and organizational life requires ethnographic 

observation and interviews as two major implementation strategies since it largely involves 

social relationship mapping and qualitative data analysis. For example, membership criteria 

and application procedures, as well as the list of board members, can be used as the key 

classification standards to differentiate various types of Chinese social organizations in the 

community. To obtain such data, long-term participation and sit-in observations at events, 

social gatherings, meetings, and board meetings of each organization are necessary for the 

researcher to understand the practical implementation details of each unit. Several factors 

helped me integrate into the community, including my fluency in several vernacular languages 

(Mandarin, Hokkienese/ Fukkienese, Teochewese, Cantonese, and Khmer), my educational 

background (in China, Taiwan, and the United States), and my experience (business family 

background and more than 12 years of non-governmental work). In addition, I had four 

previous field experiences in Cambodia from 2001 to 2003, during which I established an 

inter-personal network with three major Chinese schools and several key associations, 

including the Association of Chinese in Cambodia and three Huiguans. I also had a well-

known NGO, the Cambodia Documentary Center (DC-Camb) as my host organization. While 

my personal background, language, and experience did help me gain access at the start of my 

fieldwork, they were not enough to help me approach politics before meetings and official 

events. In fact, most decisions and motions had already been discussed and arranged prior to 

the actual meeting, during which discussion and opinion-seeking [意見徵求] were simply 

formality. In these meetings, I observed that those who spoke-out or opposed decisions were 

usually rivals of the current leaders or members who were socially or politically marginalized 
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in the organizations and only included because of their social status, family legacy with the 

organization, or social connections within Cambodia.  

    While it was surprisingly easy for me to participate and sit in most of the meetings, public 

events, and social activities, data from these occasions were mostly open access and could be 

readily found in Chinese newspapers and organization publications. The true political process 

within these organizations could rarely be detected during my fieldwork, except for whispered 

speculations, rumors, hearsay, or personal opinions spoken to me privately. This was the most 

difficult part of my fieldwork since these data were informal and unverifiable, and usually 

carried out during informal occasions without recording and research consent. Therefore, 

unless specifically indicated and re-consented with informants in follow-up interviews, these 

types of data were carefully excluded in this research. 

 

Field Languages, Translation, and Terminology  

    It is important to note that the language complexity of Chinese in Cambodia heavily 

influenced field data collected in this project. Although Khmer is the official language in 

Cambodia, English is the predominant language in the education system. This is mainly due to 

the fact that the public education system was underinvested in during the French colonial 

period and destroyed during the long civil war (Ear 1995). After the civil war, the education 

system in current Cambodia became comprehensively privatized by foreign NGOs and private 

enterprises (Brehm and Silova 2014). English is now used as the official language in higher 

education and all private schools. Meanwhile, Phnom Penh’s Chinese schools were among the 

earliest reconstructed schools in 1991, even before the new Kingdom was fully restored in 

1993. Therefore, it is common for a Phnom Penh youth from a typical urban middle class 

family to speak Khmer in public, English at schools, and Chinese Mandarin with peers and 

families. Moreover, there are five dialects used within the Chinese community, as well as new 

Chinese-speaking migrants with various regional accents and phraseologies. My field 

experience shows that the initial greeting and subsequent small talk are key moments for Sino-

Khmers to distinguish another’s origins and background. Take a Sino-Khmer watch vendor in 

the Central market as an example. She charges different prices ranging from $15 to $100 USD 
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for a fake Omega watch, based on one’s dress, greeting language, accent, and “the degree of 

eagerness of wanting the watch.” She claims she is usually able to tell a client’s background 

and their “right price,” but judged me incorrectly. She explained that how I dressed “looks like 

a local Huaren [本地華人]”, but from the ways I speak and greet, she would say I am a foreign 

Asian, although I first greeted her in Khmer. However, when I started to bargain in Khmer, she 

assumed I was local and eventually lowered her initial charge of $25 to $7, which she regretted 

once she heard me speak “good-good English” in asking for a better box for the watch. Thus, 

the language complexity in Cambodia is not only a peculiar identity phenomenon for the ethnic 

Chinese community, but also a common sense for local Cambodians in judging the 

Chineseness.  

    This language complexity became a central issue for my fieldwork simply because the same 

issue always recurred with each new greeting, self-introduction, and early interaction between 

my informants and me. I soon found that I had difficulty marking and recording how an 

informant combined or switched between three major languages and several dialects, as well 

deliberate accents sometimes applied to “get alone with” certain counterparts. As “a Taiwanese 

who studies Cambodia in the United States,” I am native in Taiwanese-accented Mandarin and 

Hokkienese/Taiwanese, and have learnt 3 years of Khmer while speak fluent English. Since 80% 

of Sino-Khmers in Cambodia are Teochowese, Teochowese is the most popular Chinese 

dialect in Cambodia. At the same time, Hokkienese, which is close to Teochowese, and 

Cantonese, are the second and third most common Chinese dialects in Cambodia, respectively. 

Since I can speak Mandarin with both a Southern Chinese or Taiwanese accent and 

phraseologies, most of my interviews were conducted in Mandarin. Few were done in English 

or Taiwanese/Hokkienese due to interviewees’ preferences. However, many interviews had 

various circumstantial insertions of different languages, terms, phraseologies, or accents. All 

my field notes were written in traditional font of Chinese with some English or Romanized 

Pinyin.  

    In terms of the writing or printing font styles, it is worth noting here that students who 

learned Chinese after 1998 use simplified font, since ACC began to accept textbooks and 

donations from China from that year. Prior to that, with the reopening of Chinese schools in 

1991, most Chinese schools used traditional font course materials from Taiwan. Even before 
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General Lol Nol shut down all Chinese Schools in 1970, traditional font had still been the 

major font used in Chinese schools, Chinese newspapers, and most organizational publications. 

In this dissertation, the original fonts from data are used if available, or font was written 

according to a source or informant’s background. Except those who with Taiwanese and Hong 

Kong origins used traditional font, ethnic Chinese from all other origins, such as China, North 

America, or Southeast Asian countries use simplified font. With regard to the inter-language 

translation in this dissertation, the original texts are showed in the square bracket […] 

immediately after my English translations. Various pronunciations in different languages and 

dialects are also recorded respectively, if applicable. The font styles recorded are also based on 

a source and informant’s primary preference. Official documentary materials, key quotations, 

or articles from organizational constitution are all cited in original language and font. In 

practices, whether the fonts are cited in Taiwan’s Traditional or China’s Simplified Chinese 

characters depends on the origin of the interviewees or speakers. 

 

Research Significance and Research Impact 

    The significance of this dissertation on overseas Chinese social organizations in Cambodia 

can be discussed on both empirical and theoretical dimensions. The first significance of my 

research is to fill the gap of empirical understanding on the Chinese community in Cambodia. 

Since Willmott published his last monograph, “The Political Structure of the Chinese 

Community in Cambodia” in 1970, there has not been a specific monograph and ethnographic 

fieldwork focused on the Chinese community in Cambodia. Due to the long term civil war 

(1970-1991) and no preservation of related records and documents, all English-written books 

of Cambodian contemporary history gave very limited lines and descriptions concerning the 

Chinese community in Cambodia (Chandler 2008; Edwards 2006; Gottesman 2003; Corfield 

2009). Although some articles from historian Penny Edwards and some other Chinese journal 

articles touched upon related issues after 2000, no anthropological or ethnographic works have 

been presented among any of these. There is no study focusing on diaspora social organizations 

among Chinese in Cambodia. My fieldwork fulfilled this gap by conducting a general survey 

over all Chinese social organizations in the Phnom Penh, and further collected related 

ethnographic data for these social organizations and certain individual identity practices. These 
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collected data could become the major component and evidence for the diverse Chinese 

communities in forming each sub-ethnic group’s social and cultural identities and networks in 

a general sense.  

    The second significance of this project is found in the theoretical objectives I attempt to 

achieve. This dissertation can be divided into three different layers: the overall ethnic Chinese 

community and its sub-classifications, social organizations within the community, and 

individual identities and their formation of a social network. This topical connection using 

organizational membership systems and criteria to define Chineseness and map the social 

network structure can be well applied and connected to theories from modern kinship studies, 

ethnic network, identity studies, and diaspora theory, as well as ethnographic methodologies.  

    The studies of overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia have had a long tradition based on 

William Skinner’s work with the Thai Chinese community. However, prior works, such as 

Willmott’s political structure of Chinese in Cambodia, have focused mainly on the inter-ethnic 

relationship between ethnic Chinese and local society. The project I present here looks instead 

into the community’s social structure, formation, and internal essence by analyzing daily 

practices and mapping the social network embedded in social organization participation. These 

studies will benefit not only the academic community, but also the local community by 

portraying their daily ethnic practices within a bigger picture without losing sight of the ethnic 

community as a whole. Finally, this research will provide a clear approach for local 

Cambodian society to understand the ethnic Chinese communities and offer knowledge of their 

cultural practices and access to the various Chinese communities. While it may not define 

whom or what is more Chinese than one the other, it can definitely help exhibit the social 

investment of those who are willing to disclose and utilize their Chineseness. Therefore, the 

outcomes of this project can be very valuable for both the intellectual community and the local 

community in the sense of both an empirical country case study and a theoretical examination. 
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Chapter Two    In Search of a Common Theoretical and Methodological 

ground to understand Chineseness in Cambodia 

 

    To understand the complexity of Chineseness in Cambodia and the methodological approach 

adapted by this dissertation, it is necessary to refer back to the theoretical and empirical 

theories I mentioned in Chapter 1. In this chapter, I will review different aspects of identity 

theories and various definitions of “community” developed in Anthropology. I will then 

contextualize several key ethnographic studies on ethnic identities and diaspora as they relate 

to ethnic Chinese. I will further demonstrate the theoretical construction to empirical 

accumulation of the study of Chineseness by referring to previous studies of Chinese identities, 

or Chineseness. Finally, to contextualize Chineseness in general, the last part of this chapter 

will specify the literature accumulations of the ethnic Chinese in Cambodia. The penetrating 

theme underlying these three clusters of the literature reviews is the methodological approach 

utilized within this monograph to underline complex forms of social engagement embraced by 

various sub-ethnic Chinese communities in Cambodia as a means to express their ethnic 

identities, specifically, organizational participation, interlocking membership, and ethnic 

networks of both local and transnational scales.  

 

    Identities have been the central discourse of Anthropological studies. Anthropology, in my 

opinion, could be called the science of human identities. Four different sub-fields within 

anthropology use various types of evidence to define human identities, including 

archaeological, physical, linguistic, and ethnographical evidence with various methodologies 

Different scholars vary in their definition of “group identity”, determined by their various data 

formats, disciplinary training, and methodological diversities. However, the central and 

common discourse they share is group subjectivity, with each trying to understand the different 

parameters that are used to profile and portray the subjectivity that divides or unifies people. 

For example, Crissman in his 1967 article indicates that group identities are the common 

characteristics among individuals (Crissman 1967). C. Fred Blake further argues that group 

identity is the structural phenomenon of sociocultural changes (Blake 1981), while David YH 

Wu considers group identities as a political classification under historical construction (Wu 
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1991). Cohen, however, believes that group identity is the personal awareness of group 

belongingness (Cohen 1982), later elaborating that it could be the cultural complexity of 

personal experiences (Cohen 1999). Wang and Ried argue instead that it is the shared historical 

collective memory (Reid 2009; Wang 1999; Wang 1991b; Wang 2003). Some others also 

consider group identity as the commonality of collective recognition symbol (Brubaker 2004; 

Phinney 1990; Phinney 2003). Meanwhile, for scholars focused on power structure among 

groups, it is a socially-constructed classification within ethnic and power hierarchy (Clayton 

2009; Crissman 1967; Mullaney 2012; Omi and Winant 1994; Vasantkumar 2012), or in 

Anderson’s popular term, “the imaged community” (Anderson 1991a). Stuart Hall, on the other 

hand, defines group identity as the culture embodiment (Hall 1990; Hall 1991), varying by 

circumstance, presentation, and intentionally-drawn borders (Hall and King 2005). Some 

physiological and linguistic scholars direct attention to the multiple layers or multicultural 

characteristics that an individual occasionally presents, and coin it as a situational expression 

(Geary 1983; Nagata 1974; Renn 2000).  

The forming of Community is created by a researcher’s own definition and 

interpretation, as demonstrated by Geertz claiming his famous thick theory and revealing a 

carton of interpretative anthropology (Geertz 1973). Therefore, membership of different 

communities are judged and evaluated by so-called local knowledge (Geertz 1983), power 

structure (Foucault 1982), cultural production system (Bourdieu 1993), nationalism 

imagination (Anderson 1991a), self-consciousness (Cohen 1982), social organizations 

(Hannerz 1992), and cultural representation (Hall 1991). The works cited above represent the 

field’s re-evaluation of what makes a group and how it is differentiated from others, beyond 

deterritorialization and boundary making. The contextualization of Community in this 

definition is, in Hammel’s term, a “culture by the people” and a “culture for the people” 

(Hammel 1990), where “people” refers to the researchers and authors themselves. It is the 

researchers, not the research object who lives within a group’s culture, who give meaning to 

the observed way of life. Community definitions, like Benedict Anderson’s Imaged 

Community(1982), Turner’s Communtas (Turner 1969), Appadurai’s Locality (Appadurai 

1995; Appadurai 1997), Cohen’s Social Identity (Cohen 1999), Stuart Hall’s Representiveness 

and Omi & Winant’s Social-Constructed Racialization (Omi and Winant 1994), are profoundly 

useful in their explanations, based on the merit of their case particularity, but can be limited in 
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their application to other general cases. This is to say, the method of argument on 

anthropological definition of a community is fully supported by the notions of cultural 

relativism and particularity. However, these two notions in the contrary devaluate and restrain 

the attempt to establish a common definition of Community. The most lethal methodological 

challenge our generation of ethnologists face is that we make presumptions about and pre-

define groups prior to studying them. Thus, the subjective sampling process and pre-

determined definitions of study groups pollute and frame the answers we seek to pursue, 

invalidating our conclusions, no matter how systematic or significant the generalization. 

Therefore, the formation and making of a community from our studies should be put under 

more rigor methodological reviews in order to ensure their legitimacy. Further, we should be 

aware of the limitations and prejudices we carry when attempting to define a group.   

    To summarize, I will use what Cohen asserts – that while community is “a way of 

designating how something is shared by a group of people (Cohen 1999)”, we have come to 

understand that in our modern world, nothing is necessarily shared  within a group. Thus, the 

forming and making of community, from my point of view, is no longer the question. Instead, 

we should focus our attention on the methodology by which we select research objects and 

connect to the subjects we study, as well as the way we reify our data into materials. The 

research process per se is more important than the outcome and the presumptions we carry 

from the very beginning. In this sense, it is important for this project to focus on the literature 

fruition of Chinese diaspora studies, rather than define those who are ethnic Chinese. As such, 

the intent of this dissertation is to show how the study group practices their daily social 

engagements, rather than to different them from another group.   

 

Methods and Literatures on the Study of Overseas Chinese 

    Among the earliest studies of overseas Chinese community is the diary of nationalist Liang 

Qichao from his visit to Yukoshima, Japan and San Francisco, the United States from late 1890 

to 1920. He documented overseas Chinese social-political structure and social organizational 

activities in comparison (Wu 1991). As David Y.H. Wu discussed in his 1991 article, Liang 

Qichao highlighted in his observations how several traditional customs and rites were 
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preserved in these two communities and how such traditional societies can be used to support 

republic revolutions, as shown by Dr Sun Ya-Sen’s establishment of revolutionary 

organizations in mostly overseas Chinese. Arguably, this cross-border networking wss a 

valuable resource for the success of republican revolution. These ethnic organizations across 

borders soon became and remained one of the biggest assets to the newly established Republic 

of China’s KMT administration. Thus, transnationality has been the fundamental qualification 

of the Overseas Chinese, as they were appropriately termed. As such, this section of the 

chapter will focus on the theoretical development of Overseas Chinese studies, rather than 

define the communities’ nature, scape, boundaries, measurement, and inner qualities. By 

analyzing the methodological and theoretical evolutionary process, an integrated method will 

be proposed before reviewing the historical developments of studies of Cambodia and the 

Chinese in Cambodia.  

    This historical significance of overseas Chinese’s transnationality was included in traditional 

anthropological studies after World War Two and the second Chinese Civil War ended. World 

War Two and the Chinese Civil War led to China’s lockdown from the 1960s to late 1970s. 

Scholars like M Freedman (Freedman 1960; Freedman 1957; Freedman 1970) focused on the 

kinship and traditional social structure to establish his famous anthropological theory of social 

organizations. Raymond Firth looked into the economic activities and ethnic Chinese 

merchants’ operations for further analysis (Firth 2013). More importantly, William Skinner 

looked into the traditional Chinese kinship, social organizational leadership and political 

structure that were preserved and practiced in Thai’s overseas Chinese community (Skinner 

1964; Skinner 1957; Skinner 1958). These three major ethnographic scholars influenced many 

later Anthropologists’ research directions and methods. Such as David Y.H. Wu’s study on 

PNG (Wu 1982), D Willmott’s research on Indonesia (Willmott 2009; Willmott 1960), 

Suryadinata’s research on Malaysia and Indonesia (Suryadinata 1978; Suryadinata 1997; 

Suryadinata, et al. 2003), W Willmott’s study on Cambodia (Willmott 1967; Willmott 1970; 

Willmott 1981), C Fred Blake’s research on Hong Kong (Blake 1981), Liam Kelley’s study on 

Vietnam (Kelley 2000), and Cathryn Clayton’s research on Macau (Clayton 2009).  What they 

have in common is their focus on the socio-political structure of the overseas Chinese 

communities in the countries of interest. They not only looked into the inter-ethnic group 

relationships with local communities, but also analyzed the power structure of the local 
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Chinese communities. The characteristics of their works are their geographical community-

based/ ethnic enclave scale between ethnic Chinese and local indigenous. Without a state 

political authority in charge, ethnic organizations became the central autonomy in managing 

community’s affairs, despite the fact that the form and type of such administrative associations 

may be different in various locations. Their works on different Chinese communities in places 

outside of China have indicated the heterogeneity of Chinese identities. Moreover, they 

presented various ethnographical evidences of the sub-ethnic diversity among Chineseness. 

Blake’s pioneer monograph, “Ethnic Groups and Social Change in a Chinese Market Town 

(Blake 1981)” has an important impact on this research. Blake not only presented a small 

Hakka town in the outer Hong Kong that was different from the mainstream Cantonese, but 

also initiated my interests in the process of ethnic identity formation. On the other hand, David 

Y H Wu’s study on the social and commercial leadership and structure of the Chinese 

community in Papua New Guinea (Wu 1982) provided methodological insights in analyzing 

the case in Cambodia for this study.  

 

Secret Society as the Core of Overseas Ethnic Organization 

    The ethnographical approaches were also applied to the studies of secret societies in 

overseas Chinese communities (Comber 1959; Mak 1981; Ownby and Heidhues 1993) since 

the underground societies were often considered as a mysterious force for maintaining order. It 

is very challenging to conduct ethnographical fieldwork for overseas Chinese secret society 

due to its complexity and unapproachability. The overseas Chinese underground societies in 

Southeast Asian countries maintained stateless and highly ethnic autonomy in the pre-

nationalism era. For example, the name and power structure of early five Chinese dialect 

groups in Cambodia before 1943 were depicted as “gangs [幫會].” This ethnographical study 

of secret societies also focused on their historical background, social foundation, power 

hierarchy, initiation, regular activities and rites. Because of their self-governing characteristic, 

secret societies are important research topic in order to understand the power hierarchy and 

social network within the overseas Chinese communities beyond China soil. 

    A later research approach put its focus on Chinatown, and was mostly done in North 
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America (Anderson 1987; Anderson 1991b; Chin 2000; Kinkead 1992; Lin 1998; Shaw 1997; 

Zhou 1997; Zhou 2010). Some of them looked into the traditional socio-political power 

hierarchy among elites, and some focused on the cultural events in order to understand 

Chinatown’s modernity and transnationality. They examined how Chineseness was 

materialized in the daily practices such as New Year and major holiday celebrations, dinning 

rites, altar-ancestral worship, wedding and conflict mediations. Traditional Chinese social 

organizations, which are mostly related to the six sameness relationships [六同關係]
6
, were the 

core study objects in their research. The relationship was defined as informal trust, cultural 

capitalism, social capitalism, Guanxi network (Bian 2001; Liu 1998b). With most members in 

these ethnic communities being immigrants, scholars portrayed the cultural hybridity of these 

individuals as Pluralism (Wu 1997a; Wu 1997b), Multiculturalism and Transnationalism (Ong 

1999; Ong and Nonini 1997). 

 

Ethnic Relation and Local Authority 

    Other than the study of Chinatown communities, some scholars looked into the relation 

between ethnic communities and local political authorities. They studied how different ethnic 

relations influences the competition of resources, political participation, educational curriculum 

design, national ideological upholding, anti-communism, or even capitalism reproduction 

(Wang 1991a; Wang 2000; Wang 2003; Wang 1991c; Wickberg 1965). Such interactive social 

relationships between ethnic groups were evaluated in the contexts of post-colonialism or 

nationalism imagination- these researches were supported by colonial power elites (Chinese 

plantation managers, tax collectors or economic middle men), or domestic political elites 

(Chinese pro-PROC or pro-ROC; anti-communist or capitalist donors).  

    However, the focus of these researches remains in the ethnic relationships across the ethnic 

boundaries, and the events that shaped the ethnic identities or the conventional ethnic logics for 

interacting with non-Chinese individuals. These contingency and convention were best 

observed through the operations of social organizations since they are the major venues for the 

                                                           
6
 These six sameness refer to people with the same hometown, school, kinship, workplace, hobby groups, or those 

who went through the same difficult time and therefore share the collective memory [六同: 同鄉(居)、同學(梯、

榜)、 同宗(共戚)、同事(僚、行) 、同好(志)、同難(共同回憶)]. 
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members to learn, adapt, influence and socialize their Chineseness behaviors and belongings. 

Seeing individuals as dots, relations as lines, the social organizations would serve as the 

dimensions of life for the members in the communities. Although most of those studies have 

different spatial and ethnic orientations, they still provide a similar approach to understand how 

the ethnic communities interact with its local political authority.  

    Acknowledging the fact that ethnic boundaries are blurry and it is difficult to define and 

differentiate cultural traits, many scholars attempted to find a more systematic way to explain 

the variations by physically approaching and gathering data in studying Diasporas. For 

example, David YH Wu and his colleagues (Wu and Cheung 2002; Wu and Tan 2001) 

explored how ethnic food is connected to the personal memory, sojourner nostalgia, and 

collective identity though menu invention, cuisine adaptation, and decoration of home. Kuah 

and E. Hu-Dehart (Kuah and Hu-DeHart 2006) studied the voluntary associations for the 

identity mentality, social tie, QiaoXian [僑鄉] and relation bounds that format the relationship 

among overseas Chinese. Also, Callahan, Tan Chee Beng, Tony Laifu Yu, and Liu Hong all 

looked into the business networks among business owners and professional managers and their 

participation in the Chamber of Commerce as the means of ethnic networking and maintaining 

personal identity outside of China (Callahan 2002; Fu-Lai Yu 2001; Liu 1998a; Tan 2007). 

Elena Barabantseva on the other hand, compared the transnational policies and political 

attitudes toward overseas Chinese in China, Taiwan, HK in order to compare the utilitarian 

usage of various administrations in economic development while neglecting the function on 

cultural interpretation and expansion (Barabantseva 2005; Barabantseva 2011).  

    Meanwhile, Melisa Brown (Brown 2004), James Golden (1998), and Harrison(2002) used 

untypical cases and their research findings shock the field. The Taiwanese’s Chinese-or not 

identity studies and Chris Vansantkumar’s Tibetan Chineseness studies also extend the 

understanding of politicized Chinese diaspora identity (Vasantkumar 2012). Malluney criticizes 

the han-centralism in the ethnic classification process that took place in China from the 1950s 

to the 1960s (Mullaney 2012). These researches’ findings strongly support my argument. For 

example, Omi and Winant (Omi and Winant 1994)suggested that, rather than a primordial 

ethnic identity, diaspora identity is not only socially constructed but also heavily influenced by 

the political reality. For instance, the rise and fall between China and Taiwan’s economic and 
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political development have great impact on the competition over earning the support and 

recognition from overseas Chinese. In other words, the construction of ethnic identity is not 

only based on historical continuity from political economic development, it is also relied on 

long-term accumulation from policy continuity and budget investment that varies based on 

national wealth. The competition between Taiwan and China over the support of overseas 

Chinese communities is a battlefield in the remote. This competition is both domestic and 

transnational in China, Taiwan and sojourn locality (in this case, Cambodia). Moreover, the 

competition has evolved beyond traditional social and national boundaries and landscape. It 

can be carried out on a cyber or virtual space, as Shi or Chan address in their essays (Chan 

2006; Shi 2005). However, internet as a new communication platform was not included in 

recent overseas Chinese studies, while the competitive nature of Chineseness has not been well 

revealed as well. Therefore, we need to find an innovative approach that helps us to understand 

Chinese Diaspora theory and ethnic identity in a both measureable and practical way. This is 

why the author purposes a new research paradigm of using social/ethnic organizations and their 

operation within overseas Chinese in Cambodia to study Chineseness.  

 

Social Organizations, Networking and Transnationalism 

    Recent discussions have asserted that the overseas Chinese communities and social 

organizations have encountered internationalization and globalization since they changed their 

transnational network in the 1990s. Such communities include international chambers of 

Business, international Lee’s association, international congregation of Hakka (guest people) 

associations. The argument of this globalization transformation was based on the 

transnationalism that many contemporary anthropologists used to explain the culture hybridity 

(Ang 2003; Hoon 2006; Reid 2008) and complexity of diaspora identities. However, in this 

chapter the author attempts to establish two major arguments through reviewing the historical 

development of overseas Chinese studies that focused on social organizations. Through the 

review of historical references, the author argues that transnationalism is actually not an 

intrinsic nature of the Chinese Diaspora. Instead, the pragmatic practice of social organizations 

and social hierarchy in those communities are the core mechanism of maintaining, adapting, 

and negotiating diaspora identities between the host and the home countries (Shen and 

Edwards 2002). Furthermore, through studying the daily practice of social organizations and 
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how such ethnographic system is implemented within the ethnic Chinese communities outside 

China (Southeast Asia, Pacific countries, North American), or in the outer China (Tibet, 

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Xingjian and inner Mongolia), we can better understand how 

Chineseness is cultivated and practiced in the daily life of overseas/diasporic Chinese life. 

 

    Social organizations and political structure are the two major concepts and perimeters that 

are used for examining literatures and theories. These two discourses have always been the 

central elements of all Chinese diaspora studies despite different scholars may portray the 

subject differently. Transnationalism, too, gained more attention after being introduced by Ong 

Aihwa in her studies of Malaysian female workers in multinational corporations (MNCs)’s 

transnational factories. However, transnationality was indeed nothing new for (im)migrations 

since immigration literally means population mobilization from state to state. For example, 

Zhou Daguan, the first recorded ethnic Chinese in Cambodia in the twelfth century, described 

how long-term settlers who married Khmers changed the way they dress and talk exotically 

(Zhou and Jin 1976). In addition, these early settlers might be the traders who trace across the 

contemporary China, Thai, Vietnam and Cambodia borders. This scenario, in present context, 

may be termed as cultural adaptation with inter-ethnic marriage, plus transnational business 

network. As many scholars have now recognized that globalization is nothing new but a 

speeded process of homogenizing material and culture, gaining more communication 

convenience, and deconstructing space. Transnationalism is also a complicated topic with 

multicultural complexity and blurred ethnic boundaries. To conclude the methodological 

impact from the literature review above, the author calls for an alternative approach in 

collecting daily practices of diaspora identities in social/ethnic organizations. In order to 

construct a comprehensive understanding of “being ethnic Chinese beyond boundary” without 

falling into the above-stated logic fallacies, this project examines the daily social life of 

members in the ethnic Chinese communities in Cambodia. Focusing on their social 

engagement in ethnic organizations, the author presents how sub-ethnic groups negotiate their 

ethnicity beginning with the membership application process. The author then presents how the 

diaspora identities can be clearly presented through the study of the social ethnic organizations’ 

daily operations.  
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Defining Chineseness 

    After reviewing the theoretical and empirical development of community, ethnic identity, 

and overseas Chinese studies, it is now important to concentrate on the core discourse these 

literatures relate to: Chineseness. The term Chineseness has been obsessively used and 

mentioned in many research papers, especially those in the disciplines of humanities and social 

science. However, as seen in Allen Chun’s provocative article, “Fuck Chineseness” (Chun 

1996), not only is its definition ambiguous (factual and rhetorical, Chun 1996) but the different 

methodological applications of defining Chineseness from various disciplines also bring 

confusion to our understanding of what they mean when they say Chineseness. Furthermore, 

the question to be asked here is not only what Chineseness is, but also who speaks, for whom, 

to whom, and from whom. Therefore, in this part of the chapter, I attempt to systemize and 

construct an epistemological framework of studying Chineseness. I argue that the scholars are 

in fact collecting different types of data from various distinctive disciplinary methodologies. 

Chineseness is indeed plural in the sense of objects-oriented heterogeneity, and it matters when 

it comes to differentiate sub-ethnic groups who are not necessary to share the imaginary of the 

collective belongingness. However, all types of Chineseness(es) are still attributed to the core 

and central concepts of Chineseness, supported by data and cases from inner Chinese minority 

groups (Heidhues 1974) and otter peripheries Overseas diaspora (Blake 1981). This is to say 

we should extend our understanding of Chineseness from original Sino-centrism [Zhong-Yuan 

Ben Wei 中原本位] or Han-chauvinism [大漢沙文主義] definitions like those Mullaney 

argues (Mullaney 2012) and also try to establish a field methodology in translating and 

transforming different types of data in order to construct a theoretic body of Chineseness.  

    Before we move on to understanding the formula of constructing Chineseness, we should 

also become fully aware of the common presumptions most scholars hold in this field. The first 

presumption is that the study of Chineseness can be classified into two major “styles.” One is 

the processual constructivism of identity formation (Omi & Winant 1996, W Skinner 1956, 

Crissman 1964, Mullaney 2012, C Vasantkumar 2012). The other is the symbolic essentialism 

of identity complexity (William Skinner, Guanwu Wang, David YH Wu, CheeBeng Tan, 

Anthony Ried, Cohen, Callahan, and Ling-chi Wang). These two styles differ from the 
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fundamental epistemological flow they rely on and indicate the research modus operandi that 

various scholars apply and practice. The second presumption is that cross-culturalism and 

multiculturalism are factual results of intensified human interactions and social engagement, 

rather than a phenomenon to be defined. Transnationalism and globalization are rooted in the 

historical nature of migration and diaspora flow; they are not new trends of space or boundary 

deconstruction. This is to say, many have attempted to use globalization or transnationalism as 

a new framework in defining the significance of Chinese networking, social interaction, and 

personal experiences from multiple sites, countries, and cultures. However, I assume this is 

merely an ever-present characteristic that has been seen since the very beginning of overseas 

Chinese studies. It has simply intensified over time as international communication and 

transportation technologies deterritorized the spatial and time limitation. This dissertational 

study on Cambodia’s Chinese communities and their diverse practices of social engagement in 

ethnic organizations thus is grounded on these two presumptions. 

 

    Upon examining various types of research, analyses, and work from different fields, we can 

see that there are huge differences among all studies. It is almost impossible to frame all these 

differences into a single system of classification. Therefore, instead of finding a system to 

include all variations of Chineseness studies, I attempt to specify the characteristics and focus 

of all types of studies on Chineseness. In the following paragraphs, I differentiate three types of 

works on Chineseness according to their methodological merits and research focuses. The first 

type of studies on Chineseness is experimental or analytical works that focus on specific 

location or space. All works of this type are based on a particular spatial setting, a single site, 

or multiple sites. This spatial setting contains various locale scales starting from the village 

level, moving to towns, cities, regions, provinces, nation, states, continents, and eventually end 

at the global level. These works focus on specific space, a given field site, or geo-location. 

They pay attention on the movement and flow in the given geo-space. For example, it could 

focus on the relation between home country, town, village, provinces) and hosting society and 

community. This sort of analysis on Chineseness attempts to describe the cultural elements and 

materialistic characteristics that reflect the spatial uniqueness and cultural particularity that 

segment the space from local society.  
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    The second type of works is also experimental and analytical works. These focus on 

personhood and materialistic subjects that can reflect the author’s definition of Chineseness. 

These works usually generate their analysis and reasoning from personal records, materials, 

live crafts, or creations in understanding the personal expression and performance of their own 

ethnic identities. These works can be also classified into two major styles of research. The first 

is based on personhood and peoplehood while the second focuses on the materialistic items and 

objects that function as cultural agents or symbiotic carriers of personhood. Evidence can be 

found in writings, languages, tombstones, architectures, literature, Kanban, altars, and any 

other cultural materials or products. This type of works on Chineseness is usually known for 

choosing research objects according to the research topics they are interested. They materialize 

their objects by using different research methods with data forms their research can apply. 

Authors in this category believe this data properly reflects personhood or cultural experience 

prototypes. At the same time, they also try to analyze Chineseness from datasets in order to 

form a middle range pattern that represents a specific social unit, such as those from specific 

occupations, classes, groups, organizations, institutions, communities, or collectivities.  

    According to their disciplinary interests and focuses, they pay attention to various matters 

that are generated from certain methodological approaches to obtain and interpret their data in 

attaining their subjects. Those disciplinary variations and data types may include (with 

significant references and authors): 

a. Arts, Drama, Religion, Classic studies and Chinese Literature: (Ray Chow, Julia 

Kuehn, Shirely Geoklin Lim, And Kwai-cheung Lo): They tend to focus on text, 

discourse and the performative expression of Chineseness in creations. They are 

interested in the data from popular cultural materials such as movie, drama, writings, 

and poetry. They usually mark ethnic signifiers to analyze their subject data in defining 

Chineseness. The general limitation they encounter is the dilemma of being accused 

“over-emphasis and enlargement the emotion and subjectivity.”   

b. Linguistics: (Jennifer Anderson, Nancy Smith-Hanfer): this school focuses on the 

linguistic items and outcome from their research subjects. They look into the transition 

and change and influence from linguistic contents or mutual impact reflected on multiple 

languages different people conduct. They are interested in how linguistic variable is 
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made and presented in text, publication, education curriculum, language change, 

preservation and try to explain how it was reflected according to their research materials.  

c. Culture studies/Philosophy (Weiming Tu, Ien Ang): they focus on the history of thinking 

and the changing philosophy according to the humanistic reasoning. They rely heavily 

on the classics and ideological subjects to composite their Chineseness. However, they 

usually also encounter the challenge from “exceptions,” or the doubt about the ethical 

righteousness and research rigor. An example of the critique would be Tu’s 1996 and 

2005 articles about Cultural China being han-centrism and neglecting the history of 

other ethnic minorities in China.  

d. History (Guanwu Wang, Anthony Reid, Penny Edwards, Lingche Wang, Liren Zhang, 

GT Zhuang, and Hu-DeHart): This is one of the two largest groups of scholars on 

Chineseness. They look into the historical matter of the topic and use historical 

evidences to support the making of Chineseness through time and space. Their focus on 

location and collective memory formulate the particularity of their cases and provides 

evidences in expanding different types and “stories” of civic Chineseness. However, 

since “history is winner’s story”, they are heavily influenced by the political structure 

and power hierarchy, and tend to ignore peoplehood in the bottom of the society and 

lacking records. 

e. Political Science / International relation/ Policy studies (Hong Liu, Guoto Zhong, 

Yunhau Cao, and Zhenjian Zhang): Typically, from China, these political scientists on 

Chineseness are often criticized of policy serving for the administrations or authority as 

well as carrying particular political agenda when defining Chineseness. This school of 

Chineseness scholar analyze within political systems, especially supporting the current 

policies and political agenda from China central or local government. They may record 

the making of Chineseness with policy, laws, institutions, documents, citizenship system, 

the population flow, and the impact from international relationship change or domestic 

pressure. Otherwise, few political scientists outside China have paid attention on related 

overseas Chinese. 
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f. Economic (Weinong Gao) and Quantitative Sociology (Eric Fong): These scholars tend 

to focus on the formalistic numbers and statistics in understanding the difference and 

performance among class, groups or locations. Their Chineseness is therefore economic 

oriented and economic determinism. Their “after knowledge” is usually used to define 

class, elites, discrimination, inequality and incentive in explaining the utilitarian and 

situational performance of identity. They may also interpret all decisions, interactions 

and networking of Chineseness with more pragmatic motives. 

g. Anthropology (William Skinner, William Willmott, C Fred Blake, David YH Wu, Andre 

Luis, Cathryn Clayton, CB Tan, L Suryadinata, Aihwa Ong, Melisa Brown, Ien Ang, 

and Allan Chun) and Qualitative Sociology (Hsin-huang Michael Hsiao, Ming Zhou): 

Collecting narratives, descriptive and ethnographical data, this school of Chineseness 

research is also one of the two largest disciplines that focus on ethnic Chinese identity. 

They usually collect the firsthand data of the civic Chineseness performances and 

practices among the communities they study. Their researches vary according to both 

locality and personhood from the site they select. Instead of reading and presenting 

Chineseness from literary or historical classics, they establish their understanding of 

Chineseness with firsthand data from participatory observation on the locality and focus 

on the life circle. They may collect data from kinship, social interactions, linguistic 

terms and the discourses they recorded from field to define Chineseness. However, it is 

usually hard to generalize the data into some universal patterns (which is exactly what 

they try to avoid). They enjoy in observing real life details and trivial stories in order to 

record and construct the way of life from the group they study.  

 

    Meanwhile, there are works that are not included in the above-mentioned catalogs. These 

works either pay attention on specific topics or issues that can uphold the diversification and 

heterogeneity of Chineseness. Alternatively, they are presented as the proof of particular case, 

exceptional situations or extreme cases. These research objects or data may collect from a 

profiled or well-known community but do not match the “images.” They are intentionally 

selected to present in demonstrating extraordinary and exceptional case as the counterpart 

evidences again the stereotypes or paradigms. This postmodern sort of agenda and subjective 
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thus reflect different style or research objectives different researcher pursue. These studies try 

to challenge the collective intelligential imagination of Chineseness. These works therefore can 

be classified as the styles different scholars presented their own Chineseness. Furthermore, it is 

also true that scholars with training from particular disciplines do not guarantee their research 

modus operandi, attention and output format. Therefore, it may be also useful to look into the 

variation of research outcome attempt they present in their studies. For this purpose, I divide 

different types of Chinese beyond disciplinary scale but by the formats of Chineseness, they 

attempt to define as below. 

a. Performance, Expression, Discourse and text analysis; 

b. Characteristics, Cultural citizenship, Ritualistic, Semiotic; 

c. Structure and System, Classes, Social Status, Career development and decisions, 

Income and wealth, Migration Policies, Overseas Chinese Policies, Wars and Conflicts, 

Legislation, Laws and Constitution, and minority in National-state; 

d. Cultural Citizenship and flexibility; 

e. Stereotypes and Discrimination;  

f. Nationalism and Colonization, politicization of Chineseness; 

g. Ethnic Capitalism in economic forces of migration, interactions, network utility; 

h. Personal Nostalgia, collective memory, Momentums, returning, re-returning shock; 

i. Cogitative, Psychological, Mentality and migration health;  

j. Cooking, medical usage, Foodway, Consumption culture; 

k. Gender, LGBT, separatism, and resistance. 

 

    To achieve a common ground to contextualize Chineseness, the major issue scholars all face 

here is that they do not share the same definition, inner quality and measurement in 

contextualizing Chineseness. These three difficulties create the confusion and ambiguities from 

different definitions and methodological variations that mentioned above. These difficulties are 

due to all the difference from the data types, formation, measurement unit, generalization 

methods, data interpretation, knowledge transformation or event so-called “lost in translation.” 

However, as I try to address above, all works share two commonalities- their attention on 

locations and personhood. These two characteristics exist among all Chineseness applications 
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from disciplinary methodologies while researchers contain particular interests in presenting the 

Chineseness they generalize from their data. This is to say, the fundamental predicament to 

study Chineseness is caused by the epistemological process. The process that all researchers 

attempt to outline or measure the Chineseness with the data they collect has fallen into the 

tautological trap. The real discourse is how if there is no a shared concept of Chineseness. 

How if the full picture, diversification and detail heterogeneity of Chineseness(es) have not 

been well presented yet? How if the Chineseness is actually a new version of orientalism that 

only exists in western scholar’s imagination?  

    To answers those questions, it require a common format of data and shard scheme in 

collecting and applying those data, taking the case sampling as a rigorous scientific challenge 

as an example. Moreover, the studies of Chineseness not only contain more than hundreds of 

local dialects and languages in communication among all subgroups. Researchers in the field 

are also subject to use limited language skills in collecting data, as well as interpreting and 

presenting their data in different languages and vernaculars. Therefore, the translation and 

transformation between various data in accumulating local knowledge become critical. 

However, if we think outside the box, the theoretical house of Chineseness itself may be 

benefited from the diversities of data forms, so that we can establish different types of 

Chineseness according to different sub-ethnic Chinese communities. This is why I argue to 

abandon the need and demand to define Chineseness before we study the diversity of ethnic 

Chinese community in Cambodia. The study of Chineseness can be and should be a new field 

with advanced research rigor in making. All new researches and cases will enrich the intrinsic 

nature of Chineseness without bias and presumptions. All cases of sub-ethnic classification are 

to support the heterogeneity of Chineseness rather than consolidate the notion of Chineseness. 

Chineseness thus can be diachronical and deterritoritational. It can be an individualized sense 

of belonging and personal experience of being ethnic Chinese in remote, no matter how you 

phase and frame it.  

    Therefore, the case of ethnic Chinese communities in Cambodia can provide a new example 

and site in expanding the diversification of Chineseness. Not only the country has gone through 

six different regimes and it is now an open space for any kind of new migrants. Before we 
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proceed to the ethnographical evidences, I collect from the Chinese communities, it is 

necessary to review what have been done in the study of the Chinese in Cambodia. 

 

The Study of the Chinese in Cambodia 

As I stated in the introduction chapter, this dissertation aims to follow Willmott’s 

groundbreaking fieldwork in investigating the general social structure of ethnic Chinese 

community in the capital city of Cambodia, Phnom Penh. Further, by defining the social 

function of each ethnic organization and how its members join as the platform, community 

members’ accessibility to the organizations, their situation in the local ethnic Chinese 

community and their connections to the local host community will be detected and presented. 

Along with the analysis, a complete picture of overseas Chinese’s daily ethnic practice of 

social organizational network can be mapped out at the end of the project. The conclusion is 

expected to reflect both the social structure of the Chinese community and the formation of 

Chinese cultural practices and ethnic identities in Phnom Penh. Furthermore, the overlapping 

positions and memberships an individual carries in multiple social organizations then can be 

considered as a pragmatic social performance with his ethnic community. In other words, 

taking each individual within the ethnic community as a dot, social organizations serve as a 

cultural platform for each individual to communicate and interact with others. Such connection 

and interpersonal relationships then perform as lines to frame the ethnic network within the 

same ethnic community. At the same time, different social functions, purposes and missions of 

various social organizations represent different life dimensions, beliefs, positions, attitudes and 

value that different people pursue in the community. The same individual then may participate 

in various organizations in different degrees of activeness and contribution, according to his 

personal choices, abilities and characteristics. Linking these individual dots, connection lines 

and organizational platform together, we can construct the network frame of ethnic Chinese in 

Phnom Penh. Operating and practicing under this frame, we should be able to understand how 

Chinese ethnic identities are cultivated, socialized, negotiated, constrained and presented 

through daily social engagement in the community. This is to say, by studying these ethnic 

networks framed by intricate social relationships among individual participants on the platform 

of social organizations within the same ethnic community, this project aims to establish an 
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applicable and pragmatic method to understand the daily practice of Chineseness, instead of 

defining it. Consequently, through ethnological data collecting from my fieldwork observation 

in the Phnom Penh’s Chinese social organizations, a clear-cut appearance of Chineseness 

should be able to be portrayed in answering the research questions I outlined in the early 

chapter.  

    As in all other Southeast Asian countries, the ethnic Chinese in Cambodia have a long 

history and have played a significant role since the 12
th

 century. According to Zhou Da-Guan’s 

Zhen La Feng Tu Ji [周達觀《真臘風土記》] (Zhou and Jin 1976), the earliest known 

Chinese settlement in Cambodia can be dated back to 1296 A.D. When France colonized 

Cambodia in 1863, the Chinese there developed into an influential merchant class that 

controlled most of trading and market (Willmott 1967; Edwards 1996). In order to optimize its 

colonial interests, the Chinese community was given the autonomy power to self-govern as a 

separate socio-political entity while the noble Norodom family was preserved as the traditional 

monarchical power under French Indochina’s constituent protectorate regime (Chandler 2000). 

In reproducing the social reality of the political Khmer Monarchy, which divided the economic 

Chinese middle class and majority Khmer peasants into a dual administrative system, major 

Chinese merchants and community leaders served as tax collectors and economic 

intermediaries. Simultaneously, those leaders were also responsible for self-governing Chinese 

domestic affairs of this ethnic state within the colonized monarchial state. Political Khmer 

nobility and economic Chinese middleclass then became the two ruling pillars upon the 

majority of Cambodian peasantry, while French colonial administration roofed over the top of 

this structure. To keep these two parallel powers separated and balanced for its indirectly ruling 

convenience and stability, France authorized the five Chinese Assembly halls (also called Gang, 

Bang, 幫, or Huiguan/會館) full self-governing power in customs, tax, civil registration, 

jurisdiction, education, policing, and even cross-border trading. The Chinese community was 

divided into five speech Hui-guans (Teochow 潮州, Guang-zhou 廣肇, Fukien 福建, Hakka 客

家 and Hainan 海南). Each hui-guan was given self-governing power in household registration, 

poll tax, migration, social order maintenance and education respectively, while a Chinese 

Federal Association [中華總會館] was briefly established for coordination and mediation 

(1900~1923). This status of state-in-the state went unchallenged until the emergence of Khmer 
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nationalism and the national state in the 1920s, along with the spread of Wilsonian self-

determination movement. According to W. E. Willmott, the population of ethnic Chinese, at its 

peak, was estimated at up to 425,000 people, or approximately 10.8% of the entire population 

during 1946-1949 (Willmott 1967). Since France started to revoke the Chinese Assembly 

Hall’s power of autonomy, such as those of customs management and legal jurisdiction, the 

growth of new Chinese immigration to Cambodia slowed since the forms of life security the 

assembly halls had once provided became unstable. The ethnic Chinese population remained at 

approximately 425,000, while its proportion of the total population declined to 7.4% during 

1953~1962 (Willmott 1967: 15).  

However, when the first Kingdom of Cambodia gained its independence from France in 

1953, ethnic Chinese still maintained predominant power over all economic activities in the 

Cambodia. This situation soon was changed after France colonial administration withdrew. 

Khmer political elites rose and replaced the power vacuum accordingly to the new 

constitutional monarchy system. The colonial parallel pillars of political Khmer nobility and 

economic Chinese middleclass soon transited into a three-layer hierarchical pyramid, with the 

Khmer political elites on top, Chinese economic class in the middle, and the majority Khmer 

peasants at the bottom. Such hierarchy was maintained in balance under France’s indirect 

colonization system, but soon this “a state in the state” system was challenged as Khmer 

political elites gained their full political power after independence. With an independent 

jurisdiction system, education system, vernacular languages, newspapers, and Hui-guan 

structure, ethnic Chinese in Cambodia functioned as an isolated political and social entity 

within Cambodian soil, and could cultivate and well preserve their ethnic identity without any 

ambiguity. This cultural, social and territorial isolation along with ethnic Chinese’s dominating 

power in economy thus help to consolidate their Chinese ethnic identity with a fully 

transplanted cultural domain. Urging to assimilate and naturalize ethnic minority into 

mainstream Khmer society, a series of citizenship laws, household registration and property 

registration regulations were launched. The legal, geographical and cultural boundaries 

between the Khmer and the Chinese soon were fuzzificated, or converged toward a greater 

Cambodian nation. Losing official power of autonomy and self-governing rights, traditional 

five big Hui-guans then simply transferred from official power agents into social organizations, 

as well as lost their control and influence over each speech groups. This great function 
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transformation of Chinese ethnic organizations in Cambodia was neglected in Willmott’s 

studies. He then paid attention only on the remained social and cultural functions of those 

traditional social organizations in the community. By looking into their event-coordination as 

the major internal affairs and functioned as organizing associations, Willmott calls this socio-

political structure as the “congregation system” since he focused on the ethnic Chinese’s 

internal power structure, rather than those with the indigenous Khmer throne and the French 

colonial authority (Willmott 1971). The traditional ethnic organizations such as hometown 

associations, surname organizations, temple managerial boards, mutual aids organizations, 

benevolent associations, occasional event/fest organizations, and even gang associations were 

analyzed as the power structure segments to reframe the community. His assumption asserts 

that most members in the Chinese community belonged to particular Hui-guans, as it was 

regulated during French colonial period. However, the function transformation then has 

changed this identification ecology of Chinese ethnic organizations. Rather, Chinese ethnic 

organizations as five Hui-guans and their subordinated units and organizations have then only 

served as voluntary organizations with great economic benefits and social influence. 

Therefore, the ethnic Chinese in Cambodia were viewed, in Willmott’s opinion, as an 

independent social and cultural entity. This is a very accurate observation for the Chinese 

community before the Kingdom gained its first independence in 1953, since colonized 

Cambodia was indeed a polarized agricultural society that was rooted in the French indirect 

governance system. The ethnic Chinese in Cambodia played the economic role of the 

middleman between Khmer noble clan and majority peasants, while maintaining their full 

ethnic autonomy. However, since General Lon Nol staged a coup d’etat and established the 

Khmer Republic in 1970 until the United Nations stepped in and politically reconstructed the 

second Kingdom of Cambodian in 1991, the long-term civil war has severely damaged the 

Country in all ways. Willmott’s conceptual base and field data of ethnic segregation have 

changed a lot. Twenty-one years of civil war, across five different regimes (1970-1991) has 

changed the whole population structure and blurred the ethnic demarcation lines since 

Willmott’s fieldwork ended in 1963. Long-term warfare has also dramatically attracted all 

international attentions and scholarly concerns toward its political turmoil and domestic 

tragedies, especially those during the Khmer Rouge (1975-1979). Meanwhile, there were no 

much attention and research on the Chinese community in the Cambodia ever since. Hence, it 
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is important to track back Cambodia’s contemporary history and revisit the field to reconstruct 

the social and cultural reality of overseas Chinese ethnic identity in Cambodia. 

As for overseas Chinese studies in Cambodia, the last two scholarly monographs that 

focus on this topic are W. E. Willmott’s The Chinese in Cambodia (Willmott 1967) and The 

Political Structure of the Chinese Community in Cambodia (Willmott 1970). Both books were 

based on Willmott’s fieldwork during 1962 to 1968 before civil war broke out. In these two 

books, he profoundly reviewed materials left by the French Colonial Administration and 

profiled how Chinese lived during the 1960s from his fieldwork experiences and observation. 

Afterward, only very few scholars touched this issue in their studies. Recent scholarly works as 

David Chandler on general Cambodia history (1983, 1991, 2002), Benedict Kiernan and 

Michael Vickery on civil war history 1970~1989 (1982, 1988, 1991, 1998), Penny Edwards on 

Cultural and Colonial history of Cambodia (2002, 2003, 2007), Caroline Hughes (2002, 2010) 

and Sorphal Ear on Political Economy History (1998), Evan Gottesman on post Khmer Rouge 

era (2003), and Legdewood (1982, 1998) on ethnographical history have all extended our 

demographical understandings of Cambodia population. However, besides Even Gottesman 

dedicates a whole chapter on the ethnic Chinese during post Khmer Rouge period (2003: 170-

187) and Willmott’s journal article in 1980 (1981: 38-45) on Sino-Khmer refugees in border 

camps, frequently no more than one sentence or two were used to describe the situation of the 

Chinese in the country during the civil war. While David Chandler’s works in Cambodia 

history and contemporary development is largely used and interpreted by following students as 

the major resource to fill up the history blanks of Cambodia in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Anthropologist Willmott’s books have fundamentally supplied almost all of the Chinese 

community ethnological data, historical figures and analyses that were mostly quoted by the 

following scholars who wrote about Chinese in Cambodia(Gottesman 2003) (Edwards 1997, 

Gottesman 2003: 170-187). Chandler and Willmott’s works on contemporary Cambodia 

therefore unavoidably provide the baseline for understanding the background and 

circumstances that the Chinese encountered before 1991.  

After two years of political transitional peacemaking operation by the United Nations 

(1991- 1993), the civil war officially ended, and the Kingdom of Cambodia was restored. Since 

then, there has only been one historian, Penny Edwards, who conducted fieldwork on the 
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Chinese question. The outcome was presented in her momentous 90-page unpublished field 

report in 1997, following up two related articles. In this report, she thoroughly reviewed the 

development history of the Chinese history in Cambodia, and presented a clear analysis of the 

current status quo on the same topic. Unfortunately, no much of Chinese ethnic organizations 

has been discussed in her report, although she does indicate five major Assembly Halls and 

several key social organizations along with Willmott’s analytical lines on the political structure 

before the civil war. To sum up, it is fair to state that not much has been done on the related 

topics of the Chinese in Cambodia since Willmott’s works in the 1960’s. Cambodia’s intense 

political economic changes over the past 6 decades have provided a unique ethnic identity 

cultivation environment for the Chinese diaspora. Therefore, this dissertation not only seeks to 

fill the academic gap in our understanding of the development of ethnic Chinese community in 

Cambodia. Nevertheless, it also seeks to serve as a new methodological exploration on the 

study of Chinese ethnic identity and the ethnological significance of daily social engagement as 

a pragmatic approach of practicing Chineseness and ethnic networking. It is also the objective 

to understand how the notion of Chineseness is learnt through social activities, while personal 

expression and subjectivity can be challenged and revised through membership negotiation 

process in cross generations, sub-ethnic classification and transnational structures. 
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Chapter Three    Living through the Killing Fields: The ethno-history of 

Chinese in Cambodia 

 

    During my fieldwork in Phnom Penh, Cambodia in the summer of 2013, a photographer 

friend of mine from Marietta, Ohio paid me a visit. While we waited for our orders over lunch, 

she shared some photographs that she had taken on her cell phone in Siem Reap before 

stopping by the capital to meet me. As I flipped through the shots, my friend emotionally 

recalled an encounter she had with a 12-year-old souvenir vendor girl she ran into there, 

describing how the girl’s parents and relatives were killed during the Khmer Rouge. Overcome 

with tears and emotion, my friend said that she eventually handed the girl a twenty-dollar bill, 

encouraging her to get off the streets and study. As I listened intently, I could not help but 

laugh aloud, which only seemed to confuse and upset her. It is not surprising that for decades, 

the only two impressions that the public had received of Cambodia have often been confined to 

the infamous killing field stories of the Khmer Rouge and the renowned ancient Angkor Wat 

temples, which has contributed to the influx of visitors to the country in recent years. Therefore, 

what made me laugh is the absurdity of the young girl’s claim, as her parents could not 

possibly have been killed during a regime that occurred during the 1970s, years before her 

birth. Nevertheless, my friend’s experience is not a unique occurrence and far from amusing. 

Incidents such as these do not fail to reflect how the events that unraveled during the 44-month 

Khmer Rouge regime have taken the center stage of Cambodia’s thousand-year old history.  

    This over-emphasis of particular historical or ethnic events, characteristics, and meanings is 

a common occurrence that often results in the unconscious generalization that is prevalent 

across many cultures and communities, including the Chinese communities in Cambodia. 

Therefore, this chapter aims to review the ethno-history of the Chinese in Cambodia. After a 

brief literary review of Cambodia’s general ethno-history, the chapter first tracks the 

population record of the Chinese in Cambodia as a baseline. Furthermore, the chronological 

development of the Chinese in Cambodia is then reviewed through six distinct regimes, thus 

providing a solid foundation to understand generation gaps and differences amongst Sino-

Khmers born in separate periods. The discontinuities of related policies across different eras as 

well as the historical progression of political change have created three specific generations of 
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the Chinese in Cambodia. These three generations are comprised of the elder generation of 

sojourning Chinese born and educated before the civil war broke out in 1970; the war 

generation of heritage Chinese born during the wartime from 1970 to 1991; and lastly the 

Renaissance generation of ethnic Chinese born and educated after the United Nations 

transitional Era from 1991. The generational differences between these groups have shaped the 

social dynamics within the Sino-Khmer community as well as their relationships with 

incoming Chinese migrants from Taiwan, China and other neighboring Southeast Asian 

countries. Comprehending and distinguishing these relations will assist in providing 

explanations of the transnational structures of ethnic Chinese communities in Cambodia, and 

lead into discussions of the general conditions ethnic organizations face, which will be further 

addressed in later chapters.  

 

The historical study of Contemporary Cambodia. 

    As stated in Chapter 2, the last two monographs that focused on overseas Chinese include 

The Chinese in Cambodia and The Political Structure of the Chinese Community in Cambodia, 

both authored by William E. Willmott in 1967 and 1970 prior to the civil war. (Willmott 1967; 

Willmott 1970) In these two books, Willmott reviewed materials left by the French Colonial 

Administration and provided profiles of Chinese lifestyles during the 1960s through his 

personal fieldwork experiences and observations. Following Willmott’s studies, only a few 

scholars touched upon this issue when analyzing Cambodia’s political transition, including 

David Chandler who studied the Khmer Rouge. Chandler’s tremendous works provided the 

foundation on which later scholars based their interpretations of Cambodian in the 1970s and 

1980s. However, Willmott’s books are the fundamental resources that contain nearly all 

Chinese community figures and analyses in Cambodia, and are often used as a major reference 

source for a vast majority of scholars who focus their studies on Chinese in Cambodia.  

    Other than these two scholarships, main historiographic studies of contemporary Cambodia 

are largely topic-concentrated and timely. The scholarship of Cambodia history is indeed a 

very small circle, and can be encapsulated through the works within a group of few elite 

members, including  scholars David Chandler in his studies of general Cambodia history (1983, 
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1991, 2002), Benedict Kiernan and Michael Vickery on Cambodia’s civil war history (1982, 

1988, 1991, 1998), Penny Edwards on the cultural and colonial history of Cambodia (2002, 

2003, 2007), Caroline Hughes and Sorphal Ear on Cambodia’s political economic history, 

William Willmott and his study on the Chinese of Cambodia (1967, 1970, 1971, 1982), and 

finally Legdewood (1982, 1998) on Cambodian ethnographical history. In terms of topic 

orientation, there are several published works that focus on the history of the Khmer Rouge 

and other prevalent issues from the late 1970s onward, which consist of works on the political 

transitional history of the 1980s (Sorpong Peoung 2002, Vickery 2010, Chen 2003); 

peacemaking and conflict resolution and international intervention in the early 1990s; foreign 

aid economic and political reconstruction and reconciliation in the middle 1990s (Ear 1998 

2006); regime and institutionalizations of political economy and international relationships; 

human rights and the authoritarian regime. Most works tend to pay attention to the political 

aspects rather than the civic aspects of Cambodia’s history because the Khmer Rouge’s “eye-

catching and unbelievable” accounts, as well as the lack of historical materials fail to 

realistically portray actual events that unraveled during the war period. However, with the 

efforts of the Documentary Center of Cambodia and the Cambodia Genocide program at Yale 

University, more personal and oral histories have been accumulated and have assisted in 

precipitating more valid useful insights in reconstructing the contemporary history of 

Cambodia. As a result, more than 16 personal memoirs and biographies have been published in 

past two decades (Ly 2002, Usha 2006, Myoung 2006, Panh 1993, Kanh, Ear 2011, Rummel 

1988, Vickery 2010). Autobiographical materials such as these have become a very important 

approach in recording personal experiences during the bottom half of the 20
th

 century. 

However, there is yet to be an English monograph that focuses on ethnic Chinese communities 

in Cambodia, an issue that must be promptly addressed, especially as these groups are 

increasingly being erroneously identified as Cambodian or Khmers.   

    There are two major historiographic issues and debates in contemporary Cambodian studies. 

The first being the border dispute with neighbors, Vietnam and Thailand. Secondly, there are 

several ongoing arguments on the publicized facts presented concerning the massive killings 

that took place during the Khmer Rouge regime. Those arguments include the ambiguous 

number of causalities; whether or not the killings strategically targeted particular ethnic groups, 

like the Khmer Cham, Chinese, or Vietnamese; or instead killed off a specific class of 
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individuals, such as intellectuals or monks. Another theory suggests that the war was an auto-

genocide that wiped out and purified the diverse quality of people. These controversial debates 

first erupted when David Chandler’s first PhD student, Ben Kiernan publicly accused his 

mentor of neglecting ethnic factors that were present during the Khmer Rouge. Although 

everyone blamed Kiernan for being pro-Khmer Rouge, he corrected his “naïve act and mistake” 

in his 1979 paper. With every 1 out of 5 individual in the Cambodian populations killed during 

the time, scholars now come to agree that the Khmer Rouge simply decided to kill any 

individual who was deemed a threat to their social and political agenda of creating an ideal 

utopian society. As for issues regarding the borders of Cambodia, it has been an arduous 

grapple tracing back to the overthrow of the Khmer empire by Thai forces in 1443. Since then, 

Cambodia has sunken into a dark age without a powerful central monarch, and has gradually 

denigrated into an object of conflict between Vietnam and Thailand concerning issues of land 

control and possession. The battle over the Preah Vihear Temple is one of the many 

occurrences within this terroristic dispute. Michael Vickery had very critical and resourceful 

insights in explaining the matter in his 2010 Kicking the Vietnamese Syndrome in Cambodia, 

which discusses a more precise and analytical perspective in comparison to Gottesman’s 

journalist style book, Cambodia after Pol Pot in 2003. Concerning the border dispute, many 

researchers have found that not only the border, but also the national territory as a whole had 

never been clearly defined throughout Cambodia’s contemporary history. Not until 1997, when 

the last of the Khmer Rouge troops surrounded and occupied the multiple factional/material 

areas was it noted in contemporary Cambodian history. Under such circumstances, it is 

understandable that territorial disputes are still under development and will require long-term 

multilateral negotiations.  

     Aside from the contentious debates of the Khmer Rouge history or territorial issues in 

Cambodian history, the China factor within the country has always been an obscure shadow 

occurring on the sidelines without any mention. There are many speculations and questions 

concerning the   role of Chinese economic elites in Cambodia as well as two China rival forces, 

ROC Taiwan and PROC China, which through their competitiveness, may have had an effect 

on Cambodia during the cold war and civil war. Andre Martha’s 2012 book, “Brother in Arms 

(Mertha 2014)” is  a ground-breaking exploration regarding this matter. He utilizes  a plethora 

of historical data collected from the National Archives of Cambodia in addition to authentic 
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Chinese press reports from China as a tool in his assertions that the  Communist Party of China 

influenced the Khmer Rouge’s political endeavors and in fact, spurred the initial idea that 

ultimately led to the genocide. Martha uses records of state visits, leadership communications 

and visiting advisors from various fields to portray the Communist Party of China’s 

engagement with Khmer Rouge administration before and during its Phnom Penh Era before 

the civil outbreak. However, Taiwan’s role and cross-straits’ cold war competition is largely 

neglected in his book, as well as issues regarding the local Sino-Khmer’s position and function. 

Therefore, it is a field in need of much more dedication and exploration. However, with such 

an intense and extensive historical background, it is not surprising that the role of overseas 

Chinese influences have been a missing puzzle that has been under-studied. Nevertheless, it is 

crucial to examine and analyze their positions on the international stage and also narrow its 

focus more specifically in Cambodia, especially since ethnic Chinese once made up to 10% 

(425,000) of total Cambodia population in 1960 (Willmott 1967) and controlled over 80 % 

national GDP with the current 5% in the mid-1990s (Edwards 1996).  

 

    In terms of the historical role that the ethnic Chinese played in contemporary Cambodian 

history throughout  6 regime transitions, it is clear that there have been paradoxical shifts 

staring from the pre-colonial period (~1863), the Colonial period (1863~1948), the First 

Independence era (1948 to 1970), War time (1970~1979), the Socialist era (1980~1988), and 

the current period (1989~)(Chen and 陳世倫 2003). The effect of ethnic Chinese can be 

defined through the relations between ruling elites and Chinese merchants. Diachronologically, 

not every ethnic Chinese in Cambodia were occupied as traders and merchants though a 

predominating number of traders and merchants were indeed Chinese. Also, it is notable that a 

majority of the population in Cambodia are agrarians, while only a select few were royal 

nobles and educated elites with political power. Based on these facts, it is understandable that 

ethnic Chinese communities in Cambodia could be controlled and persuaded as a parallel force 

during the French colonial period, in which the French indirectly ruled over the country. This 

ethnic stratification system is similar to other systems like Thailand’s and Singapore’s dualistic 

structure (Freedman 1960; Skinner 1957; Willmott 1970); India and Hawaii’s plural society 

(Furnivall 1980; Wu and East-West Culture Learning 1980); or Hong Kong’s segment society 
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(Blake 1981; Crissman 1967). That dualistic layer is Cambodia’s political strategy 

implemented by the monarchy in order to ensure the stabilization and control of society, and 

work towards strengthening the economic Chinese trade system to maximize colonial interests 

and resources. Therefore, like most other cases in Southeast Asian countries, ethnic Chinese 

function as an economic middleman during a period geared with self-governing power based 

on fulfilling the demands of colonists. These parallel structures did not necessarily contradict 

each other, but became imbalanced under French control. This led to a movement of self-

determinism and nationalism that emerged within Cambodia, known as the second period, or 

the post-colonial period (1948-1970), in which competition and cooperation between 

indigenous Khmer and Chinese merchants emerged. This new sense of national pride spurred 

by a few educated French elites and nobles along support from the Japanese occupation 

administration (1941-1945) quickly dissolved as Khmer elites became aware of the financial 

and economic need that was previously provided by the Chinese who controlled an extensive 

majority of the country’s resources. Therefore, a relationship was established on the grounds of 

nationalism and state making (Becker 1986; Chandler 2000; Edwards 2007). Competing over 

power and control of resources and senior official positions, the localized Chinese worked to 

cooperate with young Khmer elites in political campaigns and elections after the establishment 

of the Kingdom in 1953, resulting in the first congress launched in 1958. However, such 

hegemonic relations changed since the disappearance of French political rule and the 

reformation of Khmer government, which caused an increase in Khmer elites in the political 

section. Following the recovery, anti-Chinese policies were implemented in the late 1950s to 

the 1960s. Chinese hatred conflict peaked when Lon Nol established a legislation to counteract 

Sihanouk’s corruption and restrict the Chinese merchant business monopolization over all 

Cambodia’s industries. With the divine power of Khmer nobles like Sihanouk, many blamed 

the Chinese and held them accountable for Cambodia’s political turmoil and economic 

downfall. These wartime ethnic tensions reinforced a change within the balance of the original 

dual structures, and Chineseness in the Cambodian structure and society gradually began to 

disappear.  
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    The role of the Chinese in Cambodia during the socialist period under the Kampuchea 

People’s Republic (1979-1991) was centered around cold war ideologies, and also impacted 

the regional international relationship between China backed-Khmer Rouge forces and 

Vietnam backed Hanslin-Han Sen administration. Along with the military conflict between 

China and Vietnam since 1978, ethnic Chinese peoples within a so called “puppet government” 

encountered serious biases and legal discriminations in all ways (Gottesman 2003; Vickery 

1984). Chineseness was forced into hiding as it was viewed as criminal and offensive in all 

senses. Only until the Soviet Union and Vietnam approached a different pragmatic 

development path in 1988 did ethnic Chinese once again become an important force in 

recruiting foreign direct investments and forming market relations. This can be observed when 

the fifth paradoxical ethnic Chinese roles began to flourish economically in Cambodia in the 

early 1990s. It is clear that this ethnic relation-based historical analysis is nothing more than 

what colonialism and Marxism materials have previously framed as it is largely grounded on 

numerous recent political transitional studies of Cambodia’s history, which has been cultivated 

by the Monash School of Cambodian historians led by founder David Chandler. Chandler has 

trained nearly all the historians who have dedicated their academia to Cambodia’s modern 

history, such as Ben Kiernan and Penny Edwards. His work has also heavily influenced 

Caroline Hughes, a Hull University historian stationed in Switzerland. The first indigenous 

Khmer historian was Sok Udom who earned his PhD from Humboldt University, Germany in 

2014. In other fields, political scientists such as Sopeal Ear and Sorpong Peou focus on Khmer 

politics. More importantly, social scientists in Cambodian studies have adapted and referred to 

a majority of historical materials from Monashian historians. Therefore, many historical facts, 

interpretations, and foundations of contemporary Cambodian studies are solidly dependent on 

Monashian outputs, which could be harmful and result in strongly biased conclusions. It is 

crucial to keep in mind that many perceptions and notions of culture, politics, and economics 

within history may contain potentially biased information as understandings tend to shift are 

built upon personal experience and perceptions. This dissertation too may contain similar 

biases as well, even as the author strives to pay more attention to the validity of scholarship 

through similar methods used by scholars Penny Edwards in her study of cultural history and 

Humphrey-Sok in linguistical history approaches.  
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    Thus, this chapter’s focus on the ethno-history of the Chinese in Cambodia is extremely 

useful in extending the historical spectrum and depth of the social historical contexts of our 

research on contemporary Cambodia. As the history of ethnic Chinese in Cambodia is further 

explored, the ethnic conditions of peoples and groups across various regimes over past six 

decades are unveiled for scrutiny. It recapitulates the socio-political economic circumstances 

that have previously been researched and targeted through this project. Furthermore, it 

analyzes the political discontinuity and historical continuity of contemporary history attributed 

to the generational differences of Chineseness among local Sino-Khmers. First is to address 

Chinese population patterns in Cambodia over 6 decades, followed by a review of ethnic policy 

changes under different regimes. In conclusion, this chapter conveys how the ethno-history of 

the Chinese in Cambodia presents a unique perspective for understanding the foundation of 

Cambodia’s Chineseness, especially in regards to generational distinctions.  

 

The changes of the Chinese population in Cambodia 

    It is always difficult to estimate the current total Chinese population in Cambodia. During 

the colonial period in mainland Southeast Asia, territorial borders were not as defined as it is 

today, especially for countries such as Cambodia and Laos. Due to difficult border 

management tactics as well as the lack of an official census, there were no accurate records of 

immigration groups like the Chinese. In the last quarter of the 20
th

 century, the long-term civil 

war and international isolationism destroyed any slight possibility for the outside world to 

access, or even to understand the turmoil and circumstances within the country. However, 

Willmott’s work on The Chinese in Cambodia offers a transparent and reliable estimation of 

the Chinese population during a range of different periods. According to his estimations (Table 

3.1), the Chinese population started to expand since the late 19
th

 century and maintained a 

stable proportion of approximately nine percent growth over the next five decades. 

    According to Table 3.1, it was estimated to be 130,000 Chinese in Cambodia during the late 

1890s. This is the earliest survey conducted by an administrative authority that presented 

specifications of ethnic Chinese in Cambodia. After 70 years, the Chinese population had 

grown to 425,000, which accounted for 7.4 percent of the total population in 1962 (Willmott 
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1970, 7). Of all the Chinese, 31.76 percent lived in the country’s metropolis, Phnom-Penh, 

which was nicknamed Small Paris in the 1950s (see Table 3.2 below). 

 

Table 3.1 Estimates of Chinese Migration to Cambodia during 1890-1966 

Year 
Chinese 

Annual Entries 

Chinese 

Annual Exits 

Net Chinese 

Immigration 

Total Chinese 

Population at 

End of Period 

Percentage of 

total 

Population 

1890    130,000 9.7 

1891-1905   2, 500 170,000 8.9 

1906-1920   1,600 200,000 8.3 

1921-1925 14,500 9,100 5,400 230,000 7.9 

1926-1930 22,400 13,900 8,500 275,000 9.8 

1931-1934 14,400 17,500 -3,100 260,000 8.7 

1935-1942   5,500 300,000 8.7 

1943-1945 N N N 300,000 8.3 

1946-1949 35,000 5,000 30,000 420,000 10.8 

1950-1952 3,000 1,000 2,000 425,000 10.3 

1953-1962 N N N 425,000 7.4 

1963-1966 N N N 425,000 6.5 

Source：Willmott, William E.. 1967. The Chinese in Cambodia. Vancouver, 

Canada: University of British Columbia. P.15. 

N. Negligible numbers of migration 
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    In 1970, the coup initiated by General Lon Nol and supported by the United States and right-

wing capitalist states, started a long-term civil war. As the coup and cold war conflict grew 

more serious and covered the entire Indochina peninsula, the long-term Chinese migration flow 

gradually dwindled , which  marked the dawn of a dark period in the Chinese community. 

Chandler estimates that there were approximately 600,000 Chinese in Cambodia at the end of 

1975, but this population declined to less than 300,000 by early 1980 (Chandler 1992, 201; 

Wang 1994, 37).  

 

Table 3.2 Chinese Population in Cambodia and Phnom-Penh by Dialect Group, 1962-63 

Group 

All Cambodia Phnom-Penh 

Amount Percentage n Number Percentage 

Teochow 324,000 77 100,000 74 

Cantonese 43,000 10 16,000 12 

Hainanese 33,000 8 10,000 7 

Hakka 14,000 3 4,000 3 

Hokkien 10,000 2 4,500 3 

Other 1,000 < 1 500 < 1 

Total 425,000 (100%) 100 135, 000 (31.8%) 99 

Source: Willmott, William E. 1970. The Political Structure of the Chinese 

Community in Cambodia. New York, U. S.: University of London, The Athlone 

Press. p.7. 

  

    Fu and Zhang state that more than 200,000 Chinese were killed during Khmer Rouge, and 

300,000 escaped or fled. By 1980, only 200,000 of 700,000 Chinese within the population 
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survived (Fu and Zhang 2000, 35; see also Xing 2002, 26). Long-term political turmoil and 

military conflicts had shattered the regular bureaucracy and administration system. It is 

understandable that official population records over wartime on the battlefield soil do not exist. 

Therefore, it may be of great use to understanding the population movement during wartime 

Cambodia by looking into population records of fleeing political refugees on the border instead. 

However, precise statistical numbers to confirm the total amount of Cambodia refugees that 

fled during the civil war are nonexistent. From 1970 onward, more than eighty recorded 

refugee camps existed between the Thai and Cambodian border. Borderlines were established 

by multiple associations including the United Nations, international non-profit organizations, 

private foundations, and religion organizations. Others were controlled by Cambodia’s 

opposing domestic political parties and military forces, including Sihanouk’s Funcinpec, 

Khmer Rouge, and KPNLF. Most of those refugee camps were not able to maintain a clear 

record of personal identification or the tracking numbers of refugees they took in. Despite this 

lack of information, accounts of population changes within Chinese communities in Cambodia 

can provide new sources of evidence that will facilitate a more accurate approximation of the 

total number of refugees within the population. As Willmott estimated through his observations, 

there were about 465,000 ethnic Chinese resided in Cambodia in 1950. Before the civil war 

broke out in 1970, he estimated there to be approximately 420,000 individuals (Willmott 1967), 

a significantly lower statistic since the implementation of anti-Chinese laws that inhibited the 

entry  new migrants and  also pushed out some of the preexisting ethnic Chinese population. 

Another Overseas Chinese expert from the Republic of China (Taiwan) appraises that the 

Chinese population in Cambodia reduced to 360,000 in 1974 (Liang 1974) before the Khmer 

Rouge took over. After Khmer Rouge’s massive killings, the author estimates that the lowest 

point was in the early 1980s, when the People Republic of Kampuchea announced two anti-

Chinese regulations, Order 351 and the K5 Plan. During this period, there was surely no 

reliable way to estimate the number of ethnic Chinese during this period considering that the 

definite number of the national population is also a topic of intellectual debate. However, it is 

later estimated that there were around 420,000 self-claimed ethnic Chinese in 1991 (Xing 

1992), the number later sprung  up to 882,000 in the results of 2010’s national census, 

equivalent to six percent of Cambodia’s national population. 
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    In the 1998 Cambodia census, it is estimated that there were approximately 460,000 ethnic 

Chinese in Cambodia, which accounted for four percent of the 11,437,656 in the total 

population. Unlike cases in Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia, the Chinese are spread relatively 

evenly across Cambodia mainly due to the relocation policy with forced people to scatter 

during the Khmer Rouge period. It was calculated that 100,000 Chinese dwellings within the 

proximity of the capital city of Phnom Penh. Many others lived in other prosperous provinces 

of Kampot, Battambang, Kampong, and Kandal (Mo 2000, 30). Country facts established by 

the CIA declared that the Chinese in Cambodia made up approximately 1% of the total 

population (2014), while statistics from the Cambodia royal government claim that only 0.1% 

of the population are ethnic Chinese (CSES Report 2013). Most who have conducted long-term 

fieldwork or have resided in Cambodia long enough will tend to agree that both assessments 

conducted by the CIA and Royal government are under-estimated. The floating numbers from 

a variety of sources show that these definitions and methods of demographic survey are 

inaccurate and yield very different outcomes. Many interviewees will more often than not 

avoid classifying themselves as ethnic Chinese due to personal concerns and fears rooted in a 

hostile and volatile history. Therefore, it is unrealistic to consider that any official or private 

collection of data on  Cambodia’s ethnic Chinese population are reputable since the definition 

of who is considered an ethnic Chinese member or descendants of Chinese are still 

questionable. Moreover, the annual numbers of visas granted to Chinese or Taiwanese citizens 

are unavailable due to the dysfunctional management of multiple border entrance channels. 

Most foreign visitors can enter Cambodia through any of the two international airports or the 

numerous border portals, all of which will then require an application for arrival visa. Due to 

the highly corrupted border management process as well as a lack of digital and technological 

tracking system, no one precisely knows the exact number of foreigners that are in Cambodia. 

Thus, the reality of a having a documented account of accurate, official records of the ethnic 

Chinese population in Cambodia or the existence of records reflecting  foreign Chinese 

populations in Cambodia are most likely improbable. During my fieldwork, I was introduced to 

a senior Sino-Khmer official from the general Department of Immigration in finding related 

data. The price that Colonel Ly (anonymous) asked was $200 USD, which was not included as 

a part of my field budget. In addition to the high price, I also highly doubted his claims to 

provide me with concrete official documents. Nevertheless, in this research, the author has 
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discovered that most leaders, scholars, and reporters within the ethnic Chinese community  

have recorded there to be a reasonable number of approximately 600,000 Sino-Khmers (4%) 

and 250,000 Chinese foreigners in Cambodia today. 

 

The Early history of ethnic Chinese community in Cambodia Before 1970 

To understand how the ethnic identity of an individual is constructed, it is necessary to 

reestablish how an individual’s identity is initiated, nursed, modified, adapted, concealed, and 

expressed throughout history. Consequently, it is necessary to provide a model case to 

demonstrate the nature of individual identities. In the past seven decades, Cambodia has gone 

through six different political regimes: French Colonial Period (1863-1953), Japanese 

Occupation (1941-1945), Sihanouk’s socialistic Ruling (1953-1970), Lon Nol’s Right wing 

Democracy (1970-1975), Khmer Rouge (1975-1979), Vietnamese Occupation (1979-1988), 

the United Nations Transitional State (1988-1992), and the current Kingdom of Cambodia 

(1993-present) (Chandler 2008). With all these frequent and intense transformations occurring 

in a relatively short time, those regime transitions and political economic reformations brought 

not only different impactful and influential changes to the whole nation-state, but more 

importantly shifted and restrained the attitudes of particular groups, which ultimately impacted 

people’s attitudes and capability to adapt, select, and express their personal identities. 

    The earliest connection between Cambodia and China dates back to the 7
th

 century. The 

oldest recorded Chinese visited to where was then known as Chenla was through Zhow 

Daguan (周達觀) and his AD 1296 mission trip. Zhow’s Chenla feng tu ji [真臘風土記 The 

customs of Chenla] is also the earliest known document that first mentioned Cambodia. This 

book not only chronicles the details of how people lived in Chenla, but also represents the 

oldest form of documentation of Chinese living in Cambodia. In Zhow’s pamphlet, his record 

shows that he met some men from his hometown who resided in Angkor, the capital of Chenla 

for 35 years. From this record, it is understood that instead of short-term traveling and 

commercial journeys, there were some Chinese who migrated to Cambodia around 1261 to 

1262 (Zhow ZJ 2003, 43). From the 19
th

 century to the 1960s, there were three waves of 

Chinese migrants immigrating to Cambodia, which coincided with political transitions in 
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China. The first wave of massive Chinese immigration broke out in the bottom half of the 17
th

 

Century when Qing overthrew the Ming Dynasty. In 1671, a Ming military officer, Mo Jiu (or 

Mac Cuu, 莫玖, 1655—1735) arrived in Cambodia with 10 ships, carrying around 400 people 

who pledged their loyalty to the Ming Dynasty (Willmott 1967, 6). The Cambodian King of the 

time, Chey Chettha IV, not only admitted their residence, but also conferred an official position 

to Mo Jiu as a regional governor. He and his followers later on established seven villages in 

Manqin (Today’s Hatien in Vietnam). The second immigration wave broke out in 1679. A 

regional military commander of the Ming Dynasty, Yan-di Yang, led a group of 13,000 people 

and sought for shelter in the Nguyen Dynasty (today’s Vietnam). They settled in a town 

located in modern Cambodia. This wave is the largest known systematic immigration in 

contemporary Cambodian history (Zhou 2003, 43). The first point of similarity between these 

two waves is that they both were composed of massive groups of political refugees that would 

rather settle overseas than be ruled by a new regime, the Qing Dynasty. Secondly, instead of 

individual household decision-making structures, both waves show that they are more likely to 

make military and political decisions and put less weight on economic considerations. 

Moreover, these two incidents are unique in Cambodia’s immigration history in that they 

reflect the activities of a forced immigration movement.  

    The 100 years during the late Qing Dynasty and the early Republic (1840~1940) is the most 

flourishing period of the Chinese immigration out of the country. Long-term warfare and an 

economic depression drove millions of Southeastern Chinese to immigrate to Southeast Asian 

and Western countries, mostly by ship. In this sense, Cambodia was not a desirable destination 

of migration due to the difficulty of its geographical position to reach overseas, as well as its 

unimpressive and insignificant signs of economic development. In addition, the French 

Colonial government focused most of its administrative resources and ruling attention towards 

Vietnam, but also managed to maintain its governance of Cambodia through methods of 

indirect ruling simultaneously. France preserved its political control by supporting Cambodia’s 

traditionally feudal throne, and had an iron grip on Cambodia’s economic benefits by 

cooperation with Chinese gangs who had already infiltrated Cambodia’s economy before the 

French arrived. In 1892, as an attempt to protect business benefits for the Chinese, France 

legally confirmed that the Chinese community was to be divided into 5 separate dialect gangs 
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[幫]: Teochow Gang [潮州幫], Cantonese Gang [廣肇幫], Hainanese Gang [海南幫], 

Hakkanese Gang [客家幫] and Hokkienese Gang [福建幫]. The assigned chief of each gang 

was authorized as the highest authority of each dialect group. All new immigrants were 

required to register with one of the gangs. Afterwards, their behaviors, taxes and jurisdictions 

would be determined under the gang in which they belonged (Willmott 1967, 125). The earliest 

record of the formal establishment of these dialectic gangs can be dated back to 1814, when the 

Teochowese Huiguan [潮州會館] opened in Phnom Penh. On top of five dialect huiguans, a 

federal organization known as Wu Bang Gong Hui [五幫公會] was established for the leaders 

from the five different gangs to manage and arbitrate interior affairs and conflicts. The 

organization was later renamed Wu-guan Congso (1900-1923) [五館公會] and Zhong-hua li-

shi hui guan (1944-1958) [中華理事會館]. After the nation gained its independence, the non-

profitable charitable organization, Management Board of Chinese Hospital [中華醫院董事會] 

replaced the original ethnic-autonomous organization due to political concerns of nationalistic 

loyalty.  

    In Willmott’s The political structure of the Chinese Community in Cambodia (1970), he 

analyzes the establishment and the transition of the Chinese congregational system in 

Cambodia, and also presents in-depth observations on the development of Chinese community 

structures in all major domains. The main argument throughout the entire book mainly focuses 

on the power structures that framed the Chinese community tracing from the earliest Chinese 

settler in mid-1960. Transiting from the establishment of the congregation system under 

France’s indirect colonization to the voluntary associations after Cambodia’s independence in 

1953, it is clear that organizational hierarchies tend to penetrate the community from the top-

down. During the colonial period, the five Hui-guans were legalized with partial jurisdiction 

and assigned as the administrative agents to collect taxes and revenue, while also maintaining 

the order (Willmott 1970:21-27). Concurrently, the Chief Council (Wu-bang Gong-so) was 

also created in 1863 and  served as communication and conciliation platform for cross-national 

speech group affairs and disputes (Willmott: 29-30). This specific system of a Chief Council 

dominating  all five speech group Hui-guans that were also authorized with legal 

responsibilities  reproduced an administrative structure of a “state within a state(Willmott: 65).” 

Chinese schools, temples, cemetery boards, welfare committees and other subordinating units 
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functioned as operative divisions that covered various societal demands for the community. 

Through maintaining the same lifestyle and cultural needs, the Chinese community was 

organized and managed in such a way that promoted and preserved a “pure” and unified ethnic 

identity. With such a consolidated ethnic foundation, culture was able to translate across 

multiple generations. In other words, a migrant’s full life circle from birth or arrival, aging, 

illness, to death [生老病死] were all managed and supported by different units, which 

Willmott describes as an altered function of those associations (Willmott: 32-45, 70-104). Old 

settlers and new migrants could live a Chinese life much like those in their homeland without 

any compromise and are able to maintain a lifestyle of Chinese cultural customs and practices. 

In terms of power structures between social organizations and individual membership across 

various associations, power transitions and organizational transformation from the 

congregational system to voluntary associations since the end of French colonization. It seems 

that the function of Wu-bang Cong-so [五幫公會] was underweighted since it carried a 

singular mission to “talk-over” all disputes or cross Hui-guan affairs. After 1944, the Chef 

Council was formalized by the French as Zhong-hui li-shi hui guan [中華理事會館] but  was 

later abolished in 1958 by the new Kingdom since the newly independent Kingdom 

government attempted to deconstruct and assimilate the long-term alienated ethnic Chinese 

community (Willmott: 30, 61). It is clear that the autonomic power of the ethnic Chinese 

community was gradually confiscated by the French and later established as a Kingdom 

government. This system not only set the power structure of the Chinese community for more 

than 50 years, but also eliminated immigration possibilities of other sub-ethnic groups. 

However, this dual indirect ruling system indicates that overseas Chinese in Cambodia already 

possessed the ability to control Cambodia’s economy when the French came into Cambodia, 

which is clearly apparent as observed in the significant business advantages in an array of 

fields in comparison to indigenous Khmers. Ever since, this divide-and-rule model settled the 

division formations of the Chinese and Khmers in their respective areas: a Chinese-controlled 

economy and Khmer-rule politics. Furthermore, this system enhances the influence of 

immigration networks and clan relationships in the Chinese community in Cambodia until 

1954. 
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During the Japanese Occupation (1941~1945) period, local Khmer nationalism echoed to 

rationalize the Japanese invasion with the confluence of anti-colonialism. Relatively speaking, 

the Chinese was entangled in a more difficult intersection. With a variety of duties as the 

taxing agent, the economic middleman for French colonial administration, and also 

predominating local commercial activities in the Cambodia, the Chinese were automatically 

involved with the wrath of complicated emotional complexities when Japan came into 

Cambodia with the claims of Asian’s Asia. When this new ruling power replaced France, the 

Chinese had to choose whether to maintain their economic predomination by collaborating on 

the collection of warfare materials, or give up the networks, properties, and business 

groundwork that they have accumulated for more than a century. Although the common 

phenomena of polarized society, economic Chinese and political Khmer has been stabilized for 

many years, the cooperation and yet competition partnership between the Chinese and the 

Khmer enabled both to share the same local nationalistic identity against both the old and new 

imperialists, France and Japan. The confrontation against these two common enemies seemed 

to smoothen racial and class polarization for decades, and blur the boundary of ethnic identity 

as well. Therefore, the continuity of Chinese education and the vernacular tie within Chinese 

community were emphasized and enhanced to become the core of ethnic identity during late 

colonial Japanese occupation period. However, such ethnic harmony, clear-cut ethnic identities 

and Chinese autonomic power were soon challenged following the independence of the nation 

in 1953. 

    After Cambodia gained its independence in 1953 and established a Westminster style 

constitutional monarchy, ethnic Chinese were soon seen as a treat to indigenous Khmer 

political elites. From 1958 onward, a series of anti-Chinese policies were launched. From then 

on, ethnic Chinese populations dwindled; more specifically occurring as the civil war broke out, 

during which Lon Nol’s coup took over when Sihounok was in Beijing. Long before the 

Khmer rouge targeted domestic intellectuals, middle class merchants, professionals, public 

servants, French middleman, monarchical assistants and the Lon Nol co-conspiracies, ethnic 

Chinese began to neutralize as Khmers, flying out to Thailand, Vietnam, and China before 

Vietnam’s anti-Chinese regime from late 1978. As Gottesman (2003) and Vickery (1988, 2010) 

addressed anti-Chinese policies against ethnic Chinese from early 1980 to 1985 (Circular 351 

and such), ethnic Chinese were forced to hide their identities through inter-ethnic marriage 
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with Khmers (both genders) and denied their Chinese roots, both culturally and linguistically. 

An unclear argument by both Kiernam (1980) and Willmott (1982) is whether the majority of 

Cambodia refugees in Thai border camps were ethnic Chinese middle class or Khmer Peasants. 

Kiernan argues that the majorities were Khmer Peasants, but Willmott claims most were urban 

middle class, ethnic Chinese. Studies conducted by Nancy Smith-Henfer (2000) on Lowell, 

MA’s and Aihwa Ong (2003) on Bay Area’s Cambodians, supports Kiernan’s assertion with 

results from the US national census and social security registrations, which indicate that most 

refugees are Khmers (Smith-Henfer with Khmer language and Ong with Theravada religion as 

measurement signifier). Yet if we examine 16 random post-Khmer Rouge autobiographical 

books, we can see that majority of the authors will carry ethnic Chinese surnames (13 out of 

16). 

    As Willmott points out, the Chinese in Cambodia lost their power of self-governance right 

after the nation gained its independence, but still managed to maintain their social and inner 

power structure centered by five huiguans. The Chinese schools and newspapers were major 

attempts to cultivate and revitalize Chinese identities of new and old generations within the 

community, but also aimed to consolidate the cultural ties of the community. After the 

Kingdom of Cambodia gained its independence in 1953, the Chinese encountered two key 

dilemmas in Cambodia. First is the antagonism between indigenous political elites and Chinese 

economic class. This was reflected in a series of anti-Chinese laws and regulations announced 

respectively from 1954 to 1970. These new policies were very rigid and put limits on the 

activities of Chinese communities, including laws that regulated the naturalization of the 

Chinese (1954), restricted the Chinese from 18 kinds of professions (1956), increased the tax 

load (1957), limited the asset ownership (1957), gradually restrained Chinese education (1956-

1957), restricted remittance outflow (1957), confined the property-owning duration to 99 years 

(1958), banned the Chinese hometown associations and social organizations (1958), shut down 

all eight Chinese newspapers (1967), and closed all Chinese schools (1970) (Chen 2007).  

As Cambodia’s economy fell under the control of the Chinese, more and more voices 

challenged the loyalty of the Chinese and their economic status. Under this political pressure, 

King Sihanouk promulgated Cambodian Act number NS904 as a move towards a more 

tangible way of regulating the naturalization of foreigners in September of 1954. It stated that 
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those who were born in Cambodia, had a Cambodian wife, owned a permanent address, lived 

in Cambodia for more than two years, or those who had lived in Cambodia for more than five 

years, behaved well, and spoke fluent Khmer, would be eligible to apply for naturalization. 

Later in November of 1954, the Cambodian government issued a new Nationality Act, which 

mainly followed the right of blood (jus sanguinis). Number 22 of the Nationality Act that 

declared anyone who had a parent of Cambodian citizen, regardless of place of birth, were 

considered Cambodian; and people who were born after November of 1954 with any one 

parent who was Cambodian, were also considered Cambodian (Zhuang 2003, 372~373). As 

most of the Chinese in Cambodia lived in the rural area and small towns and married local 

people, the second and third generations of Chinese usually could be nationalized without 

much difficulty. However, these acts did not slow down or prevent Chinese immigration. 

During this period, the net immigration reached a record high of 32,000 people in 1952.  

The ethnic Chinese were forbidden to work in 18 kinds of jobs in 1956. In 1957, the 

Cambodian government issued policies to restrict job opportunities for overseas Chinese or 

foreigners. For this reason, many overseas Chinese were naturalized in order to make a living. 

Among the restricted jobs, many had long been operated by Chinese, such as food transaction, 

barbers, salt making and selling, loan business, radio, and machine businesses. After that, the 

Cambodian government issued the “Act on regulating foreigner’s assets” in 1957 and several 

related laws to place a heavy tax on and forbid foreigners to purchase local assets. After this 

act was launched, overseas Chinese economic status was struck heavily. Many overseas 

Chinese had to naturalize themselves to become Cambodian citizens to maintain their jobs and 

make a living. In 1956, the Cambodian government passed the law regulating foreigners’ 

school, “Funding regulation for Cambodian private schools.” In 1957, they issued Act NS201, 

which regulated the education content of private schools, mostly equivalent to that of the 

Chinese-gang-funded schools. However, these new acts and regulations did not have much 

impact on the overseas Chinese schools due to corruption and inefficiency of law enforcement. 

In 1957, the Kingdom of Cambodia proclaimed the restriction of remittance outflow from 

foreigners in Cambodia to their mother country. The maximum amount was set at a benchmark 

of 30 percent of personal monthly income in Cambodia. In 1958, the Cambodian government 

regulated that the property-owning period for foreigners in Cambodia was 99 years. The assets 

owned by foreigners could only be transited without extra interests, benefits or even free to 
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new owners or groups of Cambodian nationalities. However, these regulations were meant to 

attract overseas Chinese to naturalize, so they were not enforced with very strict forces (more 

smoothly) as an attempt to guide and regulate Chinese activities. These regulations had less 

impact on overseas Chinese; therefore, while most rich overseas Chinese chose to be 

naturalized, general overseas Chinese could still maintain their living with a Chinese passport. 

Hence, there were still many overseas Chinese who chose to keep their nationalities. 

The biggest impact came in 1958 as Cambodia banned Chinese Assembly Halls. After the 

French Indochina colonial authority agreed to call off the Chinese gang system in 1948, the 

overseas Chinese who came from Teochow, Canton, Hainan, Hakka, Hokkien, etc., all built 

their own assembly halls. Additionally, they co-founded the Chairman Council of Chinese 

Assembly Hall in Phnom Penh, which served as the leading agency for all overseas Chinese in 

Cambodia. This council consisted of all the chairpersons and vice chairpersons in the five 

largest assembly halls. In April 12, 1958, the Kingdom of Cambodia issued another mandate 

signed by the Minister of Domestic Affairs. With security and news to call off the chairperson 

council, this order was to specifically gear to overthrow the Chinese self-governing system 

formed by French commissioners from the colonial period. This mandate banned all the 

Chinese Assembly Halls and social organizations in Cambodia, and the government later set up 

a national administration agency for all the overseas Chinese affairs, which stripped away the 

long-enjoyed autonomic power of the Chinese for their internal affairs overseas and 

significantly increased the push-out factor for the Chinese community.  

In 1963, the political and legal pressure grew stronger and stronger since economic 

conditions worsened. The communism movement becomes the last straw to antagonize the 

anti-Chinese movement. There were around 115 overseas Chinese associations and more than 

8 kinds of different newspapers in Phnom Penh in 1963. All Chinese newspapers were banned 

after some quoted a report in favor of the Chinese Cultural Revolution. This was considered as 

an encouragement of Chinese to initiate anti-government activities in Cambodia, which 

aggravated King Sihanouk. The cost of this incident was the new order forbidding all Chinese 

newspapers in Cambodia on September 13, 1967. There is an old saying in Cambodian that 

says, “Where there is water, there is fish.” This proverb is usually used to describe how the 

Chinese tend to move towards business opportunities in search of expansion and financial 
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success, a suitable expression that explains the motives and movements of the Chinese 

immigrations after World War II. The overseas Chinese in Cambodia generally had a better 

economic status from 1954 to 1970, while Sihanouk was in power; The Chinese comprised 92 

percent of all businesspersons in Cambodia. In 1955, there were about 20,000 large or small 

businesses or stores in Cambodia, with 70 percent operated by overseas Chinese. 

Geographically, there were about 3,000 businesses in Phnom Penh, and Chinese 

businesspersons owned 2,000 of them. There were 8,000 other businesses owned by the 

Chinese in other main cities (Zhuang 2004, 2). Meanwhile, most of the overseas Chinese who 

lived along the seacoast line made their livings by fishing and salt making.  

    The main purpose of this series of anti-Chinese regulations is to counterbalance the 

predominately-economic power that the Chinese had previously enjoyed for decades. Yet, it 

also attempts to assimilate the centrifugal Chinese community in the state of Cambodia by 

shrinking the economic gap and breaking down the culture barriers between the Khmer and the 

Chinese. This is to say, the classes, culture, communal and national identities of the Chinese in 

Cambodia during this period were gradually pressed to compromise, assimilate or dissimulate 

by the local political elites with compelling regulations or encouraging naturalization 

enactments. It is clear that the first six prohibition orders aimed to reduce the influential power 

of the Chinese in the economic affairs, but the prohibition of Chinese social organizations, 

Chinese schools and newspaper were meant to dismantle the original social structure of the 

Chinese in Cambodia and force them to assimilate into Khmer culture, language, and society. 

The second dilemma overseas Chinese encountered in the early post-colonial period, as well as 

for regional politics concern, is China’s domestic conflict between Nationalistic government 

and Communist counterforce. This polarized Chinese national identity dilemma divided the 

Chinese community into two campaigns, the Communistic progressive left wing and 

Nationalistic conservative right wing. The antagonism was especially intensified when 

Kuomintang’s Republic of China administration retreated to Taiwan, and Chinese Communist 

Party established the People Republic of China in the Mainland after 1949. This cold war 

ideology not only split up the Chinese national identity into two sides, but also politically 

cleaved the Chinese culture identity through various symbolic systems. For example, the 

writing font format was divided into Mainland China’s simplified Chinese and Taiwan’s 

Traditional fonts. The publications were printed differently in China and Taiwan, as books 
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printed in China are opened from left-to-right with horizontal printing of lines; and those from 

Taiwan open right-to-left and print vertical lines. Although this did not change the use of 

Chinese Mandarin and local dialects within the community, it does indeed create a new 

battlefield for the authenticity of Chinese identity. For example, private Chinese schools and 

teachers who secretly teach Chinese under the prohibition order and later civil war years have 

to choose textbooks and writing fonts from either China’s or Taiwan’s, which have also been 

separated by Cold War ideologies as well. 

    In 1970, prime minister, General Lon Nol, overthrew King Sihanouk, abolished the 

constitutional monarch, and established the Republic of Kampuchea. Even though a large 

number of Chinese were persecuted for being recognized as supporters of Sihanouk and Viet 

Cong, the coup is considered as the movement against Sihanouk’s nationalization policies and 

simultaneously moved to protect many Chinese properties. However, on the exact day of the 

revolution, Lon Nol also ordered to close every Chinese school in Cambodia, therefore 

depriving the Chinese of being educated in their native tongue. This decision caused more 

harm to overseas Chinese in Cambodia than forbidding Chinese newspapers. At this point, the 

education and information exchange flow of the Chinese community were completely blocked 

out (Chen 1990, 539), and the immigration flow had disintegrated since Cambodia had created 

a hostile atmosphere for ethnic Chinese. 

 

The Wartime history of the Chinese in Cambodia: Hide or Die 

The outbreak of the Cambodian civil war after 1970 placed identity contradictions in an 

extreme and fragile position. After Democratic Kampuchea known as the Khmer Rouge, was 

established in 1975, Cambodians did not have many options for survival, but to flee the 

country or to be submissive to the democratic government and adapt to the newly established 

ideologies. Either was risky and could result in eventual death as no one was spared or treated 

with mercy. The smell and sight of death was a gruesome and constant reminder that the new 

government was powerful and to be feared.   

 Unlike Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines, the Chinese in 

Cambodia had gone through a series of extreme political change, especially during the 23-year 
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long civil war (1970~1993), a time span that encompassed the  the infamous killing fields of 

the Khmer Rouge, and often regarded as a brutal genocide (Duncan 2004: 241-270). This 

misleading propaganda, publicized by the Vietnamese puppet government, served as an 

explanation to account for the experimental communist policies that were attributed to the loss 

of twenty percent of the population within 44 months (Chen 2002). Thus, this extreme political 

change forced the Chinese to adapt to identities that were deemed acceptable in terms of the 

political correctness by standards of the Khmer Rouge. As a result, identities, values, and 

morals of humanity, were painfully twisted and submerged as people were blinded by the 

fundamental human needs for survival. Under such extreme political upheaval, it is apparently 

not to one’s advantage to be an outsider, speaking only foreign and vernacular languages. Thus, 

it is predictable that the Chinese who stayed under Khmer Rouge regime would make the best 

efforts to hide their ethnic identity from others in fear of being discovered and killed. As my 

informant, Hong Ly points out in our interview, the reason that he could survive from such a 

massive killing is credited simply to the fact that his parents decided to send him to public 

school instead of Chinese school. His Khmer language skills and Khmer peer groups became 

his assets to survive from the massive killings, although “everybody can tell from his skin 

color that he is a Chinese.” 

    The biggest debate during the Khmer Rouge regime is whether the Chinese were major 

victims in a genocide carried out during the 44-month ruling of the Khmer Rouge. One of the 

biggest debates in contemporary Cambodian history is whether the massive killings during the 

civil war was target on particular ethnic groups, as many believed that the genocide was aimed 

at the Chinese and Vietnamese. However, according to Ovesen and Trankell’s article, eighty to 

eighty-five percent of the victims were in fact ethnic Khmer, who constituted ninety percent of 

total population (Ovesen and Trankell 2004: 247). A different point of view was led by famous 

Yale historian Ben Kiernan. He claims that the massive killing was intrinsically a massacre that 

targeted intellectuals, formal public servants, property owners, the middle class, and 

professionals, in order to create a self-sufficient agrarian Utopia. The majority of targeted 

economic elites in Cambodian were ethnic Chinese, but there were also a vast number of ethnic 

Khmers and Vietnamese were slaughtered as well. This indicates that ethnicity was not a main 

factor but class status in the killings. It is agreed that most individuals were killed based on 

class identity, education, work experience, and knowledge. The emergence of the idea that the 
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war was genocide was an image publicized by Vietnam to justify its invasion. Furthermore, 

ethnic Chinese continued to be oppressed during the Vietnamese invasion period and early 

times (1979-1985) of People’s Republic of Kampuchea. Over this period, from the beginning 

of the civil war in 1970 to 1985 when Indochina’s three countries announced their economic 

reform policy under Vietnam’s leadership, hundreds of thousands of Cambodian refugees fled 

to more than eighty refugees camps.  

    However, there is no precise statistical number to confirm the total amount of Cambodian 

refugees fled out the country during the civil war. From 1970 onward, there have been more 

than eighty refugee camps existed between the Thai and Cambodia border. Some were 

established by the United Nations, others by international non-profit organizations, private 

foundations, and religious organizations. A few were more were controlled by Cambodia’s 

different domestic political parties and military forces, including Sihanouk’s Funcinpec, 

Khmer Rouge, and KPNLF. Most of those refugee camps were not able to maintain a clear 

record of personal identification and tracking numbers of refugees they took in. However, 

through the analysis of population change of the Chinese in Cambodia, we can find some new 

evidence to approximate the population of refugees. Through his observations, Willmott 

estimated there to be 465,000 ethnic Chinese in Cambodia during 1950 and and approximately 

420,000 in 1966 (Willmott 1967). Another Overseas Chinese expert from the Republic of 

China (Taiwan) appraises that the Chinese population in Cambodia reduced to 360,000 in 1974 

(Liang 1974) before the Khmer Rouge took over. After Khmer Rouge’s massive killings, the 

lowest point of the Chinese population in Cambodia can be predicted to be in the early 1980s 

when the People Republic of Kampuchea announced two anti-Chinese regulations, Circular 

351 and K5 Plan. Circular 351 was an unsuccessful executive order announced by the People’s 

Republic of Kampuchea (PRK) in 1982, which requested citizens to register their ethnic group 

in household registration record. It failed mainly because the nation was still in political 

turmoil, and was very unrealistic to expect an accurate consensus, as most ethnic Chinese 

would not voluntarily proclaim their Chinese identity. More than five of my informants 

addressed this issue. Two informants both in their eighty’s (海南會館廟祝 林明浩, 客屬崇正

學校 校長 周洁明) said that they did not know the real purpose of circular 351. Therefore, 

they refused to register. Famous Sino-Khmer journalist Long Pheng [黃平] stated that, many 
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feared that that would be a new political clearance movement and did not want to risk their 

safety. Another informant Uncle Ly (李瑞泰) of mine informed me that, he believed it was for 

labor supply in remote area [抓伕] for firming or logging and he wanted to stay at Phnom Penh, 

which discouraged him from registering on paper his Chinese heritage. The other informant 

(端華學校 校長 李輝明), also one of the most well respected intellectuals in the community, 

claimed that circular 315 is for those who would like to get a job in military or government, but 

those who would like to serve in both sections would not verify their Chinese identity for any 

possible risks involved. As a result, circular 351 did not make much of an impact and nobody 

cared much when it was announced either. The K5 plan, on the other hand, is a border defense 

project targeted towards Khmer Rouge guerrilla in Thai-Cambodia border between 1985 and 

1989. It limited the border trading and population flow between regulated areas, which were 

used as the major routes and pathways for Chinese traders and refugees. Therefore, the K5 plan 

had a very direct influence on the Chinese community. 

    After the second Kingdom of Cambodia was established with UN’s intervention in 1989, 

most scholarly works turned their attention to politics. The Chinese, again, disappeared from 

the studies of contemporary Cambodia history until China’s economy boomed in the late 1990s. 

New studies (Leife et al 2010; Liu 2008) focused on ethnological and ethno-historical 

development of ethnic Chinese capital, new migrations from China (Neigel 2012), and social 

organizations in the capital city. Meanwhile a complete survey of ethnic Chinese in national 

scale is still up in the air. More importantly, oral history recordings, historical materials, and 

artifacts preservation have remained static and blank. With a transnational network and 

awareness as a middle class minority within the country, it is fair to say that the Chinese have 

relatively more information, resources, and communication advantages to escape the fire net of 

the civil war, as China plays its position as a major diplomatic partner and counselor toward 

the isolated regime. Whether or either Chinese or Taiwanese not the genocide debate is based 

on ethnicity differences, the full adaptation of local identities for those who remain becomes a 

protective shield to avoid political censorship and selection. Consequently, through this method, 

not only cultural identity is abandoned, but also language acquisition skills of both Mandarin 

and vernacular languages have disappeared from public domain tracing back to civil war times. 

This transformation and loss of cultural customs is the reason why generations born during and 
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after the civil war have largely assimilated into Khmer culture. Although many still maintain 

Chinese surnames and are fully aware of their Chinese roots, most no longer speak Chinese. 

However, some vernacular languages such as Teochowese are still commonly spoken by 

seniors and Cambodian refugee overseas. Furthermore, it is also important to address the 

linguistic competition between China and Taiwan after 1990. This dispute over Chinese font 

and educational materials in overseas Chinese schools are crucial to most modern-day Chinese 

schools, which rely heavily on Taiwanese or Chinese assistance. This competition began from 

late 1970 since the Republic of China, the Kuomintang Administration in Taiwan gained great 

economic success after they losing their international political space in the 1970s. In order to 

maintain their claim of representing “original and authentic China,” Taiwan has a huge 

investment in promoting Chinese culture and Chinese education overseas, especially to 

overseas Chinese community in Southeast Asia. Not only did they provide free textbooks and 

materials for the Chinese, but also encouraged many young Chinese teachers to teach overseas. 

In Cambodia, Chinese educational materials and teachers were imported to the country along 

with Taiwanese businesses in hopes of establishing an investment after 1990. Soon after, with 

the objective to aim towards  of Taiwan’s economic miracle, foreign direct investment from 

Taiwanese business became the most important and largest capital source that has assisted in 

Cambodia’s reconstruction  post-civil war. New teachers along with useful materials 

replenished the educational infrastructure gap after Cambodia’s twenty-one year civil war. Due 

to the influx and availability of resources, the oldest Chinese school, Duan-Hwa Chinese 

School re-opened in Phnom Penh and soon become the world’s largest Chinese school. During 

its peak, the institution held more than thirty-six thousand students within its’ fifty-five 

classroom campus and consisted of nine grade levels. Chinese materials with Taiwan’s 

worldview were taught and used until 1997, when Taiwan was accused of involving in 

Cambodia’s 1997-attempted military coup. During that period, the Taiwanese embassy in 

Cambodia was shut down and the diplomatic relationship cut off and replaced with the 

People’s Republic of China. Simultaneously, China’s booming economy surpassed that of 

Taiwan, Singapore, and Malaysia, becoming the largest foreign direct investment income 

source of Cambodia. This reality not only reflects the economical transformations, but also 

indicates the changes that have occurred on Chinese language education. Most Chinese schools 

in Cambodia used free materials and welcomed volunteer instructors from China, a trend that 
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has gradually changed the worldview and accent of Chinese learners in Cambodia. Nowadays, 

students in Phnom Penh’s Confucius Institute use free materials from China, and speak 

Chinese Mandarin with a Beijing accent while writing Chinese in Simplified font. This is not 

only a direct cultural war between Taiwan and China, but is also a battle to earn interpretation 

power of Chineseness. It will undoubtedly influence and affect the ethnic and political 

identities of the Chinese in Cambodia through these ever-developing linguistic and cultural 

approaches. 

 

Conclusion: Chineseness under various political regimes and the generational difference 

    With a thorough review of the historical development of the Chinese communities in 

Cambodia, I attempt to portray the circumstances that the ethnic Chinese encountered in 

Cambodia and the choices of their language use over the course of the past century. As the 

trajectory portrayed above, the intense transitions of the political economic environment in 

modern Cambodia has dramatically shifted the ethnic identities of the Chinese in every 

dimension. However, it is worth mentioning that Chinese education and language acquisition 

within and out of Chinese households are still widely considered as the most important and 

ultimate means of preserving Chineseness and resisting assimilation against local Khmer 

culture. Both literary and interviewed case studies show that language is the key component for 

many Chinese Cambodians in defining their own identities as well as a fundamental principle 

that is often used as a tool to evaluate another’s level of Chineseness. Although this 

fundamental identity recognition standard was dismantled from the 1960s and plunged to its 

lowest point during the Khmer Rouge, it is crucial to note that speaking Chinese Mandarin or 

any vernacular language is the most important and basic qualification or standard of being 

Chinese in Cambodia. This is not to assert  that anyone who speaks those languages are 

considered Chinese, rather, it refers to the principle of linguistic relativity that many use to 

connect ethnicity and culture. It has been proven that parental decisions over domestic 

language choice and education will determine a younger generation’s language performance. 

As stated chronologically above, the political circumstances under various regimes in modern 

Cambodian history has undeniably shifted definitions of ethnic ecology for the Chinese in 

Cambodia through strict regulations upon Chinese education, involuntary Khmerization, which 
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surpassed the performance of Chineseness when measured through political means. As 

previously mentioned, the indirect-ruling dualistic ethnic hierarchal system under French 

colonization, anti-Chinese sentiments in early independence, and hide-or-die wartime 

environment are the three key historical examples, which are directly related to this argument, 

and can be supported with the statistical population charts presented in the early part of this 

chapter.  

    Throughout this chapter, it is clearly illustrated that members of ethnic Chinese inhabiting 

modern-day Cambodia are those who have been through and experienced much of the ethno-

history aforementioned. Members belonging to different age groups or generations have 

encountered much of the political circumstances that have been introduced during the various 

political regimes. For instance, those who were born and educated before the civil war usually 

lived in a relatively isolated ethnic Chinese environment. For this particular generation, 

individuals were exposed to very little Khmer language early on in life and first learned to 

speak a local Chinese dialect at home then transitioned to speaking Mandarin at a Chinese 

school. They were generally very alienated from Khmer culture and language unless it was 

necessary to do so. In contrast, those born during the wartime were only concerned about 

survival and denied any affiliation or relation to foreign identities and cultures, for 

distinguishing oneself was most likely a death penalty and dangerous within a tumultuous era 

of turmoil and genocide. Unlike prior domestic choices of Chinese socialization and 

associations, domestic choices were limited and safety often was the first concern. Most cases 

from my field study shows that parents do not typically survive long enough to pass on their 

family heritage and cultural roots. Children in this era have missing pieces that have 

disintegrated along with the older generations, and are not usually aware of their surname, 

family traditions, cultural heritage, or ethnic identity. This makes it quite a challenge to 

determine an individual’s ethnic background solely based on a surname. There are several 

cases that people inherit a parent’s nickname and utilize it as full name, yet are incapable of 

writing or spelling it. Post-war survivors often use their parent’s first name as their surname. 

For example, Heng [興 in Teochowese] is considered a common Chinese name and surname. 

Although some have used this word as a surname in Khmer for identification registration, they 

also acknowledge that it is their parent or grandparent’s first name. They would tend to write 

down various different surnames depending upon the circumstance in which they presented 
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themselves. This is an example, which proves that wartime political conditions have 

dramatically disrupted the generational transition and normal socialization and application of 

family heritage and cultural roots. Those who survived through the wartime period have now 

become the core leaders of the present-day ethnic Chinese community. In most cases, many 

Chinese descendants in Cambodia born during wartime have very limited knowledge and 

information about their family background. Under the full influence of khmerization and other 

factors such as inter-marriage, the boundary between ethnic Chinese and Khmer are blurred, 

indefinite, and often interrelated. However, many individual Chinese in modern-day Cambodia 

may be aware of their parents or grandparent’s ethnic background and Chinese roots. In most 

cases, this is only a trace of a long family legacy that they are conscious of. The following 

chapter will further cover more about those born after the United Nation transitional period, a 

generation that would be exposed to the ethnic renaissance of the Chinese community in 

Cambodia. In this era, the re-establishment of Chinese social organizations, re-opening of 

Chinese schools, newly printed Chinese media sources, Chinese speaking foreign investors in 

urban areas, and profitable new job opportunities directed towards Chinese speakers, would 

usher in a renewed sense of Chineseness.  

    Generational differences generated from the ethno-history of Cambodia’s political 

oppression, external limitations, domestic socialization, linguistic acquisition, formal Chinese 

education, and cultural assimilation under various regimes have seemly blurred the ethnic and 

cultural boundary between the Chinese and Khmers. However, this is an unavoidable process 

of historical progression across various generations of migrant communities and can be 

observed through an  individual’s socialization of Chineseness, which is determined not only 

by parental choices within the household, but also peer pressure, exposure to a formal 

education, and conditions maintained by external political and economic environments of 

ethnic ecology. Moreover, it is understandable that the survey responses to the ethnic 

background on different people are highly personal through the realization that such 

information is experiential and politically sensitive. In Cambodia’s case, the method, definition, 

catalog, and purpose of each survey or demographic investigations over the past decades are 

ambiguous and vague. According to personal experiences and memoirs from various political 

movements of varying  regimes, many individuals have mentioned that it is better to conceal or 

lie about one’s ethnic identity when asked since “you have no idea what it is going to be used 
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to against you (Interviewed with Principle Lee [李明輝] on circular 351).” In other words, 

Cambodia’s political unrest in past six decades had two major impacts on the ethnic Chinese. 

Firstly, policy discontinuity and political vicissitude of Chineseness under various regimes 

created a generational gap on Chineseness as described above. Unlike other overseas Chinese 

communities in other politically stable Southeast Asian countries, generational gaps are 

perhaps only important in matters of conservation, including cultural and traditional 

preservation through conventions, customs and practices. In Cambodia, this generation gap has 

deepened and become more critical in defining Chineseness with respects to its performance 

and enculturation on peoples from various generations. The generational differentiation of 

Chineseness is significant amongst individuals who were born and educated during three 

various periods, which are comprised of the heritage generation of sojourning Chinese born 

and raised before the civil outbreak; the lost generation of wartime Chinese born during the 

wartime; and lastly, the renaissance generation of Chinese descendants born and educated 

after 1991. These differences in definitions of Chineseness across three generations have been 

presented repeatedly during my fieldwork and analogous to the ethnographic data presented in 

this volume. 

    The fact the second impact of the time was to sensitize all traces of expression and 

identification of ethnic status, especially those of self-classification and self-claim population 

census and survey, explains why many scholars, reporters, leaders and members within the 

Sino-Khmer Community tend to reject most statistic numbers of the Chinese population in 

Cambodia. Instead, they assert that those numbers underestimate the predominating reality of 

the Chinese in Cambodia. An old saying in Cambodia, proclaims that to “Pinch Chinese necks, 

cause Khmers to choke”, showing the significant role that the Chinese played in controlling the 

Cambodia’s economy and national wealth. Many would agree that the Chinese population in 

Cambodia is much greater than 1 % as previously mentioned. However, this is not to say those 

demographic surveys are incorrect, but rather to strengthen the contention that the gap between 

ethnic reality and statistical data is largely caused by the dramatic political change and other 

consequences tied to fear of self-identification. Though the nation had regained independence 

for over 25 years and China’s economic booming and political powerhouse has emerged as 

great career opportunities for ethnic Chinese in Cambodia, the history is still a reminder of the 

political, social, and economic unrest that has left a permanent scar on the minds of many. The 
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unique ethno-history of the Chinese in Cambodia presented in this chapter not only explains 

the historical background and socio-political foundation of the Chinese community in 

Cambodia, but also offers a significant paradox of cases on overseas Chinese studies. 

Furthermore, this chapter also fills the academic gap of ethnographic studies of the Chinese in 

Cambodia modeled after William Willmott’s monographs in 1963 and 1970. It also provides 

an extensive source of background understandings and interpretations on the current Chinese 

community, with guidance towards a greater understanding on Chinese legacy transitions, 

political structure traditions, and generational variations on socializing their Chineseness 

within external ethnic organizations and systemic structures such as those prevailing in the 

Kingdom of Cambodia.  
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Chapter Four    Preservation of Chineseness: Sino-Khmer and Its Socio-

Political Structure 

 

The Terminology: Why “Sino-Khmers”? 

    Before we start the discussion of the Chinese community in Cambodia, it is important to first 

clarify the definition of the term “Chinese” in this chapter. As discussed in chapter one and two, 

there has not been a clear classification and diversification of the Chinese community in early 

literatures that focus on overseas Chinese in Cambodia (Edwards and Chan 2009; Willmott 

1967; Willmott 1970). Previous anthropological or demographic works on Chinese Cambodian 

societies have used self-claimed ethnic identities as their definition of ethnic Chinese. However, 

they have not been able to clearly distinguish between ethnic Chinese and ethnic Khmer in 

Cambodia (Chan 2005; Chan 2004; Chan and Kim 2003; McLellan 2004; Mortland 1994; 

Ollier and Winter 2006; Ong 2003; Smith-Hefner 1998). Therefore, a clear definition of the 

Chinese communities is needed before processing on to further ethnographic details. 

    In the sense of self-claiming or labelling of ethnic groups, the leaders of ACC and affiliated 

ethnic Chinese media and organizations usually use the term “We Cambodian Chinese” [Wǒ-

men jiǎnpǔzhài huárén, 我們柬埔寨華人] or simply just Chinese [Huárén 華人(ខ្មែរកាត់ចិន)] when 

addressing their own community. Meanwhile, the term “Ethnic Cambodian [Jiǎn rén/jiǎn zú 柬

人/柬族]” refers to ethnic Khmer, and “Cambodian [Jiǎnpǔzhài rén 柬埔寨人]” is for all 

Cambodians. On the other hand, Chinese who came from China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 

other southeast Asian counties usually use the term “local Chinese [Běndì huárén 本地華人]” 

to address local ethnic Chinese, and “ locals [Běndì rén (de) 本地人(的)]” for the ethnic 

Khmer in their conversations. 

    Instead of abovementioned self-claiming and other-labelling terms, this dissertation has used 

Sino-Khmer for local Cambodian citizens with Chinese descent, including the overseas 

returnees. For example, Kith Meng [陈丰明 (born in 1968)] (who is usually referred as the 

richest man in Cambodia) escaped to Australia at age four with his father, Kith Peng Ike, a son 

of Khmer mother and Teochewese father before the Khmer Rouge. After spending 20 years in 
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Australia, Meng returned to Cambodia to help his brothers who just started their Canon copiers 

franchise in Phnom Penh. Even though their native languages are Khmer and English, and only 

speaking simple Teochewese, Meng and his other brothers are still considered as Teochew 

Chinese Cambodians. Being the founder and the president of Cambodia's Chamber of 

Commerce, Meng has been an important figure in Cambodia’s business field and a financial 

supporter to all Chinese voluntary organizations. Owning dual citizenships from Cambodia and 

Australia, Meng is famous of his joint venture with foreign investors, rather than just 

networking with local ethnic Chinese or overseas Chinese capitalists. Meng’s case shows that, 

in Cambodia’s ethnic Chinese Community, no specific factor is considered as the sole marker 

of ethnicity, including consanguinity, language skills, family heritage, social class, education, 

citizenship, and self-identity. The ethnic classification and cultural boundary between Khmer 

and Chinese, as discussed in chapter two, are not effective methods to define Chinese identities 

either. Therefore, several terms that Willmott suggested in his early books may provide an 

empirical ground on defining the community(Willmott 1967; Willmott 1970). 

    During Willmott’s fieldwork in the early 1960s, the Chinese community in Cambodia was 

not as diverse as it is today. Given the fact that he has considered the cold war political 

ideology as a segment in diversifying the Chinese community in the press and voluntary 

organizations, he saw the Chinese community as a complete congregation system. This was 

accurate in the sense that both Taiwan and China administrations were striving for political 

recognition and support from the same community structure. However, what I present in 

chapter five and six in this dissertation have proven that both communities have developed its 

own political structure in transnational, domestic, and local levels. It is clear that Willmott’s 

generalization of “the Chinese in Cambodia” is insufficient to illustrate the socio-political 

diversities of the current Chinese communities in Cambodia. Therefore, this dissertation 

suggests that the term “Chinese communities in Cambodia” should include Sino-Khmers, 

Taiwanese, and Mainland Chinese. People from Hong Kong and Macau are included in the 

“Mainland Chinese” group. Although people from Hong Kong and Macau have their own 

social organizations, such as the China Hong Kong & Macau Expatriate & Business 

Association of Cambodia [CHKMEBA 柬埔寨中國港澳僑商總會], these social organizations 

usually follow CCCC’s decision and action, and fraternize themselves with CCCC and ACC. 
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Therefore, people from Hong Kong and Macau can be seen as part of mainland Chinese 

community. 

    Based on the political segments, structural diversities, and sub-ethnic classifications, the 

focus of this chapter, “Sino-Khmer” needs a more specific definition. According to William 

Willmott, “Sino-Cambodian refers to Cambodian citizens of Chinese descent, who may or 

may not be Sino-Khmer and may be more or less assimilated into the Khmer population 

(Willmott 1967: xii).” Cambodian as a nationality is not equal to cultural and ethnic identity. 

Meanwhile, Chinese Cambodian is a broad spectrum- it refers to ethnic Chinese of Cambodian 

nationality, which includes those Asian foreign dual citizenship owners who bought and owned 

Cambodian Citizenship. But it does not include those overseas returnees or formal refugees 

who only own foreign citizenships and not Cambodian citizenship. Therefore, Sino-

Cambodians may not necessarily contain the cultural and social perimeters, but emphasizes 

more on nationality and citizenship. 

    Therefore, the Chinese community (singular) in this chapter generally refers to the ethnic 

Chinese community before the Cambodian civil war broke out in 1970, in the sense of 

Willmott’s congregation entity due to its cultural and social segments from Khmerization. The 

Chinese communities (plural) then refer to the current sub-ethnic diversities of all ethnic 

Chinese in Cambodia that have developed since 1991. Chinese Cambodians on the other hand, 

is a national, legal, and political category for Cambodian citizens who self-claim their Chinese 

heritage and family legacy. In present Cambodia, the term “Chinese Cambodians”, similar to 

the usage of Sino-Cambodians, also include those returning refugees and the first generation of 

immigrants from Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, nearby Southeast Asian countries, and mainland 

China. They either have dual citizenships, or have neutralized with Cambodian citizenship no 

matter how they obtained it
7
. 

Willmott pointed out in his 1967 book that Sino-Khmer “refers to descent rather than ethnicity.” 

He then define Chinese in Cambodia, in an operational manner, as those “who participate in 

                                                           
7
 Before Cambodia government digitized the household registration system and strictly reinforced the citizenship 

law in 1998, many Asian foreigners or foreign investors have purchased the citizenship documents through 

bribery. According to the author’s sources, the price was based on the buyer’s social connections. The price varied 

from $30,000 USD to $500, 000 USD. Even nowadays, there are still many solicitors who claim they have access 

[有辦法] to obtain Cambodian citizenships for their customers. However, these solicitors are all frauds based on 

the news and unreported cases the author overheard.  
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the voluntary association of the Chinese community (xiii).” It might be a relatively narrative 

description to label the community because the ethnic segregation, language acquisition, 

domestic socialization, education systems and biometric determinations at that time were 

clearer than they are today. However, Sino-Khmer may be a more accurate classification to 

identify the blurred disparities between Chinese and Khmer’s descent and cultural traits that an 

individual preforms. But it can also reflect the inner heterogeneity within all ethnic Chinese 

communities in contemporary Cambodia as this dissertation suggests. 

 

The Colonial Legacy and the Generational Gaps of the Sino-Khmer Community 

    As it has been discussed in chapter 3, Tang people settlement [唐人] in today’s Cambodian 

territory can be dated back to 1296 A.D. in Zhou Da-Guan’s Zhen La Feng Tu Ji [周達觀《真

臘風土記》] (Zhou and Jin 1976). After seven hundred years, the Chinese community in 

Cambodia has developed though nine different political systems (Chandler 2000; Edwards 

2007)
8

, the most important four systems are: 1) Khmer Feudal monarchy, 2) western 

colonialization, 3) long-term civil war, and 4) current Westminster parliamentary democracy. 

Some also considered Cambodian political system as the oligarchy authoritarian (Peou 2000). 

The Chinese community, as recorded in William Willmott’s two major monographs, has 

developed into a separate “social and cultural Congregation system (Willmott 1967; Willmott 

1970).” Outside the ethnic community in the settlement, the early Chinese community in 

Cambodia maintained the role of economic middleman within Cambodian’s traditional peasant 

society under the Khmer political monarchy elites. This dual segmented system was also 

described by Wilmott as the making of the Cambodia’s middle class in highlighting ethnic 

Chinese’s economic predominance in the country (Willmott 1981). 

    As the author concluded in the chapter three, the historical development of the Sino-Khmer 

community under various regimes has created the discontinuity of ethnic socialization among 

                                                           
8
 These nine political systems include the Khmer Empire (802-1431), the dark ages of Cambodia (1431-1863), the 

French colonial period (1863-1945), Japanese occupation (1945-1953), Sihanouk administration (1953-1970), Lol 

Nol’s Khmer Republic (1970-1975, Civil war started from 1970), the Democratic Kampuchea (the Khmer Rouge, 

1975-1979), the People’s Republic of Kampuchea (Vietnamese occupation, 1979-1993), the State of Cambodia 

(United Nation Transitional Era, 1991-1993), and the current Royal Kingdom of Cambodia since 1993. 
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generations due to policy changes in the past six decades. The Sino-Khmer community in 

contemporary Cambodia is culturally divided into three generations who went through various 

socio-political regimes and thus developed different cultural affiliation of Chinese identities. 

These three generations are defined in the Chapter Three as the heritage generation of 

sojourning Chinese; the lost generation of wartime Chinese diaspora; and the renaissance 

generation of Chinese descendants. These generational differences over Chinese heritages have 

been reflected on the various attitudes, aspirations, motives, and capabilities of the three 

generations who were born and educated before, during and after the civil war. They have 

different ways to access, adapt, perform, resist, utilize, and acculturate their Chinesenesses 

between Khmer and Chinese cultures. The present Sino-Khmer community has unavoidably 

confronted the generational gap in the following aspects: personal interests, custom practices, 

dialect acquisition, Chinese comprehensions, cultural affiliation, and, more importantly, the 

selection of peer groups or social engagements. 

    At the same time, the colonial heritages of dual-segmented ethnic hierarchy (Political 

Khmer and Economic Chinese in a traditional peasant society) and the three-layer inner 

political divisions (see Chart 4.1 in next section) within the Chinese community have 

fundamentally framed the structure of the Sino-Khmer community in Cambodia. When the first 

Kingdom of Cambodia gained its independence from France in 1953, ethnic Chinese still 

maintained their predominant power over all economic activities in the Cambodia. This 

situation soon was changed after France colonial administration withdrew. Khmer political 

elites rose and replaced the power vacuum in the new constitutional monarchy system. The 

colonial parallel pillars of political Khmer nobility and economic Chinese middleclass soon 

transited into a three-layer hierarchical pyramid- with the Khmer political elites on top, 

Chinese economic class in the middle, and the majority Khmer peasants at the bottom. Such 

hierarchy was maintained in balance under France’s indirect colonization system, but soon this 

“a state in the state” system was challenged as Khmer political elites gained their full political 

power after independence. With an independent jurisdictional system, education system, 

vernacular languages, newspapers, and Huiguan [會館] structure, ethnic Chinese in Cambodia 

functioned as an isolated political and social entity within Cambodian soil, and could cultivate 

and preserve their ethnic identity without any ambiguity. This cultural, social and territorial 

isolation along with ethnic Chinese’s dominating power in economy helped to consolidate their 
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Chinese ethnic identity within a fully transplanted cultural domain. Urging to assimilate and 

naturalize ethnic minority in mainstream Khmer society, a series of citizenship laws, household 

registration and property registration regulations were launched. The legal, geographical and 

cultural boundaries between the Khmer and the Chinese soon were fuzzificated, or converged 

toward a greater Cambodian nation. 

 

       

Chart 4.1  The three-layer administration division of ACC 

 

    Losing the official power of autonomy and self-governing rights, traditional five big 

Huiguans transferred from official power agents into social voluntary organizations, in the 

meantime losing their control and influence over each five-speech group. This great function 

transformation of Chinese ethnic organizations in Cambodia was neglected in Willmott’s 

studies. He paid attention on the remaining social and cultural functions of those traditional 

social voluntary organizations in Cambodia. By looking into their event-coordination as the 

major internal affairs and functioned as organizing associations, Willmott calls this socio-

political structure as the “congregation system” since he focused on the ethnic Chinese’s 

internal power structure, rather than those with the indigenous Khmer throne and the French 

Wu-guan Congso (1900-1923) / Zhong-hui li-shi hui guan (1944-1958)  

The Association of Chinese in the Kingdom of Cambodia  

柬华总会 (ACC, 1991-now) 

5 Huiguans, 13 clan organizations, 6 
Public Schools, Jian-hua Daily 

52 ACC local Branches, 52 affiliated Chinese Schools, Dragon Teams, Pingpong 
Club, basketball teams, and Alumun Associations 
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colonial authority (Willmott 1971). The traditional ethnic organizations such as hometown 

associations, surname organizations, temple managerial boards, mutual aid organizations, 

benevolent associations, occasional event/fest organizations, and even gang associations were 

analyzed as the power structure segments to re-frame the community. 

Willmott asserted that most members of the Chinese community belonged to particular 

Huiguans, as it was regulated during French colonial period. This was true under the time he 

conducted his fieldwork in the early 1960s. The Chinese community was more segmented and 

alienated than it is today in areas such as education, language, social class, intermarriage, 

occupations, customs, political identity and even the ways of dressing. However, the functional 

transformation, then has changed this identification, ecology of Chinese ethnic organizations. 

Rather, Chinese ethnic organizations as five Huiguans, their subordinated units and 

organizations have then only served as social and voluntary organizations. Unlike Banghui [幫

會], Huiguans were given more political and legal autonomy in the French colonial period. The 

extant social organizations within the Sino Khmer community (restored in 1990) have become 

grass root ethnic organizations for member’s social communication, financial mobilization, 

event coordination, religious ceremonies, and Chinese-education reconstruction (Interviewed 

with ACC Chair 楊啟秋 and VP 黃煥明). According to ACC Chair Doung Chhiv [楊啟秋] 

and ACC’s official records, the current ruling party CPP President Chea Sim [謝辛], then 

Chair of Kampuchean United Front for National Salvation [KUFNS 柬埔寨團結保衛建設祖

國陣線] summoned nine of the most famous craft shop owners to his residence. Being a 

Chinese descendent, Chea Sim encouraged community leaders to reconstruct an organization 

to resume all ethnic activities, including the education and religion ones. He also agreed to help 

reclaiming the previous organization-owned estates such as schools, offices, cemeteries, and 

temples. In exchange, Chea Sim expressed his expectation of the political and financial 

supports from his Chinese fellows in reconstructing the nation. On August 3, 1990, the state of 

Cambodia issued Executive Order 248 for establishing the Association of Chinese in 

Cambodia [ACC, 柬埔寨華人理事會]. On November 13, 1990, the city council of KUFNS 

issued Verdict 522, which later approved by KUFNS central office, to acknowledge the eleven 
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ACC board members and ACC’s operation
9
. The first President of ACC, Ni 倪良信 (Khmer 

and English name unknown), provided a partitioned space in his family factory for the 

organization before the following three location changes in 1991, 1992 and 1994. After the 

creation of ACC, all five huiguans and the affiliated schools were reinstated, while thirteen 

clan associations were established from 1994 to 2008 (See Table 4.1 Establishment Time table 

of Sino-Khmer organizations). 

 

 

1992.08.09 
柬埔寨海南同乡会 (Reinstated) 

Cambodia Hainan Huiguan 

1997.01.01 
符氏宗亲总会 

Fu Clan Association 

1993.01.01 
柬埔寨广肇会馆 (Reinstated) 

Cambodia Guang-zhao Huguan 

1999.05.09 
吴氏宗亲总会 

Wu Clan Association 

1993.03 
柬埔寨福建会馆 (Reinstated) 

Cambodia Fukien Huiguan 

2001.01.14 
舜裔陈氏宗亲总会 

Shuyi Chen Clan Association 

1993.08 
柬埔寨客属会馆 (Reinstated) 

Cambodia Hokka Huiguan 

2001.08.08 
西河林氏宗亲总会 

Xihe Lin Clan Association 

1994.03 
柬埔寨潮州会馆 (Reinstated)

10
 

Cambodia Teochew Huiguan 

2001.04.09 
汾阳郭氏宗亲总会 

Fenyang Kuo Clan Association 

1994.03.27 
豫章罗氏宗亲总会 

Yu Zhang Lo Clan Association 

2001.06.08 
杨氏宗亲总会 

Yang Clan Association 

1994.06.26 
饶平凤凰同乡会 

Raoping Fenghuang Association 

2004.12.08 
陇西李氏宗亲总会 

Longxi Lee Clan Association 

                                                           
9
 Both documents of the Executive Order 248 and the Verdict 522 are poorly preserved on the wall of Teochew 

Huiguan without much attention and notice. None of any informants the author spoke to in ACC and Teochew 

Huiguan knows why both documents are kept in Teochew Huiguan but not in the ACC office.  
10

 Even though all huiguan reclaimed the properties the old huiguan possessed before the civil war, the transition 

and relationships of the before- and after-civil-war huiguans are unclear and vary by each current huiguan leader’s 

personal decision. For example, Teochew Huiguan just celebrated its twenty-year anniversary in 2014, while the 

Fukien Huiguan celebrated its 134 anniversary. When the author was invited to write an article for Teochew 

Huiguan’s 20
th

 anniversary special issue [柬埔寨潮州會館成立二十周年紀念特刊], ACC president 楊啟秋
asked the author to remove the historical connection between the before- and after- wartime because he 

considered “they are different.” 
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1995.04.30 
济阳蔡氏宗亲总会 

Jiyang Cai Clan Association 

2006.02.22 
谢氏宗亲总会 

Xie Clan Association 

1995.6 
江夏黄氏宗亲总会 

Jiangxia Huang Clan Association 

2008.10.28 
颖川赖氏宗亲总会 

Yingchuan Lai Clan Association 

Table 4.1  Establishment Timetable of Sino-Khmer organizations 

 

    It is worth notice that ACC’s first president Ni was also the person in charge of the Teochew 

Huiguan’s temple in the 1980s. Before ACC was re-established in 1990, several huiguans and 

Chinese schools had operated privately during the wartime, even though there were no public 

events and formal structure. Most of these operations were located in huiguan’s temples, while 

the assembly halls and schools were occupied by military or politically influential people 

(those with power or guns)
11

. While all academic and official records in both Chinese and 

English assumed that all ethnic Chinese organizations have dismissed, the testimony of the 

author’s informants proved that those ethnic organizations still existed. They operated secretly, 

and maintained religious activities through the temple management boards. At the same time, a 

great amount of Chinese tutorial schools or private classes in many rural towns and provinces 

were still running too (interviewed with 端華現任校長 李輝明, 端華前校長 唐振明, 民生學

校前校長 洪群). Accordingly, the ACC moved to current location near the Down Market [下

市仔] after the its offices and buildings of Teochew Huiguan, Duanhua school campus, and 

Hsiehtien Dadi Temple [協天大帝廟 (關帝廟)] were redeemed with member’s donation, 

personal mortgage, and credit guarantee [信用擔保] in 1998
12

. Since the founding president Ni 

                                                           
11

 Many elders recalled that, people started to return or come in to Phnom Penh after Khmer rouge ended. At that 

time, everything was in chaos and illegal behaviors were common. Because many gunmen would broke in to kill 

and rob the residents in the 1980s and early 1990s, only those who had guns and bodyguards (usually Khmer or 

Vietnamese) dared to live in the first floor of the buildings. Due to the security issue, housing on the upper floors 

were more expensive than on the ground floor. Furthermore, if there was a powerful Khmer or Vietnamese 

resident living in the ground floor, people on the upper floors are somewhat protected. This is why most Chinese 

descendants in Phnom Penh lived on upper floors. After the mid-1990s, due to its business value, rich Chinese had 

to spend a lot to buy the ground floor units from the Khmer or Vietnamese owners. Much of that cash was the 

start-up capital for Khmer entrepreneurs, or senior officials to bribe for higher ranks in the military or government. 

Many personal networks of Phnom Penh elites were grounded on these neighborhood ties between business and 

government collusions.  
12

 About the reclaiming of Huiguan’s public properties [公產] in the 1990s, many were financially supported by 

the wealthiest figures in the community, such as the owner of Sino-Canadian Bank [加華銀行], 方僑生. However, 
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was sick, the First VP and the secretary general [第一副會長兼秘書長] 楊啟秋, who is also 

the President of Teochew Huiguan, has been acting as the ACC president since his  first term 

in ACC directorate board (1990~1995). The current three layers of ACC’s administration 

divisions and the organizational operation structure were constructed under 楊啟秋 ’s 

leadership since 1995 to present (his fifth term, 2014-2018). 

    As mentioned in the earlier chapter, the long tradition of dialect diversification divided the 

Chinese community into five Huiguans [Teochew 潮州, Guang-zhao 廣肇, Fukien 福建, 

Hakka 客家 and Hainan 海南]. Above the five Huiguans, a consultation union was established 

across all sub-ethnic groups, known as the Wu-bang-gong-hui [五幫公會 (1900-1923)], which 

later renamed as the Chinese Federal Association [中華總會館 (1944-1958)]. This status of a-

state-in-the-state went unchallenged until the emergence of Khmer nationalism and the national 

state in the 1920s, along with the spread of Wilsonian self-determination movement. Since 

France started to revoke the Huiguan’s power of autonomy, the growth of new Chinese 

immigration to Cambodia slowed down because the life security was not guaranteed and the 

gathering space (assembly halls) had become unavailable. On top of the three-layer 

hierarchical structure (See Chart 4.2), Association of Chinese in the Kingdom of Cambodia 

[柬埔寨华人理事总会 ACC] is the central organization in charge of all national-wide Chinese 

educational affairs, cross-organizational communication, resource distribution, and inner-

Chinese–community arbitration coordination. Unlike the federal authority under French 

colonial administration, ACC does not own any substantial political power and legal 

enforcement authorities, rather its major function can be seen as a communication window 

between the Cambodian government and the Chinese minority, especially Chinese merchants. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
there has been some controversies, speculations, criticism and even legal disputes in the past two decades over the 

ownership, money spreads, cons, embezzlement, and stolen-selling of the huiguan properties. These gossips and 

criticisms remained as the unspoken secrets of the Sino-Khmer Community during my fieldwork. Taking most 

famous case, the land and building of the Chinese hospital, as an example, the land is now considered the most 

valuable location in downtown Phnom Penh, while the construction project of the commonly known “44 floor 

building” has also become a problematic project that left unfinished in the past 10 years. The ownership and joint 

venture issue of this historical history may also played a factor of its suspension. However, all stories and 

speculations remained unverified without any physical evidences, and the author considered all stories hearsays 

until further research is done. 
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Chart 4.2  Structure of Officially ACC-Affiliated Organizations 

 

As it shows in the Chart 4.2 above, under the central ACC, there is one ACC-affiliated 

Chinese newspaper Jian-hua Daily [柬华日报], five Huiguans [会馆], and thirteen clan 

organizations [宗亲会]. These nineteen organizations are directly attached to ACC, although 

they were all re-established in different period from 1991 to 2000. These organizations are in 

charge of most of the operative responsibilities and avenues to reach out to different parts of 

the community, such as news announcement, networking, fund raising, and general social 

events. They are generally open to anyone who shares the same group identities with the 

insiders (e.g. surnames, ancestral hometowns, dialects… etc.). On the other hand, ACC is a 

closed elite club that only opens to the leaders of the aforementioned nineteen organizations. 

For the third branch on the right (local level) of this structure (see Chart 4.2), there are 52 local 

and provincial ACC branches, 52 Chinese schools and several other ethnic organizations in 

various domains. According to author’s fieldwork in Cambodian, this level’s organizations 
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contain all grassroots social and functional organizations such as those of clanship, ancestral 

hometown, religion, philanthropic, mutual aid, professions, leisure, culture, charity, education, 

sports, social, commercial, as well as all managerial boards of temples, schools, and public 

cemeteries [义地]
13

. However, not all ethnic social organizations seek to establish a formal 

connection with or get recognition from ACC. This is especially true among the social 

organizations of young professionals who mainly speak English or Khmer, rather than any 

Chinese dialects or Mandarin. This kind of social organization is similar to what Willmott 

defines as “modern association”, while the ethnic social organizations in this dissertation are 

considered “traditional ethnic organizations (Willmott 1967).” However, most funders or 

current leaders of those modern organizations in Sino-Khmer generally have been active and 

played important roles in traditional organizations. Many young Sino-Khmer entrepreneurs in 

Phnom Penh are the second or third generations of current leaders of ACC and its affiliated 

organizations. New organizations are created in order to connect members from new domains 

that are not covered by existing organizations. For example, several social groups and 

industrial unions were founded since 2000 to connect new Chinese migrants and Sino-Khmers, 

or among certain industries, such as Sino-Khmer lawyers, accountants, translators and 

language teachers. 

    In addition, Sino-Khmer’s huiguans and clan associations have also participated in the 

operation of transnational organizations such as the International Clan Association for Huang, 

Lin, Lee, Wu, and Yang [世界黄氏宗亲总会, 世界林氏宗亲联合会, 世界李氏宗亲联合会, 

世界吴氏宗亲联合会, 全球董杨宗亲总会], the Teochew International Federation [国际潮团

总会], and the Global Unified Chinese Organization from Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos 

[VCLCHINESE 世界越柬寮华人团体联合会 ].
14

 With Angkor Wat’s attraction, many 

                                                           
13

 Within Sino-Khmer community, all Chinese schools and cemeteries that are owned or financially supported by 

huiguans are defined as public facilities [公有產業]. Although the land may be purchased and registered under an 

individual’s name, they are still considered as the organization’s public property.  
14

 The original VCLCHINESE was founded in 1982 as [世界越柬(棉)寮华人团体联合会] in Taipei and fully 

supported by the KMT administration until the late 1990’s. However, members in it have long divided into the 

pro-China and the pro-Taiwan campaigns. The organization had briefly divided into two rival standpoints as pro-

Taiwan’s [世界越棉寮华人团体联合会﹙世聯越棉寮﹚] and pro-China’s [世界越柬寮华人团体联合会﹙世聯

越柬寮﹚] from 2001 to 2005. These two organizations were merged in late 2005. The pro-China [世聯越柬寮] 

leaders soon took over and declared their political loyalty to China by theming the 12
th

 annual meeting as “第 12

届世界越棉寮华人团体联合会会员代表大会暨反分裂反“台独”支持中国和平统一全球大会.” At the same 
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Cambodia’s clan associations have held the international conventions/ reunions [世界恳亲大

会 ] for all its international branches since the late 1990’s. The leaders have routinely 

participated in its annual conventions in other countries, as well as served on the board of their 

international clan associations. Most of those annual conventions are organized by members in 

different countries and usually financially supported by China’s OCAC [国侨办] and the local 

China Embassy. When those international conventions were held in Cambodia, ACC and the 

Chinese Embassy have also financially supported the events. Also, ACC president Yang has 

addressed in the opening ceremony of a Teochew drama team from Guangzhou [中国潮剧表

演团] at the Cambodia Opera house [钻石岛柬埔寨歌剧院] in February 2014 on this regard. 

He pointed out that the construction of the Opera House, the largest indoor facility in 

Cambodia, is because Cambodia has become one of the favorite convention locations for all 

overseas Chinese organizations. ACC and its affiliated organizations had had a hard time to 

find a proper meeting facility for this kind of gatherings. Therefore, when Overseas Cambodia 

Investment Corporation [柬埔寨海外柬华投资公司] (joint-ventured by Chinese and Sino-

Khmer) decided to develop Koh Pich Sandbank [钻石岛] into a multi-functional commercial 

district, Yang suggested constructing the Theatre. It is easy to see the transnational ethnic tie 

between local Sino-Khmer organizations and the international ethnic networks from Yang’s 

talk. With Cambodia’s great tourist resources and substantial ethnic organizations, the Sino-

Khmer community has formed a well-structured ethnic hierarchy through all its affiliated 

organizations. Moreover, it connected to the international Chinese diaspora network through 

different types of social organizations in various domains, including those of clan associations, 

hometown association, commercial organizations, and other ethnic social organizations 

Besides the above-mentioned ethnic organizations in the Sino-Khmer community, there 

are two semi-governmental foundations worth mentioning as well: the Cambodia Chinese 

Cultural Development Foundation [CCCDF 柬埔寨中华文化发展基金会] and the Cambodia 

Chinese Education Foundation [CCEF 柬埔寨华文教育基金会]. The Cambodia Chinese 

Cultural Development Foundation was founded by the initiation of former China Ambassador 

Zhang Jinfeng [张金凤 ] in 2007. According to Ambassador Zhang’s introduction in the 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
time, China promised to donate an office building in Guangzhou as their global operations headquarter [越棉寮华

人之家].  
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inaugural banquet, the objectives of CCCDF include: to support the development of Chinese 

schools in Cambodia; to enrich the exchange activities between China and Cambodia; to 

promote Chinese traditional culture, to serve the entire Cambodia’s Chinese community; and 

also to construct a more harmonious and energetic relation between two countries. The 

foundation is chaired by the long-term ACC president, Oknha Doung Chhiv [杨启秋 勋爵], 

who is also the chairman of the Cambodia Chinese Education Foundation, a subordinate 

organization of ACC. Cambodia Chinese Education Foundation is in charge of all Chinese 

school fund management and exchange activities between China and Cambodia. It is difficult 

to define the exact role and function of both foundations since there is not much information 

available, also, both foundation do not publicize any of its operation, personnel, meetings, 

documents, and financial records. However, both organizations do have active engagement on 

Chinese cultural and educational affairs through talent’s invitation, activity hosting, personnel 

reception, charitable fundraising, and financial support to local schools and social groups. 

Many provincial Chinese schools and ACC local branches have accepted donation, equipment, 

and buildings from these two foundations. These two foundations also provide scholarship and 

financial support for Cambodian students or teachers to study in China as well. Donations or 

international aids that have designated only to spend on education and cultural affairs also go 

to either foundation. Both ACC president’s personal assistance Xu and ACC office director 

Chen were not able to clarify the operation and difference of these two units. Xu clearly 

suggested in the interview that the author should not concern too much about these since it is 

only managed between some key community leaders and Chinese embassy. 

 

The Internal Political Structures of ACC and Its Affiliated Organizations 

    In terms of ACC’s internal operation, ACC has a board of 94 council members [理事], 

including the president [ 會長 ] and 14 vice presidents [ 副會長 ] (see Chart 4.3 The 

Organization Structure Chart of ACC). 61 out of the 94 general council members then 

constitute an executive council [常務理事會], which manages ACC’s operation and meets 

from time to time. Each of five huiguans and thirteen clan associations can assign two 

representatives to join ACC’s council, usually the presidents and a vice president. The 
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remaining 25 executive council members come from the affiliated organization’s 

recommendations and ACC president’s nomination (according to the meeting minutes of the 

second organizing meeting of the 5
th

 term selection). However, 9 key ACC leaders have agreed 

at the meeting that Teochew Huiguan should obtain 9 more seats, while the other four huiguans 

recommend two respectively and selected 6 out of all 8 nominees. Additionally, 13 clan 

associations can recommend 7 persons and for 5 seats of executive council, while the other five 

generated from ACC president’s nomination. The key is that the ACC president office is 

responsible for sorting out the final lists of all 94 general council members and 61 executive 

council members. When the author asked the process and definition of selection and 

nomination, a key leader in the organizing meeting responded, “that you would have to ask 

president Yang.” As Yang’s personal assistance Xu [徐野] said, “The president will make the 

decision with ACC’s future and development in mind, meanwhile also consider the balance 

and smooth operation of the new team.” Xu further added that, “so, this is the busiest time or 

him since he will get a lot of calls and visits for recommendations and lobbying.” Overall, the 

94 general council members of ACC are indeed the key Sino-Khmer community leaders, 

including leaders from huiguans, clan associations, affiliated schools, affiliated local branches, 

key financial sponsors, politicians, and business leaders. Among all 6 ACC meetings during 

the author’s fieldwork from mid-2013 to mid-2014, the number of the meeting attendants 

ranged from 11 to 18 members. Apparently, most executive council members did not 

participate in such operational meetings. Xu explained that, most attendants are key 

organizational leaders, and they have the necessary information and power to make decisions 

accordingly. Therefore, if the discussions on the agenda are not related to their own 

organization business, it is unnecessary for everyone in the executive council to show up. 

Never mention that “most decisions are discussed and arranged before the meetings [大部分的

事情在开会前都早已经讨论、安排好了]” according to Xu. 

    Besides selecting of the ACC operative council, ACC president's office also prepares a list 

of organization advisors in various rankings for the new term. This board of advisors includes 

nine types of honorary titles ranking: Permanent Honorary President [永远名誉会长 ], 

Honorary President [名誉会长], Permanent Chief Honorary Advisor [永远最高名誉顾问], 

Chief Honorary Advisor [最高名誉顾问 ], Chief Executive Advisors [最高常务顾问 ], 
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Permanent Honorary Advisors [永远名誉顾问], Honorary Overseas Advisors [(海外)荣誉顾

问], Honorary Advisors [名誉顾问], and Advisor [顾问]. Based on the size of the organization, 

organization development, and leader’s personal network, each Sino-Khmer organization may 

have larger or smaller board respectively. Take the fifth term of current Sino-Khmer 

organization as example, ACC has all nine types of advisors; Teochew Huiguan has eight types 

[without 名誉会长]
15

; while Lee Clan Association has 4 types [最高名誉顾问, 名誉顾问, 顾

问, 常务顾问]; Chen Clan Association has seven types [最高荣誉会长, 永远名誉会长, 最高

名誉顾问, 荣誉顾问, 常务顾问, 永远名誉顾问, 名誉顾问]; ACC-Kampong Speu Province 

[实居省柬华理事会] has six types [永远最高名誉会长, 永远名誉会长, 永远最高名誉顾问, 

最高名誉顾问 , 名誉顾问 , 名誉会长 ]. All these types are listed according to each 

organization’s original announcements. 

    The list of these honorary titles is usually decided by the newly elected president of each 

organization. Unlike organizational membership, which has specific qualification criteria 

according to the bylaws and application process, the invitation and listing of the advisory board 

reflects the new president’s social connections [社會關係], face [面子], and personal social 

capability [有辦法] in reaching out to political and economic elites outside local community 

and the organization. Names on all collected advisory board lists from the author’s fieldwork 

include all Sino-Khmer elites in politics and economics, as long as all retired organization 

leaders and contributors. The list of these honorary titles reflects the two major traditions and 

cultural phenomena. First, the traditional interpersonal network and interlocking social 

                                                           
15

 Take the Advisory Board List of the Cambodian Teochew Huiguan [柬埔寨潮州会馆第五届顾问团芳名 

(2013-2018)] as an example. One Permanent Honorary President [永遠名譽會長]: 许锐腾; 6 Permanent Chief 

Honorary Advisors [永遠最高名譽顧問]: 刘明勤, 方侨生, 蔡巧娥, 许贞木, 方灿成, 徐坤城; 16 Chief Honorary 

Advisors [最高名譽顧問]: 杨国璋, 王汉明, 许书利, 沈桂香(女), 郑源来, 谢礼荣, 翁五一, 黄华, 林惠龙, 冯俊

南, 黄瑞华(女), 陈瑞兴, 庄明强, 彭福川, 林秋好(女), 吴金荣; 3 Chief Executive Advisors [最高常務顧問]: 张

自强, 郑棉发, 李松龄; 9 Permanent Honorary Advisors [永遠名譽顧問]: 黄宋清, 李安弟, 蔡璧光, 李金山, 洪

炎才, 林应祥, 杜瑞通, 蔡家亮, 陈国章; 6 Honorary Overseas Advisors [(海外)榮譽顧問]: 杨文波(HK), 杨启先

(US), 杨启先(香港), 陈礼青(香港), 邱汉荣(澳门), 钟贵强(新加坡); 10 Honorary Advisors [名譽顧問]: 陈章和, 

黄玉芳(女), 蔡速光, 林金兴, 郑志茂, 吴长文, 郑博文, 文舒扬, 谢松, 吴文双; 17 Advisors [顧問]: 林国安, 许

锡江, 陈国华, 陈利成, 林潮明, 陈明钦, 吴财有, 林友谊, 林潮龙, 谢明强, 王锦源, 朱坚励, 吴魏全, 许智明, 黄

卓钺, 黄炳耀, and 杨益丰. 
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structure as that has been examined in Singapore, Malaysia, Hong Kong and Thailand’s cases 

(Kiong and Kee 1998; Ng 1992; Skinner 1958; Skinner 1957). Beyond the ordinary member 

participation and leadership engagement, the honorary titles of advisory board with specific 

organizations can be attributed to a person’s long-term contribution to the organization, 

financially, socially, or physically. The cross-listing over multiple organizations’ board lists of 

an individual reflects this individual’s social connection and personal network in various social 

domains. Those honorary titles also represent the appreciation and expectation from the 

organization to an outside member who may not qualify for the organization’s membership 

criteria but has long-term engagement with it. For example, a famous Sino-Khmer banker, 

owner of Vattanac Bank, Lee Andtee [李安地(弟)] has more than twelve honorary titles across 

all Sino-Khmer organizations. As a Lee and a Teochew, it is understandable the he is highly 

respected in both Lee Clan Association and Teochew Huiguan. However, he is also listed on 

the advisory board of several other clan association and two other huiguans, along with some 

other business associations and chambers of commerce. Although he does not participate in 

most of those organization’s operations, the organizations still granted him different types of 

honorary titles due to his financial background, and his possible support in the financial and 

networking resources. The second tradition is the “respect to seniority (ethic) tradition [敬老

尊贤的(伦理)传统] (interviewed with 黄焕明).” Many honorary titles were also awarded to 

senior members or previous leaders, even if the current and previous leaders were rival 

competitors. The lower ranking honorary titles such as executive advisor and general advisor 

are usually given to the retired or senior members of the organizations. For example, senior 

members retired from the positions of an organization’s cemetery administrator [义地管理人], 

lion team coach [舞狮团教练], affiliated school principals, teachers [公校校长, 教师], and 

career-long office workers [会馆职工] may be given honorary advisor titles after retiring. The 

organizations do this to show their appreciation, as well as to preserve the conventional 

knowledge, customs, and organizational tradition. Meanwhile, as a way to show appreciation 

of the contribution to the organizations, the names of organization’s founding members and 

property contributors were not only carved on the wall of the assembly hall, but also titled as 

the “Permanent honorary president” or “Permanent Chief Honorary Advisors.” For example, 

those advisors may donate land or great amount of money in constructing organization’s 
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assembly hall, school, or cemetery. Therefore, these titles are not only to address the 

organization’s appreciation, but also to honor their generous contribution on the career-long 

teaching, working, volunteering, sharing, giving, and supporting of the organization’s 

development. 

 

Organizational Internal Structure Chart and Daily Operation 

    After discussing the cross-organizational structure among Sino-Khmer community, an 

organizational inner division and structure chart can provide a detailed understanding of this 

organization’s daily operation and unit designation. Considering ACC being the federal and 

upper-level organization that is organized and operated by the organizational leader form 

huiguans, clan associations, local ACC branches, and other affiliated organizations, ACC’s 

organization structure (See Chart 4.3) is more complex than the rest. Its organizational 

structure covers all daily operations in 12 divisions: welfare-FuDe [福利福德] affairs, finance, 

inspecting, social, culture education [文教], textbook-teacher-training [教材师训], printing, 

publication, logistics, auditing, cultural-education foundation [文教基金], and mediation [调

解 ]. According to ACC’s bylaw, only the following seven divisions have clear function 

description: inspection, auditing, culture education, welfare, social, finance, and logistics 

affairs. The division of welfare-FuDe affairs is in charge of supervisions of all Cambodia’s 

Chinese temple, cemetery [义地], lion team [狮团], and Shan Tang [善堂] activities, as well as 

occasional disaster reliefs and fundraising. The division of culture education is in charge of all 

Chinese schools and cultural groups in Cambodia. The division of textbook and teacher-

training supervises and coordinates all textbook and course materials’ editing, revision, and 

filing, and it also manages all the hiring, training, and assignment affairs of all teachers, 

mainland Chinese voluntary teachers, and Chinese supporting teachers. The social division 

coordinates all communication and interactions affairs of all Sino-Khmer organizations in 

Cambodia. Among these twelve divisions, the divisions of welfare-FuDe affairs, culture 

education, and social affairs are the busiest sections, according to Xu Ye and Ung Hongmeng.  
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Chart 4.3 ACC Organization Chart 

 

    Furthermore, Ung added that, the mediation division takes the toughest assignments that 

only well respected and senior members in the community can handle it. That is because most 

cases come to the divisions may involve huge business revenue, financial disputes, power 

struggle within specific affiliated organizations, resource distribution and personal grudges. 

While the legal and political channels are not applicable in solving these issues due to lack-of-

trust for government officials, corruption, language and government lacking the necessary 
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cultural knowledge to deal with this kind of issues, ACC’s mediation and arbitration division 

also has played an important role in the Sino-Khmer community since the 1990s. However, its 

function and importance have been reducing since many respectful elders passed away and 

recused the reinforcement power of the division. From the assignment and function divisions 

of ACC’s internal organization structure, the range of Sino-Khmer community’s ethnic affairs 

and ACC’s functions are clearly presented. It thus provides a guideline in understanding the 

landscape and power structure of ACC in the Sino-Khmer community. Other than ACC, it is 

also important to discuss the function and operation of huiguans and clan associations. Among 

all five huiguans, Teochew Huiguan is considered the biggest and most influential, because 

eighty percent of Sino-Khmers are Teochewese. Therefore, it is important to look into its 

organization structure chart to understand its daily operation and how it covers Sino-Khmer’s 

cultural and ethnic affairs in practices. 

Chart 4.4 Teochew Huiguan Organizational Chart
16

 

                                                           
16

 The chart is cited from Teochew Huiguan’s official website. Source: 

http://khmerteochew.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&layout=item&id=35&Itemid=27&lang=zh 

http://khmerteochew.com/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&layout=item&id=35&Itemid=27&lang=zh
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    As Chart 4.4 shows, a Sino-Khmer Huiguan divides and manages its sub-community affairs 

in eight divisions: logistics affairs, financial affairs, social affairs, culture education affairs, 

welfare affairs, FuDe affairs, recreation affairs, and women affairs. Other than the internal 

supportive functions, the culture education division of Teochew Huiguan is also in charge of 

the two campus of the world’s largest overseas Chinese school, Duanhua School. The staff in 

Huiguan’s culture education division serves as the board of directors of Duanhua School, 

which has more than 16,000 students from kindergarten to middle school. In addition, all of the 

annual activities, daily operations, and religious squads of Teochew Huiguan’s temple [协天大

帝庙] are managed by the temple-welfare division [Fuli 福利组]. The division of Fude affairs 

[福德组] is in charge of all welfare-related affairs, activities, and the deacon board of the 

Huiguan’s public cemetery [义地]. Teochow Huiguan’s lion squad and traditional Teochew 

Orchestra are coordinated by the division of recreation- all activities and performances are 

managed by the division staff. It is noticeable that, Teochow Huiguan is the first Huiguan to 

establish the division of women affairs in its 4
th

 term board (2008-2013), although the director 

position of women affairs division is currently vacant since there is no female executive 

council member among all 61 council members [理事]. 

    Among all 13 clan associations, Lin and Huang are the two biggest ones in terms of member 

count, amount of property, frequency of activity, and organization structure. According to the 

author’s observation, Cambodian Lin Clan Association can be an organizational model 

example among all 13 clan associations. As can be seen in the organization chart (Chart 4.5), 

Lin Clan Association has relatively well-rounded functions and operations. In fact, Lin Clan 

Association has a better-functioned structure than all other clan associations. Similar to 

Huiguan’s function and structure, Lin Clan also has ten various divisions that takes charge in 

the following areas: inspection affairs, financial-accounting, asset auditing, Fude, social, 

logistics, women, and youth affairs. Compare with ACC and Huiguans, the structure of Lin 

Clan enhances financial function into two separate divisions, while logistics, inspection and 

social divisions support internal and inter-organizational operations. As temple deacon and 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
(accessed on March 22, 2014).  
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Fude division take care of its clan temple and public cemetery, welfare division handles 

member’s benefits (mutual aids, scholarship), and support clan member’s [宗亲] wedding and 

celebration ceremonies (rite master, dialect MC, manpower mobilization, and communication). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 4.5 Lin Clan Association Organization Chart 

 

    Female members or members’ non-clan spouses [异姓配偶] are called Zōng sǎo [宗嫂] in 

all Sino-Khmer clan organization, rather than the term reserved for male clan members- 

Zōngzhǎng (Xiōng) [宗长 (兄 )]. As all Sino-Khmer clan associations carries patriarchal 

functions and duties of ancestry worship, kinship network, root-homecoming visit [返乡寻根], 

ceremonial arrangement, and mutual aids, members of clan associations are generally 

dominated by male. Zong saos are considered affiliated and supportive members, rather than 

Member Assembly 会员代表大会 

General Council 理事会 

Executive Team 会长团 

Secretary Office 秘书处 

Inspection 监视组  负责监督各组工作 

Finance and Accounting 财政组 负责财务处理会计工作 

Asset and Auditing 稽核组  查核财务资产 

Fu De Affairs 福德组  管理墓园及协助宗亲丧事 

Welfare Affairs 福利组: 负责福利及宗亲婚庆事宜 

Social Affair Division 交际组  负责交际联络工作 

Logistic Division 总务组 负责保管公物和统筹杂物 

Youth Division 青年组  组织青年宗亲活动 

Women Affairs Division 妇女组  组织宗族妇女活动 

Temple Deacon 天后宫值事组 管理宗祠及天后宫事务 
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key position holders nor core deacon officers. Based on the author’s observation in the three 

major yearly events: Qingming tomb sweeping, annual worship celebration, and Ghost month 

festival [清明扫墓, 年会祭祖, 盂兰盆节祭祀], females apparently were not positioned in the 

leading lines of all rites. However, Lin clan did establish a women division to coordinate all the 

elated affairs- although none public events have been organized by this division during the 

author’s fieldwork period. On the contrary, youth division has earned great attention in Lin 

clan association since 2013 under the new president’s leadership. Cambodian Lin Clan 

Association is the first Sino-Khmer organization to establish the division of youth affairs [青年

团] (September 2014). With 34 staff and its own organization structure (president, 12 vice 

presidents, and 21 executive council members), the youth affair division is exemplifies how a 

Sino-Khmer social organization deals with the member aging and new recruitment predicament. 

Although the detailed implement strategies are still developing, Lin Clan has been awarding 

scholarship to Chinese-learning students, and supporting its young members’ activities, such as 

the basketball team, soccer team, and culture trips to China. The establishment of the youth 

division can be seen as a result of the long-term endeavor and investment to rejuvenate the 

membership. Although most of the members of the youth division are the children of current 

members or staff, it still represents a Sino-Khmer organization’s generational transition. 

 

Member Participation and Membership in Various Organizations 

    As the author’s elder informants suggested, Chinese ethnic organizations were more popular 

and important before the wartime. Also, there were many more people taking part in the 

activities and organizations during that time. According to the informants’ estimation, there 

was probably only 1 to 10 percent of the Chinese population, in various definitions, engaged in 

the ethnic organizations [有在社團裡活動]. The participation ratios are relatively higher in 

rural areas, and lower in cities. One of the author’s informants, Bao [陳家寶], is a Sino-Khmer 

who graduated from China Jinan University and currently works for ACC. He said that the 

Chinese community in his hometown, a small village in Kampong Speu province, is a very 

cohesive community because the villagers are either relatives or family friends for many 

generations. But, in Phnom Penh, “you have no idea who has similar background like you, and 
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we don't really talk about our family background until we make fun of each other.” Another 

ACC staff in his 70s [陈伯], commented on the organization participation, “most of the rich 

guys are in, but not every member in the organizations are rich [很多有钱人都会参加，但是

参加的不一定是有钱人]” (target group interview in the Chen’s Clan Association 柬埔寨陈氏

宗亲会). As the assembly hall conservator of the Chen Clan Association [柬埔寨陈氏宗亲会 

会馆管理员 陈兴利 (born in 1951)] and the Temple manager of Hainan Huiguan [柬埔寨海

南会馆属圣母宫 庙祝 林明浩 (born in 1932)] both pointed out, most active members and 

who usually come to the offices in the organizations are those who have retired. Elder men 

come to the offices to clean, serve, chat, and drink tea with old friends after breakfast and 

excise in the morning. After that, everybody goes back home for lunch and naptime in the 

afternoon. The best time to find interviewees and someone to talk to in those organization 

offices is always in the morning between 9 to 11 AM; this is especially true for the 

organizations that have no full time employees. Furthermore, the organizational leaders and the 

rich only come to the meetings or the events. As an interviewed elder said, it is understandable 

because they are young, and have business to attend to and very busy in making money [都忙

着做生意、赚钱]. 

    Based on the author’s intensive field participation and daily observation in ACC, three 

Huiguan, and four major clan associations from mid-2013 to mid-2014, member’s 

engagements within these Sino-Khmer social organizations are largely impacted by the age 

and class concentration among current members and leadership. On the other hand, 

dialect comprehensions, social references, and contribution levels create entrance 

barriers for new member recruitment, engagement, and position promotion. It is clear that 

the triple-layered organizational hierarchy tradition is reflects on the position movements from 

the bottom (grass root social organizations), middle-range (Huiguan and clan associations), 

then to the upper closed-elite circle of ACC leadership. In empirical practices, the average age 

(estimated 65 or above) of the 61 ACC executive council members is higher than that 

(estimated 55 or above) of Huiguan and clan association leaders. In the meantime, the wealth 

and social class of ACC leaders are generally higher than the leaders of the middle and bottom 

layers of organizations. Based on the informants’ resumes, most organizational leaders have 

worked their way up from underlying and smaller ethnic organizations to the top ones after 
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years of participation and contribution. There is no doubt that members’ internal status and 

position movements are attributed to seniority, physical commitment (time and labor), and 

financial contributions (donation and fundraising ability). The next question is, what are the 

qualification and entrance barrier toward general membership when it comes to bring in or 

attract new members from ordinary Sino-Khmers to participate in these ethnic organizations? 

To answer this question, five examples of membership qualification articles are listed below to 

illustrate the common firm criteria set by various Sino-Khmer social organizations (bold 

marked by the author): 

 Association of Chinese in Cambodia Membership qualification 柬华理事总会 

“章程 第二章 第五条会员资格: 凡年满十八岁(1)的柬埔寨华侨华人(2)，品行端正、赞
同本会宗旨、愿遵守本会章程(3)，均可登记成为本会会员。金边五大会馆里是和各省、
市、县柬华理事分会理事及其他社团理事为柬华理事总会当然会员。” 

 Association of Chinese Teochew in Cambodia (ACTC) Membership Qualification [柬埔

寨潮州会馆] 

“章程 第二章 会员: (四) 会员资格: 凡居留柬埔寨王国中的中国广东省潮州裔人士
(2)，年满十八岁(1)，赞成本会宗旨，品性端正者(3)为自然会员，进行登记，缴纳
会费者为基本会员；本会立案人、固定财产注册人及一次性缴纳五年会费者为永
远会员17。 

 ACC Kampong Speu Province Membership qualification 实居省柬华理事会 

“章程 第二章第四条会员资格: 凡年满十八岁(1)的柬埔寨华侨华人(2)，品行端正、赞
成本会宗旨、愿遵守本会章程(3)，皆可登记成为会员” 

 Cambodia Jiangxia Huang Clan Association Membership qualification 柬埔寨江夏黄氏

宗亲总会 

“章程 第二章会员制度 第一条会员资格: 凡是生活在柬埔寨王国的黄氏宗裔族人(2)(不
分男女)，只要承认本会章程(3)，年满十八岁(1)，均可申请入会。经总会审核批准，
即可成为会员。” 

 Cambodia Longxi Lee Clan Association Membership qualification柬埔寨陇西李氏宗

亲总会 

“章程 第二章 会员 (三)会员资格: 凡长居或旅居在柬埔寨王国中的李姓华裔人士(2)，
不分籍贯、性别，年满十八岁者(1)，赞成本会宗旨(3)，愿意加入本会，皆成为本会
会员。” 

 

                                                           
17

 The article has not changed since ACTC established in 1994, same article seen in 柬埔寨潮州会馆重建委员会
暨首届理事会特刊 (1994: 51). 
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    While all five membership-qualification articles from five different organizations above 

show great similarities, all other ACC affiliated organizations share similar membership 

qualification regulations as above. In those organization bylaws, general membership 

qualification contains three major components (marked in the cited articles as well): (1) more 

than 18 years old; (2) demographic background that matches organizational direction 

and goals, and (3) virtue and legal merits. As the virtue and legal merits are subjected to 

subjective and preventive judgements, the key membership thus remains to first two criteria: 

over 18 years old and organizational focus. When asked why it has to be 18 years old or older, 

all interviewees, including a couple ACC leaders, three Huiguan leaders, and four clan 

association presidents surprisingly reacted similarly. Their responses were either 

“conventional”, “always like that,” “listed ever since,” “every organization has the same 

criteria,” or simply laughed over the question. Formal Duanhua School Principal, 李輝明 (82 

years old) did have a clear response, “most groups were asked to submit a bylaw to register to 

ACC, so that they all just used the one ACC has and revised it in their own way.” When the 

author asked ACC vice president Ung Hong Meng [黃煥明] if this age regulation would limit 

young member’s participation, Ung laughed and denied. He added, in the Teochew Huiguan 

and Huang Clan Association he chaired, “they crave for the youth to join and would never 

block anyone who is under 18, but most young people don’t think of join this unless his parents 

bring them along.” 

    As for the membership regulation of (2) organization directions, ACC and its local branches 

put Cambodian Overseas Chinese [柬埔寨华侨华人], while clan associations require specific 

surnames and huiguans specify hometown/root [祖籍地緣 ] as part of the criteria. The 

presidents of Huang and Chen Clan Association both maintained similarly open attitude to the 

surname requirement. Huang’s President Ung used his own last name as an example, and said 

that many Sino-Cambodians have different Khmer and Chinese names. Even Sino-Khmer 

relatives from the same kin may have different Khmer last names or different spelling of their 

Chinese last name due to the wartime chaos. Chen Clan’s president Keo San [陳桂標] added, 

“it is a self-identification thing and they welcome any Cambodian resident who is willing to 

participate. But all members are Chen, if you see the list. It will be odd if you have different 

surname, unless your wife or husband is Chen. That is ok too!” In two observed events and 
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organizational publications, Lee, Lin, and Wu Clan associations also have few varied-surname 

[異姓] members listed on the donation list, advisory boards, and council members. But it may 

be their late spouses who share the surname with the clan associations. From above narratives, 

it is clear that all three firm criteria are not absolute barriers for any individual’s participation. 

Rather, the social references (of introduction or endorsement) and personal willingness are 

more important than the firm qualifications. This shows that Sino-Khmer’s social organizations 

are still largely functioned as a social platform and voluntary occasions, rather than a closed 

ethnic circle that requires specific types of ethnic identities. Although satisfying firm criteria 

may reduce social awkwardness and enhance the sense of belonging, it apparently is flexible 

and floating in ethnic social engagement. 

    Cross listing and multiple organizational participation in various ethnic social organizations, 

in this sense, are also common and and do not demand all firm qualification as well in the 

Sino-Khmer Community. For example, the author has several informants who are active in 

more than one Huiguan. Another example is that, three Teochew Huiguan executive council 

members are also affiliated with one other Huiguan- Fukien or Guangzhao Huiguan. Since 

Teochew Huiguan is considered the biggest and most influential Huiguan among the five, it is 

appropriate to understand how membership system works by looking into Teochew Huiguan’s 

system. The author‘s field observation also shows that Teochowese is the most popular dialect. 

Leaders and senior members from the other four Huiguans that interviewed by the author all 

speak at least some Teochewese, but most Teochew do not speak other dialects unless multiple 

dialects were used by their parents, which is theorized as the acquisition from domestic 

socialization. It is fair to say that Cambodian Teochew Huiguan is the most influential ethnic 

social organization among all due to its amount of property and size of member pool source, 

alone with the comprehensive inclusion of its leadership over all political, economic and social 

Sino-Khmer elites in Cambodia. On the other hand, it is also difficult to justify the identity of 

Teochewese within the Sino-Khmer community since Teochow diet and dialect has become 

the common ethnic segment across all Sino-Khmer sub-ethnic groups. The membership of 

Teochew Huiguan, as the author argues in this volume, is a self-claimed qualification. Without 

traceable public and personal records (all ruined during the wartime), the geographic origins 

and hometown roots are no longer firm criteria in defining one’s Chineseness either, taking the 

case of Cambodia’s Sino-Khmer community as an example. Furthermore, an individual may 
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have a Teochew father and Fukien mother that enable him to participate in both Huiguans, and 

anyone who is capable in multiple dialects will be able to join multiple Huiguans through his 

self-claimed geo-origins. The best example is Ao-Gui [烏鬼 (黑鬼) in Teochew], a dark 

skinned ethnic Khmer who was adapted by a Teochew father and a barren Fukien mother. He 

is capable in speaking four dialects (Teochew, Fukien, Cantonese, and Hakka), and fluent in 

Chinese mandarin. He even self-taught to gain limited reading and writing capability in 

English. He is extremely active and is one of the best helpers in all ceremonial activities, in 

rites of ACC and all its affiliated organizations. He lives on the tips and cash allowance given 

by organization leaders. His active engagement in all Sino-Khmer organizations in Phnom 

Penh provides a counter example in explaining how ethnic identities are not primordial and 

essential, but social constructed. Organizational membership system and its qualification 

settings are thus negotiable and arbitrary through long-term process of socializing. The fitting 

in and matching the qualifications thus can be learnt and adapted through long-term interaction 

and social engagement, or so-called social socialization. 

 

Annul Events and Organization Routines 

    In terms of annual events and organizational routines, there are six types of events observed 

during the author’s field fieldwork. There are religious, educational, organizational, public 

relational/commercial, personal life, and irregular events. Willmott’s pre-war record shows 

that, Yuanxiao parade [元宵游神] was the biggest and most important community event during 

his field observation in the early 1960s (Willmott 1967). In present Sino-Khmer community, 

three most important annual activities are the Lunar New Year Night [春节晚会] in February, 

Qingming tomb seeping [清明扫墓] in April, and Yúlánpén Worship Festival [盂兰盆节义地

祭祀] in July/August. As ACC president 杨启秋 said, shènzhōng zhuīyuǎn [慎终追远] is the 

core of the Chinese culture. During the author’s observation period, religious events and 

educational events are the major communal activities, while the key informants (four 

organizational presidents and two senior journalists) all agree that organizational ceremonies, 

public rational visits, commercial activities and personal life events took up most of 
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organizational leader’s time and money (interviewed with 杨启秋, 黄焕明, 黄平, 陈增阳, 陈

桂标, 李照清)
18

. 

    The observed religious events include Yúlánpén (Ghost Festival) [盂兰盆节义地祭祀], 

Qingming tomb seeping [清明扫墓], temple annual festival [神明生日/宫庙庆典], Yuangxiao 

parade [元宵游神], and [端午龙舟竞赛]. Educational events include all school ceremonies, 

campus competitions, sports game, and appreciation dinners for teachers [开学典礼, 毕业典礼, 

颁奖, 谢师宴, 演讲比赛 , 校暨运动会, 作文比赛, 朗读比赛]. Organizational activities 

include all associated organization’s annual celebrations, inauguration, local branch visit, new 

facility opening ceremonies [春节晚会, 组织活动, 成立仪式, 就职典礼, 地方柬华理事会访

视, 新会馆开幕剪彩]. Public relational and commercial events include all receptions and 

farewells of Chinese media, government officials, Chinese commercial groups, other overseas 

Chinese organizational visitors, investors, scholars, researchers, volunteers, and university 

recruiters [媒体接待, 官员接待, 商务投资访客接待, 其他海外侨社来访, 开幕开业, 剪彩, 

个人访客接待, 教育研究人员]. Personal life events (so-called red/white-envelop occasions 

[红白包场合 ]) include all weddings, funerals, birthday parties, and other personal life 

achievement celebrations. All the above-mentioned activities are regular events, and most 

organizations have their designated personnel in dealing, organizing, and attending these 

events. Take ACC as an example, different types of activities are taken care by the 

commending chain and its various functional divisions. However, there are also some 

occasional and irregular events that may be carried out from time to time. Those irregular 

activities include charitable fundraising, disaster relief, art shows, cultural performances, 

popular concerts, and political activities [慈善募款, 慈善文艺表演, 政治动员, 政策宣传]. It 

is worth noticing that political propaganda, policy promotion, and anti-separatism is also 

irregularly organized to support China’s stance in geopolitics. For example, Cambodian 

Chapter of the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification (CCPPR-Cambodia) [柬埔寨中

                                                           
18

 楊啟秋(ACC president and other 37 honorary titles), 黃煥明(ACC VP, Teochew Huiguan President, Huang 

Clan President and other honorary titles), 陳桂標(ACC executive council member, Chen Clan President), 李照清

(ACC executive council member, Lee Clan President), 黃平(30 year experience Chinese newspapers), 陳增陽
(formal teacher and 15 years journalist). It is worthwhile to mention that the two journalist informants are the key 

writers and reporters for Cambodia’s Chinese community news in past two decades.  
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国和平统一促进会] chaired by ACC president usually organizes its gathering and press 

conference according to the political incidents in cross-straits, or after the release of related 

anti-separatism policies. Besides its annual meeting and banquet, those events and press 

conference are usually mobilized in the lights of political campaigns or regional politics. 

Current ACC VP, Teochew Huiguan President, 黄焕明 has summed up all these organizational 

affairs in a short remark in the interview with the author. To sum up, the major operational 

focus of ACC and its affiliated organizations are “organizational communications, three big 

annual events and school affairs” (interviewed with 黄焕明 ). Speaking of workload for 

individual leaders, Hung added, “half (for) reception and farewell affairs [一半送往迎来], half 

(for) inter-personal communions [一半人情世故].” 

    In terms of linguistic usages in the Sino-Khmer community, the linguistic complexity of 

three major languages and five local vernaculars has make Sino-Khmer an extremely difficult 

research object. For mainland Chinese community in Cambodia, Chinese Mandarin with 

regional accents is the common language while people from various regions will communicate 

in their own dialects. For the Taiwanese community in Cambodia, accented Chinese Mandarin 

and Taiwanese [台語] are used interactively as well. However, the case of Sino-Khmer is more 

complicated due to its external linguistic acquisition and internal vernacular ecology. For 

external linguistic acquisition, it is common that a Sino-Khmer youth speaks Teochowese at 

home, Khmer outside, and English in schools. As the limited public education created during 

French colonial period had been destroyed after the long-term civil war (Clayton 1995; Clayton 

2002; Dy 2004), the English-based private education systems financed by international 

organizations and foreign enterprises have become the most important education choice for any 

families in Cambodia that can afford the expanses (Duggan 1997; Dy and Ninomiya 2003). In 

Cambodia, English is the official language for most prestige higher educational institutions, 

including all top ranked universities. At the same time, Chinese Huiguan’s public Chinese 

schools have become the parallel education sources for urban residents in Phnom Penh, since 

the better-pay jobs after the early 1990s were generated from Overseas Chinese investment 

from nearby East and Southeast Asian counties (文红欣 and 王贤淼 2005; 杜瑞通 1995; 洪群 

2004). Formal principle of Fukien Huiguan Minsheng School, Aing Khun [洪群] estimated (in 

the 2012’s interview with the author) that, there were approximate 75,000 pupils enrolling in 
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Cambodia’s big or small-sized Chinese school (more than 200 schools) across the nation. 

Chinese schools not only provide the option of half-day supplementary education [补充教育选

择] in coordinating with Khmer public education system, but also offer full day certificated 

education [学位教育] in Chinese for students from kindergartens to senior high school [幼儿

园到中专]. Additionally, the war generation and renaissance generations of Sino-Khmer have 

also largely adapted Khmer as the major language, instead of Chinese mandarin or vernacular 

dialects. Although many youths are still capable in using at least one of the five dialects 

especially Teochew, they only use it with domestic and ethnic peer occasions. Therefore, in 

current Sino-Khmer community, most member’s greetings, small talks and ordinary chatters 

are in Teochew, while conventions have it that Chinese Mandarin is the official language in all 

meeting, press, publications, public remarks and speeches. But, the author have also observed 

many key figures who would gave speech or meeting discussion in Khmer, especially the 

honorary advisors. These Sino-Khmer tycoons, congressmen, bankers, and senior government 

officials tended to speak only Khmer in public. Multiple senior informants have also addressed 

their concern that, they do feel the increasing occasions and proportion of speaking Khmer in 

ethnic organization events, while most young members cannot event greet in Mandarin or 

dialects. 

 

Conclusion: Preserving Chineseness through Social Engagements 

    Since 2010, the curriculum reform initiated by the principal of Fukien Huiguan’s affiliated 

Mingsheng Middle School [柬埔寨福建會館公立民生中學 ], Aing Khun [洪群 ] has 

fundamentally challenged ACC’s principle of complete Chinese education and caused tensions 

and debates between all leaders of ACC, Huiguans, and other public organizations. The 

argument is whether Minsheng School can modernize its Khmer-Chinese bilingual curriculum 

with English and computer course. Since ACC’s affiliated schools re-opened in the mid-1990s, 

the bilingual curriculum policy is the agreement reached by ACC and the royal government so 

that all Chinese schools can award certificates and are included into nation’s public education 

system. Aing then purposed to enrich the curriculum with English and computer courses, so 

that it is easier for Minsheng to recruit new students, while current student do not need to take 
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after school hours in other private academies for these course. Aing’s proposal was denied by 

the ACC executive council, while the school was only financed by Fukien Huiguan. ACC’s 

leaders believed that all its affiliated schools’ mission is to prompt and inherit Chinese culture 

and education [中華文化教育的推廣與傳承] to its new generations. After the denial, Fukien 

Huiguan and principal Aing insisted in reforming the curriculum and launched a series of 

changes from its pre-K program and to middle school program in late 2010. From then on, the 

reformist leaders of Fukien Huiguan and Minsheng School withdraw from ACC executive 

council, and the relation between ACC and Fukien Huiguan maintains intense and difficult. 

Such cases and more voices in calling for organizational and institutional “reforms and 

modernization” have intensified for many years, especially in the Phnom Penh area. For 

example, another significant debate is whether ACC and its affiliated organizations can publish 

their annual organization journal [會刊] in both Khmer and Chinese, or just Chinese. Another 

example is whether ACC and Huiguan scholarships should be given to Sino-Khmer students 

who do not speak any Chinese. The changing ethnic beings and the generational conflicts 

embedded in these debates are the aspects the author attempts to discuss in this chapter. 

    What have been presented in this chapter: the transnational and internal political structure, 

the organizational hierarchy, membership qualification, member participation, and 

organizational operations, are the ethnographic evidences the author uses to portrait the Sino-

Khmer community. From aforementioned narratives and field data, Sino-Khmer community’s 

triplex structure heritage has not changed much since French colonial period. However, the 

legal and political power and functions of two higher-level organizations (ACC and five 

Huiguans) have changed into voluntary social organizations since its renaissance from the 

1990’s. Since ACC and its affiliated organizations have been stripped off its autonomy earlier 

before Cambodia’s independence, the present major mission of these leading organizations is 

focused at the local social networking, transnational communication, Chinese education, 

societal charity and ethnic identity construction. As the meeting minutes from the author’s field 

data show, more than half time of meeting discussion in the two general meetings of ACC 

focused on Chinese education and local ACC branch affairs, which are also on the issue of 

subsiding those provincial Chinese schools and branch operation. The evidence thus suggests 

the core business of ACC and its branches is indeed promoting Chinese culture and education 
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in Cambodia. Other secondary organizations, such as the 13 clan associations, are traditional 

social societies that gathering people with same five social or ethnic identities: same 

hometowns, same ancestral roots, same schools, same professions, same experiences [五同社

團 : 同鄉 , 同宗 , 同學 , 同事 , 同志 ]. Meanwhile, those local organizations are actually 

geographical chapters dealing with local tasks of event-coordination, social networking and 

Chinese education. The operational decisions, event coordination, and traditional custom 

maintenances described above representing the social dynamics, identity engagement, and 

interactive process for members from various generations and backgrounds in negotiating their 

own imagination of Chineseness. The power elites and senior leaders of Sino-Khmer 

organizations obtained their interpretation power of Chineseness through their dedication to the 

organization and the community. At the same time, the younger leaders and active members in 

the middle and underlying organizations have to conciliate between older generations and 

young members. The static power structures maintained by elders who were born and raised 

before the civil war carries very different perceptions of Chineseness. They have made an 

utmost effort in preserving Chineseness and resisting losing cultural roots through enhancing 

cultural practices. However, this effort is considered old school, stubborn and conservative. 

New standards of member recruitment and qualification compromise thus become an 

arbitrational process of defining Chineseness. Despite the incentives, motives and reasons to 

attract new members to apply for Sino-Khmer organizations under such structure, the social 

interactions between various generations and people with different Chinese identities in those 

ethnic organizations hence become the process of social socialization for both new and old 

members in learning the Chineseness from each other. No matter they agree or not, the 

conflicts, bargains, resistance, or adaption in deciding each organizational affair is all part of 

defining and making their Chinesenesses.  
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Chapter Five    The Statelessness Overseas Taiwanese in Cambodia  

and Their Struggle Against Chineseness 

 

   Sitting in his stationery store that supports his 6-member family since resettling in Phnom 

Penh in 1996, Uncle Ly Thay [李銳泰] recalled how he buried his Republic of China passport 

sometime in 1975 when he and his family tried to flee out of Phnom Penh before the Khmer 

Rouge occupied the city. As a second generation Sino-Khmer, Uncle Thay [泰叔] was born in 

1946 and raised in a Teochew family in Phnom Penh, and graduated from Duan-hwa School 

[端華學校]. While working for a Taiwanese boss, he had chances to go to Taiwan and thus 

have an overseas Chinese passport from KMT Government. At an early age, he was taught to 

write in the traditional Chinese font and “Communist Party is bad” by KMT education system. 

After the civil war, his language skills and social circle gave him opportunities to work for 

Taiwanese businessmen, who came into Phnom Penh right after the United Nations’ 

peacemaking action. While his late wife took care of the shop and children, he earned extra 

income as a driver and translator. Even now, in his late 60’s, Uncle Thay still drives and runs 

errands for local Yīguàn Dào [一貫道] temples, a Chinese religion that emerged in Shandong, 

China in 1930 but flourishes in Taiwan since it is an illegal cult in China. When asked about 

his political affiliation with China and Taiwan, he laughed and said, “This is actually none of 

our little people’s business [這其實不干我們小老百姓的事]!” When asked about his ethnic or 

personal identity with Cambodia, China, and Taiwan, he joked that, “it doesn’t matter who it is, 

as long as we can make money and get rich [只要能讓我們賺錢、發財，是誰都無所謂!].” 

    Uncle Thay’s utilitarian attitude in defining his personal identity is not rare. On the contrary, 

it is quite common among most Sino-Chinese in Cambodia. Uncle Thay had been a key 

informant during my fieldwork period. He not only brought me into the circle, but also shared 

many stories to help me construct my understanding of Chinese ethno-history in town. What 

makes Uncle Thay’s case important in this chapter is how his affiliation and engagement with 

the Republic of China (R.O.C., Taiwan) changed over time and under different circumstances. 

Uncle Thay’s 68-year life experience as a Sino-Khmer in Cambodia is much more than a mere 

witness of a nation’s contemporary history, but indeed a witness of the changing political 
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reality of the overseas Chinese community in Cambodia. This chapter takes Uncle Thay’s 

personal experiences as a foundation and uses his local point of view as a cultural lens in 

understanding the changing definition of Chinese identities among Cambodian, Chinese and 

Taiwanese.  

This chapter first looks into the historical development of Taiwan government‘s Overseas 

Chinese policy structure in the transnational, national and domestic levels respectively. 

Following in Uncle Thay’s footprints and looking from Uncle Thay’s social and political 

positionality as a second generation Sino-Khmer, this chapter is thus centered on a bystander’s 

point of view to understand the Taiwanese community in Cambodia. It looks into how 

Taiwan’s and China’s political and economic power fluctuation in Cambodia’s Overseas 

Chinese community impacted the definition of Chineseness, which is embedded in the daily 

practices of social engagement and the participation in ethnic organizations. This chapter 

portrays the daily social life within the Taiwanese community in Cambodia through presenting 

the author’s observations and analysis of its transnational political structure, community 

history, internal organizational structure, ethnic relations, and cases of member’s transnational 

marriages and social capital transformation.  

     

The number of Taiwanese who reside in Cambodia is estimated to be 2,000~3,000 people, 

with probably 1700 in Phnom Penh. Most Taiwanese in Cambodia are self-employed, 

entrepreneurs or factory administrative staff of Cambodia’s four major industries: garments, 

textile, footwear, and tourism. The earliest Taiwanese businessman [台商 Taishang] who came 

into Cambodia can be dated back to 1989. A small group of Taishang transferred from 

Thailand to Phnom Penh after getting the news about the ongoing peace talk and that 

Cambodia was getting stable and was planning to liberalize its economy. Eventually only two 

businessman (Hou and Wu) decided to stay in Cambodia and moved their businesses to Phnom 

Penh. Now Hou’s son, in his 50’s, and some of Wu’s relatives are still in Phnom Penh and are 

considered the first wave of Taiwanese who came to Cambodia. Most of the Taiwanese in 

Cambodia are actually white-collar and seasonal labor migrants who do not intend to settle 

down in Cambodia. However, Taiwanese who married Khmer people are also the ones that 

eventually stayed and settled in Cambodia with their Cambodian family. Their Cambodian 
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family provides them the cultural and language advantage. From 1987 to the end of 2014, 

4,280 Cambodian spouses who applied for a Taiwanese identification document (0.86% of all 

foreign spouse applications)
19

. In addition, the Taiwanese Commercial Association in 

Cambodia [TCAC] has 292 members, including 176 corporative members [公司會員] and 116 

personal members [個人會員] as of May 2014. Considering TCAC’s controversial role in the 

community and the impression of its “rich man’s playground [有錢人玩的],” my estimation of 

the real amount of Taiwanese settlers in Cambodia is about 1,000, with 800 in Phnom Penh 

and provinces around the capital city. In addition, there are around 80 Taiwanese nationals 

with Cambodian citizenship (both countries accept dual citizenship). Dual citizenship is 

uncommon simply because the citizenship law announced in 1996 requires speaking and 

writing Khmer as a condition of naturalization. Very few Taiwanese “managed” to obtain 

Cambodian citizenship (whether they can really speak/write Khmer or not) through investing 

immigration, bribing or networking with high-ranking officials in the 1990’s. Therefore, when 

we talk about Taiwanese in Cambodia, it is difficult to distinguish between long-term settlers 

and short-term gold diggers. With the blurred boundary of these two types, this chapter focuses 

on Taiwanese businessmen [Taishang 台商], a self-claimed status who plan and work to stay 

and establish their career in Cambodia, whether they work legally or illegally and are self-

employed or not. Short-term seasonal workers prefer to label themselves as Taiwanese staff 

[Taigan 台幹] unless they plan to stay and develop a career of their own. This chapter mainly 

looks into the Taiwanese business community in Cambodia, rather than over Taiwanese 

citizens in the Royal Kingdom of Cambodia. Before the Taiwanese community is reviewed and 

analyzed, it is important to understand the history of the community and international 

relationship between the Royal Kingdom of Cambodia and Taiwan.    

The first section of this chapter looks into the historical and political change that Taiwan’s 

overseas Chinese policies have been embedded in. This transnational political structure and 

agency-interaction illustrates the critical reality of the Overseas Chinese competition between 

Taiwan and China in Cambodia’s ethnic Chinese community. We then can understand how the 

changing policies and attitudes influence the diasporic organizations’ political and ethnic 

                                                           
19

 “各縣市外裔、外籍配偶人數與大陸（含港澳）配偶人數統計,” from Minister of Internal affair and 

Household 內政部入出國及移民署與戶政司, Accessed on January 20, 2015. 
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identities. In this sense, this chapter will first review the political structure of Taiwan’s 

Overseas Chinese affairs, along with the analysis of overseas Chinese policy changes and how 

these changes then shift operative details in the case of Cambodia across various presidencies. 

In the next two sections, the community history of Taiwanese in Cambodia will be reviewed, 

along with the community political and leadership structure. In addition, this chapter will then 

examine the social meanings of TCAC’s transnational rice donation phenomenon, followed by 

the practice of member’s transnational marriage and relationship beyond citizenship and social 

identities before the conclusion is introduced.  

 

From Overseas Chinese to Overseas Taiwanese: The Politics of Changing Identities. 

Chiang Kai-Shek reign after the Republic of China government retreated to Taiwan 

(1949-1975) set up the tone of the rival relationship with Communist China as antagonized 

Good and Evil opposites [漢賊不兩立], grounded on the anticipation to retake the Mainland 

one day. Therefore, the major objective of Overseas Chinese policy during Chiang Kai-Shek’s 

administration was to gain political support from diaspora populations against Red China. The 

hostility came to the peak when the Republic of China was replaced by the People’s Republic 

of China as the new permanent member of the United Nations Security Council in 1971. Along 

with his father’s political legacy, Chiang Ching-Kuo (being Taiwan’s president from 1975 to 

1988) started his “Opening” policies on both domestic and foreign affairs, including 

encouraging Overseas Chinese’s returning investment in Taiwan’s infrastructure construction 

and emerging markets. Toward the end of Chiang Ching-Kuo administration, Taiwan 

government allowed veterans to visit their hometown in China. Taiwan’s political opening and 

economic booming shifted the nature of the Cross-Strait relationship and the political dynamic 

within overseas Chinese communities.  

    After Ching Ching-Kuo’s time, under the next Taiwanese president Lee Teng-Hui’s 

leadership (1988-2000), a localized “Pragmatic diplomacy [務實外交]”, “no haste, be patient 

[jie ji yong ren 戒急用忍]” and “ go South [-east Asia 南向] policy,” became the major 

principles to direct Taiwan’s foreign policies, Cross-Straits, economic development, and 

Overseas Chinese affairs. These principles started the competence against China on earning 
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diplomatic relationship by providing financial aid (so-called checkbook diplomacy). Also, they 

intensified the Cross-Strait political confrontation from ideological disagreement to separation 

confrontation. Lee’s administration had also torn the overseas Chinese community into 

polarized identities: old ethnic Chinese overseas and new Compatriots overseas. In terms of 

migration and foreign investment, Lee Administration’s Go South Policy fundamentally 

changed the personnel and capital movement from the Go West (China) to the Go Southeast 

Asia in 1993. Many of my key informants who went to Cambodia before 1997 were actually 

supported by Go South Policy’s regulation benefits, tax breaks, and trade subsidies. 

 

    In the shifting regime after the presidential election in 2000, Chen Shui-bian’s new 

administration (2000-2008) committed to an endeavor of “Taiwanization Route [本土路線].” 

This had largely reflected in the Chen Administration’s Guerrilla-warfare diplomacy [烽火外

交 ] and “Three-Class Compatriots [僑胞三等論 ].” Since Lee’s administration, Overseas 

Chinese community had started its diversification, and Chen’s two terms on the office (2000-

2008) had officially classified the types of overseas compatriots into multiple groups of service 

targets. Chen Administration adapted its diplomacy and overseas diaspora policies accordingly, 

including new policies such as: renaming the Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission with the 

Overseas Compatriot Affairs Commission, re-examining funding overseas Chinese social 

organizations, and re-organizing/re-structuring corresponding federal non-governmental 

organizations. Moreover, the long term budget support of traditional organizations like the 

Grand Alliance for China's Reunification under the Three Principles of the People [三民主義

統一中國大同盟] and the Overseas Chinese Federation of National Salvation [華僑救國聯合

總會] were terminated and replaced by funding for organizations like the World Taiwanese 

Congress [世界台灣人大會], the Formosan Association for Public Affairs [台灣人公共事務

協會], and the World Federation of Taiwanese Association [全美台灣同鄉會]. These policy 

shifts have dramatically changed the relationships between Taiwan central government and 

overseas Chinese organizations, both new and old ones. Furthermore, these changes have also 

demographically influenced the self-identification and political reorganization of overseas 

ethnic organizations. 
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After winning the 2008 election, President Ma Ying-Jeou (2008-present) has set to define 

Flexible Diplomacy [modus vivendi 活路外交] as his basic national diplomatic policy. During 

the re-election, Ma emphasized his flexible diplomacy as 4E: Engagement [交往], Economy 

[經濟], Elasticity [彈性], and Equality [平等]. During his re-election inauguration on May 20, 

2012, President Ma Ying-Jeou purposed the principle toward the Cross-Strait relationship: 

“face reality, pioneer a new future, shelve controversies and pursue a win-win solution [正視現

實、建立互信、擱置爭議、共創雙贏]
20

” based on equality [對等] and dignity [尊嚴]. To 

this extent, President Ma, thus proposed both side of the Taiwan Strait to agree to differ [求同

存異] and mutual non-denial [互不否認] so that China and Taiwan can reach diplomatic truce 

[外交休兵] and overseas Chinese affair truce [僑務休兵] (Cao 曹雲華 2012). Since Ma has 

defined “diplomatic truce [外交休兵]” as the fundamental principle for his administration over 

his two terms, overseas Chinese affair truce unavoidably is seen as the yin side of his overseas 

policy. Foreign affairs and Overseas Chinese affairs, hence are tied together as yin and yang, or 

described as Two-sides-of-one foreign policy [一體兩面的對外政策]. Furthermore, according 

to Ma’s explanation of his policies on foreign affairs and Overseas Chinese affairs (Ma 2008a 

and 2008b), both policies are grounded on the same foundation, Cross-Strait relationship. 

Former Deputy Commissioner of Ma’s Overseas Community Affairs Council, Ren Hong (任弘, 

2008-2013) also commented on the relationship between Ma’s Cross-Strait policy and overseas 

Chinese policy: “one goal of Overseas Affairs Truce is not to tear up the overseas community 

because of cross-strait competition, and to force them to choose one side [僑務休兵的一個目

標, 就是不要因兩岸的競爭而撕裂僑社,逼他們選邊站]” (張木森 2011:46). This is to say, in 

order to fight against the One-China Principle in the overseas policy and yet to avoid so-called 

Checkbook Diplomatic Competition with China, the Ma administration has sought to establish 

a new approach of the Diplomatic Truce and the Overseas Chinese Affairs Truce in stabilizing 

both the Cross-Strait Relationship and foreign relationships with other countries. However, 

such approach has placed the priority and importance of both Taiwan’s international 

relationship and Overseas Chinese policy beneath the Cross-Strait relationship. 

                                                           
20

 The full text of Ma’s talk can be founded on http://www.chinapost.com.tw/taiwan/national/national-

news/2008/05/21/157332/p3/Full-text.htm.  

http://www.chinapost.com.tw/taiwan/national/national-news/2008/05/21/157332/p3/Full-text.htm
http://www.chinapost.com.tw/taiwan/national/national-news/2008/05/21/157332/p3/Full-text.htm
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Comparatively speaking, mainland China’s current Overseas Chinese policy is grounded 

on the goal of economic modernization and political reunification (Cheng et al. 2005, 

Barabantseva 2005, Zerba 2008, 張賽群 2010). On the other hand, Ma’s policy focuses on 

pursuing political stability of the Cross-Strait relationship in order to maximize Taiwan’s 

economic benefit from the already off-the-balance dependence on China. Such a paradigm shift 

of both side’s overseas Chinese policies thus fundamentally changed the ethnic ecology and 

political dynamic within overseas Chinese/Taiwanese diaspora Communities around the world. 

In other words, the Taiwan government’s change in policy on Taiwan’s foreign affairs, cross-

straits affair and overseas Chinese affairs not only changed the governmental budget 

distribution, but also, in the long run, influenced the relationship with its diaspora community. 

The first part of this chapter serves as a policy background review with an applied case of the 

Cross-Strait competition in Cambodia. Through reviewing the competitive reality in 

Cambodia’s ethnic Chinese community, this chapter provides a deep and profound analysis to 

understand how the shifting definition of Taiwan’s overseas Chinese has changed the 

landscape of ethnic dynamic within overseas Chinese communities in Cambodia. 

 

As mentioned above, the various administrations of the Taiwanese government since 1949 

have changed their political attitude and relationship with overseas Chinese communities. The 

connection between the Taiwanese government and the overseas Chinese community started to 

weaken since Taiwan’s rapid economic growth in the 1970’s and became especially alienated 

after President Lee’s and Chen’s localization path. Policy changes influence annual budget 

planning and executions under different administrations. The budget planning and executions, 

in the hands-on aspect, refer to re-prioritization and re-distribution of resources to various 

stockholders. This is especially true of the relationship between frontline diplomatic agencies 

of overseas Chinese affairs authorities and diasporic organizations, both formal and informal 

ones. The maintenance of relationships with local overseas Chinese communities, needless to 

say, became challenging when the policy shifted and resources became unstable.  
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Taiwan’s Overseas Policy Structure and its Diaspora community in Cambodia 

Since its establishment in 1926, the Overseas Community Affairs Council (僑務委員會 

OCAC)
21

 has been the sole central governmental authority in charge of all Overseas 

Chinese/Compatriot/Community affairs
22

. This tradition began after the ROC government 

retreated to Taiwan, and intensified during the cold war period. Besides several outskirt 

organizations and non-government organizations that tend to compete with China over the 

political support from Overseas Chinese communities, the OCAC focuses on Chinese 

education promotion, issuing/authenticating identification documents, and social 

communication among overseas compatriots and organizations. As mentioned above, the types 

and lists of these overseas compatriot and organizations vary due to policy shifts under 

different administrations. Due to the natural demands of overseas compatriot services, the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Interior Affairs, the Ministry of Economic Affairs, 

and the Ministry of Education are all heavily involved with the overseas compatriot services. 

For example, it takes cross-department coordination in order to enable overseas Chinese 

students to study in Taiwan: financial and operational support from the Ministry of Education 

and local schools, and the OCAC handles overseas recruiting, examining, pre-training, pre-trip 

arrangement, and after-study social-networking and tracking.  

Beyond the domestic politics level, the OCAC also has OC affairs secretaries [僑務秘書] 

and directors [僑務專員] (in major OC residence countries) stationed in overseas embassies, or 

the Taipei Economic and Cultural Representative Office (TECRO or TECO), the 

diplomatic units in countries without formal diplomatic relationships with Taiwan. According 

to the OCAC website, there are 36 OC service centers (13 in the United States, 2 in Canada, 7 

in Asia, 5 in Latin America, 4 in Europe, and 1 in Africa). In Southeast Asia, Taiwanese OC 

service centers are located only in Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. 

There is currently no TECO office or any type of governmental unit in Cambodia; instead, the 
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 Originally named as “Overseas Chinese Affairs Commission (October 1926 ~ April 2006),” later was renamed 

as Overseas Compatriot Affairs Commission (April 2006 ~ September 2012)” and was restored as “Overseas 

Chinese Affairs Commission” for two months before current English title of “Overseas Community Affairs 

Council” on November 12, 2012. 
22

 Since the official title and the definition of service targets of OCAC has changed and still been in debating 

under different administrations since early 2000, the article will just use the abbreviation, OCAC in the discussion 

to avoid any possible confusion and existing debates such as the identity conflict between the concept of Overseas 

Chinese and Overseas Taiwanese.  
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Taiwan Commercial Association in Cambodia [柬埔寨台灣商會] (TCAC or Taiwanese 

Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia) acts as the frontier office for information advisory and 

reception. More details of Cambodia’s current Taiwanese community structure will be 

discussed in the next section. 

Other than the absence of governmental official communication channel and TCAC’s 

unofficial channel, there are also several transnational and non-governmental organizations 

associating with OC affairs beyond the public sector. These organizations may be created 

under a particular political atmosphere with a specific political agenda, either to confront 

China’s organizations or network among particular professions or groups. Not only do these 

semi-official transnational organizations constitute a global oversea Chinese network with each 

other, but also generate a communication channel with socio-political economic elites from 

both Taiwan and currently-residing counties. For example, political organizations such as 三民

主義統一中國大同盟, 華僑救國聯合總會 or the Global Alliance for Democracy and Peace 

[GADP 全僑民主和平聯盟]
23

 were created with a particular political agenda, periodic tasks 

and a historical mission of confronting China in overseas. World Taiwanese Congress [WTC 

世界臺灣人大會], which was established with certain political ideology and agenda with 

governmental budget support from the Chen Administration on December 2, 2000. The same 

situation applies to the World Association of Taiwanese Christian Churches [WATCC 世界台

灣人基督教協會] that connects a global network among overseas Taiwanese with particular 

backgrounds/religions. World Taiwanese Chambers of Commerce [WTCC 世界台商大會] and 

Asia Taiwanese Chambers of Commerce [ATCC 亞洲台商總會] were also founded with the 

goal of connecting the commercial networks across various countries. The Cold War 

ideological organizations mentioned above used to play important roles in Cambodia’s ethnic 

Chinese community before 1970 (Willmott 1967; Willmott 1970). Many old Sino-Khmers can 

still recall how these KMT Zu-Zhi [組織] were often portrayed as the frontier intelligence 
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 The Global Alliance for Democracy and Peace was founded with the support and advising from OCAC and the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs on January 29, 2002. It was founded in order to replacing 三民主義統一中國大同盟 

as well as antagonizing China’s anti-independent and pro-unification organizations (反獨促統組織), i.e. China 

Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National Reunification (CCPPR 中國和平統一促進會). Since its 

establishment, GADP has developed as a global organization with 100 branches and 6 sub-branches in 49 counties 

(Cao 2012). 
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agencies or grass-root organizations that collected, mobilized and operated secret missions 

during the Left-Right Wing confrontation movement within Phnom Penh’s ethnic Chinese 

community before the civil war (Interview with 黃平 and 李校長). An alleged assassination 

mission in 1963 that targeted the visiting Chinese leader Liu Shaoqi [劉少奇] was specifically 

brought up in an interview. However, such cold war ideological organizations have faded out 

and transformed into general social organizations after the Kingdom restoration in 1993. They 

only maintained relationship with Sino-Khmer organizations in the early 1990s (See 賀詞 in 

ACC 柬華理事總會 創會周年紀念會刊 1994). On the other hand, transnational business 

organizations maintain contact with ACC due to the organizational and leadership nature of 

those Sino-Khmer organization’s class and professional commonality. Between these 

commercial or occupational communications, TCAC acts as the contact office or representative 

office in Phnom Penh. Most of the visitors from these Taiwanese transnational organizations 

were accompanied and presented by TCAC leaders in pre-arranged occasions with key Sino-

Khmer community leaders [本地僑領]. 

 

Besides these transnational organizations, there are also several small and bilateral NGOs 

and religious groups that play social and charitable roles between Taiwan and diasporic 

settlement countries. For Cambodia, Taiwanese NGOs such as 知風草文教基金會, 至善文教

協會, 旌旗教會, Formosa Budding Hope Association [希望之芽協會], Tzu-Chi 慈濟, and (一

貫道) 白水老人愛心慈善會柬埔寨義診團  are also conducting long-term educational or 

medical volunteering activities in Cambodia. Even though these NGOs do not limit their 

services for only overseas Chinese or Taiwanese in Cambodia, they have built information and 

resource channel between Chinese and Taiwan successfully. They receive support from both 

China and Taiwan governments and logistic support from the local ethnic Chinese community. 

Most of the NGO staff and volunteers who the author encountered had not received official 

Khmer language training even after they went to Cambodia. The only one who can use Khmer 

in communication with local staff is Sally, the founder of the Formosa Budding Hope 

Association. After an unforgettable volunteer experience in Cambodia, Sally established her 

foundation after she obtained her Master’s degree in social work from Australia in 2009. Due 
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to the need for fundraising or personal/family reason, most Taiwanese NGO officials and 

volunteers travel periodically between Taiwan and Cambodia. Rarely do any of them reside in 

Cambodia for a long time because most of them have a permanent job back in Taiwan. On the 

contrary, Sally prefers not to go back to her hometown Kaohsiung, since she feels a “belonging 

to Cambodia.” Therefore, her partner, a dentist and co-founder of the Foundation, manages the 

donations and logistics in their Kaohsiung office. Other than that, the Foundation office in 

Siem Reap also has local staff that speaks both English and Chinese and can support things she 

cannot handle. Organizations like hers tend to work between local communities and 

contributors, rather connecting through the local Taiwanese community in Cambodia except 

for occasional cooperation with TCAC in philanthropic events once. Therefore, most business 

persons [做生意的] and those philanthropists [做慈善的] may hear about each other but do not 

interact with each other until “it’s necessary” in occasions/situations like fundraising, 

emergency needs or visa application for their Cambodia staff to Taiwan. As a Taiwan business 

woman Lisa puts it, “anyhow, we are in the provinces and countryside most of the time, and 

they are in the City anyway.” 

 

The Political Structure of Cambodia’s Taiwanese Community 

Currently since there is no Taiwanese government representative office in Cambodia, the 

Taiwan Commercial Association in Cambodia [TCAC 柬埔寨台商會] and its chairperson [會

長] thus act as the semi-state organization and representative of Taiwan in Cambodia. TCAC 

and its leaders not only help to maintain the interactions between Cambodia’s ethnic Chinese 

organizations and the newly immigrated Taiwanese, but also facilitate Taiwan’s OC policy 

resources to reach out to the overseas community in Cambodia. For instance, without official 

government representatives in Cambodia, the president of TCAC is invited and presented in all 

social occasions as the spokesperson of Cambodia’s Taiwanese community and the honorable 

representative for cultural, educational and economic affairs relating to Taiwan. The China 

Embassy has also been striving to maintain close relationship with the leaders from TCAC, 

which is seen as “one of the four pillars for Cambodia’s economic development (柬埔寨經濟
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發展的四個支柱 Jiang 2013)
24

.” Due to TECO’s absence in Phnom Penh, all Cambodian 

applicants for Taiwan visa have to either go to the TECO in Ho Chi Minh City in person, or 

pass the documents to TECO-HCM through the TCAC office. They must do the same to all 

local emergency rescue and document authentication activities (marriage, ID, degree 

certificates… etc.). In many cases, TCAC is also in charge of reporting the local information to 

TECO-Ho Chi Minh since the only stationed OC Secretary [僑務秘書] is incapable of visiting 

Cambodia on a regular basis. Moreover, without any official Cambodia specialist in the 

bureaucracy and other information accessibility, OCAC appointed several TCAC’s formal and 

currently leaders as honorable OC Affairs Commissioner, Senior Advisers, Advisers, 

Coordinators [僑務委員, 僑務諮詢委員, 僑務顧問, 僑務促進委員]
25

. All appointees are 

Overseas Taiwanese entrepreneurs that are active and engaging members in TCAC, as well as 

long-term Taiwanese investors and merchants in Cambodia, mostly in Phnom Penh. Some of 

them came before 1997 have dual citizenships for Taiwan and Cambodia. In fact, these TCAC 

leaders are also considered by OCAC as Cambodia’s Overseas Compatriot leaders who 

represent the community. 

 With all these institutional recognitions from related organizations and authorities in 

Taiwan, Cambodia, China, and the local overseas Chinese community, TCAC’s role is much 

more than just a socio-commercial organization in Cambodia. Although TCAC does not 

receive annual budget support from the Taiwan government
26

, most of TCAC’s public events, 

such as Mid-autumn festival or the Lunar New Year banquets receive various amounts of 

financial support from TECO Ho Chi Minh or Hanoi. On the other hand, TCAC is also 

expected to cover all local reception of Taiwanese commercial and economic delegations from 
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 Based on the author’s interview with formal president of TCAC, 江永興 in July 2013. Mr. Jiang is currently 

pointed as a Commissioner of Overseas Compatriot Affairs (僑務委員) by OCAC. The other three pillars are the 

Association of Chinese in Cambodia (ACC 柬華理事總會), the Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia (柬

埔寨中國商會) and the China Hong Kong & Macau Expatriate & Business Association [柬埔寨港澳僑商總會], 

by the order of founded year (1991, 1996, and 1998). 
25

 Formal TCAC President and current Permanent Honorary President of TCAC, 江永興 as pointed as his second 

term of Commissioner; currently TCAC President 林志龍, Vice-president 黃朝琴, 高哲雄 and 呂文成 as 

Advisers; TCAC Advisory Committee 余建國, Senior Director 黄資貽, Deputy Secretary General 彭仲年 as 

Coordinators. All appointments are honorable positions. 
26

 From 2012, TCAC staff have established an Emergency Relief Fund to cover all expense of Taiwanese 

nationals’ incidents in Cambodia. This Fund is open to fundraise among Taiwanese community in Cambodia but 

have also gained great donation from Taiwan Ministry of Foreign Affairs with a one-time donation of 25,000 

USD. Until July 2013, TCAC Emergency Relief Fund has reached the amount of 104,855 USD. 
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Taiwanese ministries and related governmental authorities. However, there is no financial 

support for such hospitality from any governmental units. Instead, it all relies on TCAC staff’s 

personal generosity. Thus, Tai-Shangs [台商 , Taiwanese Businessman] in Phnom Penh 

consider these monthly reception events for groups of visitors as heavy burdens on both 

finance and time for many TCAC staff. Former TCAC president and current Commissioner of 

Overseas Compatriot Affairs, Mr Jiang Yongxing [江永興 ] has politely and forthrightly 

revealed to me in person that his monthly social expense for this sort of receptions is 

approximately two thousand U.S. dollars a month. With a big smile on his face, he explained 

that, “Money is not a big deal, but we would have to spend enormous time and personal 

connection when visitors come.” Many TCAC’s current and formal staffs host visitors from 

similar industries and potential clients or business partners. Moreover, of course, those who 

claim they would like to invest in Cambodia are welcomed. In the absence of a governmental 

presence in Phnom Penh, TCAC cannot fully replace the function of a TECO office. It does, on 

the other hand, act as the frontier office for TECO and related governmental authorities in 

Cambodia, especially for local hosting and reception functions.  

 

The Shutdown of TECO-Phnom Penh and the One China Policy 

After the Kingdom of Cambodia was restored in 1993, the Cambodian government has 

extended its formal diplomatic relationship with the People’s Republic of China since 1958, as 

well as its recognition that PROC is the only legal Chinese sovereignty in the world, also 

known as the One China Policy. However, since Taiwanese merchants start coming to 

Cambodia beginning in 1987
27

, most senior officers in royal government who craved for 

Taiwan’s foreign direct investment and Taiwanese merchant’s technological and skillful 

support on reconstruction have very close relationships with those “fearless Tai-shang [不怕死

                                                           
27

 The earliest Taiwanese businessman in Cambodia that the author have known from his field work is Mr. 楊顯宗 

who came to Phnom Penh in 1989 from Thailand. According to Mr. Yang, the founding Chair of Taiwanese 

Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia (1994~1997), the very first few Taiwanese merchants came in to Phnom 

Penh in 1987 when the speculation said that Cambodia would have economic reform and open like Vietnam’s 

Doimoi in 1986. Although came in late after he felt it’s more stable since the peace-talk started, he is one of the 

few who actually stayed and survived among the first wavers. Another early businessman would be Phnom Penh’s 

first golf court and water park developer/owner 侯進添.  
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的台商].
28

” As a result, the Taiwan government successfully established TECO in Phnom 

Penh since 1995 with those key Taiwanese merchant’s connections and lobbying since Taiwan 

was ranked as Cambodia’s first Foreign Direct Investment source country between 1993 and 

1997.  

There are multiple versions of reasons why the TECO-Phnom Penh was suddenly shut 

down in 1997, right after the factional fighting between armed supporters of Prince Norodom 

Ranariddh and Hun Sen, then first and second Prime Minister. Cambodia’s official version is 

that Taiwanese diplomats were involved in Cambodia’s domestic affairs. The Taiwanese 

government denied this accusation but never officially announced any statement about the 

closure of TECO-PP either. This has been a hot conversation topic between the new and old 

Taiwanese in Phnom Penh, and many have claimed they knew part of the true story. The 

stories widely involve cross-strait confrontation, arms/weapons aids, political donations, 

conspiracy theories, international NGO politics, and even sex and drug trafficking. Several old 

Taishangs would give different versions of stories to claim/show off their personal connections 

and influence with local elites. The most reliable version that the author heard came from three 

key informants who are considered the most experienced, influential but low profile Taiwanese 

in town. They respectively revealed their own version to me in various occasions, and it seems 

to me that they played different parts in the same story.  

Taishangs in Phnom Penh have their own professional niche and social network with 

various local elites accordingly, and they are the middlemen between Taiwanese and 

Cambodian officials due to political sensitivity. The heated political and military confrontation 

between two major parties, royalist FUNCINPEC and ex-communist Cambodians People’s 

Party has intensified the political corruption and financial demand since the 1995 general 

election. Both sides have proposed to local Taiwanese merchants and the Taiwan government 

for financial support in exchange of possible political recognition if they were to take over. At 

that time, Taiwanese officials promised different cash donations to both sides (4 million USD 

to F and 2.5 million to CPP), while FUNCINPEC and its leader counter-proposed to have an 

equal value of small arms and light weapons instead of cash since Hun Sen and his CPP 
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 Interviewed with Yang and [宋金印], first Taiwanese bank manager in Phnom Penh (1997 ~ 2004). They 

recalled that it was really easy to get along and hang out with national leaders, even Hun Sen since there were not 

many foreign investors back then. “Things were much easier and simple back then.” 
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controlled all military and police forces in the capital. After the deal was set, two shipping 

containers were shipped to Sihanoukville Port to be picked up by FUCINPEC factional 

members. But Hun Sen was informed about this deal, and detained both containers along with 

the shipping document that revealed that the deal involved TECO-PP officials and FUNCIPEC 

supporters. The next day, TECO-PP was surrounded and officials were asked to depart in 24 

hours. In less than a week, a military conflict between two parties erupted, and Hun Sen 

accused first Prime Minister Prince Ranariddh of an attempted but failed to launch a coup 

d’etat.  

This is why Cambodia has ever since become a firm One China Policy supporter that will 

never allow Taiwanese to establish any kind of formal or semi-formal organization or 

representative authority in Cambodia. From 2008 to the end of 2014, at least seven different 

Taiwan organizations had made two public attempts and six secret attempts but failed to 

establish any form of representative office in Phnom Penh. These organizations either were 

from or related to foreign affairs, overseas Chinese organizations, education, international 

studies, and local city and trade organizations. The author was even approached once by a 

Taiwanese scholar who confided that he represented a particular transnational overseas 

Chinese organization, which was seeking possible help and networking opportunities with a list 

of local elites. The details in the interviews were given here to show why keeping a low profile 

[低調] is always a key term mentioned in every interview with Taiwanese in Phnom Penh in 

order to avoid any trouble since any diplomatic affairs that involve the Taiwanese government 

are sensitive topics for ruling party and several key leaders. The above-mentioned background 

also helps to explain why CPP and the Hun Sen administrations “will firmly abide One China 

Policy and will never accept and allow Taiwan to establish any office in Cambodia, not now, 

not in the future (2008 and 2014).” Under this logic, Taiwan affairs are always considered as 

part of China’s domestic affair in every circumstance. For example, the donation ceremonies of 

disaster relief from Cambodia’s Sino-Khmer community to Taiwan after the 921 earthquake in 

2001 and the Typhoon Morakot Flood in 2009 were both held in China’s Phnom Penh 

Embassy without any Taiwanese present. China’s Ambassador addressed her appreciation on 

behave of all Taiwanese compatriots [台灣同胞]. 
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TECO Phnom Penh remained open from November 1995 to August 28, 1997, and after it 

was shut down, the business of Taiwan’s Overseas Chinese Affairs in Cambodia was 

transitioned to TECO Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam. However, there is no specific position or 

officials in TECO Ho Chi Minh to be in charge of Cambodia’s affairs in this regard. Moreover, 

even though the delegated officials should visit Cambodia on a regular basis, no specific time 

and duration is designated. According to my informants, TECO Ho Chi Minh staff would try to 

visit Cambodia once a season, but usually it happens two or three times per year: “two or three 

days each visit with one to four officials, depends on the available man power.” When asked 

about how much business was covered during their visit, a diplomat said, “we are under-staffed 

and very, very busy, you know?!
29

” A Taishang who married Khmer and started his family in 

Cambodia complained, everybody knows that [when Taiwanese officials visited Phnom Penh] 

“they are all packed and scheduled.” Unless you are connected with the right people, you 

would never be able to see them and talk to them about your thing
30

. Informant T further 

elaborated, “They [TECO-HCM officials] are known as San Da Unit [三打部隊] – play 

mahjong, buying sex and play golf [打牌、打炮、打高爾夫球] - when they visited.” A 

formal TECO-HCM official confirmed to me later that, whenever they visited, they have no 

idea where they would go and what they would do after getting off the airplane. TCAC staff 

“will arrange all the agenda and transportation during their stay.” Therefore, they would “just 

get together each time with all their friends in Phnom Penh, since we only have a very short 

time- we come and leave in such a rush.” Nevertheless, he laughed when asked about San-Da 

Unit, and responded, “Some may have those hobbies but I don’t know that [nickname].”  

All information the author gathered from various sources shows that the Taiwanese 

community in Cambodia is a stateless diaspora without any form of state sovereignty 

protection on a foreign soil. This statelessness is caused by the following reasons: Taiwan’s 

absence of representative authority in Cambodia; Cambodia’s repudiation of Taiwanese to 

state authority; and China’s exclusion of Taiwanese citizenship within their oversea service. 

This is to say, not only Taiwan and Cambodia do not have a formal diplomatic relationship, but 

establishing any formal or official Taiwanese organization in Cambodia is absolutely 

prohibited. Taiwanese officials will not be invited or hosted by any governmental unit or senior 
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 Interviewed with TECO-HCM official, Phnom Penh, 2013 台商中秋晚會. 
30

 Interviewed with Key Informant T. 2013 September 23 at Informant C’s office. 
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personnel in Cambodia. This predicament is a result of the geo-political and historical causes 

described above. Even though the One China Policy has strongly implemented the principle of 

“Taiwan is a part of China,” the objective of this principle is to obtain the political and legal 

representation of the sovereignty, rather than extend the recognition of its civil protection to 

Taiwanese. In other words, it claims Taiwan is one of China’s province, but Taiwanese are 

neither Chinese citizens nor under the protection of the China Embassy. This marginalization 

of Taiwanese political identity in Cambodia is reflected in the structure of the Taiwanese 

community in Cambodia, which will be discussed in more details in the following parts of the 

chapter.  

 

Small yet Fractionally Divided Community 

    There was a six-year gap between my early visits to Cambodia (three visits with a total of 

four weeks stay from 2000 to 2003) and later field visits (five visits with total of 18 months 

stay, 2009 to present). In the 2009 field trip, the author brought 17 business cards of Taiwanese 

businessmen in Phnom Penh collected from previous trips (2000 - 2003), and expected to 

interview them and get new direction for my new research. As a result, five out of twelve 

Taishangs who had stayed in Phnom Penh have deceased, including two formal Presidents of 

TCAC, both murdered. In fact, after TCAC was founded in 1996, three out of seven presidents 

have passed away in office of non-natural causes. There are many more stories about robbery, 

kidnapping, and extortion surrounding Old Phnom Penhers [老金邊] that show how dangerous 

it could be to do business in Cambodia, but these are also business and social taboos when it 

comes to conversation with newcomers. Sharing these adventurous personal stories is always 

the best conversation topic among old PP Taishangs after several rounds of liquor at the dining 

table or in KTV boxes. But none of these would be mentioned in front of the visitors or 

possible business investors. “You don’t want to scare off those new arrivals,” said my field 

host Chi-Cheng [志誠]. But these sorts of stories reflect the risk and unpredictability of doing 

business in Cambodia, especially in the 1990’s when social order and law enforcement were 

severely under-constructed nationwide. However, there were more stories about the financial 
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disputes between Laoqiaos [old sojourners 老僑] and Xinqiaos [New sojourners 新僑] on this 

barren foreign soil [窮山惡水]. 

    Most of my Taiwanese informants, like those who migrated from China too, admitted that 

their limited education and language skill is the major reason why they decided to come to 

Cambodia. Unlike my field experiences among Overseas Chinese communities in Thailand, 

Singapore, Malaysia and North American cities, most Taiwanese in Cambodia do not speak 

English. Rarely do any of them have college or post-graduate education. The common career 

story is how they have started to work in the cities since their late teens from central or 

Southern Taiwan’s countryside hometowns. Soon they either started their own enterprises in 

Taiwan or were promoted to senior administrators in factories in traditional industries that are 

expanding to Cambodia due to its cheap labor cost. When their firms or factories lost their 

competitive advantages under the labor division of economic globalization in Taiwan 

(Williams 2003), they were forced to become economic migrants from Taiwan to Cambodia in 

the late 1990s and early 2000s. When asked about why they did not go to China (with a 

common culture and language), some addressed their concerns on political and economic 

security with stories they heard from their China Taishang friends. Among the Cambodian 

Taishangs, several of them re-migrated from China to Cambodia in the 2000’s because the 

operational costs in China’s factories went up, and their factories were again forced to move to 

secondary manufacturing locations like Cambodia, just like the extrapolation of Flying-geese 

theory (Bernard and Ravenhill 1995) stated.  

    And due to the limitation of higher education and language skills, Phnom Penh’s Tai-shangs 

have the inclination to clutch at professions that are interpersonal and have lower entrance 

barriers, and avoid positions that need higher education degrees, technological know-hows, and 

sophisticated language skills. Except starting their own businesses, their common jobs include 

retails, storekeeping, sales, human resource, operation management, account management, 

middleman, construction worker, developer, and real estate agency. Entrepreneurs, on the other 

hand, are usually the Cambodian branch owners or managers of a bigger brand agency, 

regional corporation, family business, or trade chain in the eastern Asia. For example, 

Xiaozhong [小鍾] (born in 1971) who is one of the earliest Taishang in Cambodia, was 

assigned to Cambodia when he was 22 years old, by Taiwan’s biggest grain dryer manufacturer, 
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Sanjiu [三久] as the deputy sales manager in 1994, alone with two other older Taiwanese 

managers. Four years later in 1998, when the political and economic risk increased and the 

company decided to pull out from Cambodia, he chose to stay and partnered with his old 

employer and took over the sales and maintenance service of the entire Cambodian market for 

that Taiwanese manufacturer ever since. Now, Xiaozhong and his youngest brother, have both 

settled down in Phnom Penh, and developed their career there. Xiaozhong is still single now, 

and has given up his previous insistence of not marrying a local girl. His brother just got 

married to his Taiwanese girlfriend in 2014. In terms of language, Xiaozhong does speak daily 

Khmer but have also established a close relationship with his Khmer-Chinese interpreter, Juyi 

[珠姨] over the last 20 years. Juyi is a Sino-Khmer, and was raised in Cambodia. Xiaozhong 

and 珠姨 couple live in the same house that Xiaozhong bought but registered under Juyi’s title 

since non-Cambodians were not allowed to own the real estate until 2010. We all call her Ayi 

[阿姨 (aunt) in Taiwanese] like Xiaozhong does. Ayi is not only the translator and secretary of 

the company, but also takes care of Xiao-zhong like her own son,   

    A second entrepreneur example is Chen Chihcheng [陳志誠] (born in 1979), who went to 

Phnom Penh to work for his Father, who just invested as co-owner of Guobin Motel [國賓汽車

休閒旅館], the first motel in Cambodia in 2003. Before he went to Cambodia, Chihcheng 

experienced “a dozen various jobs” from his late teenage years, such as a vender, shop clerk, 

and such. After graduated from occupational schools and a mandatory two-year military 

service, he then decided to join his father who has been investing and working in Phnom Penh 

since the mid-1990’s and just decided to open a motel in Phnom Penh. After arriving in Phnom 

Penh and working as the deputy general manager at the motel, Chihcheng soon fell in love with 

one of the motel’s Sino-Vietnamese-Khmer employee, Davy Chhuor [仇秀彩]. Chihcheng’s 

father 陳春地 soon decided to retire and went back to Taiwan due to health and medical 

reasons in 2011, and Chihcheng has taken over running the motel with his wife ever since. 

Like most cases, the land and the motel are registered under the Khmer wife’s name, while 

Davy is also the acting general manager of the motel since almost all employees are Khmers 

and Chihcheng tends not to speak any Khmer in public. Chihcheng and his new nuclear family 

(wife and two sons) have lived and settled down in Phnom Pen since “everything of his [他的
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所有身家] is at Phnom Penh,” he only goes to visit his parents and siblings in Taiwan once or 

twice a year. 

    Both Xiao-zhong and Chicheng’s Cambodian settlement experiences could be seen as two 

common patterns of Thaishang’s coming and staying. Most young Taiwanese came to 

Cambodia due to their jobs within the footwear or garment industries, or to join family 

members who came earlier. Although many said that, many criminals at large went to hide in 

Cambodia due to its loose custom management and law reinforcement environment. Those 

escapees [Mandarin: 跑路的 ; Taiwanese: Zhao-Lou-Ei] do not tend to settle down in 

Cambodia. Rather, they would flee to other countries or back to Taiwan after the major 

investigation had died-down [風聲過後]. However, there was a specific case that a right-hand 

man (nicknamed Buddha) of Taiwan’s biggest criminal organization since 1996 [竹聯幫] fled 

to Cambodia with his mob boss Chen Chili [陳啟禮]
31

. After Chen died in 2007, fellow gang 

member, Buddha, took over the business and became one of the most successful Taishang in 

Cambodia, claiming that his company contracted and built almost all the highways and mega-

infrastructure in Cambodia. Most of Taishangs who settled in Cambodia were all following 

these models: they came due to a long-term assignment on the job as Taiwanese staff [Taigan 

台幹] from the factory, and soon decided to stay and make a living in Cambodia since they are 

more familiar with the market or they married local Khmer girls. Rarely do we see anyone with 

a higher educational degree, or are capable of speaking English or Khmer in the Tai-shang 

circle. With local Sino-Khmer’s help and translation, they can maintain their daily life and 

communication with local employees. Among all 2000 Taiwanese in Cambodia, the author has 

only heard and known three who can speak, read and write fluent Khmer. The majorities of 

those who are based in Cambodia do not speak much Khmer and are all heavily dependent on 

local Sino-Khmer’s translational service. This created a new group of middleman since early 

1990’s. Those Sino-Khmers speak both Mandarin Chinese and Khmer, and are paid double or 

even triple to provide 24-7 language service. This is especially important since Taiwanese are 

one of the earliest foreign investors in Cambodia since late 1980’s. Their language and cultural 
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 Chen Chi-li is a legendary gangster who was involved in the political murder of author Henry Liu in 1984. 

Financial Times describes him as "the most prominent example of the Kuomintang's co-operation with gangsters 

in upholding its dictatorship.” He exiled in Cambodia from 1996-2007, and was naturalized and knighted as [王

爺] by the Royal Kingdom of Cambodia. He is aid to be the godfather of the United Bamboo Gang [竹聯幫]. 
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difficulties created demands on Chinese and Teochew [潮州話] interpreters, who were once 

not daring to reveal their language skills and ethnic background before 1985. The first ones 

who provided these language services have become the new rich in town when the new 

Kingdom of Cambodia was established, and later some of them have become the economic 

elites and tycoons of Cambodia. Some old Tai-shangs would still talk about the story that when 

they first came, that nowadays-tycoon was just his driver and translator, or he was just a 

business associates who begged to do business with them. Now, it is those tycoons are 

unreachable to Taishangs. 

 

The Dark History of Cambodia’s Taishang Community 

   Other than the local connection, internal fraction and social diversity within the 

Taiwanese community in Cambodia is rarely noticed since it is a small community with 

highly similar social class and cultural identities. The first time the author sensed the issue 

during my fieldwork was at the beginning of the third month. After more than two dozen of 

successful initiative visits and interviews with Tai-shang in Phnom Penh, the author found that 

many interviewees would ask, where he stayed and with whom he was more familiar in Phnom 

Penh [住哪, 跟誰比較熟]. Frequently after they heard him stay at 中信, they would ask about 

the price and contract he was offered. When the author responded that TCAC and two named 

senior leaders have provided me really great supports on getting a good deal with the hotel so 

that they can always introduce me more informants and brought me to further activities, many 

interviewees would reply with a very meaningful long “Oh~” or a hesitantly face. Then they 

would just diplomatically social with me without giving away any useful and insightful 

information. After running into more than four similar awkward situations, the author decided 

to conduct multiple follow-up visits to a couple of the informants who seemed more open to 

talk and to find out the reason behind that perfunctory attitude. Informant I007, who later 

became a very valuable source and a good friend of mine, finally opened up after five visits in 

two weeks, along with I009 and I010. The long hours of talking over our multiple interviews 

revealed “the dark history of Cambodia’s Tai-shang circle,” which involve land disputes, 

interest conflicts, frauds, betrays, violence, murders, lawsuits, gangsters, drug trafficking, arms 
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dealing, corruption and collusion. It explains lots of things and stories that the author have 

heard and informed from his experience over the years with Cambodia’s Taiwanese 

community. And more sources and interviews in following 9 months of my fieldwork have 

soon supported, verified, connected and extended more about those “not-to-be-mentioned 

things.”   

    In order to provide a brief summary of those dark stories, several significant matters should 

be addressed here for better understanding of the internal dynamics and interpersonal 

relationship within the Taiwanese Community in Cambodia. First, TCAC is primarily 

controlled by a group of 10~16 Lao Taishangs [老台商] after three of early TCAC president’s 

non-natural decease since 2004. The booming Cambodian economy, corruption, and lack-of-

transparency of elite politics have given those old Cambodian Taishangs lots of profitable 

opportunities over land transactions, investment agency fee
32

, broker’s commission, or Guanxi 

collusion and handlings. Thus, owning an official title from TCAC not only increases their 

reliability, but also provides communication channel and access of information to/from both 

Taiwan and Cambodia governments. Moreover, since Taiwan has no formal diplomatic or 

semi-governmental authority in Cambodia, TCAC thus replaces the stateless power vacancy 

and represents the authority of the Taiwanese and bureaucratic functions of Taiwan 

government in Cambodia. To hold TCAC’s leadership titles means much more than just 

holding a position in an ethnic or occupational organization.  

    Thus, it is understandable that there is an unspoken-but-everybody-knows-it price [行情] for 

every position in the TCAC
33

. Half of the price is above-the-table annual donation to the 

organization; half of the price is under-the-table social expense, which some asserts that it is a 

bottomless pit for burning money [燒錢的無底洞]. This quota is exactly why many people 

consider TCAC as a rich man’s club and not for everyone. This is to say, the results of the 

                                                           
32

 Social and business norm among Taishangs has it that middleman for matching transactions, investment, 

purchasing, leasing, introduction, brokering, consulting or reference earns a 3% fee of the deal or so-called 紅包. 

It is supposed to be a common sense and fixed-price [固定行情], however, its detail definition, range, and price 

are usually very controversial and subjective, in sense of amount of people or the degrees of involvement and 

impacts of the transactions. The conflicts and disagreement frequently turn into violence events (sometimes fatal). 

It is said that the third TCAC President was murdered due to similar reason. 
33

 The price range goes from couple thousands to $10,000 USD for various positions. The president of TCAC is 

expected to donate half of the annual budget or in charge of the fundraising events, while other members will pay 

their share as well. 
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election and the designation of each position are actually pre-arranged through internal Tang-

yuan rubbing [Mandarin: 挲 (搓) 圓仔; Taiwanese: so-înn-á]
34

 within the TCAC circle [商會

的那群人]
35

. As a result, the transparency of the election and decision-making process within 

TCAC never matches majority member’s expectation- open and free access. However, TCAC 

holds control over government communication channel, policy resources, local information 

collection/feeding, and even visa application channel to TECO-Ho Chi Minh city. No Tai-

shang in Cambodia dares to offend anyone of those TCAC key leaders. On the contrary, 

Taishangs try to maintain a “somehow sticky, but not too sticky [有點黏又不太黏]” distance 

and interaction. Many try to respond as positively as possible when TCAC officials call for 

donation or helps, while some try to keep a distance with TCAC but not to make a hostile 

relationship. After all, those dark stories circulates in the community keep remind people that a 

gunman could take a live for $200 USD; as a result, many old Taishang owns firearms
36

. 

Alternatively, either army, police, or military police would come arrest you because “someone 

accuses you something.” And you know they were actually paid to put you in trouble, or make 

you pay. So, “stay low key, never ever offend anyone, or make any enemy [低調、絕對不要

得罪任何人、樹敵],” these reminders were addressed repeatedly in various occasions by 

almost everyone. Needless to mention Cambodia is one of the favorite locations for Taiwanese 

escapees and criminals.    

     Due to the information asymmetry, social tension and personal insecurity addressed above, 

some Taishang in Cambodia have accused that TCAC is controlled [把持] by those few core 

members and by their black-box decision-making process. This is not exactly true, because 

even those few core members do not see eye to eye or agree with each other. They are also 

divided by their personal background, wealth, dialect, political affiliation, occupations, and of 

course, personal relationships. Among all active staff over past three terms of directing board, 

                                                           
34

 Tangyuan Rubbing is a common political and commercial jargon/slang in Taiwan to describe the collective 

action of internal consultation, interest exchange/allocation, collusive tendering, or bid/election rigging under 

table over nomination, election, contracting, public bidding, foreclosure, or auction among competitors or various 

parties.  
35

 The author participated and observed 7 times of the monthly directive board meetings between June 2013 and 

May 2014. The re-election of president or new president candidate has been a hot topic on and off the meetings. 

The entire process and interactions fully reflected how those few senior TCAC staffs self-arranged and negotiated 

privately all affairs before the meeting was launched and before decisions were made publicly.  
36

 The author has run into one dealing and two massive arms trafficking during my stay in Cambodia. The author 

was also offered to “check and look” if needs. “Price low low, cheap cheap” the arm-dealing police officer said.  
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they can be further divided into various groups by their industries or status, such as the real 

estate’s, the garment factory’s, the footwear’s, retirees [土地幫的, 紡織廠的, 製鞋的, 退休的]. 

Many social groups are organized mainly based on their occupational network, partnership and 

long-term friendship [交情]. They also developed financial and business partnerships in land 

investment or joint enterprises. A special case is that the only 12 female Taishangs in 

Cambodia from the late 1990’s decided to establish sworn sisterhood, publicly known as “12 

Ladies of Jinbian (Phnom Penh) [金邊 12 金釵]
37

, a sorority-like social tie based upon gender-

oriented social group. Also, there are social groups that based on either local identities, which 

divide members by Mandarin speaking (Mainlanders 外省人) or Taiwanese speaking (本省人). 

This separation often can also be relevant to their political affiliation, pro-unification/pan-blue 

[支持統一/泛藍政黨支持者] or pro-independence/ pan-green [支持獨立/泛綠政黨支持者] 

stances.  

    Although the majority of Tai-shangs are based in Phnom Penh, there are also around 30 

Taishangs based in the second biggest city in Cambodia, Siem Reap, a city known by its 

Angkor Wat temples. These Taishangs mostly are small business owners in tourism and related 

industries, and they feel neglected since those TCAC leaders in Phnom Penh never really take 

their needs and demands into consideration but only when they need their service for free. 

Therefore, several Tai-shangs in Siem Reap organized their own Association of Taiwanese in 

Cambodia [柬埔寨台灣同鄉會 ], an informal and Facebook-based social organization. 

Additionally, Informant I008 who is the founder of this club had also attempted but failed to 

formalize this semi-regional Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce in Siem Reap with OCAC. But 

OCAC views TCAC as the other agency to deal with and saw I008 and his supporters as 

troublemakers.   

    Based on the above-mentioned situation, even though Taiwanese in Cambodia is not a very 

big community (if compared with Chinese mainlanders or Sino-Khmers), it is still a diverse 

group and is divided into several factions that have different business interests and living scale 

                                                           
37

 The term was inspired by a popular 1989 Yang-Lihua [楊麗花] Taiwanese opera drama [歌仔戲; Taiwanese: 

koa-á-hì] on TV, 金陵十二釵 [12 ladies of Jinling], adapted from the plot of Dream of the Red Chamber [紅樓

夢]. Originally, it refers to 12 female characters in the story, and it was then used to label the female Tai-shang’s 

sorority/ social group in Phnom Penh.   
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based on their social and economic status. TCAC as the only formal ethnic organization in the 

community, its political structure has been steadily maintained by the few vested power-

holders [既得利益者] to control over policy resource and power. Internally, when there is a 

conflict of interests, TCAC core members and staff do try to sort all things out in peace and 

privately through Tang-yuan rubbing dinning and drinking. However, the dark stories of 

Cambodia Tai-shang also showed that sometimes the way of solving conflict could be crime-

framing, lawsuits, bloody violence or even fatal murders. This also explains why one of my 

TCAC informants would never let anyone know his whereabouts. He would call me and asked 

my location minutes before he came to meet me with his bodyguard/driver if he wants to talk 

to me. Nobody would know whether he is at Phnom or at Taiwan since he always purchases 

the air ticket on the site over the front desk. The reason why he acts this way is, after several 

accused land scams and commission disputes, one of his old friends, whom he framed with 

drug dealing and murder and was forced to leave Phnom Penh and give up co-owned property, 

has put out a bounty for my informant’s life.  

    Externally, TCAC has also encountered a lot of critiques and opposition. In fact, many 

groups have attempted to establish alternative formal ethnic organizations to replace TCAC or 

competing for policy resources, such as Taiwanese Industrial Union association in Cambodia 

[柬埔寨台灣產業工會聯誼會] and the Association of Taiwanese in Cambodia [柬埔寨台灣

同鄉會]. However, none of these attempts was able to shock the system or structure so far. 

And it does not seem likely that another organization/group will replace TCAC’s influence 

within the Taiwanese community in Cambodia, at least not until an official Taiwanese state 

agency is established in Cambodia.  

 

Rice Donation: Transnational Charity and Local Guanxi Network  

    In terms of the annual activity calendar, TCAC only regularly organizes its monthly general 

council meeting and Annual holiday banquet
38

. Other than these two routine annual events, 

                                                           
38

 Since most Taishangs will go back to Taiwan for Lunar New Year, TCAC members normally celebrate one of 

the other two holidays among three big holidays [中秋, 端午 過年]. Either 中秋 or 端午, TCAC usually combines 

its annual general assembly or new board inauguration (every two years, normally in June) and holiday banquet 
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TCAC and its 10~20 active members only gather together on occasional events, such as above-

mentioned reception of Taiwanese visitors or government officials. One specific event that 

attracted my attention is the occasional rice donation. Since Cambodia and Phnom Penh’s 

infrastructure and metro public drainage system
39

 are still under construction, flooding has 

become one of the two biggest issues in Cambodia (the other one is traffic jam). Thus, every 

year when it comes to wet/raining season from May to October, flooding becomes common 

scenery, especially during wet season’s peak months (July to September). Starting from early 

2000, TCAC started to cooperate with several other Taishang organizations in Southeast Asian 

countries on rice donation for those flooded regions in Cambodia. The early donation started 

with small amount of rice and cash, and the donation event became bigger since 2008. The 

commercial elite network form Asia Taiwanese Chambers of Commerce [ASTCC 亞洲台商總

會 (亞總)] provides the communication platform to make this transnational charitable event 

possible. Most of the time, Taiwanese Chambers of Commerce in relative developed Southeast 

Asian countries like Singapore, Malaysia, and Thailand makes cash donation, while Overseas 

Chinese Council from Taiwan matches the cash donation amount for rice purchasing. Several 

leaders in Cambodia’s Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce who have been in charge of these 

events decided to purchase rice from several Thailand’s Tai-shangs, usually 200 to 500 tons of 

Thai or Vietnamese rice. The shipping cost is usually covered by donation or Phnom Penh’s 

wealthier Tai-shangs too. Those few Cambodia Taishangs then make contact with the 

Association of Chinese in Cambodia [柬華理事總會] and local government senior officials to 

set up a rice-donation ceremony.  

    However, within the community there are a lot of rumors, speculations and criticism about 

the operation of rice donation, which allude to possible corruption, misappropriation, self-

enriching, and political conspiracy. First, rice donation is usually carried out during 

Cambodia’s election period and is donated to the Cambodia People’s Party, the ruling party. 

Second, the operations and accounting details, such as the purchasing price and amount of rice 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
for all members. And every year the President [會長] of TCAC will treat all council members for New Year [喝春

酒] between opening date after Lunar New Year [新年開工, date varies each year on Almanac] and Lantern 

Festival [Yuanxiao 元宵節, 農曆正月十五]. 
39

 Although street drainage ditch in Phnom Penh has existed since French colonial period, the whole system has 

been totaled and dysfunctional after long-term civil war. Most cement covers of street drainage are still there but 

there is no gutter under. Some said those cement covers were laid on the ground for “nice looking and constructors 

can apply for Japanese and western foreign aids” in 1990’s.  
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and cash donations are never revealed to public. The shipping cost is also over-priced and the 

business has always been carried by a specific shipping company. Most critiques focused on 

the fact that the few handlers did not donate any money but harvested all the credits, including 

personal network expansion and financial gain. Some Cambodia Taishang donors are told that 

it is complicated and involving corruption of government officials and thus are advised not to 

ask about it. A specific informant of mine talked about the Taishangs who asked too many 

questions, “then they were never asked or invited to take part in any rice donation again. And 

now she/he then doesn’t talk to me anymore.” On August 23 2014, seven Cambodia’s 

Taishangs [江永興、齊偉能、蔡宜晉、張恒澤、王聖賢、黃資怡、王榮章] were conferred 

by the CPP government with the Decoration of National Construction [國家建設勳章] to 

address their long-term charitable contribution. 

    It is difficult to figure out what has really happened and whether those speculations are true 

or not. But clearly the transnational network and social capitalization of TCAC’s rice donation 

phenomenon has explained how this charitable event is more than a benevolent event or a 

reciprocal gift exchange. It demonstrates how few Taiwanese businessmen in Cambodia have 

successfully transformed their Taiwanese social capital from transnational and professional 

network into new Cambodia’s political and social capital in order to create a new local 

Guanxi network for their benefit. It is a transformative and yet transnational gifting process that 

diasporic businessmen strategically re-capitalize their primordial social and cultural identities 

into new settlement’s connection and local network.  

 

Sex, Marriage and Property Ownership 

    Since early 1990’s, transnational marriages between males from East Asian countries and 

females from Southeast Asian countries have been drawing lots of academic attention on issues 

such as gender equality, human trafficking, domestic violence, household education, cultural 

adaption, socio-economic status, and language acquisition. However, few have noticed about 

the connection between property ownership and transnational marriage in Cambodia. Kusakabe 

et al. looked into Cambodian women’s social position and their gender relations under new 

property law (especially lands) that brought equal right of title registration for both man and 
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women (Kusakabe, et al. 1995). Wangping Tai and Samuel C.Y. Kuo studied the institutional 

function, operational details and management necessity of nominal operation [人頭與掛名經

營] based on their field investigation of Taiwanese enterprises in Vietnam, Myanmar, Malaysia 

and the Philippines (Tai and Kuo 2010: 42-59). However, no research has focused on the 

influence of Taiwanese-Cambodian transnational marriage on social exchanges among 

companionship, body, citizenship, property right and financial security.  

    This transnational marriage and gender relationship can be reviewed in three various social 

levels: sex, companionship, and marriage. Since the majority Taiwanese who reside in 

Cambodia are male in their age of 30 to 50 and go to post in single [單身赴任 ], it’s 

understandable that paying for sex, night clubbing, drinking, KTV, and seeking female 

companionship have been the most significant part of Tai-shang and Taigan’s [台幹 Taiwanese 

managers] life in Cambodia. The author himself was even approached and inquired more than 

four times within 6 months by local friends or acquaintances
40

. KTV is especially important 

and key program, since it is almost the only entertainment and place to go after dinner for a 

second/third party. And many young Tai-shangs and their visitors will conclude the night with 

the girl they pick from KTV in the next door or nearby hotels. Sex treatment and drinking-

singing with bar girls [喝花酒] are very common among Cambodian Tai-shangs and their 

clients, visitors and inspectors. Beer gardens/houses and KTVs are not just places for social 

networking, but always has with sex service as part of the package, unless the Neon light 

signboard says, “Family KTV.” Like it’s commonly said to new comers, “Cambodia is short of 

everything but women [柬埔寨 (市場)什麼都缺，就是不缺女人].” My field notes show that I 

have been to at least 16 different KTVs and beer gardens (some multiple times) during my 11-

month stay. On average, the Tai-shangs go to KTV about two to three times per week, with the 

highest frequency of going every night in a week. It is important since it is considered 

offensive and impolite [不好相處, 失禮, 得罪人, 難搞, 假仙, 沒意思 掉漆, 掉鍊子, 裝清高 

                                                           
40

 Typically question is, “do you need a girlfriend?” even if these two enquirers clearly know that the author is 

married. She or he is either asking for his relates or enquirer herself is seeking sugar daddy. According to my 

survey, the common cost/market price [行情] is to live in with about 400 USD cash allowance per month, or by 

bargain varies due to “girlfriend’s” age, appearance, language skills and of course, “feelings.” In addition, it is 

always exclusive for the female but not male.  
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(terms that blame the author for not “cooperating”- not doing the same things)] to turn down 

the invitation or attending without picking up a bar girl to sit next to you.  

    In terms of companionship and romantic engagement, those Tai-gans who were assigned to 

Cambodia for several years and do not plan to settle down do travel back to Taiwan regularly, 

or have their spouse or partner come visiting from time to time. But normally when their 

children grow to school age, their wives spend most of the time staying at Taiwan to take care 

of their children and aged parents. It then again leaves those Tai-shangs or Tai-gans working in 

Cambodia, alone. Some young men who came single to choose to settle down after romantic 

engagement with local co-workers or local girls. However, in many cases, the two sides have 

very different definition of their relationship. Because for these Taiwan males, it is simply 

companionship without legal effect while local females consider it as marriage. This 

discrepancy of how they view their relationship is mainly because civil marriage (or 

Common law marriage/ marriage registration) is not common in Cambodia
41

. De Facto or 

conventional Marriage [事實婚姻] is more common and applicable for many even in present 

Cambodia- it only requires an open ceremony, cohabitation, having sexual activities and giving 

birth to offspring. Therefore, for most Cambodians, marriage certificate is only needed when it 

comes to international marriage, passport and visa application, or any other legal necessities.   

    The third thing that could play a key factor in transnational marriages is legal barriers of 

citizenship and land/property right. In Cambodia, only Cambodian citizens are allowed to 

own the title of land and property. Foreign citizens are only allowed to buy and own building 

units, but not the land based on 2010’s new Foreign Ownership Law
42

. It used to be easier to 

obtain Cambodian citizenship before 1997. At that time, many foreign investors obtained 

citizenship through official or unofficial channels since the nation’s citizen and household 

                                                           
41

 Royal government’s Ministry of Interior started to build up the civil registration system since December 2000 

under the Sub Decree 103, and fully enforced the system in August 2002. Due to ignorance, inconvenience and 

corruption problems, most new couples do not register their marriage until it is legally necessary to do so. 
42

 Speculation from multiple sources of mine has it that the new Act acts against the funding law of national 

identity and property right, which regulates foreign hot money so the foreign inventors would not elevate the real 

estate price in the Cambodia too rapidly. But “Chinese businessmen leading by Sino-Khmer tycoon and 

congressman Sir 刘明勤” have supported the pass of the new bill so that foreign buyers can help boost the real 

estate profits and consume the vacancy units. After the foreign Ownership Law passed, the real estate price in 

Phnom Penh went up more than 200% in 4 years, two different Chinese developer informants confirmed.  
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registration was still in chaos
43

. However, it became more difficult to obtain Cambodian 

citizenship after the Citizenship Law was announced in 1996. And after being able to speak 

and write Khmer became part of the criteria to pass the citizenship exam and naturalization 

process, it is extremely difficult for a foreigner to get Cambodian citizenship, even if that 

person is married to a Cambodian citizen. The legal barriers created by the property and 

citizenship law, not only make it difficult to integrate and adapt for foreign investors and 

migrants, but also influence the nature of transnational marriages and relationships. These 

influences on transnational marriages include bigamy, legal representativeness, and 

materialization as an observed result from my field experiences in Cambodia. 

    More importantly, since Cambodia shut down the Taiwan representative office at Phnom 

Penh and changed Taiwan’s nationality status as “Taiwan Province, China” on all 

governmental documents and publications since 1997, Taiwanese government has then 

suspended to authenticate and accept Royal government’s documents that uphold “One China 

policy.” It was not too big a problem since both sides do not have any formal or informal 

relations in all aspects. On the nationwide level, this change impacts the international trade; on 

the individual level, this change affects the recognition and validity of degree certificates, 

international travel documents, Statement of Single (on marriage status), and most importantly, 

the marriage certificates, which specify Taiwan spouse’s nationality as Taiwan Province, China. 

This does not cause too much inconvenience since anyone can pretty much buy or bribe to get 

any real and yet “customized” documents in Cambodia. This just creates a bigger market for 

“Document cockroach” [文件蟑螂], those who know how to “handle” the clerks, officials, 

gatekeepers, seal keepers, TCAC paper handlers in Cambodia
44

, and staff in Vietnam TECO 

                                                           
43

 Even in present days, there are still Cambodians from remote provinces who do not have proper government-

issued identification. IMF, UN, ADB and other foreign authorities all confirm that there is no census data nor 

exact number of population available. This is why it is difficult to check the number of eligible voters in the action 

and the population distribution in Cambodia. Property ownership and title paper are usually very disputable and 

problematic. Therefore, you can purchase a real ID card or driver license from black market. The price will be 

double or higher if you would like it to be confirmable in the system- the sellers would have to pay their 

acquaintances to key in the data into the system so it would be a real ID card or driver’s license. However, under 

most of the situation, you would be advised not to pay for that extra since policemen will not be able to check 

anyway. The author was asked for $40 to $80 USD for a motor driving license.  
44

 Three different informants have named a specific TCAC senior staff for document forgery. The senior staff 

explains to me that, because the Cambodia-issued “Taiwan province, China” documents are not acceptable nor 

admissible by the TECO office and Taiwan government, he was holding good will and doing good things [好心, 

作功德] to replace [抽換] the documents with acceptable ones. But three other informants also claimed that they 

have to pay or give red envelope [紅包] for his “service.” It is important to maintain good relationship with him, 
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offices
45

. Moreover, since early 2002, there has been more news about Taiwanese 

matchmakers and “marriage-broker” who conducted human trafficking, abducting and 

exploiting those foreign brides [外籍新娘 ] from Vietnam to Taiwan. This also caught 

Cambodian government’s attention and has then forbidden these “matchmaking business.” 

This did stop the so-called “Bride Picking tourism” [找老婆觀光], an international all-the-

way [一條龍] martial trip for Taiwanese bachelors to meet, pick, engage, marry, have sex [洞

房] and bring the bride back to Taiwan, all in two weeks. On the contrary, the government 

banning pushed this commercialized transnational marriage agency into the black market, 

along with document forgery business. It is worth paying attention to the role of several key 

TCAC staff in this case since they are the gatekeepers of receiving and verifying those 

applications/documents. Due to the previously described diplomatic reasons, Cambodia affairs 

are overseen by the Taiwanese OCAC secretary [僑務秘書] and Visa secretary [領務秘書] in 

TECO Ho Chi Minh. Due to the limitation of language and knowledge of local situation, they 

review the Visa/certificate applications or other petitions based on who the guarantors/sponsors 

[保證人/擔保人] is (who are usually famous Cambodia Tai-shangs or celebrities). For those 

unheard-of applicants who are either walk-in applicants, self-support, or supported by 

unknown corporations or Tai-shangs, the TECO-Ho Chi Minh staff call and confirm their 

identities with TCAC leaders. The TCAC leaders they consulted are usually the secretary 

general Chen, permanent honor president Jiang, and then the current president, and the opinion 

from these few key personnel determines whether an application will be accepted or reject. 

Consequently, the TCAC key figures do have the decisive power on Visa applications and 

document authentication, including certificate of marriage and degrees from Cambodia.  

    In terms of Cambodian-Taiwanese transnational marriage, the authentication and admission 

of marriage certificate and spousal visa have officially been suspended due to the invalidity of 

documents (“Taiwan Province, China”) since 2006. From then on, only three cases (仇、金、

不知名) of Cambodian female spouses were able to obtain a spousal visa and went to Taiwan. 

Other Cambodian spouses who want to go to Taiwan had to go through other channels such as 

                                                                                                                                                                                        
because he does not do this for everyone, even if you have money [In Taiwanese: “有錢不一定麥給汝道啥杠(有

錢還不一定幫你忙)”].  
45

 According to informants, there are at least two TECO-Vietnam’s Visa and migration officials who were accused 

of bribes, abuse of power, and malfeasance (interviewed with 莊休福、蕭裕文).  
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applying for a tourist or commercial visa with famous Taishang or TCAC guarantors, or 

“paying” for the visa through “other help.” Those couples suffered in this inhumane situation 

can be considered as the political victims of One China policy. This predicament caused many 

Taiwanese males with Cambodian spouses to consider staying and developing their family and 

career in Cambodia rather than in Taiwan. Otherwise, they would have to face yearly 

application, petition process and bureaucratic frustration for their Cambodian spouse to obtain 

Taiwanese visa, never mention naturalization. Fortunately, both Taiwan and Cambodia adapt 

Jus sanguinis citizenship system and accept dual citizenship, so the Taiwan-Cambodian 

couple’s children are eligible for dual citizenship, and then the children’s Cambodian mother 

can apply for dependent visiting [依親] Visa to Taiwan after the child is born. Although they 

would have to wait for years and these partnership may not be legally protected as registered 

marriage, many local spouses cannot do anything but cope along with the status quo while their 

conventional/de fecto marriage is publicly accepted and recognized in Cambodia anyway.  

    The question is then, if Taiwanese know the transnational marriage and relationship will 

encounter so may difficulties, why they would still decide or even eager to marry Cambodian 

spouses/partners other than in the name of love? Land registration and title rights can be a great 

incentive or excuse for many to rationalize their adultery, bigamy or having Khmer 

concubine(s). In Cambodia, foreigners are not allowed to possess any land, and the ownership 

of non-land real estate (apartments and condominium units above ground floor) has only been 

opened to foreigners since 2010 under the new foreign ownership law approved by King 

Norodom Sihamoni on May 2010. This creates an investing mania that targets on the 

skyrocketing price of apartments and condominium units in Cambodia from nearby by 

countries, especially Mainland China, Taiwan and Korea. The average unit price in Phnom 

Penh has increased more than 400% in three years, and this creates amazing arbitrage 

opportunity (profit margins) for landowners. Even before this mania started, many Taiwanese 

have been famous with their land speculation since early 1990’s. This is why it is worthy for 

many foreign residents to spend half million US dollar to obtain Cambodian citizenship. For 

example, a Taiwanese informant who owns Cambodia citizenship acquired a piece of land with 

the unit price of $150 USD in nearby provinces outside the Capital, and sold it to following 

Taiwanese investors by $1,700/per unit after 13 months for factory construction. He has then 

loaned his title right to the foreign investor for $40 USD/per unit every month as title 
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lending/management fee. The stories of land seize, fraudulently-selling and ownership disputes 

between local title lenders and foreign owners happen too often. The best solution then is to 

own Cambodian citizenship, but it has become extremely difficult since it requires speaking 

and writing Khmer. Thus, the most common, secure, easiest, and fastest solution is to have a 

“local wife,” who will pay all her attention on learning Chinese or Taiwanese and taking care 

of children and domestic chore, and of course sign any document the husband tell her to.   

    Accordingly, no one would surprise to see an old Cambodia Tai-shang has a live-in young 

Cambodian wife [柬埔寨老婆] who takes care of their pre-school children and speak fluent 

Chinese or even Taiwanese dialect, while the Taiwanese wife [台灣大老婆] or some called ex-

wife takes care of finance, the company head office and school aged children in Taiwan. The 

Taiwanese big wife will come to “overlook” the business and all property in Cambodian once a 

while. In an extreme case, a Taishang (I039) has had nine Cambodian wives, and not even sure 

how many children he has since some have gone back to villages and lost contact. A typical 

case from my interviews and observation is that a young Tai-shang falls in love with one of his 

female co-worker, who is usually Sino-Khmer and hired by him. He then would change his 

career plan and decided to start his own business in Cambodia. Through personal network, 

many other Tai-shangs and Taiwanese investors then will pay cash subsidy to borrow this 

Cambodian wife’s name to register for a company or buy land so that they don't need to take 

the risk of putting the business or property under their employee or local Sino-Khmer’s name. 

There is even a market price for title-change signing bonus- USD $1,000 ~ 1,200 for both old 

and new names. And of course, that is a market price of the monthly subsidy per meter square 

for using name as well as selling bonus/ red envelope [紅包] for the name owner.  

    It will be an overstatement and exaggeration to claim all Taiwan-Cambodian transnational 

relationships involve in this name lending of land title registration [借名土地產權登記]. This 

section’s purpose is not to victimize Cambodia spouse and neglect their right in making martial 

decision; nor does this research accuse Taiwanese males in Cambodia of involving in similar 

untypical, unethical relationship. Rather, the ethnographical narratives presented here is to 

demonstrate the untold and neglected transnationality under such socio-political status quo. It 

is undeniable that most Tai-shang in Cambodia are male, as only one Taiwan-Khmer 

transnational couple female Taishang partner [九阿姨] with local Sino-Khmer male among out 
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of the twelve couples that the author interviewed is consisted of female Tai-shang partner [九

阿姨] and local Sino-Khmer male. The male Tai-shangs’ entrepreneurship, gender unbalance 

among the Taiwanese population, and the single-on-post working pattern all help explain why 

the major night life style among Cambodia Tai-shang usually involve drinking and sex 

treatment. More importantly, this section is depicting a clear picture of Cambodia Tai-shang’s 

private life and martial decisions under the social and legal environment. 

 

Conclusion: “Why Do You Taiwanese Celebrate Chinese New Year?”  

    In this chapter, the author described the ethnic ecology of the Taiwanese community in 

Cambodia. Taiwanese community’s transnational political structure, ethnic organizational 

hierarchy, community history, organizational leadership and internal factions, social 

positionality and ethnic relations within the local Chinese community and Khmer elites, 

transformation of identities through rice donation, transnational marriage are all analyzed 

respectively. The main purpose of this chapter is to portray the full picture of a similar yet 

indeed a different type of Chineseness in Cambodia other than Mainland Chinese and Sino-

Khmers. However, it is arguable whether the Taiwanese community in Cambodia is a 

regional/provincial identity, or just one of the unique variations among all heterogeneous 

Chineseness. As the author have argued in chapter one and two, the answer and definition rely 

on the boundary, analytical units, and structural differentiation the analysts or reviewers set to 

include or exclude their understanding over the entire Chinese community [Hua-ren 華人社區] 

in general. The aforementioned characteristics can be used to portray a distinctive sub-group of 

Chineseness based on my field data from the Taiwanese community in Cambodia. It’s clear 

that the separated transnational political structure, ethnic organizational network, parallel 

relations with local community and other Chinese social federations, independent leadership 

hierarchy, particular social and linguistic identity alienated with other Chinese, specific 

transnational marriage and citizenship situation and especially political affiliation and 

recognition are all their unique identity experience and Chineseness markers. The unique 

characteristics in political, cultural, social and economic environment support that Taiwanese 

in Cambodia indeed is an essentially different type of Chineseness.  
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    As one of my Khmer friends, Udom asked when I invited him over for a Chinese New Year 

dinner. “What kind of Chinese you are? How come you Taiwanese are celebrating Chinese 

New Year too? Should you have your own Taiwanese New Year?” These are questions many 

Taiwanese do not know how to response. And this chapter can be seen as part of my answer to 

his questions. On a board-defined cultural level, Taiwanese and Chinese share a lot of similar 

cultural and historical heritage. However, after over 70 years of political and spatial 

segregation, and as a result of independent social and economic development, there has been 

great differentiation between Taiwanese Chinese [台籍華人] and Mainland Chinese [中國大

陸華人 ]. On the ethnic and social organization level, all aforementioned differences 

differentiate the group images of Taiwanese [台灣人] and other Chinese communities [其他華

人社區]. On the daily level, stateless Taiwanese identities in Cambodia could be a double-

edged sword [水能載舟、亦能覆舟]. On one hand, it provides the cultural advantage, social 

leverage, superficial identity, and apolitical ethnic recognition for Tai-shangs in optimizing 

their social capital with others Chinese. On the other hand, a localized diasporic experience of 

Taiwaneseness [台灣性] in Cambodia helps to enforce ethnic consolidation, trust network and 

sense of social pride from within in opposition to the Chineseness centered by Zhingnanhai 

power chauvinism and yet embodied by the ideology of populist nationalism [一個以中南海

為中心的權力沙文主義和以民粹國族想像充填內涵的華性]
46

. 

  

                                                           
46

 On the translation of Chineseness, please see chapter 2.  
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Chapter Six    Decentralization of Chineseness: Mainland Chinese Immigrants in 

Cambodia 

 

“Where there are Chinese, there is politics; social organizations are politics, standing 

order during ancestry worship is politics; ranking of donation is politics; position siting 

during the photo session is politics; all receptions and farewells are politics; you tell me 

what in the diasporic community is not politics? 

[有华人的地方就有政治，社团就是政治，祭祖站位也是政治，捐献排名也是政

治，照相排位也是政治，送往迎来也是政治，你跟我说侨社的哪件事不是政治?]” 

       Ye Xu 徐野,  

The personal assistant of ACC Chair, from Beijing.柬華理事總會會長助理, 北京人 

 

    Yi [易] was 23 years old when I first met him at a basketball court by Hokkien Huiguan’s 

Min Sheng School [柬埔寨福建会馆公属民生学校] in 2011. Since we were both new in town, 

did not have many friends and shared the same love of basketball; we quickly bonded over the 

three-month duration of my summer fieldwork, meeting every day at the court and frequently 

having dinner together. Coming from a small town near Zhangzhou City Fujian China, he 

confessed that he got into some trouble and came to Cambodia with RMB ¥70,000 (USD 

$11,272) cash that his family gave him when he left. He first worked for an interior design 

construction company owned by a relative of his while I was finishing my preliminary 

fieldwork. When I returned to Phnom Penh in May 2013, he was among the first friends that I 

contacted. He was glad to hear of my return, but seemed too busy to meet me at the basketball 

court anymore. After a couple of months, he finally showed up courtside during a rainy 

afternoon, dressed in business casual attire and accompanied by a black Lexus SUV, the most 

popular “Bossman car” in Cambodia. Later at dinner, “he told me that he no longer has time to 

shoot hoops due to his business with 3 corporations that he co-owns with his relative. Within 

two years of his arrival, he had established himself as the co-owner of an interior design and 

construction company that specializes in customizing luxury wood furniture crafts and trade. 
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Not only did he return the money his family gave him when he left, he admitted to have earned 

more than half a million US dollars in past two years. During dinner, he talked about his future 

business plans, and asked if I could help him find some US suppliers. Yi’s journey in 

Cambodia has perhaps just begun as many of mainland Chinese have flown in since the late 

1990s.  

    Compared to the generational Sino-Khmer community and the Taiwanese Community in 

Cambodia from 1989, mainland Chinese communities in Cambodia are relatively new and still 

under development. As many of my Chinese Mainland informants asserted, their decision to 

migrate to Cambodia stems from the possibility of career growth supported by economic 

incentives and the wide assumption that the country lacks supervision related to such issues of 

money and trade, including nonexistent regulations, transparency, high risk- high return, open-

cash economy, under-developed with potential for rapid growth, no English but Chinese 

approved, and so forth. Apparently, it seems most of those reasons for their migration and 

settlement in Cambodia are economic orientated. However, further discoveries presented in 

this chapter supported with my ethnographic field data, shows that economic motivation is not 

the only reason for their immigration. Laws and regulations such as China’s One Child Policy, 

Residence Registration System, and private property rights as well as the development gap 

between urban and remote areas, gender and discrimination, intensified education and business 

competition due to over-population, and related domestic pressure are all forces within this 

push-and-pull chain of migration movement. Beyond this flourishing wave of Chinese 

immigrants to Cambodia, the focus of this chapter is how this new community begins to 

generate an internal social and political structure, especially in its personal decisions on social 

engagement within those regional, occupational, commercial, or political organizations. 

    Therefore, this chapter first looks into the transnational networks and political structure of 

China’s overseas affairs and its implementation within the mainland Chinese community in 

Cambodia. After mapping out the complete upper structure of transnational political hierarchy, 

the chapter discusses how such a structure restrains and influences the operation and leadership 

of local organizations within the mainland Chinese community in Cambodia. Moreover, the 

chapter then investigates the membership system and individuality at the local community 

level. Through presenting multiple cases of the member’s migration journey, organizational 
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engagement, and social dynamics in Cambodia, it is argued in this chapter that the mainland 

Chinese community in Cambodia is a dually stratified social entity. Members of the 

community can be divided into two classes: a class of capitalist elites with high liberty and 

incentives in engaging with the upper political and transnational structures, as well as the other 

class of transnational rovers who use immigration as a method in resisting the domestic 

predicaments in the hometown.      

 

Transnational Political Structure of Overseas Chinese Affairs: China and Cambodia 

    Since the Reform and Open [改革开放] policy started in 1978, overseas Chinese outside 

China have become the major target of China’s foreign direct investment source. Differing 

from the anti-mercantilism sentiments during the Culture revolution, the People Republic of 

China’s Overseas Chinese policy in the post-cultural revolution era had turned its direction 

from returnee recruitment and political recognition seeking to investment fundraising in the 

sack of motherland construction. Instead of political maneuvering and recognition seeking, 

China’s Overseas Chinese Policy after 1978 concentrated on foreign direct investment 

recruitments, especially targeting East and Southeast Asian countries. Despite the fact that 

many Overseas Chinese in the region have predominated economic activities in those countries 

after WWII, many overseas Chinese communities were divided by cold war ideological 

competition. This political antagonism between the Republic of China (R.O.C) and the 

People’s Republic of China (P.R.O.C.),is also known as the Cross-Strait Rival of the 

Kuomintang [KMT 国民党] government in Taiwan and Communist Regime in Mainland 

China. Both sides not only fight for socio-economic mobilization and political recognition 

from those communities in their favor, but also compete for the support of ruling legitimacy 

and power over cultural interpretation. This cross-strait competition that existed since 1949 had 

gradually lost its even match after the PROC replaced ROC in the United Nations as the only 

legal representative government (Kan 2007). Since then, the PROC has established formal 

diplomatic relations with 165 countries, while the ROC maintains relations with only 23 

countries. The competition between both sides, now known as China and Taiwan, has 

contributed to maintaining the cross strait among Chinese communities overseas. Thereafter, 
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both China and Taiwan’s Overseas Chinese policies have competed for OC organizations’ 

political recognition and support, especially since China’s economic boom and Taiwan’s 

downturn following the late 1990s. Unlike the cool war ideology confrontation, the nature of 

the cross-strait competition shifted to center on the dispute of the One China Policy, especially 

in regards to Taiwan’s international status. This paradigm shift of cross-strait competition 

gradually separated overseas Chinese communities, such as those in Cambodia. Yet, earning 

the support of OC organizations and community leaders has become extremely crucial since 

the 1990s. Combined, the historical background, political antagonism and long-term separation 

of two political entities have set the tone and have come to define the nature of internal 

relationships between citizens from both sides of the Taiwan Strait, especially regarding 

confrontations on foreign soil. Consequently, it is important to look into China’s transnational 

political structure of Overseas Chinese affairs, to understand how policy shifts impact political 

agencies, while governmental resource re-distribution can influence OC communities. Under 

such a transnational political structure, a clear organizational hierarchy among official 

governmental authorities, policy agencies, semi-governmental transnational organizations and 

civic organizations from both China and Cambodia can be drawn. Within such political frame, 

it is then easier to understand how mainland Chinese immigrants in Cambodia utilize and 

optimize their nationality and Chinese identities to their advantage on a foreign land. In other 

words, mapping the transnational political structure can assist in navigating the rationale of 

daily decision and practices of social engagement that each mainland Chinese immigrant 

situates.  

As current China Overseas Chinese Affairs Office (China-OCAO)
47

 Minister Qiu 

Yuanping [裘援平] stated during her visit in Cambodia, “the previous thirty years of China 

Reform and Open (Overseas Chinese policy) mainly focused on Bringing-in [引进来]. The 

future is to pay equal attention to both Bringing-in and the Go Global Strategy [走出去]
48

.” 

She further stated that, “In this circumstance, it is extremely important to establish 

                                                           
47

 Upon the People Republic of China’s establishment in 1949, all Overseas Chinese affairs was managed by the 

Central Government Overseas Chinese Affairs Committee until its title changed into the Overseas Chinese Affairs 

Office of the State Council of the People's Republic of China in 1978. 
48

 http://www.gqb.gov.cn/news/2013/0708/30366.shtml Accessed on July 14, 2013. The translation of Binging-in 

and Going out Strategy asserted respectively by Deng Xiaoping (1992) and Jiang Zemin (1997) are based on the 

English edition of CCP 16
th

 Congress Report (2002). 

http://www.cinfo.org.cn/language/english/douc/docu006_4.jsp  

http://www.gqb.gov.cn/news/2013/0708/30366.shtml%20Accessed%20on%20July%2014
http://www.cinfo.org.cn/language/english/douc/docu006_4.jsp
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organizations as Chinese Chamber of Commerce Et cetera in overseas for Chinese enterprises 

to tie together, help each other, and coordinated cooperation
49

.” Qiu’s statement adequately 

explains the current policy focus of China’s Overseas Chinese affairs is to institutionalize 

Chinese overseas rather than re-structure the traditional Overseas Chinese social network. 

Simply looking into China’s OC policy agencies and political structure across China and 

Cambodia, it is clear that the three-layer structure is similar to that of Taiwan’s Overseas 

Chinese affairs: the domestic bureaucratic sub-structure, transnational organizational sub-

structure and the internal sub-structure of diasporic community in residential country, which is 

Cambodia in this particular case.  

    At the domestic bureaucratic and administrational level, China’s Overseas Chinese Affairs is 

structurally managed by three executive administration units: Overseas Chinese Affairs Office 

of the State Department [OCAO 国务院侨务办公室], Provincial Overseas Chinese Affairs 

Office [POCAO 省(直辖)市自治区侨办]
50

, and Local Overseas Chinese Affairs Office 

[LOCAO 地方侨办]
51

. Beyond the vertical structure that directly handles related Overseas 

Chinese affairs, PROC ministries of Foreign affairs, Education, Culture, Agriculture, 

Commerce, State Administration for Religious Affairs, and the State Ethnic Affairs 

Commission are all involved as well. All ministries and levels of the OCAO are directed by the 

United Front Work Department of CPC Central [中共中央统一战线工作部] and the Overseas 

Chinese Committee of the National People’s Congress [全国人民代表大会华侨委员会]. 

Other OC affairs involved with political institutes include the Subcommittee of Hong Kong, 

Macao and Taiwan Compatriots and Overseas Chinese [全国政协港澳台侨委员会], China 

Zhi Gong Party (Public Interest Party) [中国致公党], All-China Federation of Returned 

Overseas Chinese [中华全国归国华侨联合会], and the China Overseas Exchange Association 

                                                           
49

 Abad. 
50

 Besides Tibet, there are 30 provincial branches established in all provinces, autonomous regions, and Direct-

controlled municipalities. 
51

 In a local level, there are 62 local branches established in all Overseas Chinese home towns and cities (广州、

深圳、珠海、汕头、梅州、汕尾、惠州、东莞、中山、佛山、江门、新会、顺德、开平、湛江、茂名、

肇庆、云浮、杭州、宁波、温州、湖州、衢州、青田、丽水、舟山、余姚、象山、宁海、慈溪、鄞州、

奉化、镇海、丽岙、湘潭、常德、张家界、苏州、无锡、镇江、连云港、常州、扬州、保定、济南、日

照、青岛、沈阳、长春、厦门、南平、抚顺、成都、武汉、自贡、安庆、上饶、桂林、扬中、沈阳、台

州、临海). 
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[ 中国海外交流协会 ]. These organizations are financially supported by the Chinese 

government to uphold the political agenda and central policies within specific target groups 

through the application of policy missions.  

   At the transnational level, plenty of network platforms have been created or supported 

respectively by Taiwan or China’s OC political system in different fields and professions since 

the 1990s in connecting traditional volunteer organizations. For example, several world 

clanship associations [宗亲会], such as Chen, Kuo, Lee, Huang and Lin have organized annual 

world meetings in various countries for the same clanship associations from other countries 

since late 1990. This trend of organizational internationalization is nothing new but serves to 

confirm the existence of the transnational network under the effect of globalization, the 

shortening of space, communication and economic heterogeneity. The internationalization of 

traditional social organizations started since late Qing Dynasty, evident in the transnational 

network between the revolutionary party and overseas Chinese organizations in Nanyang [南洋, 

today’s Southeast Asia] and Northern America. However, the huge gap between budgeting and 

personnel investment in supporting the Overseas Chinese social organization’s transnational 

institutionalization from China and Taiwan, reflects a couple of phenomenon. Firstly, on the 

one hand, the mobility difference of overseas Chinese from both sides may be based on the 

limitation of a budgeting scale and human resource investment from government bodies. The 

changing competition advantages of investment inputs between China and Taiwan since 1949 

reflect the rise and fall of political and economic power of both sides over the past 6 decades. 

On the other hand, it also suitably reflects how ethnic Chinese overseas attach themselves with 

different political, ethnic, and social identities beyond cold war-ideological Zero-sum game. 

Specifically, the changing definition of the “patriotic compatriots” from pro-ROC to pro-China 

campaign represents the neo-realism of geopolitics in the Taiwan Strait. This is why this 

transnational organizational frame between Cambodia and both sides of the Taiwan Strait is 

actually the link between Cambodia’s ethnic Chinese network and that specific policy structure. 

This is also the link between individual members and policy resources, and also serves as the 

engagement evidence between Chinese Diasporas and homeland identity. The action 

individuals take to participate in ethnic organizations from both Cambodia, and China or 
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Taiwan can be seen as the daily practice the social engagement of Chineseness beyond the 

territory and boundary.  

    In this sense, Cambodia’s Overseas Chinese community leaders are involved in several key 

transnational organizations: the China Council for the Promotion of Peaceful National 

Reunification [CCPPR 中国和平统一促进会]
52

, World Chinese Oversea Investment Head 

Association [全球华人华商联合总会 ], World Chinese-Overseas-Trade Union General 

Attestation [ 世界华人华侨华商联合总会 - 世界华联 ]
53

, World Overseas Chinese 

Organizations Meeting [世界华侨华人社团联谊大会]
54

, World Chinese Union General 

[WCUG 世界华人联合总会], and World Chinese Forum [WCF 世界华人论坛]
55

… etc.  

It is not possible to provide an extensive list of all the transnational ethnic organizations of 

both cross-strait OCAOs and residential countries, nor clarify all details of their functions, 

operations, and connection to the Chinese government. However, it is clear that the Chinese 

Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [CCCC 柬埔寨中国商会 ] has taken part in those 

transnational organizations, especially concerning the annual meetings of the World Chinese 

Oversea Investment Head Association, the World Chinese-Overseas-Trade Union General 

Attestation, and the World Overseas Chinese Organizations Meeting. Most annual meetings or 

gatherings of these three organizations are held alternately in different cities in China. Leaders 

of local organizations need only cover transportation, but often receive full arrival reception 

[落地接待] from the conference-organizing unit. It is also an important showcase of CCCC’s 

team building in such occasions (interviewed with 王克 ). Therefore, CCCC leaders will 

carefully select both senior and young representatives to attend the meetings, while there are 
                                                           
52

 It is founded in 1988. It has been establishing 189 branches in 89 countries. The branch in Cambodia is 

normally known as 柬埔寨中国和平统一促进会, Chaired by ACC President Oknha. Doung Chhiv (杨启秋 勋

爵). Its chapter meeting is usually organized by the China Embassy in Cambodia. 
53

 It is founded in August 1991 by the Singapore Chinese Chamber of Commerce, the Hong Kong General 

Chamber of Commerce and the Thai Chinese Chamber of Commerce. It is the key social platform for (Overseas) 

Chinese Chambers of Commerce in the world that hold bi-annual meetings, World Chinese Entrepreneur 

Convention (WCEC 世界华商大会), in various locations every other ODD year (Singapore, Hong Kong, 

Bangkok, Vancouver, Melbourne, Nanjing, Kuala Lumpur, Seoul, Kobe/Osaka, Manila, Singapore and 2013 in 

Chengdu). 
54

 It is founded in 2001 by the China-OCAO and the China Overseas Exchange Association. It is the key social 

platform for all Overseas Chinese social organization leaders that hold bi-annual meeting in Beijing.  
55

 It is founded in 2000 by the China-OCAO and related ministries. It is a social platform for (overseas) Chinese 

corporations in different professions, such as IT, finance, Banking, and industries. Since 2000, it has organized 

five biennial meetings in Beijing (2000-2008).  
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many people competing for limited quota. For those who can attend, it is “a great honor and 

achievement to sit equally with business leaders from all around the world [可以与来自世界

各国的侨商领袖平起平坐] (Interviewed with 徐野)”. More importantly, it is gloriously 

homecoming [衣锦还乡], especially if it is held in the participant’s hometown.  

    However, the intensive communication and engagement of both the Association for Chinese 

in Cambodia (ACC) and CCCC with these transnational organizations shows that many 

Chinese community leaders in Cambodia, especially those in business, are more eager to 

participate in these transnational networks. Not only are these individuals community leaders 

due to their financial contributions to the local community and ethnic community, but this also 

represents Chang and Tam’s assertions that businesspersons have stronger survival skills, 

necessities, and organizational imperatives in connecting diverse networks in both domestic 

and transnational scales(Chang and Tam 2004). Despite the unclear factual connection between 

these organizations and either sides of cross strait OCAO administrations, this phenomenon of 

transnational networking illustrates that diaspora leaders are either using these bridges to make 

connections to their mother land’s network resources, or their motherlands are constructing 

communicative channels to reach those OC elites for political and economic mobilizations. 

Either way, this transnational network is indeed an effective approach and channel in 

connecting ethnic Chinese community elites with homeland market and bureaucratic resources 

though ethnic identities. Moreover, it is also a battlefield for cross-strait competition over the 

economic cooperation, political support and recognition with OC community leaders and 

members. We can exemplify the competition and cooperation between Taiwan-based World 

Headquarter of the Lee’s Family [世界李氏宗亲总会] and China-based Society for Lǒngxī 

Lee’s family and culture [陇西李氏文化研究会 ] over the organization of the annual 

International Lee Family Reunion Assembly [全球李氏宗亲恳亲大会 ]. As the current 

President [会长] of the Association of Family Lee in Cambodia, Pang Luon 李照青56
 said, “we 

don't care it is Taiwan or China. We will all go no matter where it [Annual International 

                                                           
56

 It is common that ethnic Chinese in Cambodia have different Khmer and Chinese names, even members from 

the same clans or families have different surnames. This is mainly due to illiteracy, hidden Chinese heritage for 

survival during the wartime and later bureaucratic dysfunction over identification registration (See Chapter 3 the 

lost generation of Chinese diaspora). Many even use their parent’s given name or nick name as surname. 

However, many will self-claim their Chinese surname while other can accept and justify from his family 

background and extensive family kinship.  
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Assembly] is held and we are invited. But it is easier to go to China than Taiwan due to Visa 

problems.” But when asked about identity politics between China and Taiwan, Chairman Luon 

showed no interested and responded with diplomatic terms. “We are all Hua-Ren la! All the 

same! [我们大家都是华人啦! 都一样!]” Despite the identity competition at the level of 

transnational organizations, it is clear that this transnational network connects Chinese ethnic 

organizations in Cambodia and China’s governmental and semi-governmental organizations, 

especially since the freedom of assembly and association is still limited in China. However, the 

Taiwan-based transnational ethnic organizations do have disadvantages when examining 

financial ability and their limited influence on related overseas Chinese policy.  

    At the provincial and local levels, China’s OCAO has 30 provincial, autonomous regional, 

and municipal branches [POCAO 省(直辖 )市自治区侨办]. It also has 62 local OCAO 

branches [LOCAO 地方侨办]
57

 at all the major hometowns of overseas Chinese [侨乡] or 

cities that attract returning overseas, for example, 深圳 , 珠海 , 成都 , and 武汉 . Three 

administrative layers of OCAO institutes mean more public budgeting and human resource 

investment when dealing with overseas Chinese affairs. Meanwhile, it also provides more 

comprehensive coverage to interact with all Chinese overseas, both outgoing and returning 

ones. By implementing a three-layer administrative structure, the CCCC and ACC are able to 

maintain direct communication with China’s OCAO [国侨办] and Taiwan’s OCAC [侨委会] 

as the central level of communication window [对口单位]. At the same time, secondary ethnic 

organizations such as the Sino-Khmer’s Huiguans, clan organizations, and mainland Chinese 

migrants’ regional organizations maintain communication with POCAO. Although 

theoretically, local branches of the ACC and several mainland Chinese local hometown 

associations in Cambodia should correspondingly communicate with LOCAO, all documents 

and formal communication from POCAO and LOCAO to those secondary and tertiary affairs 

must still pass through the CCCC and ACC’s secretary office. CCCC’s secretary general [秘书

长] and ACC’s Chief administrative officer [办公室主任]
58

 would then dispatch and designate 

suitable subordinate units according to organizational conventions or new instructions issued 
                                                           
57

  
58

 From 2007 to 2013, ACC’s Chief administrative officer was 陈毓新先生. He later temporary resigned for one 

year to do his own business with financial support from the president, 杨启秋勋爵. During his absence, a Chinese 

Jinan University graduate Sino-Khmer 陈家宝 took over as interim chief officer.  
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by the president. However, those secondary organizations of the CCCC and the ACC do 

maintain ties and direct relations with those transnational organizations. Likewise, the attention 

shifts to the internal political structure of mainland Chinese communities in Cambodia as 

conveyed by the ACC’s internal structure, which is further discussed in Chapter Four.  

    In this governmental structure, China’s three layers of administrative division in overseas 

Chinese affairs from the central, provincial to local levels have formed structures within these 

diasporic communities overseas. For those emergent industrial cities (such 东莞), northern or 

western inland provinces that do not have much diasporic connection, their POCAO or 

LOCAOs are usually merged with the Foreign Affair Office [涉外办 ] under the city’s 

administration. It is especially common at a provincial level, and usually called, Foreign affairs 

and Overseas Chinese affairs Office of Provincial People’s Government [省人民政府外事侨

务办公室].” These governmental offices are usually the official authorities in charge of the 

regional organization in the mainland Chinese community in Cambodia. For example, the new 

established Cambodia’s Anhui Chamber of Commerce [CAHCC 柬埔寨安徽商会] (on April 3, 

2015) is registered to three authorities: Cambodia’s Minister of Interior Affairs; Cambodia’s 

Chinese Chamber of Commerce; and Foreign Affairs Office of Anhui Provincial People’s 

Government [安徽省政府外事侨务办公室 (安徽省外办)]. This legalization process, as 

discussed in Chapter 7, is the last stage to formalize the regional organization, which connects 

governmental resources and authorities in the local mainland Chinese community. These three 

political units are CAHCC’s parent authorities, but generally have different financial 

relationships, in both formal and informal ways. For Cambodia’s Minister of Interior Affairs, 

regional organizations such as CAHCC or CJXCC [柬埔寨江西商会] use bribery to obtain 

official documents and official stamps. It is not unusual to find leaders of regional 

organizations paying Cambodian officials so called “coffee money” annually to “maintain 

good relationships [维持好关系],” or to avoid any trouble [不要被找麻烦]
59

. With the CCCC, 

regional organizations consider it a parent organization. Though all groups are considered 
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 The ethnogroahic data in this paragraph are obtained from separated interviews with BASHC [柬埔寨上海商

会]-倪红生, CAHC [柬安徽商会]-刘忍, CHNCC [柬胡南商会]-南巨英, CWZCC [柬温商会]-李景链、李成建、

姜建华, CSCCC [柬川渝商会]-王克, CCEDA [中柬经贸发展联合会]-严存香 and CJXCC-晖哥. The sources of 

the quotationare are not specified here for the protection of informants. 
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fraternal associations, regional organizations tend to “follow orders of the Chinese Embassy 

and the CCCC [听大使馆和商会指挥].” These orders dictate a variety of issues that may 

involve fundraising, social reception, charitable reliefs, emergent aids, member mobilization, 

economic cooperation, and information exchange. Simultaneously, the leaders of these regional 

organizations are able to obtain a seat in the directorate board of CCCC, with power to access 

and control diverse groups. This is considered “moving up” for regional Shanghui leaders [地

方商会领袖]. As for authentication from the POCAO and LOCAO, the major goals are to 

“obtain (hometown authority’s) support, establish communication and cooperation channels, 

and strive for opportunities to promote (bilateral) cooperation, exchange and investment [争取

(家乡政府的)支持、建立沟通合作的管道、争取更多(双边)交流合作、宣传投资的机会

60
].” As the author’s ethnographic survey shows, interviewed leaders of Cambodia’s mainland 

Chinese organizations conclusively agree that it is important to establish this homeland-tie. Not 

only to formalize their social connection and legalize their social engagement, but also to 

expand their networks from Cambodia’s local ethnic community to elite circles within the 

hometown. 

Besides formal organizations such as those of governmental, diplomatic, and transnational 

associations, there are also educational and cultural promoting units within the overseas 

mainland Chinese community that are financially supported by the Chinese government and 

operated in the civic or private sections. These organizations are generally considered the 

extension of national power, or so-called soft power. The incorporation of Chinese education 

and language promotion have been the core mission and approach for Cambodia’s Chinese 

overseas to effectively pass on their ethnic identity to future generations within the community, 

while also promoting Chinese culture in residential countries. Thus, the construction of soft 

power has been taken as a major task in both China and Taiwan’s OC affairs systems; 

especially since it requires a great amount of capital investment.  

Within Cambodia, primary-level Chinese education and language training are considered 

one of the most important tasks on the agendas of local ethnic organizations as well. As the 

ACC’s Vice Chairman and the director of Art and Education affairs [副会长兼文教组组长], 
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 Both contents in parenthesis marks are added by the Author. 
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Ung Hong Meng [黄焕明] estimated in an interview that more than half of the ACC’s 

operation content, meeting agenda, and mission functions focus on Chinese education and 

cultural promotion in Cambodia. There are 57 Chinese schools under the ACC and its affiliated 

branches’ management, including world’s largest Chinese school, Duanhua School [端华学校] 

and other small-scale ACC provincial branch schools. Insufficient funding, under-qualified 

teachers, and rough facilities are three major predicaments that all schools face. Funding needs 

and the increase in student enrollment have thus become the driving forces (pull) in matching 

China Overseas Chinese system’s nationalistic strategic goal of constructing Chineseness (push) 

overseas. In this sense, China has founded a central bureau called the Chinese National Office 

for Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language [国家汉语国际推广领导小组办公室; Hanban 

国家汉办61
] under the ministry of Education in coordinating all Chinese language education in 

abroad. Moreover, Hanban established the Confucius Institute [孔子学院]
62

 in 2004 as the 

operative institute in this regard. The Confucius Institute established its Cambodia branch in 

the capital, Phnom Penh, in 2009 through the association with the Royal Academy of 

Cambodia, known as the highest academic institute in Cambodia. It also supports Confucius 

Classroom [孔子课堂] in three local schools: Angkor Senior High School in Siem Reap 

Province, the Brigade No. 70 (Phnom Penh) of Royal Cambodian Armed Forces [柬埔寨王家

军首都警备旅], and the Police Academy of Cambodia (all contracted on March 13, 2013). 

The Confucius Institute of Phnom Penh not only supports Chinese language classes at local 

universities, but also provides training programs for Chinese teachers from local schools. 

Hanban often recruits volunteer teachers from China to teach at these local Chinese schools. 

The author’s field investigation shows that all four Huiguan-associated Chinese schools have at 

least 4 volunteer teachers, respectively. Several administrators of these major Chinese schools 

in the Cambodia are also from China, while lots principals of remote provincial Chinese 

                                                           
61 Founded in 1987 and initiated the establishment of Confucius Institute in 2002 for promoting Chinese language 

education and culture exchange activities. 

62
 First opened in Seoul, Korea (November 21, 2004). Until January 2013, C.I. has opened more than 400 

branches institutes in 113 country’s universities, and launched more than 500 Confucius Classrooms in middle 

schools. Each C.I. branch has sponsored by China Hanban (150,000 USD for establishment) with equal 

endorsement from local government to the undertaking institutes, normally universities. All Branches, as possible, 

are co-chaired by a China official and a local official. Up to 2010, Hanban has funded C.I. more than 137,761,000 

USD in 6 years (about 2.6 times of Taiwan-OCAO’s 2010 total annual budget).  
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schools are recruited from China as well. All information concludes that China’s Hanban has 

successfully managed to clench Cambodia’s Chinese education system through the means of 

sufficient funding and dedicated organizations/agencies, while conversely, the Taiwanese 

agency was expelled from Cambodia. Discussions in later sections will portray how teaching 

volunteers [援教老师] and supporting teachers [支教老师] are also very important for the 

ACC’s school. Young volunteer teachers tend to stay only for designated term, while older 

supporting teachers are more likely to stay and develop a second career in Cambodia. 

Nevertheless, this language and educationally supported system has enhanced the identity ties 

between China and overseas communities in Cambodia.  

    To frame all of these various layers of formal organizations in the same picture, a clear 

vertical network structure between China-based Overseas Chinese affairs agencies and the 

Chinese community in Cambodia can be drawn. At the top of the structure are those 

transnational overseas Chinese organizations bridging social capital between Overseas 

Chinese’s motherland, China and residential country, Cambodia. Different organizations have 

different distances of network connection with the resource owner and distributor, China-

OCAO administrative body. China- OCAO administrative body sits as the medium and central 

power of the entire structure. Besides official interactions through Hanban and OCAO 

branches, two OCAO-affiliated universities [部属大学], Jinan University [暨南大学] and 

Huaqiao University [华侨大学] have also generously supported Chinese schools in Cambodia 

with course materials, teacher training, curriculum consultations, and more than three dozen 

full scholarships for graduates of the ACC’s affiliated schools and their teacher’s post-graduate 

education. Jinan University also offers free training and compensation programs for the school 

administration and ACC related personnel every year. As Marshall Sahlins and Lo et al points 

out in their work (Lo and Pan 2014; Sahlins 2013), the funding, human resource, and 

curriculum decisions of CI are indeed very controversial, and those resources are conditional 

yet irresistible, especially for those countries and organizations suffering from insufficiency 

and difficulty, like Cambodia. Consequently, upper systems like the transnational organizations 

and political structure of overseas Chinese affairs from China fused with socio-political and 

cultural investment have contributed to Chineseness in Cambodia’s Chinese communities. That 

being the case, the question that should then be asked is, how do these upper level systems 
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influence and restrain local organizations and individuals? The following section on the local 

political structure and organizations of the mainland Chinese community in Cambodia is 

discussed below before turning the attention to individuality. 

 

The Political Structure of the Mainland Chinese community in Cambodia 

    Since the Go Global Strategy [走出去战略] was formally introduced in 1997
63

, many of 

China’s state-owned-enterprise (SOE) started to invest abroad or establish foreign branches. 

Millions of SOE employees began to flow out and work aboard, following younger and more 

adventurous private entrepreneurs in the early 2000’s. In Cambodia, it is estimated to have 

more than 250,000 new Chinese immigrants to infiltrate all occupations correlated to the 

Kingdom’s looser immigration and capital management. However, many market analysts 

considered Cambodia a free but under-developed market economy; most Chinese immigrants 

in Cambodia are young entrepreneurs who have limited capital and sufficient language skills. 

With ethnic Chinese dominating Cambodia’s economic activities, it is much easier for 

mainland Chinese immigrants to establish businesses and make a living in Cambodia. A key 

informant of mine, Ye Xu 徐野, a member of one of the first wave of supporting Chinese 

teachers [援教中文老师] to Cambodia in 1998 and previously the personal assistant of ACC 

President 杨启秋  since 2008, has witnessed the development of the mainland Chinese 

community in Cambodia. He admitted that many of early mainland immigrants in Cambodia 

that were not senior SOE officials or Chinese educators [高官、文人] were fugitives or heavy 

criminals [走投无路的亡命之徒 ]. The former came for termed assignments by SOE 
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 Go Global National Strategy was first grounded on Deng Xiaopeng’s talk on 十一届三中全会 as “在自力更生

基础上…国企开始勇敢的迈向世界” in 1978. Later Jin Zemin emphasized as “积极扩大我国企业的对外投资

和跨国经营” on 十四大 (1992) and “更好地利用国内国外两个市场、两种资源，积极参与区域经济合作和

全球多边贸易体系，鼓励能够发挥我国比较优势的对外投资” on 十五大(1997). The actual early wave of 

foreign investment can be dated from early 1990. Now the Strategy was officially credited to the Jin 

Administration, while the term was coined to Jin’s 2002 talk on 十六大 (“坚持「走出去」与「引进来」相结合

的方针”). This timeline suited the movement of Cambodia’s Chinese SOE capital and personnel flow, as it has 

generally accounted that mainland Chinese enterprises and lobar immigrants started to come in to Cambodia early 

1990. The massive movement of SOE employees who many of them later stayed to start their own business began 

in late 1990 after the Strategy upgraded to the level of National Economic policy along with China’s economic 

booming.  
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international aid construction projects [国际援建项目]
64

 or OCAO International Chinese 

Education Supporting [国际中文支持教育 (支教老师)]
65

. After finishing their assignments, 

some decided to stay because “they saw the economic opportunities (徐野)”. Others decided to 

stay due to the idea that it does not take too much capital to begin investing in Cambodia, 

especially with the less intensified commercial competition. A majority stayed because of 

meeting local girls to settle down with. Three key informants (徐野、王克 and 吴宗能) who 

all came to Cambodia before 2000 agreed that Cambodia is not the first destination choice for 

most Chinese mainland immigrants. North America and Europe are of course first choices for 

most people. However, those who came at their own personal will decided to come to so called 

“under-developed and dangerous [落后又危险(徐野)]” Cambodia due to limitations of their 

financial ability, personal network, visa acquirement and language comprehension. “Or else 

any idiot knows to go to somewhere better [要不然笨蛋也知道要去好点的地方] (徐野)!” 

Like some of my mainland Chinese informants, Cambodia was not the first or only place that 

Xu has been to. After coming to teach in Cambodia for eight years, he eventually obtained 

Canadian visa in Phnom Penh and tried it out there for one year before returning to Phnom 

Penh. Many key leaders in CCCC have detoured from Europe, Africa or other Southeast Asian 

counties before settling in Cambodia. Although most of those journeys were due to job 

assignments, many decided to stay since they “saw the… opportunity [看到…机会] (appeared 

in interviews with 李成建, 王克, 刘华, and 陈景链),”filled with various positive adjectives in 
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 Most of early construction of China’s State-owned Enterprises in Cambodia came for government’s foreign aid 

projects, such as highways, hydroelectric power plants, bridges, and governmental building. Cambodia’s current 

parliament Hall and the Prime Minister Office Mansion were two most famous projects. A Taiwanese Cambodian 

(陈素月勋爵) who is currently Cambodia’s biggest mixed concrete plant owner ( more than 60% market share) 

estimated that those international foreign aid projects probably brought in more than 20,000 Chinese engineers 

and workers from 2000 to 2010.  
65

 Chinese supporting teachers divided into two sources. More than half of those retired and experienced teachers 

were hired and assigned [援教] to Cambodia by OCAO. Some young inexperienced volunteer teachers [支教] 

came to Cambodia through Chinese National Office for Teaching Chinese as a Foreign Language [NOTCFL 国家

汉办], as known as the bureaucratic authority behind Confucius Institute or Hanban [汉办]. According to ACC’s 

record, the supporting Chinese teachers started to come to Cambodia from 2002 in small number by individual 

cases. The official assignments [公派援教支教老师] form both OCAO and Hanban began from 2010 with 38 

volunteer teachers, 57 in 2011, 72 in 2012, 87 in 2013 and 121 in 2014. Usually older and experienced tended to 

stay longer or even settled in Cambodia whether they were with or without families. Several key figure in 

mainland Chinese merchants came for 援教 through OCAO’s reference or support, such as ACC President’s 

person assistant Ye Xu [柬华理事总会 会长助理 徐野], Jian Hua Daily Chief Editor 柬华日报总编辑 吴宗能, 

Khmer Holding CEO [高棉控股 总裁 曹云德]. 
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the middle. Also, many informants agreed and mentioned that it is easier for them to 

communicate and interact with local businesspersons in Chinese since the majority of 

businesspersons in Cambodia speak Chinese. Therefore, they do not need to worry about 

language, communication issues, nor the business culture. Cambodia thus is a more secure and 

predictable business environment for them, and most of them are ignorant to the Khmer 

language, culture or Cambodia’s history and local politics. Under these circumstances and the 

imperative needs for business information, social organizations and local networking naturally 

becomes a societal product.  

    In the Cambodian frontier, the core authority that responds to overseas Chinese affairs is, of 

course, the Embassy of China, which was founded ever since China and Cambodia built a 

formal diplomatic relationship in 1958. Since then, the PROC government has built up an 

extremely firm and friendly relationship with Cambodia’s different leaders, especially with the 

late King Norodom Sihanouk, regardless of several challenges encountered during the civil war 

era. Under the formal diplomatic institute, the only formal social organization among new 

Chinese immigrants in Phnom Penh is the Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 

[CCCC 柬埔寨中国商会]
66

 founded in 1996. As Chart 6.1 Political Structure of Mainland 

Chinese Community in Cambodia shows, the CCCC is not only the first, but also the only 

middle ranged organization between the China Embassy in Cambodia and 13 other regional 

Chinese Chambers of Commerce [地方商会] or hometown associations [同乡会]. Since there 

are only 0.2% of private corporations in Cambodia that are officially registered in the ministry 

of Commence, there is no precise number of mainland Chinese- owned businesses in 

Cambodia. By July 2013, the CCCC has 138 corporative members [企业会员] and 60 directors 

[理监事] in its directorate council [理监事会]. According to its organizational constitution 

Article II, the CCCC is a  

“Self-discipline and none-profited organization proofed by the related authority of the 

Royal Kingdom of Cambodia, directed by the Economic and Commercial Section of the 

China Embassy in Cambodia, and initiated by the legal Chinese enterprises, institutes and 

individuals [经柬埔寨王国有关部门依法批准注册，在中国驻柬埔寨王国大使馆经济商
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 CCCC was formalized from its informal society of the Cambodia Chinese Enterprises Social Club [柬埔寨中资

企业联谊会] based on the advising from the Bureau of Economic and Commerce, China Embassy in Cambodia. 
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务参赞处指导下，在柬从事合法经贸活动的中资企业、机构或个人（以下简称中资企

业）发起而成立的自律性、非赢利性组织].” 

 

    However, the Article XI Membership clause indicates that members should be “Cambodia- 

registered and lawful Chinese Enterprises and voluntarily join the Shanghui [在柬依法注册并

从事合法经贸活动的中资企业，并自愿加入商会].” Since the membership of ACC and its 

affiliated organizations are individual based, membership within the TCAC is divided into 

corporative members and individual members. Corporative member within the TCAC is 

allowed to designated one individual representative [ 指定代理人 ] upon membership 

application (TACA Constitution Article Five). However, the CCCC does not specify how 

corporative members are represented. When asked, two CCCC staffs (副会长 陈景链 and 理

事  倪红生) did not have clear answers. Chen said, “It’s a small place, everyone knows 

everyone.” Ni responded that, “one firm one representative, that’s the rule.” He added, “When 

the boss can’t make it, he will send someone to attend (the meeting).” However, the 

membership of all regional Chambers of Commerce and Hometown Associations are 

individual-based. Before these two membership systems are compared and analyzed, it is 

necessary to review the regional organizations that are grounded on Chinese local identity. 

    Following the new Chinese immigrant boom in Cambodia after 2002, thirteen local 

Chambers of Commerce had been created since 2008. They are (See Chart 6.1): Cambodia 

Qingtian Association[柬埔寨青田同乡会] founded earliest on 12/18/2006; the Wenzhou 

Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨温州商会] founded on April 1, 2012; the 

Guangdong Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨广东商会]; the China Sichuan & 

Chongqing Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨川渝商会] founded on May 12, 2012; 

the Association Development Commercial Zhe Jiang in Cambodia [柬埔寨浙江工商联合会]; 

founded on November 4, 2011, the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨上

海商会] founded on March 17; 2012, the Hunan Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨

湖南商会]; the Zhuji Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨诸暨商会] founded on 

June 12, 2011; the Lishui Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨丽水商会]; the Fujian 
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Chamber of Commerce [柬埔寨福建商会] most recently founded on June 29, 2013, and the 

Shandong Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨山东商会] founded on September 27, 

2012.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Chat 6-1 Political Structure of Mainland Chinese Community in Cambodia 

China Embassy in 

Cambodia 中国驻柬埔寨

大使馆 

Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce in Cambodia   

柬埔寨中国商会 

Zhuji Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia  柬埔寨诸暨商会 

6/12/2011 

Wenzhou Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨温州商会 

4/1/2012 

Shanghai Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨上海商会 

3/17/2012 

Association Development Commercial ZheJiang in Cambodia 柬埔寨浙

江工商联合会 11/4/ 2011 

Lishui Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨丽水商会 

4/28/2012 

Sichuan & Chongqing Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔

寨川渝商会 5/12/2012 

Fujian Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨福建商会 

6/29/2013 

 

Shandong Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨山东商会 

9/27/2012 

Hunan Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨湖南商会 

8/18/2013 

Guangdong Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨广东商会 

12/13/2013 

Guangxi Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨广西商会暨

广西同乡会 12/18/2013 

Jiangxi Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia 柬埔寨江西商会/同

乡会 3/26/2014 

中柬经贸发展联合会 (Cambodia China Economic 

Development Alliance).(03/20/2014) 

柬埔寨中国商会 电力企业协会(10/30/2014) 

柬埔寨中国商会 矿业协会  

农业、机电、汽车等行业协会 (Under organizing) 

Cambodia Qingtian Association  柬埔寨青田同乡会 12/18/2006 

柬埔寨中华文化发展基金会 

柬埔寨华文教基金会 

柬埔寨中国和平统一促进会 

柬埔寨孔子学院 Confucius Institute 
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    The Cambodia Qingtian Association [柬埔寨(浙江)青田同乡会] was not only the first 

regional social organization established in late 2006, but was also the first hometown-tied 

organization [乡缘组织] officially authenticated by CCCC as a fraternal organization [兄弟商

会]. It was first termed by CCCC President 会长 高华 later at a later inauguration ceremony of 

the newly established regional Chamber of Commerce in 2010. Ever since, all 13 regional 

Chambers of Commerce or regional associations were addressed as fraternal organizations, 

rather that Subordinate Units [下属会馆、分会] in the ACC. This highlights the different 

relationships between the sub-organizations and the central authority in the ACC and CCC, 

while TCAC did not have subordinate units until 2014
67

. According to the author’s field 

observations, all leaders and founding members of the CCCC’s regional associations do not 

necessarily take part in the CCCC’s operations. The major reason is that the CCCC is operated 

by corporative membership with a relatively rigorous membership application, while all 13 

regional associations employ individual-based membership systems through a relatively loose 

application process. Although the Chinese Embassy does require those regional organizations 

to have their own bylaws in the case of any leadership and financial disputes, not every 

regional chamber of commerce publicizes their bylaw to the public or even their respective 

members. Evidently, a majority of mainland Chinese informants I interviewed have not seen 

their organizational bylaws. Among all eight current or formal organizational presidents that I 

interviewed, said they have the bylaw in the organizations
68

. But when asked about the details 

of membership and organizational structure, only three could fully respond while the other five 

said they would have to check and get back to me later. For eight regional associations with 

bylaws, membership qualifications contained benchmarks attributed to regional origins by birth 
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 TCAC created the Youth Division [柬埔寨台商会青年团] in March 3, 2014 and TCAC Hakka council [柬埔寨

台商会客家委员会] in March 10, 2015. The creation of the Youth Division was an attempted to consolidate 

young members, but more importantly to fulfill the new policy from the Asia Taiwanese Chamber of Commerce 

[ASTCC 亚洲台湾商会联合总会]. ASTCC encourages all member country to establish the youth division in 

2012. Both divisions of TCAC were initiated and organized by the Deputy Secretary General [副秘书长 彭仲年]. 
68

 Five out of seven bylaws that I collected seem identical. The president of Sichuan & Chongqing Chamber of 

Commerce in Cambodia admitted that they use CCCC’s bylaw and rewrote accordingly. Wenzhou Chamber of 

Commerce in Cambodia, on the other hand, said Wenzhou Shanghui [温州商会] has many overseas branches, so 

they can borrow it from a matured branch. President Chen said it was easy for them; especially he was at African 

and Indonesia’s Wenzhou Shanghui too. 
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or by root [地方省籍或祖籍], legal and moral merits [守法与良好品德], filing an application, 

paid-off membership fee, and approval by organizations. 

    Eight out of a total thirteen regional organizations accepted members who did not come 

from their designated region. Generally, they are immediately accepted as regular members if 

the applicant is recommended by at least one current active staff member. Otherwise, many 

community celebrities, local tycoons, or those who have great financial contribution to the 

organizations will be awarded as honorary members [荣誉会员] or organizational advisors [顾

问]. All 13 organizations divide their membership in various types according to financial 

contribution and member obligations. Normally, organizations will have two types of 

memberships, core members and general members. These two types of memberships may be 

different in terms of their bylaws. For core members, some organizations like the Jiangxi 

Chamber of Commerce will regard these individuals as council members [理事会员] or 

corporative members [商会会员] as they tend to be obliged to higher membership fees in 

addition to annual donations. For four regional chambers of commerce that also function as 

hometown associations, also have general membership standards for the hometowns [一般同

乡会员] as well as the chamber of commerce. Newly established Fujian and Jiangxi Chambers 

of Commerce, regulate annual donation amounts for organization leaders in their bylaws. For 

example, Jiangxi Chamber of Commerce (JXCC) ensures that annual membership fees 

maintain sufficient amounts to cover the operation cost. Thus, it regulates in its bylaw that the 

minimized donation amount for various positions: at least $10,000 USD for the president [壹万

美元以上], $2800 USD for Chief Vice President and Secretary General [常务副会长与秘书

长], $1,000 for Vice presidents [副会长], $500 for deputy secretary general and directors, and 

$50 for general corporative members. Although there is no membership fee for fellow 

hometown members, they are required to pay a $10-20 activity fee if they want to participate in 

organizational affairs (柬埔寨江西商会章程第二章第六条(七) Article XI Section Seven). 

Several interviewees of mine, who took part in those regional organizations as general 

members, thus argued that it is very beneficial for prices to be fixed and clearly shown in print 

to eliminate the inflation of fees and also encourage those willing to pay to join the election. 

Nevertheless, it then can become a price bidding game for those positions. The question is why 
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someone is willing to pay such high prices for a title in a voluntary social organization. JXCC 

is not the only organization to ink the price on the bylaw. Key members exemplified the rise 

and fall of two other regional organizations (information asked not to be revealed by the 

interviewee). The continuity of leadership and finance is always a prevalent problem for 

organizational operation in the long run. All ethnic social organizations in Chinese 

communities have their own “market price [行情]” for particular positions, even in TCAC, 

ACC, Huiguans, Clan Organizations, and local branches of ACC. These charges vary 

according to the size, membership pool, degree of competition, annul budget need, and annual 

routine events of each organization. More often than not, the price is higher than the market 

price depending on “what kind of President you want to be [你想当怎样的会长 (Interviewed 

with TCAC President 林志龙)].” Multiple organizational presidents or formal leaders agree 

that those social organization titles cost much more than expected, although they knew of that 

possibility before taking over. Yet, it is respectively considered “social responsibility (江永

兴)”, “feedback to the community (黄焕明)”, “contribution to your hometown [回馈乡里] (杨

启秋)”, “social work [社会工作] (徐野)”, or “ Gain and return to the community [取之社会 

用之社会] (严存香).  

    However, some informants also admitted that such titles could create more social 

connections and a positive financial reputation in both Cambodia and China. Commercial 

information, investment opportunities, potential partnership, loan credibility, business 

reputation, and political connections to both Chinese and Cambodian senior officials tend to 

bring in more capital than initially invested (interviewed with 王克, 李成建, 徐野, 王丽萍). 

This can appear to be a utilitarian aspect in understanding the social engagement within social 

organizations. However, more importantly, all social organizations (CCCC, 13 regional 

organizations, and three industrial units listed in Chart 6.1) in the mainland Cambodian 

Chinese community are actually more commercially organized than social organizations. The 

major reason as to why social engagement decisions are business-oriented is mainly due to the 

composition of active organizational members among immigrant social organizations as 

merchants. Furthermore, it is also tied to how elite leaders within these structures utilize both 

their money capital in exchange for social capital in their respective personal networks.  
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    This entitlement of social engagement within the local community not only benefits and 

maximizes business, but also extends personal networks to upper community structures. The 

case of mainland Chinese immigrant social engagement in Cambodia, especially that of leading 

elites from current social organizations, resonates with cases from overseas Chinese 

communities in other Southeast Asian Countries (Chu 1996; Kiong and Kee 1998; Liu 1998; 

Rauch and Trindade 2002; Redding 1995; Yeung 2006). However, these analyses included in 

the early part of this chapter on upper transnational and political structure dimension, all focus 

on economic elites as well as formal and informal transnational institutions. The author’s 

ethnographic data also provides evidence that the various ways of social engagement within 

sub-ethnic communities in regards to social organizations vary according to differences of 

class and wealth. Unlike the Sino-Khmers community’s generational development, this is 

especially significant in both relatively young Taiwanese and mainland Chinese communities. 

This may be attributed to the fact that both sub-ethnic communities are derived from economic 

immigration. In terms of first generation migrants in both sub-communities, coming to 

Cambodia is the economic rationale shared by a pool of highly homogeneous groups, and 

capital operators seeking greater commercial potential. Although such a rationale is 

economically driven, Cambodia’s Chinese-dominated economy with its common cultural 

backgrounds, linguistic advantages, social norms, network accessibility and open environment, 

are all key cultural elements that contribute to lowering the uncertainty and risk of settling in a 

new environment. These rationales and common elements are grouped together as one cultural 

cluster of social complexity. Alternatively, it is better known as the cultural and social 

identities of a particular group. Even so, the clustering of cultural and social elements then 

neglects the differences apparent when examining different components of individuality, 

regional diversities, membership styles, political structure, and transnationality across various 

sub-communities. More importantly, it also ignores those aforementioned non-elite migrants 

marginalized in transnational political structures, organizational leadership hierarchies, and 

membership classifications. Therefore, the next part of this chapter will turn its focus to those 

forgotten ones. 

     

Rover Life as the Resistance of the weak to the Chineseness  
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    Kitty, who I call Dà zǐ [大姊] (anonymously, hereinafter the same) is the co-owner of a 

high-end clubhouse in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. Coming to Phnom Penh after a dramatic 

divorce in 2008, she initially relocated from China to Cambodia for a Chinese restaurant 

management job introduced to her by a distant relative. The relative, whom she barely met and 

talked to growing up, came five years earlier as a chef, and finally decided to open his own 

restaurant later in 2010. Luckily, for Kitty, her relative desperately needed trustworthy and 

reliable kin with sufficient experience to take care of the kitchen and manage the restaurant. 

Her relative desperately needed a trustworthy and reliable kin since he has to take care of the 

kitchen and the restaurant does need a manager who has sufficient experience. Since she was 

considered financially incompetent, she lost custody of her only daughter in an “ugly divorce” 

that prompted her to leave the only life that she had known in the city. In 2012, she resolutely 

left behind a 16-year old past with her ex-husband and beloved daughter with only 8,000 worth 

of USD that she had saved up from petty cash over the course of her last relationship. In a 

significant turn of events, two years later, she afforded to chip in $30,000 USD to co-own and 

manage a private clubhouse, and managed to get her daughter to come and study at a tri-lingual 

high school in Phnom Penh. Her rapid success is most likely due to her smooth interpersonal 

skills and the social connections she established within a short period. Being a housewife for 

more than 15 years, Kitty sarcastically thanks her ex-husband for pushing her through hell as it 

led her to discover her ultimate potential in business. She confessed that “she would not have 

gotten here and have what she has today if she had stayed in China.” She added that, “It is 

difficult for divorced women to survive, find a job and even live in China.” stating that “here in 

Phnom Penh, you can be anything and do anything you can as long as you gave money.” 

Laughing, she further commented that, “It is a much better and easy life here, especially being 

the only few single females among this men heap [男人堆].”  

    LY [蕾] (anonymous too), is also a single female and a Zhuang minority [壮族] from 

Guangxi [广西]. She divorced in her late thirties (late 1998) but established her own career in 

footwear industry at Dongguan [东莞]. She came to Cambodia along with her previous factory 

owner, and was originally an operation line manager and occasional accountant manager for 

four years before starting her own firm in 2006. As a village girl from the mountains without 

much of an education background, “People like her had no chance or path [to success], 
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regardless of whether or not you were in Guangxi hometown or Dongguan, especially since she 

had no background.” In Cambodia, she saw the chance and was determined to open her own 

OEM shoe factory even with very limited capital. Starting from a meager thirty workers, she 

now oversees one hundred twenty workers that rotate in three shifts a day. Though she is busy, 

she is happy, and considers spending her life “to develop with Cambodia.” However, both 

Kitty and Ly criticized the gender inequality in China’s work place during the interviews. Kitty 

specifically pointed out the institutional discrimination again divorced women, while Ly 

became emotional when discussing the unequal pay and indulging sex harassment in factories. 

Kitty elaborated that the social security system and design [社会保险 (社保)] along with the 

insurance claim of Wǔ xiǎn yī jīn [五险一金]
69

 are all presumably in favor of married persons. 

Furthermore, she criticized that the public tends to be prejudiced towards divorced women, as 

it is widely assumed that they must have some “personal problems” resulting in divorce, 

despite the fact that it is the husband who cheated. To support her claim, Kitty shared that her 

ex-husband was re-married to the girl whom he had an affair with during their marriage, 12 

years younger than she. Even after house-making for 16 years, it was extremely difficult to find 

a decent job and she found herself shamefully turning to her parents instead of staying at the 

place that she had lived for most of her adult life, as she did not have the means or opportunity 

to start anew elsewhere in China. That miraculous job offer seemed to be a timely way out and 

a salvation for her, especially since she had worked at a restaurant prior to her marriage. 

Although she was very scared and had many concerns with regards to starting a new life in 

Cambodia, she soon found Cambodia’s rapid economic development, open environment, 

Chinese friendliness, and shared sense of [出外人] among all Chinese Tóngxiāng [中国同乡] 

not only to provide a new career for her, but also very welcoming. She was then further 

surprised to find that the private education in Phnom Penh provides not only bilingual but also 

trilingual education recognized by western universities. Furthermore, it is much cheaper to 

send her daughter to privilege schools here in Phnom Penh than any of the unaffordable ones in 

China. With these newfound opportunities, she could provide a better life for her daughter and 

support the custody claim that it is more beneficial for the daughter to live with her mother. 

                                                           
69

 These Wuxian (Five Insurances) [五保] include endowment insurance [养老保险], medical insurance [医疗保

险], unemployment insurance [失业保险], work-related injury insurance [工伤保险], childbirth insurance [生育

保险] and Yi Jin (One Fund) [一金] refers to the housing accumulation funds [住房公积金]. 
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     When Ly, compared her life in Cambodia with her hometown, Guangxi, she laughed at the 

memory of her attempts to run away from the poor life that she had in the mountains. Now, it 

turns out she may spend her whole life in Cambodia. When asked if she had thought of 

investing in her hometown, she immediately started to talk about the disadvantages of growing 

up in the remote village of the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region [广西壮族少数民族自治

区]
70

. Other than the resource imbalance in education and economic development, most people 

who were working age left their children with their grandparents and reasonably became labor 

migrants to work in big cities like Shenzhen, Dongguan, Zhingshan, or Guangzhou. Without 

sufficient education and skills, not many of her peers could find a permanent job like hers. 

More importantly, there were restrictions placed upon them by the rural household 

registration system [农村户籍制度]
71

.  

    This national policy had restricted the rural population to domestically migrate to the urban 

areas. It then created many social issues in the rural areas, such as gender imbalance, elders 

without caretakers, empty nests, staying wives/husbands, and educational difficulties for 

children of seasonal labors [性别失衡、失依老人、留守家属、民工子女教育问题].  

    The educational issues of seasonal workers are extremely critical because these children 

were not properly registered under urban residence [城市户口 ], which in turn, prevents 

enrollment in cities. Conversely, rural schools in hometowns hold less competitive 

examinations [中考与高考] for junior high schools and colleges alike.” Even if the parents 

made a great fortune in the city with cash businesses that do not need urban residence 

information, their children are still unqualified for local public schools in the city, having no 

choice but to to study in their individual hometown village. As a result of this ongoing trend 

and the firm educational restraints, another informant couple, Nan [南巨英] and her husband 

then decided to bring their parents and only son to come to Cambodia, giving up all social 

connections they had accumulated over ten years through their air condition business. They 

decide to sell everything of theirs in Changsha, Hunan [湖南长沙], coming to Cambodia so 

that their only son could attend a private elite school. After coming to Phnom Penh, the couple 

                                                           
70

 Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region is a provincial administrative division, and is generally known as 

Guangxi.  
71

 China’s household re 
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no longer needed to worry about the residence issue [户口] they had been dealing for more 

than a decade, and their son could finally receive the best trilingual education available. At the 

same time, they could legally run an open business and need not to live in the shadows. Nan 

commented that, “If I saw any couple come with school kids in expensive private schools in 

Phnom Penh, they most likely all have the same issues.” They are the children born out of 

wedlock, children born outside the state One Child Policy plan, or rural residents [非婚生子

女, 超生子女, 农村户口]. They chose to come to Cambodia so that the child could “receive 

normal education and not need to be despised [接收正常教育, 不用被瞧不起] (interviewed 

with 王克).” The household registration residence system restrains the rural population, and 

children born out of wedlock outside the state plan therefore have forced many families to 

immigrate out of China. This is verified by multiple cases that the author has observed in the 

mainland Chinese community in Phnom Penh. At the same time, Cambodia’s open 

environments of economy, banking, communication, immigration management, business, 

education, birth control, commodity flow, international trade, social movement, free assembly 

and civic organization, free speech, as well as its US dollar cash-Cambodia Riel dual currency 

system are all keys to creating an ideal business platform for newcomers. As another informant 

Wang Ke 王克 said, “it felt tumultuous and under-developed [混乱又落后] at first, but soon 

you will find that Cambodia is full of (business) opportunities [到处都是充满(商业)机会] 

much China was 20 years ago.” With a smile on his face Wang added, “heroes emerge in 

troubled times, young man [乱世出英雄 , 小兄弟 ]!” Therefore, many have decided to 

immigrate not only because of Cambodia’s commercial environment, but also because the open 

environment provided a solution to their predicaments in China. 

   The other disadvantage group of mainland Chinese immigrants in Cambodia is Chinese 

LGBT. ML and SX, a lawyer and geologist from Beijing and Hainan respectively, are both 

gay individuals who decide to pursue careers in Cambodia since their sexual orientation 

inhibited them in China. ML compared Cambodia to his hometown in China as well as Europe 

where he went for his post-graduate studies. “(In sense of citizenship, language and culture,) it 

is difficult to fit in and find a job in Europe, but I like it the most. But in China, there is just too 

many difficulties and biases that he had confronted regardless of his attempts to hide his sexual 

orientation. However, in Cambodia, it is very free and nobody cares about one’s sexuality. I 
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can meet many gay friends here, and enjoy my life in the way I want. My friends here all know 

me, and there are all okay. The gay community is open and friendly for any one from anywhere, 

but not in China, especially my parents do not know that I am gay yet. Many of my friends and 

relatives at home may suspect and ask, but I would all deny every time (interviewed with ML).” 

SX, in contrast, has not openly admitted his sexuality. He complains about the discrimination 

and difficulties he would have to confront as a mining geologist, which requires many trips 

with coworkers out in the field for many days. “He can’t image how his seniors or co-worker 

will react if they knew,” he said. As a result, he had decided to leave, as there is an impending 

chance that he may begin to work in the public sections. However, when he first heard of this 

geological survey job, he immediately took the offer and came to Cambodia. His friends and 

families all called him crazy since the new job would pay 40% less ($600 USD) than his 

original job in China, was only a short time position, and was located it is in Cambodia. 

Though he admittedly had doubts before going to Cambodia, after six months, he was thrilled 

by the opportunistic field survey results and could not wait to being fundraising for his own 

mining firm in Phnom Penh. More importantly on a personal level, he had met his partner, the 

son of a high-ranking government official who can really support the young couple’s business 

with his network. Both ML and SX agree that, Cambodia’s gay friendly, open environment has 

instigated the emergence of a Chinese gay community in Phnom Penh.  

    Other than the domestic policy restrictions that have pushed out disadvantaged minorities, 

the imbalance of sex ratio and the increasing financial pressure in the marriage market 

for males in China has also been contributing factors to the decisions of peoples immigrating 

to Cambodia. According to a Newsweek article, “In China, there are currently 32 million more 

boys under the age of 20 than girls.” In 2005, China’s sex ratio at birth (numbers of boys born 

per every 100 girls) is peaking 121, while it dropped to 118 in 2010. Currently, it is estimated 

to be 112 in 2014 by the CIA Country Factbook, but 119 by the World Bank. Either number 

indicates the serious issue of gender imbalance in China. Therefore, other than the above-

mentioned family immigration issue, many young mainland Chinese professionals who 

initially come for SOE jobs or short-term project assignments may decide to stay and settle in 

Cambodia after meeting and marrying local Cambodian girls. Ben Xu, who came to Cambodia 

with a state-owned construction corporation as a civil engineer and project supervisor in 2010, 

soon fell in love with a Cambodian English-Khmer interpreter from the construction site. They 
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got married (factual marriage) after three months, and shortly thereafter, he moved into the 

house of his parents-in-law. He praised how his parents in law treat him like their own son, and 

how his Cambodian wife is more thoughtful, submissive, but also more independent, 

industrious and hardworking than any Chinese girl he knew and dated before. In addition, not 

only they do not request “a new house, a new car, or any dowry money [有房、有車和有聘

金]”, they are even willing to invest him with the cash they had and partially borrowed in order 

for him to open a Cambodian investment consultants firm. He mentioned having a group of 

formal Chinese SOE employees who married local Cambodian girls. They all live in different 

parts of Cambodia due to work or projects, and can usually only communicate through instant 

messaging, QQ. Currently they have around twenty people in the group, but there are many 

more out there. This is especially true due to issues of spouse Visa to China, which has become 

increasingly difficult due to the accusation of human trafficking, false marriages, and domestic 

violence issues present in rural China. With obstacles that prevent their Cambodian spouses 

from returning home with them, that include issues of discrimination related to the lack of 

Chinese fluency, many decide to stay in Cambodia and focus on the opportunities that correlate 

to the country’s rapid economic development. Many of Xu’s peers and relatives in China even 

ask if he can introduce some Cambodian girls for them since it is just difficult to find a wife in 

China. Evidently, the imbalance of sex ratio and the increasing financial pressure in the 

marriage market has affected to the immigration decisions of mainland Chinese males. 

    However, as it mentioned above, most mainland Chinese in Cambodia are short-term project 

laborers or Chinese corporation employees that come for a short term stays. Though some may 

stay to develop new careers in Cambodia, those newcomers have “no reputation, no root, no 

background [没名、没姓、没背景] (interviewed with 李小双)” in Cambodia, therefore “how 

do you trust them, and know they are not con-men, or not those who get your cash and run [捞

一票就跑的]?” questioned Vice Chair persona of ACC and local Sino-Khmer community 

leader, Ung 黄焕明. He exemplified several stories he ran into to strengthen his assertion, they 

are many decent Chinese businessmen who really want to develop business and a career here, 

but there are also many [乱七八糟的人] who want to come and make a quick fortune and take 

off. “So, you have to be really careful to check one’s personal background, his social circle, 

and his referrals [個人背景 , 朋友圈 , 介紹人 ],” Ung added. These demands and 
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background checks of an individual’s social references are extremely important and 

commonly practiced across different sub-ethnic Chinese communities in Cambodia. Frequently, 

people will call one another in similar targeted fields to inquire [打聽 (探聽)] about a new firm 

in town, concerning its background, shareholders, finance, quality of work as well as the owner 

or the individual’s personality, reliability, social circle, skills, and any business records. In a 

traditional market and business environment like Cambodia that lacks information 

transparency, public records, legal reinforcements, there is a heavy reliance on verbal 

commitments, business reputations and social references often obtained through personal 

networks, which are usually keys to transaction security and business decisions. Though 

personal or corporative reputation and records may be the keys for any further considerations 

of hiring, contracting, cooperation, and business partnerships, this check-and-inquire method 

[打聽] is another means that is usually based on community gossip and rumors that rapidly 

circulates within the community. Based on the demands of both constructing local reputation 

and business information inquiries, many new Chinese immigrants in town have started to 

participate in local social activities or voluntary organizations across various sub-ethnic groups, 

though most did not previously participate in any social organizations while in China.  

 

Conclusion: Decentralize Chineseness with foots. 

    In this chapter, the author first reviews the domestic political and transnational structure of 

China’s overseas Chinese affairs. The purpose is to point out how this upper level structure has 

framed the ethnic ecology of the mainland Chinese diaspora across national borders. Though 

the framing of this political structure through the government authorizes three administrative 

divisions and semi-governmental transnational organizations, China still has full access and 

influence over the inner structure of the ethnic communities. This upper level political structure 

is tied through financial support, personal communication, and the utilization of cultural and 

political identities, as well as centralized Chineseness within the society. Despite this fact, 

these upper level structures still have very limited influence on social identities and 

organization operation. As the author elaborates in the second part of this chapter, the 

leadership and membership setting of local ethnic organizations within the mainland Chinese 
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community in Cambodia is an elite-based and economically driven transformation of personal 

capital from economic to social, then political capital within both nations. The formalization of 

political capital started from a leader of a social organization striving for authentication from 

political authorities, including those of Cambodia (Minister of Interior Affairs), China (OCAO 

system), and the diasporic community (CCCC). The political capital will then enhance 

organizational leader’s credibility, power of influence, and bridging authority amongst the 

hometown, Cambodia, and the diaspora. Furthermore, it can become the second wing to secure 

personal financial capital and its accumulation. However, it is clear that this upper level 

political structure and its leadership is not an open circuit, in the sense of a political power. 

Accordlingly, the priced donation and contribution has set as entrance barrier and operates as a 

membership pool to maintain and strengthen leadership stability and continuity. This 

methodology explains how the leadership of the CCCC under Kao Hua [高華] has remained 

unchanged since 1996. It also explains the establishing mania of regional organizations since 

2012. Along with the flourishing mainland Chinese immigrations to Cambodia, the original 

membership system of the CCCC is incapable of containing the diversity of all members. 

Instead of challenging the CCCC’s membership system or internal political division, middle-

range social and economic elites created yet another layer of social platform with regional 

identities. Since many of those regional organizations carry both functions of hometown 

association as well as that attributed to the chamber of commerce, the membership systems set 

within each regional organization reflects how each social organization includes members from 

different classes, professions, and wealth statuses. However, as presented in this chapter, the 

fixed price or requirement contribution of the leadership ring, again, have created barriers and 

stabilized the leadership of those ethnic social organizations. Unlike the ethnic social 

organizations of the Sino-Khmers, which are highly community-based due to its schools, 

temple and annual event arrangement, the current local political structure of the mainland 

Chinese community is still in the early stages of self-governing and organizing. However, the 

emergence of ethnic social organizations in the mainland Chinese community now and in the 

predictable future represents the demands of different groups and identities that need to be 

included and represented. Hence, this civic democracy of the mainland Chinese community in 

Cambodia will then start to take diverse individualities and marginal identities into its self-

organizing social engagement, through the diversification of its inner political structure and 
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levels of social organizations. For economic elites, Cambodia’s open economy and under-

developing market provides a new round of competition than over-regulated and intensified 

market competition in China. Currently many of those most influential business figures in the 

mainland Chinese community in Cambodia are developing a second or third career after their 

business lost competitive advantages in urbanized China or fell behind in industrial upgrades. 

Many of these comeback stories [東山再起] circulate within the community, with the CCCC 

Chair Kao Hua and CWZCC’s current and formal Chairs, HU and Chen as three most famous 

cases [胡金林、陳景鏈]. Their success and comeback stories, just like the way they went back 

and visited their hometown OCAO authorities with higher social privileges, demonstrate their 

combat and resolve against what has failed them under China’s rapid development over the last 

three decades.  

    On the other hand, this is when the individuality of disadvantage minorities of mainland 

Chinese community comes to play. As the ethnographic cases presented in the third part of this 

chapter, it is apparent that some new Chinese immigrants in Cambodia view their immigration 

as a form of resistance to the political and economic restriction in China. Similar to many other 

cases of immigration in North America or Europe of people seeking a better quality of life , 

those who migrate to Cambodia find that it is the only solution to confronting and escaping the 

social injustice, institutional discrimination, or policy oppression prevalent within their country. 

These immigrants tend to be apolitical and maintain distance with the upper political system. 

Instead, social engagement with home folks or birds of a feather could be understood as the 

reconstruction of normal life in a new settlement. Although their social engagement is framed 

within the upper political system as well, they tend to maintain higher autonomy. This is 

applied to the informal social circle under regional organizations, and their relatively petty and 

limited financial and labor contributions are attributed to social debt and identity construction 

[人情世故]. Moreover, the participation and membership with various social organizations 

within the ethnic-communities are based on the primordial individuality that is acculturated 

through life experiences and personal preferences. At the same time, individual qualifications 

and regional identities within specific organizations are determined by long-term interactions, 

social involvements, and peer pressure. For them, it is more of a recreation of collective 

identities in a new settlement, rather than performative or utilitarian usages. The essence of 
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their social engagement and multiple memberships reflect the diversity of their social 

dimensions, rather than network outreach. Therefore, their social engagements are grounded on 

their journeys and experiences from China to Cambodia. These life experiences include the 

connection to domestic socialization through growing up and education, the dwelling 

experiences of hometown roots, adaption of vernacular and diet flavor. The sharing of 

memories is then utilized as collective identities, especially when analyzing membership 

application and organizational participation. On the other hand, personal activeness and degree 

of engagement through financial or labor contribution can vary according to one’s compression 

and personal preferences. Above all, the individuality, preference, and activeness are optional 

and situational. For them, social and community responsibilities are not obligatory, formalistic, 

and performative. Therefore, participation in those selected ethnic social organizations is a 

portal into the hometown and extended families, and memories. It is also then a treatment and 

cure for the nostalgia that they were forced to confront.  

    In conclusion, this chapter presents the transnational policy network, political power 

hierarchy, and social stratification that the mainland Chinese community in Cambodia 

embedded. It reflects the different attitudes, motivations, reactions, and degrees of engagement 

for capital elites and disadvantage minority. This serves to reflect the notion that people who 

share the same identities may not engage or have access to ethnic organizations in the same 

way. Yet also illustrates that people who engage in the same ethnic organizations may share 

specific identities, but may act differently due to the other identities, which they do not 

commonly share. 
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Chapter Seven    Social Space, the Life Cycle and Network Utility of Chinese 

Business Organizations in Cambodia 

 

 

Ethnic Power and Network Utility of Chineseness  

Chain migration has been one of the most explanatory paradigms in explaining 

transnational ethnic population movements while economic push-pull serves as the driving 

force to run the wheel. Thus geo-spatial kinship, or ethnic tie in a board broad sense, has been 

used to consolidate the trust and altruistic relations in the international trade and transnational 

migration flow (Landa 1994; Redding 1995). However, the problem is that, does this neoliberal 

migration pattern just be formed and performed from the very beginning of the migration flow 

as it assumes? How does it evolve and how does it get to mature into its present dynamic 

demographic structure, taking overseas Chinese migration in Southeast Asian counties as an 

example?  

 Driven by the economic pushing and pulling forces, people move across the borderline 

in pursue of a better life. One of the theoretical paradigms that best explains this transnational 

ethnic population movement is Chain migration theory. During the transnational migration 

process, kinship built on the same ethnic/cultural roots or geo-spatial closeness has been the 

foundation of mutual trust, cooperation, even altruistic behaviors (Landa 1994; Redding 1995). 

However, the migration pattern is not a static model across time, instead, it evolves alone the 

time and finally reaches the current pattern. This chapter discusses how the overseas Chinese’s 

migration model in Cambodia evolved and matured alone the time and developed into the 

present dynamic demographic structure. 

    This chapter uses the author’s ethnographic fieldwork data from Cambodia’s ethnic Chinese 

communities to establish an experimental hypothesis on the life cycle of Chinese ethnic 

organizations, among various types of sub-ethnic groups within the community. This 

organizational life cycle explains how a migratory community first takes shape by a few 

pioneer individuals due to rational economic reasons. After that, a loose and individualistic 

migration community bridges population transition from the home country to the new 
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settlements, and these people develops an organic power structure with various informal social 

groups. These informal social organizations eventually evolve into formal social organizations; 

serve as the nerve system in the migration community. These informal and formal social 

organizations carry out functions such as resource mobilization, identity socialization, ethnic 

consolidation, and nostalgia-curing. Because of their unique status and wide accessibility 

within the community, the formal social organizations often being adapted and utilized by both 

settlement and home states in international and domestic political affairs. 

    This Ethnic Organizational Life Cycle can be seen as the developing process of the ethnic 

network in a chronic sense. In terms of spatial network utility, the connection between various 

social spaces with specific sub-types of social circles/groups among the entire Overseas 

Chinese community in Cambodia and their inter-group relations then fabricate the ethnic 

Chinese network. This chapter discusses the development of both Taiwanese and Mainland 

Chinese communities in Cambodia as examples in comparison in illustrating two arguments in 

this chapter. In the first part we discuss the development process of the overseas Chinese 

network in Cambodia, particularly the network of new Chinese migrants- how it actually a 

grass-root and bottom-up grouping process based on the social dynamics of multiple sub-ethnic 

groups’ self-governing and organizing utilities. Secondly, the Chinese ethnic network is 

grounded on the social complexity of ethnic social spaces and social groupings, which varies 

based on the sub-ethnic group identities such as hometown, dialects and regional social 

belongingness. Thus, this chapter proposes that this Ethnic Organizational Life Cycle is the 

core force that shapes ethnic network and sculptures the ethnic Chinese network across 

national boundaries.  

    In order to fully embody the ethnic organizational life cycle theory, this chapter uses both 

Cambodia’s Chinese ethno-history and the author’s ethnographic field data to demonstrate how 

this process was fully exemplified in Cambodia’s Chinese immigrant community. Furthermore, 

the interviews and ethnographic materials collected by the author strongly support the 

argument that such organizational life cycle explains the developing process of transnational 

ethnic network in the new settlement. In this case, the Chinese immigrant community in 

Cambodia is examined in order to provide a new pattern in explaining the transnational chain 

migration beyond economic forces. The ethnic network constituted by social organizations and 
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its various development phases can be viewed as an alternate force in driving the overseas 

Chinese population’s movement between their homeland and Cambodia. 

 

From Social Spaces to Social Groups: A Static Case of Taiwanese in Cambodia 

Long before I started my 2013’s yearlong fieldwork in Phnom Penh, I have known that 

Chung Hsin Hotel [中信酒店] has been the most common choice for many Chinese business 

and leisure travelers to Cambodia. Since its opening in 1998, Chung Hsin has been the first 

stop and the preferred accommodation solution for many Taiwanese and Chinese when they 

visit Cambodia. The building is owned and operated by a Taiwanese entrepreneur and staffed 

with Mandarin-speaking employees. Taiwanese and other Mandarin-speaking customers find it 

comfortable and convenient since the whole building was designed and constructed by 

Taiwanese and almost all construction materials were imported from Taiwan (author’s 

interview with co-owner, Mr. Jin [江永興 ]). Even the power socket and switches are 

“Taiwanese-style.” According to their customers, the hotel is not only close to the downtown, 

factories and nightclubs, but also safe, clean, and affordable. More importantly, its lobby 

restaurant provides “authentic Taiwanese dishes and snacks [小吃].” Being one of the only two 

Taiwanese cuisine restaurants in the city between 1998 and the early 2000’s, the hotel’s 

restaurant is the major social space for the Mandarin-speaking community in all Phnom Penh 

(The first Taiwanese Cuisine restaurant is 青葉火車頭餐廳, while currently there are more 

than 10 other places: 渡小月, 滿漢樓, 鹿港, 鴻順, 小月小吃, 中信, 卓家牛肉麵, 金鑽牛肉面, 

霸王豬腳, 來來小吃, 國賓). As of 2013 and 2014, Chung Hsin and the street blocks around it 

(near Kampuchea Krom Blvd [干隆街] and 225 St.) have developed into an ethnic ghetto with 

3 hotels, 3 Taiwanese restaurants, two grocery stores, 1 bubble tea house and 2 KTVs, all 

targeted to Chinese-speaking consumers. And Chung-Hsin is still the most popular choice for 

short term stay-over business travelers, such as foreign quality controllers (QC) of garment 

factories. 

    Furthermore, the private dining room of Chung-Hsin’s restaurant has been the meeting room 

and social center for the Taiwan Commercial Association in Cambodia [TCAC, 台商會] and 
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its members ever since its opening. The restaurant’s managers and co-owners have all played 

important roles in TCAC as well. The most significant case may be TCAC’s formal General 

Manager (1998~2008) and the current co-owner, Mr. Jin Yonxing [江永興]. Besides serving as 

Chair [會長 ] of TCAC for two terms (2004~2008), Mr. Jin was also appointed by the 

Taiwanese Government as Overseas Chinese Affairs Commissioner [僑務委員], a un-paid 

honorary position yet highest official representative of the Republic Of China (Taiwan) in 

Cambodia. Since Taiwan does not have official or semi-official offices in Cambodia due to the 

lack of formal diplomatic relationship, Mr. Jin is usually respectfully seen as Taiwan’s official 

representative in most occasions.  

In addition to the Chung Hsin Hotel, other major periphery social spaces for Phnom 

Penh’s Taiwanese include Guo-bin Motel [國賓休閒旅店], TCAC office, a dozen of popular 

Taiwanese Restaurants and KTVs, two collective residential communities (Bali Apartments I 

& II 巴俚島社區一二區 and New World 新世界), and several other private residences of 

key/senior/famous Taiwanese entrepreneurs. Unlike Chung Hsin as a major social/gathering 

choice in the Phnom Penh’s Taiwanese community, these periphery/satellite social spaces offer 

alternatives for sub-social groups connected by age, professions, hobbies, social status, 

friendship [交情] or simply geo-spatial connections. These sub-social groups are not attached 

to a specific social space, and tend to be informal and semi-open for newcomers, as long as 

they are introduced/brought in by an old member. Many field stories and my field experiences 

show that most of Lao-Taishang or Lao-Jinbian [Old Taiwanese businessmen 老台商/ Old 

Phnom Penh 老金邊] are very cautious and reserved when meeting a newcomer, therefore, for 

a new member to join the sub-social groups, he/she is always introduced/brought in by a 

current member. 

Taking the so-called Guobin Gang [國賓幫] as a sub-social group example, this informal 

social group with 16 core members is based at the living room /office of Guobin Motel on the 

Russia Blvd [俄羅斯大道] near Pochentong International airport [波成東國際機場]. Opened 

on April 10, 2003 by one of the earliest Tai-shang 陳春地, Guobin Motel is now managed by 

Chen’s son, Chen Chihcheng 陳志誠 and his Sino-Khmer wife Chhuor Davy [仇秀美]. It was 

actually the first drive-in, garage-room motel in the Cambodia. With its novel business model 
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and location between the industrial zone and downtown, it soon became an alternative 

accommodation option for Phnom Penh’s Taiwanese mid-level managers [台幹]. Gradually, it 

became one of the most important social spaces for 16 Tai-Shangs (age between 25 to 40), or 

said to include 6 to 8 households who are all long-term Taiwanese residents in Phnom Penh. 

Guobin Gang members include the owner of Taiwanese cuisine restaurant [渡小月], the 

biggest Taiwanese grocery supplier in Phnom Penh, several migrated youth, several senior 

Taiwanese administrative workers of shoe, garment, textile factories, plus their spouses and 

children. Guobin Gang has become an identity term within the Taiwanese community.  

Chung-Hsin Hotel has been the most important social space for all Taiwanese in Phnom 

Penh, even in Cambodia; Guo-Bin Motel has become the central gathering location for quite 

some Tai-shangs too. Both Chung-Hsin’s and Guo-Bin’s owners/acting managers (Mr. Jin and 

Chen’s couple) play multiple important roles in Phnom Penh’s Taiwanese community too. The 

correlation between the emergence of central social space and the leadership of local ethnic 

organizations, thus attracted my interests in understanding the causal effect/emerging 

process in two major aspects. First is how an ethnic social space emerged in the first place, and 

the second one is how its members then initiated, institutionalized, and legalized the informal 

gathering into formal ethnic associations. Take TCAC as an example here, how does Chung 

Hsin evolve into being the central social networking space among Taiwanese in Cambodia? 

How does TCAC start to tie up with a private sector (Chung Hsin) while TCAC does have its 

own office? And what role does Chung Hsin play in TCAC’s developmental process? Does 

this correlation between primary social location and ethnic institutionalization apply to other 

ethnic Chinese organizations in Phnom Penh? 

 

From Social Grouping to Ethnic Organizations: Dynamic Case of Mainland Chinese in Cambodia 

Mainland Chinese have started to move into Cambodia since 1993, the number boomed 

rapidly after Go-Out Policy [走出去戰略] was announced in 1997. Up to May 2014, there are 

12 regional Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia under the umbrella of the national 

Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [CCCC, 柬埔寨中國商會]. CCCC was first 

established in 1996 as a transnational social platform that facilitates information exchange and 
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emergency relief coordination by 20 Chinese state-owned corporate leaders. It has been led by 

Chairman Mr. Gao [高華] and has been the major venue for Chinese business leaders to 

connect with Sino-Khmers, government officials in Cambodia. Unlike CCCC’s formal 

institutionalization, the institutional levels of the 12 regional business organizations vary by 

their size, leadership style and strategic missions. For example, Wenzhou Chamber of 

Commerce in Cambodia, a.k.a. Wenzhou Shanghui [溫州商會] is famous of its member 

cohesion, hierarchical division, financial function and global Wen-Shang networking [全球溫

商網路]. Several key members of Cambodia’s Wenzhou Shanghui even initiated a 4 million 

global joint venture to open the Jiǎnpǔzhài Wēnzhōu dà jiǔdiàn [柬埔寨溫州大酒店] in 2012
72

.   

    On the other hand, some regional business associations/Shanghui [商會] serve more like 

semi-formal or informal social groups in which members meet irregularly or once to twice a 

year. The Shanghui leaders print their titles on the organizational name cards so they can raise 

or recruit new business partners or investors in their hometowns, or apply to get a possible 

honorary positions from the local OCAC office [僑鄉辦]. This may be useful for them to get a 

loan in their hometown as well. However most mainland Chinese entrepreneurs in Phnom Penh 

are not aware of those organization’s operations and personnel. They may just have heard of it 

from organizational title online or on CCCC’s website (by author’s Interview with 徐野, 王克 

& 李丽萍). Some of these so-called Shanghui may actually only be active in somebody’s 

living room. Unlike the well-established Shanghui that have their own organizational offices 

(such as TCAC, ACC, CCCC, Wenzhou, and Zhejiang Shanghui), most Chinese regional 

Shanghui do not have a fixed office location or central social space- the Shanghui office 

oftentimes is located in the new Chairperson’s office or residence.  

 

The rapid growing in number of business organizations among mainland Chinese in 

Cambodia since 2012 is a note-worthy phenomenon. It shows that mainland Chinese in 

Cambodia has accumulated to a certain size in Phnom Penh, in contrast to the previous model 

                                                           
72

 Although it was shut down on January 16, 2014 by the court order due to ownership disputes between the new 

and old owners. The biggest and once the most promising joint capital of Mainland Chinese businessmen in 

Cambodia soon became a legal and social disaster since everyone involves all tries to influence the verdict toward 

their own interests by pulling strings [靠山/後台]. 
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of individuals [跑單幫/單兵作戰] fighting their way out and trying to survive in a foreign 

country. It’s clear that mainland Chinese in Cambodia are at the beginning stage of forming 

their collective identities and social belonging in expanding their personal network, integrating 

their venture resources, consolidating group power, and further formalizing their economic 

capital into social and political capital. In other words, all those active engagement of social 

life through this traditional same-industry [tongye 同業] and same-hometown [tongxiang 同鄉] 

networks on a foreign soil not only enhanced their social network in this ethnic group but also 

extended their personal network into public and political areas. Moreover, as what I have 

addressed in previous chapters on the roles of ethnic organizations play in the cross-strait 

Overseas Chinese affairs in Cambodia; these ethnic business organizations can be viewed as 

the extension of the competition between China and Taiwan.  

The interpersonal interactions through business or other organizations within the mainland 

Chinese community not only enhanced the traditional ethnic ties, but also shaped the structure 

of the early Chinese migrants’ social/political network. This ethnic network of social 

organizations can be seen as a new version of Silk Road development in the 21
st
 century. This 

chapter focuses on how these business organizations were initiated and evolved from the 

location/social space based social gathering into well-structured organizations. 

 

The Initiation of Mainland Chinese Business Organizations and its Correlation with Social Spaces 

and Groupings 

    Since I started my research and participatory observation in the Chinese community in 

Cambodia in 2006, I have focused on its social structure and ethnic organizations, especially 

after my long-term fieldwork in Phnom Penh. The rapid change in the structure of the 

mainland Chinese community in Cambodia then has provided an extremely vivid and yet 

astonishing example in understanding how a migration community emerged and developed its 

inner political and social structure. Compare with Sino-Khmer and Taiwanese communities in 

Cambodia, the early stage of social initiation and grouping dynamics in mainland Chinese 

community shown in 2006~2014 can be seen as a great process of diaspora self-governing. 

Unlike the more static and mature ethnic-political structures of Sino-Khmer and Taiwanese 
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communities in Cambodia, the sub-ethnic hierarchy among mainland Chinese is still evolving. 

In contrast to the current status and structure mapped out in the previous chapter (chapter four), 

this chapter focuses on the historical background and developmental process of ethnic 

organizations among mainland Chinese community in Cambodia. Supported by numerous sub-

ethnic grouping cases, five types of social organizations are defined and classified in 

understanding the development of the sub-ethnic groups within mainland Chinese community. 

 

a. Virtual Community of Overseas Chinese Networks 

Since its first launched in 1999, the Chinese instant messaging software (QQ) has been the 

most important social platform for most of Chinese youths. Seen as China’s MSN, QQ has 

dominated 76.7% of China’s instant messenger market since 2005 and currently owns 62.2% 

of mobile device’s IM market share (Report of Analysis International Market Survey). QQ 

along with Wechat (Weixin), another IM software made by the same corporation, are two 

major platforms for Chinese’s virtual communities. This is especially important for Overseas 

Chinese, because they use QQ to maintain connection and interaction with their business 

associates, families, friends and their internet contacts.  

Among mainland Chinese in Cambodia, QQ is also the major communication channel, 

even Sino-Khmers who adapt Chinese as the first language use QQ widely too. I applied a QQ 

account and have been using it to keep contact with my Chinese or Sin-Khmer friends since 

2008. “What is your QQ number?” is usually the ending question that I raise everywhere in 

Cambodia after I meet new friends. After I started using it, I soon discovered that QQ Groups 

have created a new type of social platform for people to build connections and reach out for 

new friendships. Therefore, I started to follow and observe how mainland Chinese and Sino-

Khmers use QQ Groups to exchange information, make new friends, explore new market, 

reconnect with old acquaintances, or reconcile resources. 

    Simply search 柬埔寨 [Jiǎnpǔzhài, “Cambodia” in Chinese] in QQ groups, the searching 

results yield 462 groups with member size ranging from 1 member to 901 at most. If searching 

by 金邊 [Jīnbiān, “Phnom Penh” in Chinese], 370 groups (with member number from 1 to 494) 

can be found in all sorts of topics (both searched on October 20, 2014). Since 2009, I have 
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started to follow 30 groups that are most active and have the most members. Many members in 

those 30 QQ groups are overlapped and many accounts are simultaneously active in various 

groups. Anyone with a valid account can start an interest group by labeling the title and setting 

up the group description, while the administrator of the groups can regulate membership in 

three different style: Open access (open group), Enrolled with admission (semi-open group) 

and By invitation only (Closed group). Among these 30 QQ groups, 9 are semi-open groups 

and 21 are open access groups. 

Those QQ groups not only provide a virtual space for members to interact and make 

connections with their old acquaintances in traditional Five Commonality network (people who 

are connected in the following five ways) [五同關係網路]: hometown, classmates, coworkers, 

surname, or interests [同鄉、同學、同事、同宗、同好]. Meanwhile, these open-access QQ 

groups with loose membership tend to serve all kinds of modern social purposes: information 

or help seeking, sharing, business promotion, sex/one-night-stand/relationship matching, job 

hunting, business opening, online frauds… etc. These Cambodia-related QQ groups are the 

first step of social grouping for people who have been to, never been to, planning to go to or 

even just interested in Cambodia or curious about Angkor Wat. As long as they have a valid 

QQ account and can speak and type in Chinese, they can always find a group for themselves, 

not matter how their relationship with another group member play out. For example, QQ 

groups for people from the same corporations such as: 紡織廠, 鞋廠, 餐廳, 建設公司, 養殖場, 

農場, 土地開發, 貿易, 中文學校, 書局, 黃金期貨, 礦業公司, 婚姻仲介, 裝潢, 林木, 小商品, 

人力資源, 翻譯, 旅行社, 宗教, 醫院… Etc. tend to be semi-open or closed groups, while 

hobby/ interest groups such as those in gambling, ethnic food and restaurants, badminton, 

soccer, basketball, ping pong, language learning, writing, investment, prostitution, anti-union, 

outdoors, touristic… etc. tend to be open ones. Groups with specific qualification such as those 

of Five Commonalities tend to have firm membership and are most likely to be semi-open or 

closed groups while the group administrator may conduct an identity check once a while to 

delete “unwelcome accounts.” For instance, QQ groups of 江西同鄉會 and 廣東同鄉會 make 

it clear in the group description that every member should state their real name and hometown 

cities in their group name cards. And some other QQ group like 柬埔寨邵武同鄉會 (with 29 

members), my enrollment application was denied simply because of “Who are you? Don't 
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recognize you! [你哪位?不認識],” while I was also accepted to closed QQ groups like 柬埔寨

陝西老鄉群 (100 members), 柬埔寨诸暨同乡会 (17 members) and 柬埔寨成都群 (36 

members). 

    Overall, this type of social groups are the earliest grouping experience for people who are 

interested in Cambodia no matter where they were, or how they related to Cambodia or 

Chinese community. These virtual communities are the weak social ties that are organized and 

operated beyond national borders. It is a new way of communication that connects anyone 

from anywhere who is willing to connect with others who share the same interest, identity or 

belongingness beyond national border. Like Liu Hong (1998) and McKeown (1999) both 

pointed out, this virtual social network could be seen as another form of daily practice of the 

ethnic network that moving from deterritorialization toward a new globalization era. 

 

b. Substantialization of Social Groups and Space: In-Person Interaction 

Unlike the anonymity and loose membership in the virtual communities, the other type of 

early social grouping within Overseas Chinese diaspora community in Cambodia is in-person 

onsite socials that are carried out as a kind of daily practice of social Substantialization. Similar 

to how creolization is a mixture and relational process between cultural globalization and 

ethnic authenticity (Arends 1996; Stewart 2007), social substantialization refers to the 

interactive process of group members to de-virtualize from an online social group or distant 

networking into physical activities. Traditional business convention has it as Yìngchóu [應酬] 

or Qǐngkè chīfàn [ 請客吃飯 ] for meeting new business associates, potential partners, 

reconnecting friends and old acquaintances, or meeting friend’s friends just for expanding 

social network. In the modern cyberspace era, Wǎng jù [網聚, or “Wǎngyǒu jùhuì 網友聚會” 

in full] and Qún jù [群聚, or “group friends get together 群友聚會” in full] have become the 

new trendy term for networking. These social group meet-ups take place as irregular and 

occasional get-together dining, singing KTV, or hanging out in some coordinator’s office or 

living room.  
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    In the case of Chinese in Cambodia, this type of early stage social grouping is extremely 

important since most mainland Chinese sojourners in Cambodia do not speak any Khmer and 

most of them moved to Cambodia for economic and the open environment reasons. Most of 

my mainland Chinese interviewees reflected similar migration stories to my question of “why 

did you decide to come to Cambodia at the first place?” They may have different reasons to 

stay and start a new career in Cambodia but many of them were brought to Cambodia for the 

same reason. These Chinese businesspersons went to Cambodia mostly due to job assignments 

in their early years before deciding to stay and seek a new career on the new soil. The jobs that 

brought them to Cambodia were usually related to Chinese language education system, state-

owned businesses, sub constructors, or shoe and garment factories. After they settled down, 

these new settlers mobilized and recruited their friends from hometown in China to Cambodia. 

Their social cycles tend to be small, limited, closed, and isolated from local Cambodia society 

since rarely do any of them speak or want to learn Khmer. Some of my mainland Chinese 

interviewees who married Cambodian females they met in the workplaces do speak 

conversational Khmer. Thus, meeting new Chinese friends and homies/ homeboys [同鄉] 

through friend’s introduction or internet groups became the major and perhaps the only way to 

extend their social cycle or develop business. This is also why many of my interviewees said 

that they only started to join these local ethnic groups, organizations or traditional networks 

after they went to Cambodia. 

    The membership of these types of social groups is usually semi-open to anyone with proper 

reference or existing connection from certain social platforms, both virtually and non-virtually. 

It is easier for member to understand and establish the trust since they could know and predict 

from each other’s background, or as my interviewee Lu Wei puts it as Zhīgēn zhīdǐ [知根知底 

“Know one’s root, know one through”, author’s translation]. Membership in this type of social 

groups is usually flexible and floating. The organizer and the first meeting are both very 

critical for further development of the social group. I went to several such meetings in Phnom 

Penh that ended up awkwardly. Meanwhile, I also fully participatory observed the first QQ 

group meeting of Jiangxi Tóngxiānghuì [江西同乡会] in January 2014 at 老地方海鲜大酒楼 

and it gradually turned into a formal regional chamber of commerce as 柬埔寨江西商会 later 

in June 2014. Another successful case is the owner of Cambody Cafe [金边金宝烧腊], 刘华 
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and several QQ groups that he established, and later he and his group mates started to meet 

both regularly and occasionally in his store.  

    To sum up, this type of social grouping occasionally carried out on the ground of existing 

networks among different people’s personal five-sameness (Wǔ tóng [五同]) connection. Or it 

is used to extend and substantialize personal identities into social capital. It represents how the 

friendship originally existed in personal networking starts to substantialize into in public 

meeting, gathering, and more engaging activities. And oftentimes, this stage of social grouping 

could be coincidentally and simultaneously implemented with business meeting, socials, or any 

personal life events without any planning and coordination.  

 

 

c. Normalization of the Chinese Sub-Groups: Location, Membership and Group 

Routines 

The third type of social grouping that I observed from mainland Chinese communities in 

Cambodia is how each social group starts to normalize into regular and routines with members, 

meeting location and activities. At this part, one or more dedicated and enthusiastic leadership 

with fixed social space will emerge along with the development of group routines. As the 

members of the group start to settle down with regular individuals periodically, common 

membership and regular social events will soon sublimate toward Jiāoqing [交情]. At this 

stage, it could be considered as the social dynamics of belongingness and ethnic identity as 

Phinney and Ong point out in their 2007 article (Phinney & Ong 2007; also see Phinney 1992; 

Yip & Fuligni 2002; Lee & Yoo 2004).  

These social groups can be viewed as organisms, they evolve over time, and their 

members’ group identity and sense of belongingness grow with it. The social groups among 

Chinese in Phnom Penh usually contain 4 to 8 core families or individuals along with twice the 

amount of active regular members and another twice amount of  occasionally-attending 

inactive members (1 core : 2 active : 2 inactive). In addition, as each individual can belong to 

multiple formalized groups with different levels of engagement, it is difficult to estimate the 
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exact number of this type of social groups in Phnom Penh. The number could vary from 

hundreds to thousands among the 100,000 mainland Chinese in Phnom Penh. My field work 

experiences with Xu’s Gang 徐野文人幫 (有家庭的老金邊, 聚餐, 喝酒, 家庭聚會), Gao 

Feng & his JWM Industry Group Co. LTD. Associates (全單身男, 籃球, 聚餐, 唱歌, 出遊) 

and 金邊支教中文老師群 can be three excellent and very different examples to match this 

type. 

 

d. Formalization of Organization Structure: Organizing and Leadership 

The continuity and substantial development of a social group not only rely on its 

enthusiastic member engagement, but also the dedicated leadership that sustains the group’s 

operation and growing. It requires a large amount of resources and logistics management, 

which are both time and money demanding. Therefore, thousands of social groups in Phnom 

Penh can form and soon fade away without anyone’s notice. Only very few maintain long term 

operation and continuous growing into the next type of social group - formalizing into an 

organization with the full body of administrative structure and leadership with regular meeting 

location and annual events. Among all sub-ethnic Chinese communities in Phnom Penh, a few 

nameable sub-groups turned into more structured organizations. Taking Taiwanese community 

as an example, there are 12 Sisters [十二金釵姐妹會], Jinbian Taishang Golf Team [金邊台商

高爾夫球隊], Jinbian Youth Club [金邊青年團], Taiwanese Garment-textile industrial Union 

[成衣紡織同業公會], TCAC Youth Division [台商會青年會] and TCAC-Hakka Committee 

[台商會客家委員會 ]. Even though they were not operated nor registered as formal 

organizations and usually do not reach out for member recruiting, they all have clear leadership, 

membership pool, group events and at least one regular meeting location.  

In Phnom Penh’s mainland Chinese community, many formalized sub-organizations are 

business and economic oriented interest groups, such as the Cambodia China Economic 

Development Alliance [中柬經貿發展聯合會]. Also there are several groups that are also 

hometown association with limited members and do not have sufficient resources to mobilize 

the group into a full legalized organizations, like [柬埔寨陝西同鄉會] and [東北老鄉會]. 

However, four basketball teams that are affiliated with specific factories or corporations 
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provide different examples. They have clear group identity, leadership, membership, routine 

events, particular social space and even funding for the teams. But they would not, in most case, 

legalize into a formal organization in affiliation with any transnational or local political 

structure, even if they are more formalized than those loose substantialized social groups. 

Taking the crowd of Gao Feng & his male coworkers from JWM Industry Group Co. LTD as 

an example, Gao Feng and his associates did not have clear leadership structure, group routine, 

and a common course/purpose, however, they had stable membership pool and hang-out  after 

work regularly. Therefore, formalization of organizational structure and operation with explicit 

leadership, membership, common course/mission, and a stable funding are essential factors for 

a loose social organization to turn into a sustainable ethnic organization in the migration 

community.  

 

e. Legalization of Chineseness on Business: Transnational Civil and Ethnic 

Registration and its Politicization 

 

Based on the transnational structures of Overseas Chinese affairs among Cambodia, China 

and Taiwan that are discussed in previous chapters, the current structure profoundly echoes 

Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of cultural agent theory: the cultural habitus, field and capital (1979). 

The Chinese ethnic organizations in Cambodia can be seen as the key agents for members to 

socialize their ethnic identities in the transnational diasporic field. Variations of member’s 

internalized relationship in those organizational agents can be seen as the dots; and the self-

governing of group dynamics that derive toward the “habitual expectations” within the 

diaspora communities can be seen as the lines on the blueprint in understanding how a new 

migration community eventually evolves into the static ethnic ecology on the new soil.  

In this sense, the legalization process of those ethnic organizations in Chinese diasporic 

community is the last piece of puzzle to complete the picture. By legalization, the 

organizational status with dual reorganizations from sojourn and home state authorities, 

members and leaders of these organizations politicize their social capital into political assets. 

For example, each of 12 regional Chambers of Commerce has to register to the Chinese 
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Chambers of Commerce in Cambodia and China’s Embassy in Cambodia after gaining support 

and permission to establish from the Association of Chinese in Cambodia. At the same time, 

those commercial leaders will also visit and strive for the political and financial support from 

their hometown authorities, both provincial and municipal. A lot of time, provincial or local 

Overseas Chinese Affairs office [省侨办或市(地方 )侨办] will be designated to be the 

administrative office for their application and bureaucratic management in the future. Leaders 

of these regional Chambers of Commerce usually will also be honored with certain titles, both 

official and non-official ones, such as Zhèngxié wěiyuán [政協委員]. This is not simply just 

Yījǐn huánxiāng [衣锦还乡] or Róngguī gùlǐ [荣归故里], but also the political capital that can 

help them to access elite networks, and to establish creditability and reliability on fund raising 

and joint venture in both China and Cambodia.   

Up to October 2014, there is 12 Chinese regional Chambers of Commerce in Cambodia, 

and they are all registered under the central Chinese Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia, 

CCCC. All of these 12 regional Chambers of Commerce were established after 2011, although 

each of them could vary in all aspects and operative details. But the common characteristics of 

those organizations are based on member’s regional identities and organization’s business 

orientation. Beyond business organizations, the only non-commercial organization is 柬埔寨中

国和平统一促进会 , apparently a political organization in favor of China and Taiwan’s 

unification and anti-separatism. Other than that, there is no other type of formal social or ethnic 

organizations in the mainland Chinese community in Cambodia. My participatory observation 

in the 江西同乡会/商会 (interview and Po with 辉哥 and others) can provide a great example 

of an organization went from an online QQ group, after the substantialization, normalization, 

formalization and then legalized into an official regional Chamber of Commerce in 9 months.  

 

Conclusion: The Life Cycle and Group Dynamics of Business Organizations in PP and the Ethnic 

Power  

As a static picture of Taiwanese community’s social space and organizations in Cambodia 

is described in the prior part of this chapter, the second part of this chapter turns the attention 

toward the grouping dynamics of Mainland Chinese community in Cambodia. It is 
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understandable since the community of Taiwanese in Cambodia has developed for more than 

20 years since the first wave of Tai-Shang settled down after United Nations’ intervention and 

peacekeeping acts in 1992. Taiwanese community a relatively small and stable migration 

community along with the up and down of Taiwan’s economy and its diplomatic relation with 

Cambodia. The mainland Chinese community in Cambodia, on the other hand, has been a new 

and yet still developing migration community since 2002. It grows more rapidly and vitally 

than any other migration or ethnic communities in contemporary Cambodia due to China’s 

comprehensive strategic partnership with Cambodia in all dimensions, alone with Cambodia’s 

open door policy and Chinese-friendly environment. The author tries to compare Taiwanese 

and Mainland Chinese communities not only because both are considered Huárén [華人] but 

they are both economic migration and share the similar cultural background, while they started 

and developed in different chronicle order. Therefore, an analytical comparison of two 

community’s development patterns is highly valuable for diasporic theories.  

    Following this logic, the main discourse we attempt to generalize from the ethnographic data 

the Author collected and presented in this chapter is the correlation between the ethnic life 

circles and the organizational life cycle. If the present social and organizational status of 

Taiwanese Diasporas in Cambodia can be seen as a mature and stable sub-ethnic community, 

can we apply the path and variation of social grouping in the Cambodia’s mainland Chinese 

community as a procedural paradigm to understand how it evolved over time?  

    For example, if we look into the affiliating social space of different regional Chinese 

business organizations in Phnom Penh like the Taiwanese subgroups we analyzed in the first 

half of this paper, we can find a similar development pattern in many mainland Chinese 

regional business organizations. That explains how different types of these ethnic organizations 

were firstly substantialized in several regional cuisine restaurants (see Table 7.1 below). For 

example, Shanghai Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia [柬埔寨上海商会] was based on the 

most famous 上 Shanghai restaurant in Phnom Penh, Yì xiān lóu Restaurant [意仙楼餐厅]. 

The restaurant owner Mr. Ni Hongsheng [倪红生] is also the founding member and current 

president of this Chamber of Commerce since it was established in 2012. 重庆鱼庄 to 川渝商

会 and 温州大旅社 or 温州三林餐馆 to 温州商会 are anther two significant examples for the 
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relationship between the regional-cuisine restaurants as meeting space and geographical 

subgroup’s development.  

 

Organizations 
Major/Core Social Space/ 

Centrality 
Satellite Social Spaces 

柬埔寨中国商会 
金边大酒店(会长高华所有)、

老地方海鲜大酒楼 
 

柬埔寨上海商会 意仙餐馆(会长倪虹生所有)  

柬埔寨湖南商会 虹宇超市  

柬埔寨川渝商会 红龙餐厅 重庆鱼庄 

柬埔寨浙江商会 红龙餐厅 

丹努集团柬埔寨服饰

有限公司厂区 (副会长

所属) 

柬埔寨温洲商会 
温州大旅社 (Closed due to 

Property Dispute) 
温州三林餐馆 

柬埔寨广西商会/同乡会 
金边御膳楼、暹粒市木房子中

餐厅 
聚桂园、食为天餐厅 

Table 7.1  List of Selected Organizations and Social Spaces 

 

Like Chung-Hsin Hotel and several satellite ethnic dining/social spaces can be tied with 

Taiwanese organizational development (TCAC and Guobin Gang et al.), many regional cuisine 

restaurants in Phnom Penh are the starting places and/or central social spaces for groups based 

on regional and dialect identities. Even though the relationship between social space and ethnic 

organizations are still under development within mainland Chinese community in Cambodia, 

there is a clear pattern of some ethnic organizations settle with a core meeting location, while 

other informal/casual social groups may have several satellite social spaces. 

The correlation and causality between dinning places and sub-ethnic social groups is not 

definite. Restaurant owners and managers usually play very important roles in those ethnic 

organizations, but it may just as David Y. H. Wu and Sidney Cheung argued in their 2012 book, 
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Globalization of Chinese Food. The case presented here in the article with the comparison of 

the Taiwanese and Mainland Chinese communities may be just an evidence of Wu and 

Cheung’s claim of “functional interconnections between food systems and other subsystems of 

the society (Cheung and Wu 2012: xviii).” In Cambodia, these ethnic social groups may start 

from a virtual community pursuing the nostalgia solution with their hometown cuisine, while 

dialects and hometown atmosphere are recreated in the restaurants in a foreign country. 

    To conclude, this chapter aims to put together all the puzzles of the life cycle of ethnic 

organization and how it is connected with specific social spaces. With all the ethnographic data 

the Author collected from Cambodia’s Chinese communities, this chapter also attempts to 

theorize the correlation between members, social space and organizations in different stages. It 

firstly looks into the social structure and space of a relatively mature sub-ethnic community, 

Taiwanese community in Cambodia. Taiwanese case then provides a baseline and complete 

ethnic ecology for readers to understand how a static diasporic community can be after more 

than 20 years of development. Next, the Author applied the preliminary paradigm of ethnic 

organization life cycle on the mainland Chinese in Cambodia in comparison. Mainland Chinese 

community in Cambodia is a newly booming migration community with its own community 

order still in development. This dynamic force can be viewed as the soft ethnic power that 

drives Chinese in Cambodia to establish the ethnic network transnationally. While our attention 

has been focusing on the economic and cultural power of Chinese community, we may now 

need to shift part of our attention. The ethnic power and civil force that exists in the overseas 

Chinese community, and how global overseas Chinese community united as a global ethnic 

network entity are both issues worthy of our attention. This ethnic power then could be what 

really defines China’s soft power and the fifth force for the new Silk Road Era besides those of 

economy, politics, diplomacy, and media.  
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Chapter Eight    Conclusion: Chineseness as a Socio-Political Process 

 

    As pointed out in Chapter Two of this volume, Chineseness has been widely used as 

denotations and connotations to generalize Chinese ethnic identities, social behaviors, art 

performance, literature creations, cultural representations, and group traits. Although a 

convenient answer is assumed at first glance, its ambiguous yet tautological definitions lack 

clear responses to the intellectual inquiries that all students of ethnic identities have attempted. 

Different approaches attempt to attach the definition, inner qualities, measurements, and 

boundaries of Chineseness to various sources of data and theories with many of the arguments 

contradicting one another. For example, C. Fred Blake rejected the cultural analysis in 

understanding the process of ethnic groupings(Blake 1981), while Crissman (Crissman 1967) 

advocated the cultural Segmentary structure, which is applicable in this regard. Or David Y.H. 

Wu has argued that globalization and multiple culturalism of daily habits embedded in food 

consumption and social practices have blurred the cultural boundaries Barth and his students 

upholds. These two antitheses are just two major examples to illustrate the complexity, 

emptiness and over-simplification of inner quality, clear definitions and theory construction of 

Chineseness. More specifically, the indefinite translation of Chineseness in Chinese can be 

seemed as the defaults of the predicament in defining Chineseness.  

 

On the translation of Chineseness 

    The term Chineseness was first introduced to studies of Chinese literature in 1960 by 

Dorothy Donnelly (Donnelly 1960). It was also later used in studies of Chinese ethnic 

identities in Punyodyana’s early work (Punyodyana 1976) and systemized by Wang in his 1990 

book on overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia(Wang 1991). Early attempts to look into the inner 

quality and theoretical conceptualizations of Chineseness were Chun in 1996 and Chow in 

1998, both in English(Chow 1998; Chun 1996). However, the term only emerged and was 

translated in Chinese early in the early 2000s as Zhōngguó xìng [中國性] (Song 2006; 朱崇科 

2003; 朱耀伟 2001; 柳泳夏 ; 涂經詒 2007)] or Huárén xìng [華人性] (刘宏 2009; 彭兆荣 
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1999; 文红欣 and 王贤淼 2005; 王赓武 2011; 藍佩嘉 and 吳伊凡 2011; 郭秋梅 2010; 陳昌

宏 2010). In addition, Zhōnghuá xìng [中華性] and Huá xìng [華性] were also used in 

informal working papers, such as blogs, newspapers, and art show promotions. All four 

different translations can be differentiated through two styles, constructivist (中國性) and 

essentialist (華人性, 中華性 and 華性). Despite disciplinary and methodological differences, 

scholars who adapted constructivist translations see Chineseness as a solid concept tied to 

political lenses, whether they like it or not. A major discourse observed under the 

constructivism style is its tendency to bind reasoning to presumptions that are specific to 

certain political agendas. Constructivists presume that the theoretical development of 

Chineseness has to unavoidably cope with or fight against sinicization, or the political agenda 

toward a centralized collectiveness, such as 華夏民族, 中華民族, 炎黃子孫, and 龍的傳人. 

Thus, the making of the quality and state definition of Chineseness is a socially constructed 

process that creates a common political identity or ethnic entity. Although they pay attention to 

the dynamic process as opposed to the static quality, they easily fall into the traps of Han-

centralism or Han-chauvinism, which is evident in their sampling limitations. 

    On the other hand, essentialist translation style (華人性, 中華性 and 華性) is widely used 

by scholars outside China. They pay more attention to static qualities and divergent conations 

of Chineseness. They see Chineseness as a fluid concept still in need of exploration, no matter 

what kind of data formats are used to develop their understanding of Chineseness, historical, 

ethnographic, experiential, performative, or behavioral. They attempt to focus on the essence 

or difference of specific group collectiveness. Meanwhile, they also carry the intuition of the 

observed group situated within particular ethnic hierarchies or position of the core-periphery 

relativism. The essentialists are then easily committed to overstate the interpretative power of 

various groups. Three different ways of essentialism translations respectively their various 

focuses. Huárén xìng 華人性, which focuses on individuality and personhood, while Zhōnghuá 

xìng [中華性] and Huá xìng [華性] stress cultural and ethnical segments, memory, traits, and 

characteristics. The spatial, ethnic and power positions will thus create a biased sectionalism in 

diversifying Chineseness.    
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    The selections and justifications of both translation styles reflect the complexity of how 

Chineseness is understood and adapted by bilingual scholars. A further study is crucial in order 

to understand their intellectual mentality and cognitive standards in selecting a sensible 

translational equivalent on Chineseness. However, the complexity and differences of the two 

Chineseness translation styles presented above, resonates with the main discourse that I would 

like to present in this dissertation. Although I am not satisfied with either of the translation 

styles, the translation of Chineseness will never be able to settle until the definition of 

Chineseness is justified, which may never happen. This is why scholars like Allen Chun, Rey 

Chow, and Ang Ien (Ang 2001; Chow 1998; Chun 1996) have shown their frustration in 

defining Chineseness and pointed out the problematic theorization of related studies. As I was 

not attempting to define the righteous translation of Chineseness above, the dissertation I 

present here is not an attempt to define Chineseness either. Instead, the case of Chinese 

communities in Cambodia I supplied here is to enrich the ethnographic studies of Chinese 

diaspora and variations of their ethnic identities. As it states in the introduction chapter, the 

urgent demand of an ethnographic survey was voiced since William Willmott published two 

specific monographs focusing on the Chinese Community in Cambodia in 1968 and 1970 

respectively. Five decades later, Chinese Communities in Cambodia have become different, yet 

diversified research objects after a long-term civil war and six various political regimes. 

Instead of attacking the subject through a constructivist or essentialist approach, the objectives 

the author pursues through this dissertational project can be divided into two levels. The first 

level has a theoretical approach that aims to fill the academic gap of ethnographic data on 

Cambodia’s overseas Chinese, while also enriching the theoretical body of Chineseness with a 

long-neglected case country. The second level takes on an empirical method to reinvestigate 

and compare the Chinese diaspora in Cambodia to what Willmott portrayed fifty years ago. 

Hence, it would have to look into both the historical and socio-political constructions of 

Chineseness embedded in the daily life of current community members. Furthermore, it 

simultaneously explores the cultural and social essences of Chinesenesses among various sub-

ethnic Chinese communities in Cambodia, including the communities of Sino-Khmers, 

Mainland Chinese, and Taiwanese in Cambodia.  
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Chinesenesses in Cambodia 

    The approach this dissertation takes in reaching both objectives and answering the research 

questions asked in Chapter One aims to investigate the daily practices of Chinese ethnicity 

through an individual’s social engagements in various ethnic-social organizations. Before 

further ethnographic analyses are presented respectively for each community, the ethnohistory 

of Chinese in Cambodia is reviewed in Chapter Three. It summarizes the population changes 

and historical developments of the Chinese community under Cambodia’s frequent regime 

transition and political instability over the past centuries, with a focus especially on the 

contemporary civil war that shaped the Chineseness in Cambodia. The discontinuity and 

paradigm-shifts of ethnic policy and ecology in the past 5 decades thus acculturates three 

different generations of Chineseness. These generations include, the heritage generation of 

sojourning Chinese, born and raised before the civil outbreak; the lost generation of 

wartime Chinese born during the wartime; and lastly, the renaissance generation of heritage 

Chinese, the generation born and educated after 1991. Generational differences between these 

three groups have created cultural, linguistic, social, and identity gaps among generations of 

Sino-Khmer community, which are largely based on their personal socialization experiences. 

These generational gaps across various age groups explain the value conflicts and distinctive 

attitudes to Chineseness, and serve to situate various age groups of Sino-Khmers on the 

identity spectrum between the Khmer and Chinese.   

    On the grounds of the continuity of ethno-community structures and the discontinuity of 

Chineseness in Chapter Three, the three sub-ethnic groups of Chinese in Cambodia are 

reviewed respectively from Chapter Four to Chapter Six. The transnational ethnic network, 

organizational structure, interlocking leaderships, and membership systems are four major 

discourses that the author uses to examine and analyze each sub-ethnic Chinese community. 

The idea is to first map out the macro translational and local ethnic network and political 

hierarchies across Cambodia, China, and Taiwan’s trilateral relationship over diasporic 

identities. Furthermore, the internal political community structure and leadership frames are 

reviewed with detailed ethnographic data collections from three sub-ethnic communities to 

illustrate a general view of particularities as well as group autonomy structures associated with 

each sub-community. Furthermore the interlocking leadership and directorate list across 
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multiple ethnic-social organizations serve as the individual puzzle pieces on this ethnic map by 

linking translational and inter-organizational networks. Under such ethnic hierarchical 

structures, the author then turns the focus to daily individual social engagements with ethnic 

organizations through routines, activity participation, and membership qualifications through 

the arbitration process within each sub-ethnic community.  

    To be precise, different membership arbitration processes are implemented according to 

each particular sub-ethnic community, through their unique transnational political structures 

and internal hierarchies. For example, Sino-Khmer’s elite orientation and three-layer 

organizational division as described in Chapter Four have created a static, but low liquidity 

leadership transition between groups such as the rich and the poor, and the old and young. The 

linguistic barriers, contribution evaluations, and personal referrals as well, create a blurred 

space for organizational memberships. The arbitration process of organizational membership 

within a specific organization thus becomes the conciliation platform between different 

generations, ethnic identities, affiliation recognitions, cultural similarities, experiential 

memories and social classes alike. As for Cambodia’s Taiwanese community profiled in 

Chapter Five, the marginalized political status, absence of the statehood, and community size 

have bestowed the Taiwan Commercial Association in Cambodia with a unique role in 

Cambodia’s Taiwanese community. Unlike those in Sino-Khmer and mainland Chinese 

communities, the membership and social organization within the Taiwanese community is a 

zero-sum option and closed circuit as opposed to functions provided by an arbitration platform. 

The oligarchic and factional controls have reduced and weakened the social function of the 

only ethnic organization in the Taiwanese community. The leadership and membership of 

TCAC thus becomes a politicized and yet factionalized bottom against Chineseness. The 

identity predicament under the one China Policy victimizes Taiwanese groups in Cambodia, 

especially since they are regarded as stateless Chinese. The wide array of examples, such as 

Taiwan-Khmer intermarriages, document authentication, emergency relief, rice donation, and 

inter-relation with other Chinese communities in Chapter Five serve as sources of ethnographic 

evidence regarding issues of identity crisis and the marginalization of positions under political 

realities.   
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    As for the mainland Chinese community in Cambodia presented in Chapter Six, the 

regional organizations that have emerged since 2010 reflects the social dynamics, and network 

demands of a new immigrant, as well as the different levels of identities founded on 

membership qualifications. In addition, different engagement degrees and priced contributions 

between organizational leaders and members reflect the class making of current members 

within the community. The centralized organizational hierarchy in the mainland Chinese 

community and the flourishing of regional organizations, as well as the two different 

membership styles (corporative membership and individual membership) in the Chinese 

Chamber of Commerce in Cambodia as well as other regional Chambers of commerce can be 

understood as an identity transition between a firm political commonality to a new system of 

individualistic collectiveness. The dual functions (business and hometown) and various 

membership catalogs of those regional organizations are the conciliation platforms among 

identity conflicts between social classes and hometown identities concerning the different 

levels and scales (national, provincial or local). Furthermore, the migration flow, social 

demands and engaging dynamics of ethnic networks in chosen organizations are also the 

resistance and surviving strategies of disadvantaged groups against China’s domestic policies 

and discriminations, such as the One Child limit, private ownership restrictions, household 

registration laws, and social benefits.  

    Based on the presented ethnic Chinese ecology in Cambodia’s Chinese communities, 

Chapter Seven serves as an integrated argument on the sub-ethnic organizational development 

and their social space. Unlike the long history of the Sino-Khmer community, the 

organizational development of social organizations in both mainland and Taiwanese 

communities in Cambodia are relatively young and under transmutation. The development 

trajectory of social organizations and self-government in both sub-ethnic communities in the 

past two decades are seen as the ethnographic evidence of the emergence of diasporic 

organizations. The analysis of social space orientations and organization life cycle presented 

in Chapter Seven, upholds the author’s long-term observation of Cambodia’s ethnic 

organizational development throughout the five stages. The correlation between ethnic social 

spaces (cuisine diners, restaurants and ethnic grocery shops) and social organizations is 

concluded to explain how various identity variations are utilized in the five different stages of 

an ethnically organized life cycle. It tracks back how diaspora communities and ethnic 
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networks begin the process of self-organization among members starting at early stage of 

informal interest groups and transforming into substantialized, normalized, formalized and 

legalized registered ethnic organizations that have access to governmental resources, 

transnational networks, and the local ethnic community. It is thus argued in Chapter Seven, that 

even the same groups have a tendency to utilize and adapt to the different variations of firm 

qualifications or soft criteria in forming ethnic-social groups in various stages. Those firm 

qualifications as well as the soft criteria are labeled as ethnic identities that are well discussed 

in early chapters. This is to say that, Chineseness or Chinese ethnic identities are floating, 

flexible and negotiable subjects. Its variation and fluidity are as broad and flexible as personal 

definitions and measure of happiness. Instead of defining Chineseness or happiness, a more 

practical approach is to measure or analyze individuals and their endeavors to pursue 

happiness through personal actions and decisions. In other words, what we should pursue is 

not the inner qualities, definitions, measurements, statuses, or boundary lines. Rather, perhaps 

we should better pay attention to dynamic process and individual members that make 

Chinesenesses different. This reflects the author’s endeavor to fill the gaps of empirical 

research and theoretical enrichment through the understanding and case analysis of Chinese 

communities in Cambodia presented over the course of the dissertation. 

 

Socializing Chineseness and the socialization of Chineseness 

   Socialization, as Sociologist John A. Clausen puts it, refers to “the life long process of 

inheriting and disseminating norms, customs and ideologies, providing an individual with the 

skills and habits necessary for participating within his or her own society(Clausen, et al. 1968).” 

It is widely used to explain the form and informal processes through which an individual 

acquires language, knowledge, culture, social norms, behavioral standards, and legal 

regulations to fit in to the circumstance or group in which he is situated. Moreover, scholars 

further establish the theories on ethnic (racial) and cultural socialization to elaborate upon 

how ethnic and cultural identities can be learnt and influenced in different age stages and social 

fields (Hughes, et al. 2006; Rotheram and Phinney 1987). Nevertheless, unlike Anthropologists 

who pay more attention on individuality, scientists from education, psychology, and sociology 

divert more of their attention to the process and interactions among individuals. Ethnic identity 
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for these socialists is one of the many variables that influence one’s self-identification. On the 

other hand, social engagement, which refers to an individual’s participation, interaction, 

exchange, and involvement in given social groups(Avison and McLeod 2007; Trist, et al. 

1990), is the socialization process that focuses on group and organization participation based 

on the social needs of human nature. Instead of stressing on personal choices and strategic 

decisions, these socialization theorists focus more on the process and the circumstances of 

knowledge acquisition rather than daily choices and decisions, which are ideas that 

Anthropologist are more concerned with.  

    The ethnographic case of the Chinese communities in Cambodia in this volume is an effort 

in responding to this matter. With Cambodia’s historical and political uniqueness, its Chinese 

communities serve as a new case entity and research object in understanding diversified 

Chineseness across Sino-Khmers, mainland Chinese, and Taiwanese. Rather than arguing for 

the separation of Sino-Khmerness, Han-Chineseness or Taiwaneseness, the author 

acknowledges the greater culture commonality and cultural-ties with the historical continuity 

of ethnicity amongst various sub-ethnic Chinese groups (see Chapter Two and Three). At the 

same time, the transnational political structure, organizational engagement, and ethnic network 

of each sub-ethnic Chinese community have also framed and enhanced member collectiveness 

under independent systems as described from Chapter Four to Chapter Six. Meanwhile, the 

common practices of history, customs, rites, ceremonies, languages, social norms, culture traits, 

and social engagement approaches have also covered the sub-ethnic Chinese communities 

under the same cultural umbrella. The key to distinguishing them from is other is through 

practicing membership systems in separate social organizations and divergent ethnic networks. 

In addition, the loose implementation and operative reality of membership systems carried out 

in various sub-ethnic social organizations are proof that the ideal ethnic identity an 

organization set that is actually negotiable. The acceptance and granting of a membership to 

specific ethnic organization is the process of sociability, which can be analyzed through 

interaction, mutual evaluation, role expectations and personal willingness in engagement. The 

membership negotiating between applicants and evaluators are actually a bargaining process 

over the ideal roles of certain types of Chineseness, a surname clan Zongqin Benjia [宗親本家], 

or a homie fellow [同鄉].  
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    Ethnicity and specific ethnic identities then are utilized as social engagement strategies in 

making connections and networking. In order to gain membership from an ethnic social 

organization, an applicant has to show, learn, adapt or create his Chineseness in line with the 

ideal sets of qualifications and criteria set by organizational leaders, often times working to 

fulfill the expectations of an older and long term member. At the same time, the organization 

leaders are also fully aware of generational gaps, value differences, and various degrees of 

Chinese cultural adaption from young applicants, often times looking for qualities that young 

community members possess that can potentially rejuvenate the aging leadership. Therefore, 

the changing standards of membership granting and acceptance, the transition of leadership 

from generation to generation or from term to term, as well as the new executive council 

member nominations are all the daily practices for ethnic socialization of Chineseness for both 

applicants and evaluators. The social life and engagement of each member from different 

levels of organizational hierarchy are the socialization processes in negotiating Chineseness. 

Ethnic social organizations and space thus serves as the platform for members for socializing 

and re-socializing their Chineseness. Ethnic traits or cultural segmentary measure the standards 

of membership criteria, such as dialects, personal connection, surnames, or financial 

contribution, are just part of the ideal characteristics of Chineseness under negotiation. In short, 

each member is socializing his Chineseness through daily social engagements. At the same 

time, their social ethnic Chinese organizations include the daily practice of utilizing their 

Chineseness for whatever incentive and motivations that actually brought them to these 

specific organizations and spaces. Chinesenesses are thus socialized and re-socialized 

according to the member and leadership social interactions and engagement amongst each 

other. Socials with Chineseness can then help Chineseness socialization, and Chineseness 

socialization can serve to ease socials within the idea of Chineseness.  
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English-Chinese Glossary 

 

English Chinese Abbreviation Note 
Association of Chinese Teochew 

Cambodia 
柬埔寨潮州會館 ACTC 潮州會館 

Association of Chinese in Cambodia 柬埔寨華人理事總會 ACC 
柬華理事總

會、柬華 

Yang Qiqiu 楊啟秋   Doung Chhiv  

China Hong Kong & Macau 

Expatriate & Business Association of 

Cambodia 
柬埔寨中國港澳僑商總會 CHKMEBA 港澳商會 

Taiwanese Commercial Association 

in Cambodia  
柬埔寨台灣商會 TCAC 台商會 

Chinese Chamber of Commercial in 

Cambodia 
柬埔寨中國商會 CCCC 中國商會 

Chinese Federal Association 中華總會館     

Wu Bang Gong Hui 五幫公會     

Wu-guan Congso  五館公會     

Management Board of Chinese 

Hospital  
中華醫院董事會     

Zhong-hui li-shi hui guan 中華理事會館     

Hsiehtien Dadi Temple  協天大帝廟    關帝廟 

Cambodia Hainan Huiguan 柬埔寨海南同乡会     

Cambodia Guang-zhao Huguan 柬埔寨广肇会馆     

Cambodia Fukien Huiguan 柬埔寨福建会馆     

Cambodia Hokka Huiguan 柬埔寨客属会馆     

Cambodia Teochew Huiguan 柬埔寨潮州会馆     

Fu Clan Association 符氏宗亲总会     

Wu Clan Association 吴氏宗亲总会     

Shuyi Chen Clan Association 舜裔陈氏宗亲总会     

Xihe Lin Clan Association 西河林氏宗亲总会     

Fenyang Kuo Clan Association 汾阳郭氏宗亲总会     

Yu Zhang Lo Clan Association 豫章罗氏宗亲总会     

Raoping Fenghuang Association 饶平凤凰同乡会     

Jiyang Cai Clan Association 济阳蔡氏宗亲总会     

Jiangxia Huang Clan Association 江夏黄氏宗亲总会     

Yang Clan Association 杨氏宗亲总会     

Longxi Lee Clan Association 陇西李氏宗亲总会     

Xie Clan Association 谢氏宗亲总会     

Yingchuan Lai Clan Association 颖川赖氏宗亲总会     

Jian-hua Daily  柬华日报     

Global Unified Chinese Organization 世界越柬寮华人团体联合 VCLCHINESE   
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from Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos  会 

Cambodia Chinese Cultural 

Development Foundation 

柬埔寨中华文化发展基金

会 
CCCDF   

Cambodia Chinese Education 

Foundation  
柬埔寨华文教育基金会 CCEF   

Mingsheng Middle School  
柬埔寨福建會館公立民生

中學 
    

Overseas Community Affairs 

Council 
僑務委員會  OCAC 僑委會 

Taipei Economic and Cultural 

Representative Office  
台北經濟文化辦事處 TECO 代表處 

Association of Taiwanese in 

Cambodia 
柬埔寨台灣同鄉會     

Taiwanese Industrial Union 

association in Cambodia 

柬埔寨台灣產業工會聯誼

會 
    

Overseas Chinese Affairs Office of 

the State Department 
国务院侨务办公室 OCAO   

Provincial Overseas Chinese Affairs 

Office 
省(直辖)市自治区侨办 POCAO 省侨办 

Local Overseas Chinese Affairs 

Office  
地方侨办 LOCAO  侨乡办 

China Council for the Promotion of 

Peaceful National Reunification 
中国和平统一促进会     

Cambodia’s Anhui Chamber of 

Commerce  
柬埔寨安徽商会 CAHCC   

Chinese National Office for 

Teaching Chinese as a Foreign 

Language  

国家汉语国际推广领导小

组办公室 
Hanban    

Confucius Institute  孔子学院 CI   

Zhuji Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia  
柬埔寨诸暨商会      

Cambodia Qingtian Association 柬埔寨青田同乡会     

Association Development 

Commercial ZheJiang in Cambodia  
柬埔寨浙江工商联合会     

Shanghai Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia  
柬埔寨上海商会     

Wenzhou Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia  
柬埔寨温州商会     

Lishui Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia 
柬埔寨丽水商会     

Sichuan & Chongqing Chamber of 

Commerce in Cambodia  
柬埔寨川渝商会     

Fujian Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia  
柬埔寨福建商会     

Shandong Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia  
柬埔寨山东商会     

Hunan Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia 
柬埔寨湖南商会      
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Guangdong Chamber of Commerce 

in Cambodia 
柬埔寨广东商会     

Guangxi Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia 

柬埔寨广西商会暨广西同

乡会 
    

Jiangxi Chamber of Commerce in 

Cambodia 
柬埔寨江西商会/同乡会     

Chung Hsin Hotel  中信酒店     

Cambodia China Economic 

Development Alliance 
中柬經貿發展聯合會     

        

        

 

 

 


